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TO INCLUDE SUGAR BEETS AND SUGARCANE AS BASIC
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES UNDER THE AGRICUIP.
TURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1934

UNITED STATES SZNATZ,
COMMIT TE ON FINANCE,

Wa~hington, D.G.
The committee met, pursuant to call at 10 a.m., in room 312 Senate

Office Building, Senator 7-{arrison presidinG ,
Present: Senators Ha on (chairman King, George, Walsh,

Connally, Gore, Costigan lark, McAdoo, Byrd, Lonergan, Couzens,
Keyes, La Follette, Hast' '-s, and Walcott.

Also present: Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg; Hon. Henry A.
Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture; Mr. Louis H. Bean, Department
of Agriculture; Mr. James LeCron, Department of Agriculture.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. The committee
will proceed to consider the bill, S. 2732, introduced by Senator
Costigan.

(Senate bill 2372 is here printed in full, as follows:)
A BILL To include sugar beets and sugarcane as basic agricultural commodities under

the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho e of Representatives of the Un4tq4
States of Antwria 'in Cwogre8s a8sembled, That subsection (b) of section 9
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, is amended by striking out
the period at the end of the first sentence, and inserting a colon and the
following: "Provided, howetei; That in the case of sugar beets and sugarcane
the rate of the processing tax shall in no event be in excess of the amount of
the reduction, by the President, of the tariff on sugar in effect on January 1,
1934, under paragraph 501 of the Tariff Act of 1930."

Swo. 2. Subsection (d) of section 9 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as
amended, is amended by adding after paragraph (4) thereof the following:"(5) In case of sugar beets and sugarcane-

"(A) The term 'processing' means the processing of sugar beets or sugar-
cane into refined sugar or into any sugar which is not to be further refined.
When raw sugar is produced by one person and the final reflning is done by
another person, the final refining of the sugar shall be deemned to be the
processing.

"(B) The termI 'processor' meaais the person completing the processing.
"(C) The term 'sugar' means sugar in any form whatsoever, derived from

sugar beets or sugarcane, including also molasses, raw sugar, direct-consump-
tion sugar, and any mixture containing sugar (except blackstrap molasses,
beet molasses, and sirups), and, for the purposes of section 8a (1) of this Act,
sirups. fuch molasses, raw sugar, direct consumption sugar, sugar mixtures,
and sirups, included within the word sugar ', as herein defined, shall be
considered to constitute sugar to the extent of their total sugar content.

"(D) The term 'blackstrap molasses' means the commercially so-designated
byproduct' of the cane-sugar industry not used for human consumption or

for the extraction of sugar, and the total sugar content of which does not
exceed 56 per eontum. I
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"( J.) The tern 'beet molasses' means the commercially so-designated 'by-
product' of the beet sugar industry, not used for human consumptJon, or for
the extraction of sugar except its delivered from one beet factory to another
for such purpose.

"(F) The term 'raw sugar' means sugar, as defined above, manufactured
or marketed in, or brought into, the United States, In any form whatsoever,
for the purpose 'of being, or Which shall be, furtiter refined.

"(G) The term ' lirct-consuiaption sugar' means' sugar, as defined lbove,
manufactured or marketed, In, or brought into, the United States, in any
form whatsoever, for any pApose other than to be further refined.

"(H) Whenever any person has paid a tax on the processing of sugar beets
or sugarcane Into sugar, he shall not be liable for a tax on any byproduct
thereof, unless such byproduct is further refined."

SEc. :1. Section 8 of thMe A'-ricultursal Adjustment Act. as amended, is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

"8F.C. Sa. (1) living due regard to the welfare of domestic producers
and to tho protetwtion of diomestle consuniers and to a just relation between
the prices received by domestic producers and the prices laid by domestic
consumers, tile Secretary of Agriculture may. in order to effectuate the
declared policy of this Act. from time to timt,, by orders or regulations, for-
bid processors. handlers of sugar, and others (A) from importing sugar into con-
tinental United States for consumjption, or which shall be consumed therein.
and/or from marketing. transporting, receiving, or processing sugar from the
Territory df Hawaii, Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands, and
from foreign countries, including Cuba, respectively, in excess of quotas based
on average importations therefrom into continental United States for con-
suniption, or which was taetually consumed therein, during sucll three years,
respectively, in the years 1925-1933, inclusive, as the Secretary of Agriculture
may, from time to tine, determine to be the most representative respective
three years, and the Secretary of Agriculture may by orders or regulations
allot such quotas from time to time among the processors, handlers of sugar,
and others; and from time to time readjust such quotas or allotments; and/or
(B) from marketing, in the current of or !.n competition with, or so as to
burden, obstruct, or In any way affect, interstate or foreign commerce, sugar
manufactured front sugar beets and/or sugarcane produced in the continental
United States beet sugar producing area. the State of Louisiana, the State
of Florida, and any other State or States, in excess of quotas equal to the
production or the marketings of sugar manufactured from sugar beets and/or
sugarcane produced in such area the State of Louisiana, the State of Florida,
and such other State or States, respectively, in such three years, respectively,
in the years 1925-1933, inclusive, as the Secretary (if Agriculture may, from
time to time, determine to be the most representative respective three years,
and the Secretary of Agriculture may by orders or regulations allot such quotas
from time to time among the processors, handlers of sugar, and others, and
from time to time readjust such quotas or allotments.

"(2).The Seeretary of Agriculture may (A) for any year, determine the
quota for any area producing less th4n two hundred and fifty thousand long
tons of sugar during the next prei.eding year, without reference to the afore-
said three-year periods, and (B) readjust from time to time ally quota or
allotment fixed pursuant thereto."(3) Any person violating any order or regulation of the Secretary of Agri-
culture issued under this section shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine
of' not more thian $5,000 and by imprisonment for not more than two years."(4) Any person exceedig any quota or allotment fixed for him under this
section by tile Seretary of Agriculture, and any other person knowingly par-
ticipating, or aiding. il the exceeding of said quota or allotment, shall forfeit
to the United States a sum equal to three times tile current market value of
such excess, which forfeiture shall be recoverable in a civil suit brought in
the name of the United States. All sums recovered shall be paid into the
Treasmry and are leLeby appropriated for tile purposes named in section 12(b)
of th!s Act.

"(5) The several district courts o1' the United States are hereby vested with
jurisdiction to prevent atid restrain any person from violating the provisions of
this section and of any order or regulation issued by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture pursuant to this section.
. "(6) Upon tile request of the Seerotary 'of Agriculture, it shall be the duty

of the several district attorneys of the United States, in their respective dis.
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tricts, under the directions of the Attorney General, to Institute proceedings to
enforce the remedies and to collect the forfeitures provided for in this section."

Sro 4. Paragraph (5) of subsection (d) of Section 9 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, as amended, is hereby renumbered (6).

Sze. 5. Section 9 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, is amended
by adding after subsection (e) thereof the following new subsection:

"(f) For the purposes of part 2 of this title, processing shall be held to
include manufacturing." ."

SEo. 6. Subsection (f) of section 10 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as
amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end of such subsection
and adding a semicolon and the following: "except that, in the case of sugar
beets and sugarcane. the President, if he finds it necessary in order to effectuate
lie declared policy of this Act, is authorized by proclamation to make the pro-

visions of this title applicable to the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and/or the island of Guam."

SEc. 7. Section 11 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, is
amended by adding after the word "tobacco" a comma and the words "sugar ,

beets and sugarcane."
SEa. 8. Subsection (e) of section 15 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as

amended, Is amended by striking out the period at the end of such subsection
and adding a colon and the following: "Prozldcd furt1wr, That the President,
in his discretion, Is authorized by proclamation to decree that aill or part of
the taxes collected upon the processing In continental United States of sugar
coming from the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands, America Samoa, the
Canal Zone, and/or the Island of Guam shall not be covered into the general
fund of tile Treasury of the United States but shall be held as a separate fund
and paid into the treasury of the said possessions, respectively, to be used and
expended by the governments thereof for the benefit of agriculture, and/or
paid as rental or benefit payments in connection with tile reduction in the acre.
age or reduction in the production for market, or both, of sugar beets and/or
sugarcane, in any of the said possessions, through agreements with producers
or by other voluntary methods."

MESSAGE FROMt TIlE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATPKS TRANSMITrING A RsuEST
TJ{AT.TIIE AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT m AMENDED TO MAKE SUGAR BMwr
AND SUGARCANE IlASIo AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES

To the Con gre8s:
Steadily increasing sugar production in the continental United States and

in insular regions has created a price and marketing situation prejudicial to
virtually everyone interested. Farmers in many areas are threatened with low
prices for their leets, and cane, and Cuban purchases of our goods have
dwindled steadily as her shipments of sugar to this country have declined.

There Is a school of thought which believes that sugar ought to be on the
free list. This belief is based on the high cost of sugar to the American
consuming public.

The annual gross value of the sugar crop to American beet and cane growers
is approximately $60,000,000. Those who believe in the free importation of
sugar say that the 2 cents a pound tariff is levied mostly to protect tills 60-
million-dollar crop and that it costs our consuming public every year more
than 200 million dollars to afford this protection.

I do not at this time recommend placing sugar on the free list. I feel that we
ought first to try out a system of quotas with the three-fold object of keeping
down the price of sugar to consumers, of providing for the retention of beet
and cane farming within our continental limits, and also to provide against
further expansion of this neces-arily expensive industry.

Consumers have not benefitted from the disorganized state of sugar production
here and in the insular regions. Both the import tariff and cost of distribution,
which together account for the major portion of the consumers' price for sugar,
have remained relatively constant during the past 3 years.

This situation clearly calls for remedial action. 1" believe that we can in.
crease the returns to our own farmers. contribute to the economic rehabilitation
of Cuba, provide adequate quotas for the Philippines. Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands. and at the same time prevent higher prices to our own
Consumers.

Tile problem is difficult, but can be solved if It is met squarely and if small
temporary gains are sacrificed to ultimate general advantage.
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-, The objective may be attained most readily through amendment of existing
legislation. The Agricultural Adjustment Act should be amended to make sugar
beets and sugarcane basic agricultural commodities. It then will be possible
to collect a processing tax on sugar, the proceeds of which will be used to
compensate farmers for holding their production to the quota level. A tax
of less than one half cent per pound would provide sufficient funds.

Consumers need not and should not bear this tax. It is already within the
Executive power to reduce the sugar tariff by an amount equal to the tax. In
order to make certain that American consumers shall not bear an increased
price due to this tax, Congress should provide that the rate of the processing
tax shall in no event exceed the amount by which the tariff on sugar is reduced
below the present rate of import duty.

By further amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the Secretary
of Agriculture should be given authority to license refiners, importers, and
handlers to buy and sell sugar from the various producing areas only in the
proportion which recent marketings of such areas bear to total United States
consumption. The average marketings of the past 3 years provide on the whole
an equitable base, but the base period should be flexible enough to allow slight
adjustments as between certain producing areas.

The use of such a base would allow approximately the following preliminary
and temporary quotas: Short tone

Continental beets ------------------------------------ 1, 450, O0
Louisiana and Florida --------------------------------- 260, 000
Hawaii --------------------------------------------- 5,000
Puerto Rico ----------------------------------------- 821,000
Philippine Islands ----------------------------------- 1,037,000
Cuba --------------------------------------------- 1,944, 000
Virgin Islands ----------------------------------------- 5000

Total ---------------------------------------- 6,452,000
The application of such quotas would immediately adjust market supplies to

consumption, and would provide a basis for reduction of production to the
needs of the United States market.

Furthermore, In the negotiations for a new treaty between the United States
and Cuba to replace the existing Commercial Convention, which negotiations
are to be resumed immediately, favorable consideration will be given to an
increase in the existing preferential on Cuban sugars, to an extent compatible
with the Joint interests of the two countries.

In addition to action made possible by such legislative and treaty changes,
the Secretary of Agriculture already has authority to enter into codes and
marketing agreements with manufacturers which would permit savings in
manufacturing and distributing costs. If any agreements or codes are entered
Into, they should be in such form as to assure that producers and consumers
share in the resulting savings.

FRANKLIN D. Rooswo.T.
Tn Wnm Hous, Februav 8, 1934.

The CHAIRIMAN. Senator Costigan, do you want to make an initial
statement, before we begin with the Secretary of Agriculture?

Senator CosTia.t. With the indulgence of the committee, Mr.
Chairman, I should like to make a brief statement..

The CHAIMAN. We will be glad to hear you.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD P. COSTIGAN, UNITED STATES
SENATOR PROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Senator COSTIGAN. Mr. Chairman, about 10 months ago, on April
18, 1933, at the last session of the Congress, I offered and discussed
in the Senate an amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act
designed to have sugar beets and cane included among specified
basic agricultural commodities. That amendment passed the Senate
the following day, by a vote of 44 to 37, but was subsequently,
through conference action, excluded from the law.

I
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Between Aprit 1933 and February of this year, the Department
of Agriculture, as indicated by successive statements on sugar, re-
jected the much discussed voluntary sugar marketing or quota agree-
ment, and openly announced approva-f of legislation to have sugar
beets and cane declared basic agricultural commodities.

Perhaps, for purposes of a readily available record, some refer-
ence should be made, at the outset of this hearing, to the public
utterances of Secretary Wallace of the Department of Agriculture,
and Mr. Chester Davis, administrator of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act.

On December 12, 1933, speaking at Chicago, Secretary Wallace
said, in part:

It is true that the time is coming when we shall have to reconsider many
of the devices employed in the adjurtinont act. While I think fi many ways
the act marks an epoch in the hltstry of American agriculture, nevertheless
that Is not reason for regairlding it as sacred.

The Secretary then discussed various possible amendments to the
law, and continued as follows:

Whether any of these particular proposals are to be considered in this
coming session of Congress, I do not know, but I might mention one which
is quite likely to come, and that is the inclusion of beef cattle and sugar as
basic commodities, under the terms of the adjustment act. One or two others
may also he added, but the case for beef cattle nud sugar seems to be beyond
dispute.

On January 18, 1934, Secretary Wallace appeared before the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry of the Senate, and once
more affirmed his decision or suggestion to have sugar declared basic.
On that occasion he said:

When the Agricultural Adjustment Act was enacted farm prices of sugar
beets and sugarcane were very close to their fair exchange value, and as a
consequence, sugar was not included as a basic agricultural commodity under
the act. Anticipating marketing pressure, as a result of the large prospective
crop of 1933-34, however, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration ne-
gotiated with representatives of the industry, to the end that a marketing
agreement, In the Interests of cane and beet producers might be consummated.

Secretary Wallace then said:
The draff of a marketing agreement, which was finally presented for the

approval of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, was, however, unsatis-
factory, because it emphasized the Interests of processors rather than the income
of producers, because it did not provide for effective production control, and
because the protection of consumers' interests was virtually confined to the
Secretary's power to terminate the agreement. The administration-

the Secretary continued-
explored various alternative proceedings. Our ultimate conclusion was that,
irrespective of any action which might subsequently be taken with respect
to market quotas, or the regulation of competition, we should be in position
to make supplementary payments to producers of beets and cane, and to limit
the acreage sown of those crops, if and to the extent that such action appeared
necessary for the effectuation of the purposes of the act-

referring, I assume, to the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
Without rereading the purpose the the act, Mr. Chairman, I

should like to ask that they be incorporated in my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, they will be incorporated.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
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Dcclaraton of pollcy

SEM. 2. It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress-
(1) To establish and maintain such balance between the proluctioln and

consumption of agricultural commodities, and such marekting conditions there-
for, as will reestablish prices to farmers at a level that will give agricultural
commodities a purchasing power with respect to articles that farmers buy
equivalent to the purchasing power of agricultural commodities in the base
period. The base period in the case of all agricultural commodities except
tobacco shall be the pre-war period, August 1909 to July 1914. In the case of
tobacco, the base period shall ho the post-war period, August 1919 to July 1929.

(2) To approach such equality of purchasing power by gradual correction
of the present inequalities therein at as rapid a rate as is deemed feasible in
view of the current consumptive demand in domestic and foreign markets.

(3) To protect th consumers' interest by readjusting farin production at
such level as will not increase the percentage of the consumers' retail expendi-
tures for agricultural commodities, or products derived therefrom, which is
returned to the farmer, above the percentage which was returned to the farmer
in the pre-war period. August 1909 to July 1914.

Senator CosTIGA . On January 25 of this year, subsequent to the
last statement of the Secretary, ArM Chester 4b. Davis, administrator
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. spoke before the annual banquet
of the Illinois Agricultural Association, at Danville, Ill., and had
this to say, with reference to sugar:

Since farm prices for sugar beets and sugarcane approximated their fair
exchange value at the time the Agricultural Adjustment Act waas passed, they
were not regarded as basic agricultural commodities. Attempts to draft an
acceptable marketing agreement have not materialized. To bring benefits to
the producers, adjustment payments to the producers may be necessary. To
make that possible, sugar must be designated as basic.

Subsequent to these statements in Secretary Wallace's Chicago
address, and on January 4, of this year, the first day for the introduc-
tion of bills, I renewed my effort to have sugar beets and cane
declared basic commodities, by introducing a bill to amend the Agri-
cultural Adjustntent Act to that end.

On February 8, 1934 President Roosevelt transmitted at message
to the Congress; a message with which members of thit- t-omtvittee
are familiar; favoring, in part, the action mentioned. Shortly
thereafter, these recommendations of the President were incor-
porated in an administration bill introduced in the House of Repre-
sentatives by Chairman Marvin Jones, of the Agricultural Com-
mittee of the IThuse. and by me on February 12, 1934, in the Senate.
Hearings have been held on the bill before the House Cormmittee
on Agriculture this week, and this is the opening of the hearing
before the Senate Finance Committee.

I have only this brief further statement to make about the bill:
My general views on it have been submitted to the Senate, first
on February 1'2, When the bill was introduced by me in the Senate, and
again on February 20. Following certain comments of the able
Senator from Michigan (Mr. Vandenberg), on unexpected testimony
given before the House committee during the hearings on the bill
this week, because of the record wlich I have reviewed, I undertook,
on February 20, to interpret and in a measure defend the President
and Secretary Wallace against what appeared to be a clear indica-
tion of bad faith, due to the suggestion of Mr. Weaver, Chief of the
Sugar Division of the Department of Agriculture, that the bill is
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the first step in the direction of the extermination of the domestic
sugar industry. Representatives of the sugar-producing States were
reasonably alarmed by the intimation given in that testimony, that
the administration was either directly or indirectly, and particularly
under the guise of helpfulness, seeking to destroy an American
industry deemed important enough to be declared basic. I have
publicly resented such an insinuation of ambushed hostility, and
declared that President Roosevelt's approval of the bill to make
sugar basic is a guarantee of good faith.

Secretary Wallace is here, and will of course speak for the Depart-
ment of which he is the distinguished head. Because of my con-
nect ion with the efforts to have sugar declared basic, I feel bound to
say in advance of his testimony that if the administration has a
ptirpose to destroy the domestic sugar industry, that design hats
never been in any respect communicated to me; that on the contrary
my experience with the administration, and the official record, and
the bill now before this committee, are all inconsistent with such a
program. Naturally, I am constrained to add that unless the bill
is to be a constructive addition to the President's farm-relief efforts,
looking to benefits for growers and stabilized prices and conditions
for the industry, every representative of sugar-producing States must
be expected to oppose it.

The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Wallace, the committee will hear you
now.

The committee thanks you for your preliminary statement, Senator
Costigan.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WALLACE, SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE

Secretary WALLACE. Mr. Chairman, I regret exceedingly that it
has been impossible for me to prepare a carefully thought out state-
ment. It happened that the recent fireworks caIe while I was out
of town, and I did not return until late Tuesday evening. As you
know, I met you rather accidentally Wednesday afternoon, and you
asked me when it would be possible for me to appear before this
committee. I thought that it would be appropriate, while this
matter is commanding public interest, that we proceed with it. Un-
fortunately, I found such a press of business yesterday, that I was
unable to write out a carefully considered statement. and in this
somewhat informal statement, I trust it will be possible to keep in
mind the many ramifications of this vast probh'ni, without doing
an injustice to any part. of the United States. I hope that all of us
will approach this problem. not from i narrow. loal• lprtisan view-
point, but from the point of view of aseutaining what will bring the
maxintli Of plospeity to all of the people of the, United States.
without doing an injustice to any particular section.

From the first. the departmentt of Agriculture. in its approach
to the sugar problem. has found that this more thamf the problem
of any other agricultural commodity, transcends the province of
the Department of Agriculutre alon; that it gets into the State
Department in a very definite way; that the War Department,
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because of its concern with our insular possessions, is interested in a
very definite way; that the Interior Department is concerned,
because of its interest in the Virgin Islands; that the consumers,
because of conditions prevailing in the past, have been unusually
sensitized to the sugar problem; that certain progressive-minded
individuals, who have in mind certain ancient practices of the sugar
processors, the refiners, have been very deeply interested in the way
in which this problem might be handled. In other words this
problem. perhaps more than the problem of any other agricultural
comm-dlty, is of concern to the entire Nation, and if I may say so,
to the entire world.

Sugar furnishes an extraordinary example of what happens to
it commodity when the various governments of the world take an
interest in the application of tariffs and bounties, and other arti-
ficial devices. I suppose there is no commodity which has been so
affected I by governmental interference on the world-wide scale. The
result has been to distort the judgment of producers in practically
every nation in the world, because they felt that they were planning
for it much more profitable market than eventually came to pass;
the result being that everywhere over the world, production has
been built up apparently behind the government walls of each
nation, only later to overflow those walls and produce a world-
wide chaos in the commodity. Sugar is the striking example of
what tariffs eventually produce.

The one concern of the Department of Agriculture necessarily
has been to discover some way of giving to the domestic sugar
producers the same kind of justice that we were endeavoring to
obtain for the other agricultural products; that has been our one con-
cern, and shall continue to be our concern. We have never at any
time had any other concern than that.

Of course, in the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the measurement
of justice is to restore. prices to pre-war parity, to that relationship
existing during the 1909-14 period. It has happened, during
a great part of the depression, that sugar beets have been closer to
that parity than most other agricultural products. It also happened
that during the period immediately after the enactment of the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act. it seemed as though sugar prices might
reach a point which could enable the sugar-beet growers to attain'
very close to parity. During the slump which followed the 1933
speculative expansion which came to a head the 18th of July, sugttr
was affected the same as other agricultural products; and a little
later, we rejected the sugar stabilization agreement, and we felt
called on, because of the disparity in purchasing power for sugar-
beet farmers, to see what could be done to bring them under the
provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and treat them as a
basic commodity.

Senator GonE. When you say you rejected the stabilization agree-
ment. j11st what do you have in mind, Mr. Secretary? I do not
believe I identify it.

Secretary WALLACE. The agreement that was worked out by the
various sugar interests, providing for quotas. We have, under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the power to enter into agree-
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ments with processors. The processors of sugar prepared such an
iugrrement, which was rejected.

The CHATRMAN. That was last fall?
Secretary WALL.ACE. That was in September.
Senator GORE. That included, generally, the processors of iri-

ported raw sugar, as well as domestic processors?
Secretary W.ALLACE. While the Cubans were not a party to the

agreement, there was by implication a quota set for them, as well.
LSenator'Ki'vo. It may be that you refer generally, Senator Gore,

to the hearings which were had hcre, at which representatives of the
sugar beet and cane industry all over the United States were present.

Accretary WALlACE. The insular possessions; yes.
Senator GEoRGE. Well, there was a substantial understanding

reached at that time, in a concrete form, whiclh was accepted by the
beet producers. the cane producers, and the Cuban representatives..

Secretary WALLACE. That is correct, sir.
Senator GEORGE. And that was rejected by you?
Secretary WALLACE. That was rejected.
Senator GEORaE. Though they accepted it?
Secretary WALLAcE. Though they accepted it.
Senator GEoRGE. Your judgment, you thought, was better than

theirs?
Secretary WALLACE. I felt that it could not he accepted under the

tennis of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
Senator Ki o. Sugar was not under the Agricultural Act, in the

sense that it was not denominated a basic commodity. Excuse me
I (14 not want to interrupt you. I just want to get your point ot
view.

Secretary WALLACE. Well, we can enter into an agreement with
respect to other commodities that are not designated as basic.

T'he CHAIR.NAX. Your rejection was approved by the President
of the United States, of the marketing a,,eenient?

Secretary WALLACE. That is correct, sir.
Senator McADoo. Was it based upon the legal difficulty that ex-

isted, Mr. Secretary, or was it rejected for economic reasons?
Secretary WALLACE.. Well, the reasons are very detailed, and those

that could* with propriety be made public, were made public at the
time, and can be ascertained from the record. As I say. we are
very anxious indeed to do the domestic sugar producers"the same
kind of justice its is done to other agricultural commodities. At the
present time, it appears that in order to give the beet sugar farmers
of the United States a fair exchange value, it would be necessary
to increase the price of beets about 20 percent.

Senator GORE. From what to what?
Secretary WALLACE. Parity is about $6.50 a ton, and the current

price. as understand it, will approximate about $5.30 a ton. I
do not remember the exact figures, but it is approximately that.
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TABLU .- Avwrage prices piud for sugar beets and pavi&U prices

Dollars per ton

1931 1932 1933

Ohio ................................................................................ 5.34 (1)
M ichigan ................................................................. 8.3 5. 73 (1
Nebraska ............................................................... 5. 46 4.58 (
M ontana ........................... ........ .............................. 6.01 6.39 (')
Idaho ..................................................................... 6.03 5.10 1
Wyoming ................................................................. 6.71 4.97 (")
Colorado ................................................................. 5.44 4.62 (a)
Utah ..................................................................... 6.82 4.77
California ........................................ .. ...... 7.40 6.82
Other States I ............................................................. 5. 97 5.22

United States ....................................................... 5.94 5. 2 6.32
Parity prices 8 ............... ............................. ......... 8 .52 5.74 8.46

3Data by States not yet available.
2 States producing sugar beets for which figures are not shown above.
3 Prewar average multiplied by Index of prices paid by farmers.

We have now offered the sugar beet people, in the amendment
under consideration and as described in the President's message, an
extraordinarily good proposition, a better proposition than has been
offered to any other agricultural commodity. It is a proposition so
good that it would seem to me that any Mountain States Senator or
Congressman, going home, would have something really to talk
about. It may be that there should be certain clarifications written
into the amendment, but let me indicate how good, in principle this
amendment is, and the explanations contained in the President's
message.

Senator GEORaE. Is it necessary, Mr. Secretary, to give substantial-
ly the same benefits to the cane sugar as it is to the beet sugar ? That
is, 20 percent as you indicate?

Secretary WALLACE. I do not believe it is quite that, but I would
rather consult with our technicians upon that.

Senator GEOROE. Well, Mr. Secretary, let me ask you this: In the
event that cane and beet sugar are brought within the terms of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as basic commodities, and a proc-
essing tax is levied, I believe it is the view of the Department that
the processing tax must also be made applicable to the floor stocks.
My recollection is that that was the view that prevailed at the time
of the levying of the processing tax on cotton. In view 6f the large
importations, and the new production, is it not worth while to think
of a provision in this bill that the Secretary at least would have the
discretion not to levy a floor tax on stocks on hand?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, that is a thing which should be gone
into with very great care. Another method of handling it would be
to start the processing tax at a low point and then step it up. That
has been used in the case of some commodities, but I would not care
to express an offhand opinion on that.

Senator GEORGE. I am suggesting it to you, because of the large
importations it would seem to me to be wholly unnecessary, and
would avoid the tremendous work of ever collecting the processing
tax on stocks in hand.

Secretary WALLACE. Yes. It is obviously a matter which should
be looked into.
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Senator GEoRoE. And obviously, if the floor tax is made applicable
to stocks on hand, there would be no way to except, as the President
in his message indicated, the consumer from that increased tax, or
at least the processors who have these stocks on hand for various
purposes.

Secretary WALLACE. If I may return to the thought of how good
this proposition is for the domestic producers-

Senator CouzENs. Before you enter into that, Mr. Secretary, may
I ask, broadly speaking, if this bill is intended to freeze the domestic
sugar industryI

Secretary WALLACE. I wonder, Senator, if I could come back to
that, after making this point?

Senator CouzENs. Yes; if it is more convenient, I will wait.
Secretary WALLACE. Yes. I will be only too happy to answer, if

you will allow me to make this point.
Senator CouzE s. Yes; all right.
Secretary WALLACE. The domestic beet people are given a quota

in the President's message, which is about the average production of
the past 3 years, including this year, which is a period of higher pro-
duction of beet sugar than has obtained in any other 3-year period
on record, a very favorable quota, indeed, 1,450,000 tons.

Senator CouzENs. That is net tons?
Senator GORE. How much f
Senator COSTIGAN. 1,450 000 short tons.
Secretary WALLACE. If i may read the figures, year by year, since

1925; it is 1,063,000 tons, 1,040,000 tons, 935,000 tons, 1,243,000 tons,
1,026,000 tons, 1,140,000 tons; and, beginning in 1931, 1,343,000 tons;
1932, 1,318,000 tons; 1933, 1,366,000 tons. This is consumption for
calendar years, by the way, and 1933 crop was 1,700,000 tons.

TABLE 2.-Quantity of tw cane sugar (or its equivalent) from each crop source
ucd80 in supplying dopaestio consumption i the United States daring ifears

[In short tons, raw basis]

Grown in contin- Grown In foreign
ental United Grown in United States insular areas cuntrie

Staor
Total, all

Period crop All
sources P Philip- Virgin other

Beet Cone Rto Hawaii pine Islan Cuba foreign
Islands coun-

tries

CALENDAR YEARS

1933 ........... ,316,000 1.306,0001 315,000 791,000 989,600 1,241,000 4,600 1,601,000 8,000
1932 .......... 0,248,500 1,318,650( 100,000 010,600 1,024,000 1,042,000 4,500 1,762,600 20,600
1931 .............. 6,501,00 1343,00 206,000 748,60 9067.000 815,000 2,000 2,440,000 40,000
1930 ........... - 0, 710, 0 1,1 0,600 197, 500 780,000 806,00 804,500 0,000 2,94500 30,6 00
1029 .............. 6,964,000 1,026, 5W 189, 000 4 0.0 928,500 724,500 4,000 3,613,000 17,500
1928 ............. 6,042,600 1,243,000 138,500 698,600 819,000 570,5W0 11,00O 3,125,000 35,000
1927---------.. 6,348,000 935,00 46,500 578,000 762,000 521,000 6,500 3,491,000 0601926 .... ,796,600 3,040,000 84,000 551,000 740,5W0 375,000 6,000 3,044,600 47,50102---------.....0,203,000 ,600 149,600 03,500 763,000 485,000 10,000 3,486,000 40,500
1924............. e-,817,0D 892,600 08,000 409,00 60 0 318,000 2,600i 3,384,600 104,000

Senator GoRE. Is that in 1934?
Secretary WALLACE. And this 1,450,000 tons is about the average

of 1,325,000, 1,372,000, and 1,700,000.
Senator GORE. What is the 1,700,000?
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Secretary WALLACE. This past year's crop-1933.
Senator COSTIGAN. To be accurate, 1,756,000.
Secretary WALLACE. 1,756,000.
Senator GoRE. Thank you for that explanation. How do you

account for that sudden rise?
Secretary WALLACE. Favorable weather in certain States, but, in

the main, general acreage expansion in others, sir.
Senator Goiw. Weather conditions and not economic conditions?
Senator KING. Possibly it was due to greater saccharine content,

wasn't it, largely?
Secretary WAL ACE. Only in small measure was the higher per-

centage of sucrose recovered in 1932 and 1933 a contributing factor.
Weather conditions are responsible only for that small contribution
to the expanded production.

Senator KING. Yes; I think so.
Secretary WALLACE. Causihg, however, only a small increase in

sugar percentage.
Senator GonE. That is beet and cane I
Secretary WALLACE. No. This is beet only.
Senator GORE. Oh, I beg your pardon. Now, the cane is about

how much-200,000 or 250,000?
Secretary WALLACE. If you care to have me do so, I will read

them over for the same years.
Senator GORE. I wish -you. would; yes.
Secretary WALLACE. Louisiana and Florida together, beginning

in 1925, 150,000, 84,000, 46,000, 139,000 189,000, 198,000, 206,000,
160,000, and 315,000 for the last year.

Senator GonE. What year-19338
Secretary WALLACE. 1933.
Senator GORE. On what account is that-the good weather in

that section of the country?
Secretary WALLACE. There is another factor at work there. The

mosaic disease almost exterminated the Louisiana cane industry some
years back. The Department of Agriculture set to work to discover
a disease-resisting variety or varieties and were singularly suc-
cessful in the enterprise, and Louisiana is now ready to expand very
greatly.

Senator GORE. There is no way we could propagate that mosaic
disease down there, is there?

Secretary WALLACE. I do not think anyone in the Government
seriously has in mind causing inefficiency.

Senator Gopx. Causing what?
Secretary WALLACE. Causing inefficiency.
Senator GoRE: Oh I
Secretary WALLACE. No one.
Senator GORE. Do you not think that would be a normal saving

in the number of tons of sugar raised in Louisiana, for that mat.
ter? I mean hasn't it been the most expensive parasite that ever
fastened itself to the economic structure of this country? You need
not answer that unless you would like to.

Secretary WALLACE. We will allow you to go on record, Senator.
Senator GoRE. I am on record. I appreciate your shyness.
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Secretary WALLACE. I am willing to answer that in very great
detail-more detail than the Senators would have the patience to
listen to.

Senator GonE. We will come back to that. Now, I want to ask
you, how many acres are devoted to cane production in this country?

Secretary WALLACE. Do you have that there, Mr. Bean?
Mr. BEAN. In the season 1931-32, the last for which I have the

record, there were harvested 140,000 acres.
Senator GoRE. One hundred and forty thousand acres?
Mr. BEAN. That is the largest acreage on record.
Senator Go= . At $100 an acre, that would be $14,000,000.
Secretary WALLACE. If I may be allowed to return again to the

singularly favorable proposition which is being offered to the sugar
producers of the United States, they are being allowed quotas, based
on an experience, materially above that of the past 10 years, singu-
larly favorable quotas. I am referring to the quotas as given in the
President's message.

Senator COSTIUAN. Pardon me, Mr. St-retary, but were those
quotas mentioned in the President's message illustrative or final, from
the viewpoint of the Department?

Secretary WALLcE. The bill, as drawn, leaves some leeway and
option, and I think that is a matter which should be cleared up by
the Congress, so that there can be no confusion of mind about that.
In deciding the quotas definitely, I think it is exceedingly important,
however, that you give a very real hearing to the State Department,
the War Department, perhaps the Tariff Commission, so that you
get a completely well-rounded viewpoint, before you determine just
what the quota should be. I think you are probably in the best de-
fensive position, if you will take a definite 3-year period, and stay
by it, and if that last 3-year period is taken, it is singularly favorable
to the domestic sugar producers.

Senator KING. May I make one observation? Have you taken into
account, Mr. Secretary, in recommending this quota, the fact that
we haven't quite yet accepted Mrs. Sanger's view, and there is a
great deal of fecundity in the United States, and we are increasing
largely our po ulation?

Secretary WALLACE. May I be allowed to proceed with this
thought? I am still struggling to get it expressed, and then I will
be only too glad to follow with Senator Couzens' and yours. Not
only are we giving a singularly favorable quota to the domestic
producers, but we also are offering them a complete parity price
which is something that we have been unable to do, despite our de-
sire, for the other -basic commodities. I would like to call attention
to the position of these other basic commodities, on which we are
operating. I was only able to get our people at work on the figures
this morning and haven't got them in complete detail. With re-
spect to cotton, in the year 1930, the producers actually received
$659,000,000, and if they had had a parity price, they would have
received about $1,250,000,000.

Senator GoR. That is 1930?
Secretary WAL ACE. 1930. In 1931, they actually received $491,-

000,000. If they had received parity price, they would have re-
ceived $1,316,000,000.

4233-34--2
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Senator KNa. Parity with respect to other agricultural com-
modities, or with respect to a given number of years-I

Secretary WALLACEo. No; parity as defined in the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, which means purchasing power for those things
which farmers buy. In other words, for the farmers of the cotton
South to have bought their customary quantity of goods from the
North and the other regions, they should have had $1,316,000,000,
instead of $491,000,000, in the year 1931.

In 1932 the cotton producers received $372,000,000, compared with
a parity value of $865,000,000.

In 1933 they actually received in cash $618,000.000 and in addition
benefit payments of about $160,000,000. Have you the parity on
that Mr. Bean, 1988?

Mr. BEAN. $889,000,000.
Secretary WALLACE. The parity value is substantially greater.
Senator GORE. And that takes into account the dec ine in price

of the things they purchased, as well as the decline in receiptsT
Secretary WALLACE. Yes. With respect to corn, in 1930, the

value of production at prices farmers actually received was $1,224,-
000,000. The parity va ue would have been $1,903,000,000. In 1931
the actual value was $929,000,000. The parity value would have
been over $2,000,000,000.

For 1932 the actual value was $559,000,000. The parity value
would have been nearly four times as areat-$1,997,000,000.

For 1933 the actual value was $917,00,000. This is based on the
December 1 values. Parity price would have been $1,631,000,000.

In the case of wheat the value of production in 1930 was $575,"
000,000. Parity value would have been $1,092,000,000.

For 193. the actual value wits $413,000,000. Parity value would
have been $1,022,000,000.

For 1932 the actual value was $238,000,000. Parity value would
have been $704,000,000.

For 1933 the actual value was $358,000,000. Parity value would
have been $508,000,000.

In the case of hogs they received $944,000,000 in 1931.
Senator GoPE. You do not have that for 1930, Mr. Secretary?

I noticed the others started with 1930.
Secretary WALLACE. Mr. Bean has iii here a figure which he says

is "about the same."Mr. BEAN. I mean the parity value would have been about the
same.

Secretary WALLACE. In 1930 they received $1,331,000,000, and
parity value was about that.

In 1931 they. received $944,000,000, and parity value would have
been $1,448,000,000.

In 1933 they received $580,000,000, and parity value would have
been about $1,302,000,000.
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Now, it happens, because these products are ol the export market,
that it is impossible, under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, to
give them at once or in the near future, parity price for the entire
production. In the casq of these export products, the processing
tax' is remitted on the exportable part, which cuts down the amount
to be divided among the domestic producers, which is especially
true in the case of cotton. For that reason, these great export crops,
as long as they are substantially on the export market, cannot re-
ceive parity, by the operation that we are using, until such time as
the acreage is cut down very greatly. We have asked producers
of these great export crops for substantial reductions-cotton for
this coming year, a reduction of nearly 40 percent; corn for this
coming year, 20 percent; hogs, 25 percent; wheat, 15 percent. Very
substantial reductions have been asked. They are not likely to get
parity price, although they have been benefited very greatly, al-
ready; but nevertheless they have not been offered and are not
likely to obtain a proposition as favorable, relative to their immedi-
ate past, or the average of the past 10 years, anywhere near as good
as is offered to the domestic sugar producers. To me, it is one of
the most astounding exhibitions I have ever seen.

Senator McADoo. Mr. Secretary, may I interrupt to ask you if
I got you right, about the reduction of acreage on cotton?

Senator COSTIGA. Pardon me, Senator McAdoo, may I ask the
Secretary to what he referred, when he said, "It was one of the
most astounding exhibitions" he had ever seen?

Secretary WAILACI. It is one of the most astounding exhibitions
I have ever seen, that the real sugar producers of this country have
not been delighted with this plan; and I can only account for it on
the basis that they are not acquainted with the details of it, that
they haven't been informed; that, on the contrary, certain interests,
who are not primarily interested in the sugar farmer, but who are
interested in other things, certain things-,I would not care to em-
barrass those interests by naming them--have, by skillful use of
propaganda of one sort and another misled the sugar farmers con-
cerning the very real benefit which they can obtain under this plan.
I again sympathize with the representatives of the sugar producers,
in their desire to have this thing set out in a more precise and a
more definite way, so that they will know just what they are get-
ting, and I think that is a duty of Congress and a duty of the
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TAnLE 3.&-Valu of production and parity value# of cotton, wheat, eern, and hogs

IUn millions of dollars

1930 1 1931 1932 1 1933

Cotton:
Vah1e of production ............................................. 69 491 372 618
Parity value .................................... 1,247 1,316 865 889

Wheat:
Value of production ................................................ 575 413 238 358
Parity value ................................... 1,092 1,022 704 508

Corn:
Value of production ........ .................... 1,224 029 559 918
Parity value .......... ........................... 1,903 2,060 1,097 1,921

flogs.
Value of production .............................................. I 1,331 044 540 580
Parity %ilue ..................................................... 1,567 1,448 1,220 1,302

15
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Department of Agriculture, working in conjunction with the State
Department and the War Departmnent, to work this thing out on a
broad basis, instead of having it approached on a continually piece-
mneal basis, which makes for these irritations-good, perhaps, for
political purposes, but not good from the standpoint of the Nation
as a whole. It seems to me that it is time for a truce between! these
warring interests. We have problems of sufficient magnitude else-
where, so that we ought to deciare a truce on this sugar matter, and
keep it from being settled in this piecemeal way. We should give
assitrances of stability on a reasonable basis, to our doinestic pro-
ducers, so that sugar will be retired from this position. of being it
miserable political football.

Senator McAooo. Mr. Secretary, don't you think that it would
be wise to inform the committee as to who these propagandists
areI

Senator Goit:. Are we in executive session? If we are, I think
they should be given.

The CHAI10AN. We are not in executive session.
Senator GotE. I think, when we go into executive session, that

ought to go in, sir.
Senator fCADOO. Why not make it public?
Senator GoRE. I have no objection to making it public. The

Secretary seemed to wish to avoid giving embarrassment to anyone.
Senator CouZENS. I think the Secretary is prepared to answer

my question.
Secretary WALLACE. All rigit. I will do that.
Senator Mc.tDoo. May I ask. Senator Couzens, before he does

that, if he will answer my question about these propagandists'(
Secretary WALLACE. I think that it tends, Senator, to distract

from the main purpose of arriving at a consensus of constructive
opinion, to call people names.

Senator MCADOO. Well, I wouldn't call them names, but I would
like to know. You don't want to denounce them, but it would in.
terest me very much, because I have been getting a great many
telegrams and letters about this subject, and I would like to know
what is back of it.

Secretary WALLACE. I would be glad to inform you, in private,
Senator.

Senator McAnoo. All right, sir.
Sei~ator COSTIGA-N. Mr. Secretary, you refer, in part, I assmne,

to the concern expressed by the growers in the sugar-beet States,
aticularly, following the report that the administration was in
favor of destroying the sugar indiistry in the United States. When

you speak of the discontent of the growers, of course, you recognize
that such a response is understandable? _

Secretary WALLACE. Oh, that kind of response is perfectly 1mn-
derstandable, sir, and I would sympathize with them completely,
in making an outcry to the limit, against a suggestion that their
means of livelihood be taken away from them.

Senator Kilo. Mr. Secretary, isn't it a fact that the opposition-
that is the only source of opposition that I have heard df-no one
has approached me in regard to the matter, and the only informa-
tion I have gotten is from the farmers themselves-the opposition
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comes from the fact that the theory or philosophy upon which the
basic agricultural commodities were placed into a certain category,
was that we had an exportable surplus, and the American beet
producers and the American can producers realize that we not only
do not have. an exportable surplus, but that the consumptive needs
of the American people are four times as great as the domestic pro-
duction, and they have resented efforts to compel a restriction in
production, so long as we have such a demand at home, to meet
the needs of the people?

Secretary WALLACE. I would much rather answer that question
coming from the Republican side than coming from you, Senator
.King. Let us have Senator Couzens ask it.

Senator Kilo. I am asking it, as a statement of fact
The CI A1tMAN. Senator Ctouzens wants to ask a question.
Senator CouzEms. I have started in, several times, but I have been

waiting for other Senators to stop long enough to let the Secretary
answer the question, because, so far as I am concerned, that is one
of the prominent issues.

Secretary WALLACE. Is this the question you wanted to ask ? Shall
we call this a pooled question with yours?

Senator Couzrxs. No. I would prefer to have my question an-
.*Yered as nearly as possible, yes or no.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your question?
Senator WALcoTT. Let him repeat the question.
Senator CouzExs. The question was whether or not it was intended

by this bill to freeze the sugar production industry in the United
States.

Secretary WALLACE. Senator, I do not care to answer a question of
that sort yes or no. If you want me to answer it in greater detail, I
will be glad to do so.

Senator COUzENS. I will listen as long as you want to talk, if the
other Senators will put up with it.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WALLACE. In the first place, the Agricultural Act is an

emergency act.
Senator CoUzENs. This bill does not say anything about emergency.

There is no such indication in this bill.
Secretary WALLACE. This bill could be carried out only under

the powers of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, which is an
emergency act.

Senator COSTIGAN. The bill consists of a series of amendments to
the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

Secretary WALLACE. I don't think any of us, in times like these,
can afford to look on any quota arrangement as a completely freezing
arrangement, from the long-tume point of view. Arrangements set-
tingt quotas are necessarily to some extent experimental and subject
to review.

Senator Cwzrmzs. I can understand that.
Secretary WALLACE. The act itself is terminable at any time by

the President. It would be freezing, we will say, for the next year.
Senator CouzExs. Well. I understand, but I am trying to get what

is in contemplation, because I have a suspicion, justified or not, that
it is contemplated to freeze the sugar industry, as a long-range pro-
.gram, and, if I am in error, I would like to be corrected on it.
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Secretary WALLACE. I haven't heard a definite freezing suggested.
I have heard great longings for more stability than we have had in
the past. Mind you, the great increase in sugar production in the
Philippines has caused grave concern both to our domestic sugar
producers, and to Cuba. Under the tariff of 2 cents a pound on
Cuban sugar the result has been to make it possible, in the Philip pines,
where production costs are not greatly different from Cuba, to bring
about an extraordinary increase, and on that account there has been
a feeling, over large segments of the sugar industry, that they should
be subjected to a freezing or stabilization in the near future, in order
that the terms of the competition might be more definitely defined.
When you tttil with the State Department, I think you will find
that they also feel that many of their problems are hooked up with
the Philippine situation.

Senator GoRE. Mlr. Secretary. in a general way, does this bill under-
take to administer the same treatment that is applied to farm prod-
ucts of which we have exportable surpluses ' That is, does it apply
the same remedy, to underproduction and to overproduction?

Secretary WALICE:. If I may answer your question and Senator
King's, together, Senator King is worrie'I about the domestic sugar
prodl ucers not having a right to expand as much as they please.

Senator Kia. WellI, I lid not say "as much as they please ", but
expand; but I do think that they ought to have the right to expand
as much as they please, so long as we have such a limit to domestic
production, ano our consumptive demands are so great.

Secretary 1ALLAV'E. Yes; and it seems to me your question is get-
ting around to the same )oint, Senator Gore.

Senator GonE,. I can see the point in your reference to the Philip.
pines increasing production.

Secretary W.ALLACE . With regard to that particular point, it is
indeed, Senator King, if I may be permitted to say so, a very, very
delicate point, so far as the great export crops are concerned, and
I am very fearful, speaking as a man interested in farmers, that
certain interests who want to divide the unity of the farmers, which
we have now more than we have ever had before, are endeavoring to
split the western farmer from the southern farmer, the middle
western farmer from the southern farmer, and the unity of the
middle western and southern farmers from the mountain farmers,
and that is a thing which I am earnestly endeavoring to prevent.

Now, the questions which you raise might much more appropri-
ately conic from the Republicans than from the Democrats. Lo indi-
cate just what I mean, snpl)ose there were an increase in domestic
sugar production. domestic sugar-beet pro(luction, we will say. to
2,000,000 tons: -of sugarcane production to, perhaps, 600,000 tons;
a decline in Cuihan iniports. we will say, to .500.000 tons, or perhaps
even le-ss than that: tibe result would Ib to destroy Cuba's ptirchasing
power for ourt export crops. In the case of lard, for instance, Cuba
has normally been our third greatest market for lard.

Senator GoR. It is also fourth or fifth for flour, isn't it?
Secretary WA1LLACE. It is also a very substantial market for flour.

In 1927, we exported $11,000,000 worth of lard to Cuba. In 1932,
we exported only a million dollars' worth of lard to Cuba. Now,
this matter is one of very grave concern to the Corn Belt.
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TAsLE 4.-United St(tes trade with Cuba

Total Lard exports Wheat.flour exports

Exports Imports Quantity Value Quantity Value

1927 .....................
1928 .....................
1929 ................
1930 ...............
1931 .....................
1932 .....................
1933 .....................

$155,000, 000
128,000,000
129,000,000
94, 000, 000
47, 000, 000
29,000,000
25.000, 000

$257,000,000
2,000,000
207,000,000
122,000,000
90,0 00,000
58, 000, 00o
8,000, 000

I'ou W8s
80,120,0008M, 60o6, 00 0
83,600,0001bO, 000, 000
04,996,000
44,913,000
2, 098, 000

11,492,000

st0, .41,000
10,318,000
9,774,000
7,210,000
3,920,000
1,208, 000

818,000

Barr( s
1,239,000
1,140,000
I, 2M, 000
1,056,000

924,000
779, 000
740,000

$8,692,000
7,638,000
7,990,000
6,231,000
3,748,000
2,948, 000
2,923, 000

TABLE 5.-Unlted States: Value of 1(.1o tie ande exported to Cbo, 19429-32

Comtmodity or commodity group
1929

1,000,000

Cotton, manufactured and semimanufactured .......... 12,9
Grains and preparations:

Wheat flour ........................................ 8.0
Other ....................................... 2.7

Lard, excluding neutral .......................... 9.7
Automobiles and other vehicles ........... ............ 7.5
Paper manufactures ................................ 2. 4
Petroleum and products:

Gasoline, naphtha ................................. 2.3
Petroleum, crude .................................. 1.4
Gas and fuel oil ................................... 2.0
Other .............................. I ............. 2.0

Leather and manufactures ............................ 4.7
Jute manufactures ..................................... 1.3
Chemicals, Industrial and special ....................... 1.7
Machinery:

Industrial .......................................... 5.1
Electrical ................................. 3.5
Agricultural.................................. 1.2

Rubber and manufactures ............................. 3.1
Iron and steel:

Advanced manufactures ........................... 2.9
Steel.mill products ................................. 3.8
Semimanufactured ................................. 1.7

Coal, bituminous ..................................... 2.5
Wood:

Sawmill products ................................ 2.7
Manufactures ..................................... 1. 5

Meat products:
Blacon...................................... 2.1
Pickled pork .................................. 1.7
Other .............................................. 2.3

Glass and glass products ............................... 1.
Vegetables and preparations:

Potatoes, white .................................... 1.1
Other .............................................. 1.2

Fruits and nuts ....................................... 1.0
Silk, manufactured ..................................... 1.0
PIgments, p a)nt, and varnishes ........................I 1.0
Vegetable oils, inedible ................................. 1.0MI t,,condensed, evaporated, and dried ................ 2. 3
Fertilizers and fertilizer materials ..................... 1.0Copper and manufactures ............................ 1. 7
-Other commodities ................................... 19. 0

Total ..................................... 12. 3

Year ended Dec. 31--

1930 1 1031 1932

1,000,000

6.2
1,0
7.2
4.8
1.9

4.1
1.0
1.6
2.2
2.9
.9

1.4

2.7
3.21
.6

2.51

2.4
2.3
1.2
2.1

1.41
1.2

2.0
1.4
1.2
.7

.7.6
.7

1.2
.0
SI

1.2
.7

15. 1;

91.9

1,0m,000
dollars

6.1

3.7
.5

3.9
1.7
1.1

.6

.9.8

.9
1.3
.7
.9

1.4
1,4
.2

1.1

1.1
.9
.5

1.4

.7.8

.3

.8

.5

.2
4

.4
.5
.3
.4
.3.1

b. 3

40.2

1,000,000
dollars

4.8

2.0
.6

1.2
1.0
1.0

.9

.3

.2

.5

.8.8
.8

.7

.6

.1

.7

.6

.5

.4

.4

.3

.2.4

.3

.2
43
.2.2
.2
.1

.1

.1
4.9

28.4

Foreign Agricultural Service. Compiled from Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

In the case of wheat flour, hi 1927, we exported $8,700,000 worth to
Cuba. In 1932 we exported a little less than $3,000,000 worth to
Cuba. In the case of automobiles, we exported $8 000,000, in 1929,
and last year, $1,000,000. The total trade with Cuba has been seri-
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ously cut down. In 1927, our exports to Cuba was $155,000,000,
andl this last year it was only $25,000,000.

Now, the point I am making is this, that if, by means of a tariff,
and what substantially is a bounty combined, the domestic sugar
producers are allowed to increase Itheir product beyond the imme-
diate past, that increase will be at the expense of our efficient pro.
ducers, whether they are farmers or whether they are manufacturers;
and for my part. 1 will say that Ogden Mills is a better Democrat
than you folks.

Senator Goe.. Hear, hear. I agree with you.
Secretary WALLACE. I will hold with Ogden Mills, that it is a

mistake, to go beyond a certain point in sacrificing the efficient ele-
ments of our agriculture and our industry. to the inefficient ele-
ments. Now, in carrying out a policy of thilt sort. it is important
not to carry it out to the immediate logical end; not to the iinme-
diate logical end, but to have in mind the human values involved,
and certain other values that may be involved.

I have said on various occasions that I thought it a mistake to ex-
pand our inefficient industries, but that in any devices, of whatever
nature, it is important to consider the sympathetic handling of those
inefficient industries. It may be necessary to take into account cer-
tain social conditions. What we proposing, so far as the beet-
sugar farmers are concerned here, is substantially to stabilize them,
but not to allow them to take away the export markets of our effi-
cient agriculture and our efficient industry' and that is the reason
this is being offered.

Senator Coln,. Let ine say, with the utmost respect, that at last
you are talking sense.

Secretary WALLACE. I beg your pardon?
Senator Gotu. Let me say, with the utmost respect, that at last

yoi are talking sense.
Senator HASTIN10S. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the Secre.tary a question.

T Ie CHAIAIN. Senator Hastings.
Senator HAsTIN-01s. If you couI do it without injuring the beet-

sugar industry of this country, wouldn't you say that it was to the
best interests of the country as a whole to entirely wipe out the
industry in this country-speaking now, as you have been speaking,
of the interest of the whole country? Isn't it your judgment that
it would be to the best interests to wipe out all of the beet-sugar
industry of this Nation?

Secretary WALLACE. If we were starting over again, Senator, clear
back in the early days of the Republic, and were approaching the
problem from tle standpoint of Ahkxander Hamilton and Henry
Clay, and if at that time we had had infinite vision concerning tile
future, we would, from the standpoint of Alexander Hamilton and
Henry Clay, have refused to start the beet-sugar industry; but, being
faced with the immediate social situation-

Senator HASTINGs. Then may I follow that up?
Senator KrxG. Let him Anish the sentence.
Senator HASTNGS. Pardon me. Hadn't you finished, Mr. Sec-

retary?
Secretary WALLACE. I was going to say, from the standpoint of

the immediate social situation, we have an industry which has be-

20
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come the backbone of the Mountain States. That is, of certain of
the Mountain States. I have forgotten just how many farmers.
We will say 60,000 farmers depend on this industry. Do you hap-
pen to remember the number, Mr. Bean?

Senator KING. I think it is considerably more than that.
Secretary WALLACE. Do you know, Senator Costigan, the exact

number?
Senator COSTIGAN. The figures have been given as approximately

that, but directly and indirectly the people dependent on the sugar
industry are much larger in number-many hundreds of thousands.

Secretary WALLACE. Yes. The industry does represent a very
vital part of the Mountain States' economy. Now, that is a fact
that you have to recognize.

T,%= i 6.--Nnmbcr of tar., with aercage in sugar beets and al acreatle
harvested

|Data from fifteenth Census of Agriculture, 1930)

Ttl Number of Total crop

Tof farms re- Tand CFOP Acreage Inttenumber of poting land bar-sur ei
States sga beets

farms sugar beets, vested

Acres Acres
Ohio ........ . .. ......................... 219,296 1,883 10,115,052 17,693
Michigan ------------------------------------------- 169,372 5,648 7,738,221 43,683
Wisconsin ............................................ 181,767 1, 183 9, 618,331 6,406
Minnesota ........................................... 185,255 1,612' 18, 445,306 33,175
Iowa ------------------------------------------------ 214,928 468 22,275,868 11,594
North Dakota ....................................... "",975 289 21,254, 00 8,249
South Dakota ....................................... 83,157 355 17,856,178 11,333
Nebraska ............................................ 129,458 2,167 21,399,340 83,926
Kansa ............................................... 166,042 152 24:308,361 6,149
Montana .............................................. 47,495 1,451 7, 840,979 34,916
Idaho -----. ...-------------------------------------- 41,674 4,110 3,150,097 47,814
Wyoming ..................................... 16,011 1,256 2,007,751 44,353
Colorado -------------------------------------------- 59,956 8,368 6,750,398 209, 835Utah ................................................. 27,159 5. 245 !, 159,.890 40,104
California ------------------------------------------ 135,676 352 0,549,987 39,844
Other States -------------------------- -- _ ------- - - - -16 .............. 4,723

Total, United States ........................... 6,28,648 35,155 359,242,091 643,797

The total acreage In sugar cane In the United States produced for sugar amounted to 195,223 acres, on 6,71
farms, according to the 1930 census.

According to the above census figures, the number of farms (not. farmers) engaged in the production of
sugar beets and cane (for sugar production) constitutes but .56 of I percent of the total number of farms and
but .3 of I percent of the total harvested crop land in the United States.

Senatoi HAstrios. IThel I would like to know whether it is your
thought, following omit the suggestion lna(1e by Senator Couzens,
being reasonably sure that if you were doing this whole job of
building the country over, that you would have eliminated the beet-
sugar Industry entirely. whether or not this is the beginning of a
gradual elimination of that industry, so that we may ultimately
get to a point where the whole people will benefit by an entire
elilltinatioi ?

Secretary Wv ,.' :. It would seeiii to iiie, iII view of tile fact that
the industry is established, that it is much sounder from every point
of view to go ahead with the status quo, so that you avoid causing
those very grave hulian fdallgffes wlijch are done by sudden jerks.
I may say. Senator, that I feelthat way with regard to the entire
tariff policy, that if we should, as a nation, eventually decide for
materially lower tariffs, that in that case our plan would have to
do with the protected phases of industry and of such agricultural
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commodities as sugar beets, aid that we should give the same con-
cern to taking care of such inefficient industries i ('ase there is a
changed tariff policy, ts we tire now giving to taking (.are of agri-
culture, because of the way in which it has been victimized by tie
tariff policy. I refer to the great agricultural export crops. I think
that in any cause COi11l1On SeIlse SShoulld be used.

Senator Hs'ilxs. Are you (juite sure that the beet industry
would not be very much better off if you let it alone, instead of
messing it up witli this kind of legislation ?

Secretal W rTIlA. This proposes to give the iomestie sgar
producers 'a benefit payment in consideration for their ref 1ing to
expand their production beymd the quota ; and I think that that
gives them at sure thing. It'is the surest thing that hirs been offered
to any agricultural product, and, so far as I know, to anIly industry.
It gives themi a specil preferred position. Of course, it may be
unwise to give anybody a special preferred iositioll, btt that is
whalt we are pr4)posing io (10.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, I11ay I 11sk a (itestioti .
ilhe Ci.tmaumx. Senator Connallv.

Senator CON N.ux,Y. The theory of till protection, whether of sugar
or any other domestic product., is to hell) the producer. 'e talk
about the tax. but tie proposition is to (to soMething in order to
protect him from outside competition .

Senator cos'rmoA. That is the theory.
Senator CONNALLY. That is the theory. Now, in conection with

nearly every other aigricultural (ommodity, we are holding produc-
tion down-cotton, wheat, and hogs. Now, in harmony with
that theory, -mid at the same time trying to help the domestic
agriculturalists. wouldn't it be better for tile whole country to
limit and hold down the domestic sugar production, anl lower tile
tariff, which would hell) the domestic consumer, anl pay the do-
mestic producers a bounty. provided they would not go iiihad and
try to exlinld? Wouldit that save money? Wouldn't the con-
siners salve money? Wothin't th(' Treasury be better off, even
if it did pay the bounty, mid woi hhldit the sugar I rodlUcer be better
off, and not try to overexpand. amd keep what he has got, and get
more -for his sugar through tht, bounty, than he has ever gotten
before?

Secretary W.tua~ca.:. For years I have held with Senator Costi,,un
that the bounty is the proper approaclh, because of the way in which
the tariff adds to the consumer's bill for sugar. The tariff adds
very ugatrilly-oh, more than $15i0.000.000 t' year to the coIsuln'er5
bill for sia, -ld it gtes le domestlc prodtier of sugar a benefit of
only about $30.(00,000.

Senator (LAIM. About 60, isn't it t
Senator (os'rm.x. Sixty is the figure Amenltionted in the President's

message.
Secretary WAACK,.. No, no; that is the total value. The benefit, as

I i'leltmQflber it, blecaulse of the tariff, has usually bee about $30.000,000.
Sellator (YoSii.\N. Yes. I was reftlring to the other.
Senal t'r CO.NN..m,. E4"Ivery tit'+e vo011 raeis the tariff, of cmrlse the

consumer has got to piy it on all' that is bought. The bullk of tile
benefit of the tit ri If goes 'to the Philippines a ld to Puerto Rico and to -
the Virgin Islanls.
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Secretary WALLACE. The bulk of it goes to the insular possessions.
Senator "Cox.rLtY. I figured that out when I was on tile sugar

tariff here. I made a little speech over there and, as I remember iti
only one fifth of the added burden that the consumer pays because
of the tariff goes to the American sugar producer. It goes to the
Philippines. Puerto Rico. and the Virgini Islaids, so we are l"i'i
$5 for every $1 that the domestic sugar man gets. Now, why would,
it be business sense am] n(!oltibo11 seCnse to give to the domestic 11a1.
if von want to help iim, a straight-out bounty, and lower the tariff,a1 1 at the same11 time save the mney of the conSuer .

Set'retarv. W~AI,A('v. It so11lids ike eillell1ty7 goo( Splse to III(!.
lie beet-sugar producers have eXpressed their fears to me concern-
ing a i)(lilt, because, soumetille hack in the n ineties, a oiilitv was
given the n mid shortly thereafter' was taken away froim thell. It
seems to me tile )resent situation is not at a111 analogous to the situa-
tion that existed at that time.

enllator (7ox. .ax. Well. if we ult the i)ou1nty om now, in this
admilistratioii. they will have it a long tiinw, bealse we are going to
stay ill power.

Senator GoinE. Mr. Secretary. I uider tood you to say t nloieint
ago that the total value of tiW. dolleti-s lgalr (1'4J,) is about
$60,000.000?

Secretary WALLACE. Something like that. sir.
Senator (joi. Ani the comlputedl benefit resiliting frmll the tariff

to the cousiniiers of sugar is about $W30,000O0)?
Secretary WALLA('r. Roughly 'stilated at that.
Senator (ho!m. And the total expense to the Ailleri(all people. on

.lccoullt of tile tariff of)n in)orted sugar, is about $150.000.000t) :a year?
Seclretar 1V. LLACE. It is Ilor1e than that.
Senator'GolnE. Now, it is a fact, Mr. Secretary. the slgar indltustry

camlot exist. ill this (ollitiv without soinIe sort (;f taliff or lpro(t('ti
of some kinl: isn't that a act ?

Scretarv W.I.,At'i. I thillit tile 'lariff Commission hias flunId that
it costs lntte'iilv uiore to) produce sugal here thall it does ill ('116:1.

Senator GOmE. Now, Ai'. Secretary. reVertill.r to your Suggestion
about the status qllo. there has got to he take init() accoulit, now,
in the deteriminiation of your future policy the fact that this is a
good deal like a dai having been built in 'a river, where it perhaps
ought nieve' to have, been built: people live been allowed to build
their hoiies below the dam, where they ought lever to have been
allowed to build them: a(d yet. yo i wllhd tot hiast the hli1 out,
all at eliCe, alld overl-ellil th'e settlers?'

Seeretal'y WAI,..('I. Well, Selator, there is onlle thilig to keeI p ilk
lind. Ot ('of Ill'Set. I lIIIV ie worth while to h olle slgal grVowI
it) this country, miker (Iifffervnt. auspices thai it is 'rOwIl ill tile
islalds Or in) (uba, just for competitive i)lrlposes.

"Selnator C4toUzI,u.Ns. Isiit there allotlivr C0ll.i4 hertitol. t ihit from
tihe si aililioillt of selfsiffci;V.1y we shld hav' Some sulgar pro-
duced ill tile Colitilielita] Iinited 1 States.

Secretary By.(i.'. By tie way. Sellator. I would like to suggest
to you, Ol this, that it has beell fo)d by tile departmentt of Agri-
culture that rubber Can he produced in tile I nite1 States, that is we
can produce all the ruIl)ber we consume in tile I'nited States. at a
very materially higher cost thin we now get it, and the ini'ereasedl

29
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cost, on a percentage basis, would be little more than the increased
cost of domestic sugar. I think it could be worked out. We could
have all our rubber produced inside the United States. Would
you advocate that? The Department of Agriculture would be only
too happy to go ahead. It enhances our prestige, you know; you
know how happy our scientists are to enhance their prestige. 'The
thing can be done.

I think we can produce rubber in the United States at 30 cents
a pound, and eventually at less than that.

Senator GoyE. We can produce bananas in Maine. for that matter.
Secretary WALLACE. Now, here is a case. Should we start it?
Senator COUZENS. I think the Secretary has missed my point.

Rubber is not necessary for life or existence. I spoke about self-
sufficiency with respect to living. I was at the London Economic
Conference last summer. All the &Ielegates I talked to, nearly
everyone had in mind, in some way or other, througVh bonuses or
subsidies or export bounties, or whatnot, that they should be pre-
pared at all times to feed their people. I don't iean to infer by
that that they had all had intimations that there was going to be it
war, but back in the minds of all of us was the fact that they should
at all times be as nearly as possible able to feed their own people;
and in view of that fact, should not we have a very substantial pro-
duction of sugar in continental United States?

Secretary WALLACE. I suppose you should confer with the War
Department on that, to discover to what extent the route to Cuba
and Puerto Rico can be defended.

Senator COUZENS. I don't need a jingoist to tell ine that.
Senator WALCoYrI'. Mr. Secretary, I would like to develop Your

attitude toward refined sugar. We know, pretty well, now, from
your recent statements, what your attitude is toward the beet sugar
industry, or the donlestic suiar industry, the l)roduction eld of it.
I think' it is fair to develop what your attitude is toward the refiner,
because the refiner has been suffering a good deal, of late. Cuba has
been increasing its output of refined sugar enormously ill the last
10 years, from something like 2.000 tons up to somethingg like, I
think, a third of their output, now, is in refined sugar. Now, if
we are going to stick to a status quo, as represented by tle 3-year
average, and freeze the domestic output ot sugar, w;11ld vou not
be in favor of fixing some limitation on the export from (Cllb)a of
refined sugar, so that we could protect the refiner here?

Secretary WALLAC.. The Agricultural Adjustment Act. is not
concerned'primarily with refiners. The object is to increase the in-
come from farm products, to fair exchange value, ulnd I do not see
how we are (.oncernedl particularly, one way or the other. with the
seaboard refiner~s problem, in the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
except to see that no substantial injustice is done.

Senator HAsTINOs. But the Congress is.
Secretary WALLA'E. Yes. it seems to Me that that is it point in

which the Congress would rightfully be intelest(d.
Senator VALcoTr. But doesn't tiis, Mr. Secretary, gi i'e you a

power of life and death over an industry which I should think you
would admit was a processing industry

Secretary WALLACE. Oh, yes. It is a processing industry.
Senator WALCOTT. The refiner becomes a processor.

0A
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Secretary WALLACE. But to what extent are we concerned, let us
say, under this bill, with the processing of Cuban sugar?

Senator WAiorr. Well, would you be in favor of allowing un-
limited amounts of refined sugar to come in from Cuba, if you
knew it would destroy an industry here?

Secretary WALLACE. That is a matter on which I am not posted,
and with which I 0 in the Agricultural Department, not primarily
concerned. ThI, a matter in which other branches of the
Government aic .h more concerned than the Department of
Agriculture.

Senator WALCOTT. You are not interested in that end of it?
Secretary. WALLACE. It has nothing to (1o with tho'income of the

sugar-beet farmer or the domestic cane farmer.
Senator COSTIGAN. You would, however, Mr. Secretary, include,

would you not, refined sugar, as well as raw sugar, nmder the (utota.?
Secretary WALLACE. Would (to what?
Senator COSTIGAN. You would howe-ver, limit, winder quota

restrictions, importations both of raw and of refined sugar?
Secretary WALLACE. Oh, yes. They would both be converted into

the salie cominion denominator.
Senator COST.AN. Thev would both I6e converted?
Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator'WALCO'l'T. SUl)pose that. having arrived at a quota for

raw sugar, you allowed all that raw sugar to eonin i as refined
sugar. Wolhd you (1o that, or would you be willing to do that?

Secretary W. ALACE. That is not the concern of the Agrictilturai
apartmentt.
Senator H.%SINGS. Well, Mr. Secretary, you are giVeii Specific

authority to control the refiners in this country, just as you may
see fit. anti to pit tlhen entirely (,1t of biisines if you care to.
Tlint authority is given you. and the job of administering this Act
is yours. lhie41 you mu1st he ro.neriled, it seilis to me, in howv it
is to be done.

Secretary WALLACE'. We can enter into agreements, and we can
license. We can (1o that-

Senator HASrINGs. Wel, then, you are asking Congress to give
V'Ol---

Se;retar'v WALLACE.. For th0 P11ros)C Of carrying out the objec-
tives of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Insofar as I can see,
this matter that Senator Walcott refers to has nothing to do with the
objectives of tei Agri('iltural Adjustment Act.

Senator WetlNls. , it seems to me if you are asking the
congress s to pass an act that affects agriculture, and your particular
department. principally, that you ought to halve in mind the effect
that it is going to have on other industries in which the Congress
is * st as nuchl interested as it is in protecting the farmers.

8?cretarv WATLA(cE. Necessarily, we (1o not want our operations
to do an injustice to any particular class.
Senator HAsTINXGS. I hat is the point that Senator Walcott is

making.
Secretary WALLACE. Yes. We do not want our operations to do

an injustice to any particular class, but I do not see that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, is
cOWOI Irid w ith this point which Senator Walcott brings up.

25
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Senator WALCOTT. But, Mr. Secretary, don't you admit that tlis
bill would give you power to fix a quota, for instance, on the imports
of refined sugar from Cuba?

Secretary W ALLACL. I think that is a fine legal point, and in my
own mind, I am very doubtful if it does give us the power.

Senator WALCOTT. Then, if that is the case, and in view of your
attitude, would you just as soon see the bill amended, so it would
be definitely understood that you would not have that power?

Secretary "WALLACE. Yes, yes: it seems to me that would be per-
fectly agreeable.

Senator WALCOrr. You are agreeable to that?
Secretary WALIACI.. Yes, yes; indeed.
Senator WI.corr. Then would you agree to amending the bill,

as was suggested, I think, before the House committee, so that Cuba
could not ship more than 15 percent of its raw sugar, as refined sugar,
to this country?

Secretary ,VAu'w:. That is a matter in which the Department of
Agriculture is not concerned.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the Secretary, right
on that point, if you are through, Senator?

Senator 'W'ArcoTT. I am through.
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, do you know that as a result of

the operation of the tariff act, the domestic refiner is really at a
disadvantage with, the Cuban refiner, in other words. the domestic
sugar industry The differential between raw and refined sugar,
in the tariff bill. is not sufficient to take care of the loss of the re-
finer, that he suffers by reason of the losing of the weight of the
sugar, in refining? In other words, the domestic refiner buys Cuban
raw sugar and refines it here, and it costs him 2 cents per hundred.
weight, doesii t it?

Senator ALCoTt. Two cents per hnmdredweight.
Senator CONNALrLY. It costs him 2 cents a hundredweight, in ordei

to get that raw sugar refined, more than it costs the Cuban, even
though he pays the tariff, the full amount?

Secret ry WALLACE. Yes.
Sent1o' CONNALLY. NOW. that differential puts the domestic re-

finer at a distinct disa(lvantage. He is peitalized for doing business
in th e' United States. aid lieis offered every incentive to move his
llant to ('ba and refine it in Cuba, and then bring it, over. Now,
we haive a ii itmuix',r of refilliig establiislilieits over the Unite ( States.
and I dl't quite get yoi when you say. as the Administrator of
sugar. that yoll are not concerned With that refiner. Now, he is a
('itizeI) here: and he has got his prperty liere, and while he is notai agricultural prodlu'er. Ie certainliy is engaged in the processing
of all agricultural product, and it is to the interests of tli domestic
IprodliIer liiiiself to have ale(litate refining facilities in the United
States. Now. 'oi say this is not a tariff bill, and we cannot take
care of tlmat (lifferentlal. an1(1 give the refiner an added ditrerential.
so Its to protect himm, but if you limit tei percentage of stugar that
comes in from Cuba, and say that he cannot introduce more than
350,000 tons, we will say, of refined sugar or lie cannot introduce
more than 15 percent of his total importation of sugar of all kinds,
to'be refined, then you will give the domestic refiner an opportunity
to geti his raw sugar and contimue in business, but if you do not
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do something like that, you are going to kill the domestic refiner,
absolutely. I would like for you to think about that, because it is
quite vital, to a very substantial industry in the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, do you know what the con-
dition of the refiner is, now, whether they are in a very depleted
financial condition, or have you gone into that?

Secretary WALLACE. We have some men who have gone into that.
I do not have the figures in mind. I know that their business, from
the standpoint of physical volume, has gone down very materially.
So far as their financial statement is concerned, I understand that
it has not suffered in quite the same degree.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether or not the refiners have
made application to the Tariff Commission for any increase in the
differential on sugar, refined sugar?

Secretary WALLACE. No; I do not know exactly.
Senator Golm. Isn't the difficulty therein, the decline of refining in

this country, due entirely to improved methods of refining in Cuba,
under which they now refined on the plantations?

Secretary WALLACE. I think. Senator, you should have some tech-
nical nan discuss that. I have h'ad two different viewpoints ex-
pressed to me, one that they have found greatly improved technical
methods of refining, and that the refining equipment in this country
is definitely out of date; and the other viewpoint that is expressed
is that really these new methods are not as good, in certain particu-
lars. What the truth is, I have no means of knowing.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, Mr. Secretary, there is no question about
putting it out in the refining field, that changes the proce.ses; and
the only reason that Cuba is adopting the new methods i.s that she
is~ ptthig in new plants, additional plants, and that gives her an
advantage that she has over the domestic refiner. The domestic
refiner can put ill a new system just as easily as the Cuban call,
so far as an old plant is concerned, but they are putting in new
plants.

Senator GoinE. Isn't it a fact that by improving the methods they
have made tile smaller plants inmcih imlore eflicieni?

Senator GF.oun,. Mr. Secretary. I agree with you, this isp|)rinmarily
a tariff propositionl that has more' to dn with other agencies of the
(Governllent., and other dlepartmuents, but. it also is affected very much
by the Agrictltural Adjustment Act, because the necessity for it dif-
ferential is accentuated and greatly emphasized by tle increased
wages and shorter hours, by virtue of tile fact that cotton bags,
which the American refiier nuist use, bear a processing tax under
the Agricultural Administration Act, and the Ciban refinery is able
to get its cotton bags free of the cotton processing tax, being exempt
Under til export provisions of tile act.

Secretil V AuLAcE. Yes.
Senator 'GEoIO. Therefore, it e,.eens to me that your Department

is somewhat interested in their matter., although the primary respon-
sibility rests ujpon other braehes of the Government. It is very
largely a tariff matter, of course.

Secretary WAILLACE. I think that the decision on this particular
Matter mil'ilit well be left to Congress.
Senltor NcA i)O. Mr. Secretary', 11111 I ask you t question. apropos

(f your Statement a few minutes ago, that yol were not lpartiillhuly
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interested in the refining side of the industry? Now, aren't you very
vitally interested in that, for the reason that unless we have a refining
industry in this country which is maintained on a basis that will
enable it to live, there will be no market for the sugar beets that are
grown in this country, or for the sugarcane?

Secretary WALLAC. Let us distinguish between the two types of
refiners, Senator. I was using the term " refiner" in the narrower
sense.

Senator McAnoo. This competition of Cuban refined sugar is only
at seaboard points, and could not penetrate to the intermoiuntain sec-
tions of the Country, or reach the refiners, as indicated in the ques-
tion of the chairman of the committee, when he was talking about
the immense profits some were making. They are outside the range
of the competition.

Senator GORE. If you will let me say in this connection, I know
people have been considering the possibility of loading cars of sugar
in Cuba and bringing the cars, the loaded cars on the boat, delivering
them at seaports on the Gulf, for distribution.

Senator (oBoE. Very true, they can reach the interior; and yet
the point of competition is at the seaport, or nearly in the territory
of thie seaboard refiner. It is not in the interniountain section.

Senator KIN.G. Mr. Secretary, you made at statement a few mo-
ments ago, which I think is very sound, and I would like to chal-
lenge attention to it again, perhaps for a little more emphasis. You
indicated that aside from the question of ielf-sufficiency, it would
be quite proper for protective .)url')oses. as against the possible coin-
binations of the producers of sugar in foreign countries, that we
should have domestic production of sugar, and I invite your atten-
tion, in view of that statement, to the fact that quite recently Mr.
Chadburne, representing a large refinining interest in Cuba, sought
to obtain a world agreement as to the price of sugar. Now, it is con-
ceivable that an agreement might be effected throughout the world,
if the United States was not producing any sugar, and the price be
made so high as to be almost monopolistic, to the great disadvantage
of the domestic consumer, in view of the possibility and the proba-
bility, if there was no domestic competition. Would that not ein-
phasize your statement that there should be some domestic produc-
tion, "ot only for the needs of the people, but to prevent possible
foreign monopolistic control of the sugar market?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, of course, you never know to what ex-
tent Cuba and the Philippines and Hawaii and Puerto Rico can get
together. The probabilities are, and it is my observation, that they
probably would not get together to enforce_ a monopoly, but there
is an off chance that some monopolistic genius might arise, and on
that account it might be just as well to have a domestic sugar in-
dustry of about the present size, which could be expanded in case
of need. I think it is perhaps wise to have that technic available
here.

Senator GORE. Mr. Secretary, wouldn't Puerto Rico and Hawaii
protect us against any such tragic contingency as that? They are
under the Flag to stay.

Secretary WAL JACE. In all probability-you would think that
they could.
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Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, you said a minute ago that the

quota as to refined sugar, and so on, ought to be left to Congress.
Would you have any objection to an amendment to this bill to pro-
vide that in fixing the quota for Cuba, it should be limited to a per-
centage of that quota that should be refined?

Secretary WALLACE. I think it would be a spendid thing for Con-
gress to express its judgment on that point.

Senator CONNALLY. You would have no objection to that, would
you?

Secretary WALLACE. No.
Senator GORE. What are our annual imports from Cuba? I forget.
Senator GEORGE. About 40.8 percent.
Senator GoRiE. Of the total?
Secretary WALLACE. You mean of the total sugar that is refined?
Senator GEORGE. Total consumption.
Senator GOtE. Cuban export to the United States? What do we

im port from Cuba annually?
Secretary WALLACE. The average for the last 3 years was 1,944,000

tons, I think.
Senator McAnoo. That is raw and refined, both?
Secretary WALLACE. Yes; that is raw and refined, both. I can

read the amounts year by year, if you want, on the Cuban exports.
Senator GORE. I think it would be well to put it into the record.
Secretary WALLACE. 1925, about 3,500,000; 1926, 3,900,000; 1927,

3,500,000.
Senator GORE. These are total production?
Secretary WALLACE. No; this is the consumption of Cuban sugar

in the United States.
Senator GORE. As much as that?
Secretary WALLACE. 1928, 3,140,000; 1929, 3,630,000; 1930, 2,960,-

000; 1931, 2,450,000; 1932, 1,771,000; 1933, 1,608,000.
Senator GORE. You haven't worked out the percentage of our total

consumption that we produce here in the United States, continen-
tally?

Secretary WALLACE. Oh, a little less than that. It is ordinarily
around 25 percent.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Secretary, have you got the figures on
what percentage of that total sugar importation from Cuba was
refined?

Secretary WALLACE. No, I haven't; I am sorry to say.
Senator CONNALLY. Have you any way of getting that informa-

tionI
Secretary WALLACE. Yes; we can get that.
Senator CONNALLY. I would like to know the average over a

period of years, as to the percentage of refined sugar.
Secretary WALLACE. It has grown very rapidly under this last

tariff act, as you see.
The CHAIHIMANN. I thought, Senator Connally, before we finished

this hearing we ought to have a representative of the Tariff Com-
mission down here on this proposition. Well, is there anything
else. Mr. Secretary?

Secretary WALLACE. Nothing else.
The CJIATIMAN. Senator Costigan, have you a question?

42331-34--3
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Senator COSTIGAN. Mr. Secretary, your ans-wer to the question of
Senator McAdoo was interrupted, I believe. It referred to the lack
of interest of the Department of Agriculture in refiners. Were you
or were vou not attempting to say that in your earlier replies you
had not intended to indicate a lack of interest in sugar beet or beet
sugar refiners?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, I was indicating that in the earlier dis-
cussion whIch I had had with Senator Walcott and Senator Hastings,
I was using the word "refiner" in its seaboard sense; that I was
not talking about refiners of' domestically pro duce([l sugar.

Senator CLARK. You say I" seaboard ". Mr. Secretary. You mean
refiners dealing mainly with imported sugar?

Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator McAmxo. We have refiners on the Pacific seaboard. Mr.

Secretary, because California is a very large beet sugar producing
region.

Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator McADoo. Now, if that refiner, because of adverse laws,

or because it was not, under this adjustment act, licensed on a basis
that would permit it to operate at a. reasonable profit, the beet sugar
producer would be at a. very great disadvantage, of course. In otler
words, both those interests must be protected in order that the
producer shall get the benefits of this a,.t, am I right about that?

Secretary WALLACE'. I am not sufficiently familiar with the meth-
ods of refiling used on the Pacific Coast to sa. that.

Senator McADoo. We have beet sugar refiners, just as you have
cane sugar refiners.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator McAdoo, you have some cane sugar pro-
ducers, too, haven't you, on the Pacific coast?.

Senator McAnoo. Not of any consequence.
The CHAIRMAN. You have some cane sugar?
Senator McAnoo. Very little.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't some of the sugar from Hawaii brought.

over and refined in California?
Senator McAoo. Some of it is.
Senator GoitE. But the method is so different, of refining beet

suar, that that question would not arise.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg?
Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Chairman, I am not a member of the

committee. I appreciate your courtesy very much. I do not want
to go into the Secretary's rather sinister implication that there is
some sort of subtle propaganda behind these agriculturalists in my
section of the country, but they are fighting for their lives. We will
deal with that on the floor of the Senate.

I would like" to ask the Secretary two or three things, in the interest
of getting facts, so far as we can. I know his great candor, and
that is wh at I like about him. Under the President's suggestion,
our reduction in beet production, let us say, roughly, would be 344,-
000 tons, but under the bill, Mr. Secretary, it. could be 600.000 or
1,000,000 tons, if that happened to 'be your point of view, could it
not?

Secretary WjVALLACE. I read off, earlier, Senator, the figures as
to beet-sugar production in the United States, and if I remember
the bill correctly it states that any 3-year period could be taken,
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from 1925 to 1933. As I look down on those figures, the smallest
quota that could be arrived at would be about 1.000,000 tons.

Senator VANDENBERG. You think you are limited under the terms
of the bill to a cut not under 1,000,000 tons, in excess of 1,000,000
tons?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, no, that-
Senator VANDEBERGO. Well, what I am getting at is, as a matter

of fact what happens is not governed by the President's message,
but is governed by your decision after this law is passed?

Secretary WALLACE. Yes. I must confess that for iny own part,
speaking from an administrative point of view, it would be much
simpler, if the quotas were more definitely stated in the bill, and
that phraseology was used there, not with anything in mind of using
other than thel'ast 3 years, in the case of sugar beets. It was to take
care of certain other adjustments, but it is evident that the needs
of the sugar-beet folks are not adequately taken care of. I mean,
their fears are not sufficiently allayed in the bill as written, and
it might be wise to leave that provision as it is, possibly modify it
somewhat, but to make a specific reservation in the case of sugar
beets, that the quota is this particularly 3-year period. That is the
1931-33 period, the last 3 years.

Senator GoRE. Senator, would you permit me to ask a question,
right on that point?

Senator VANDENBERG. Yes. Go ahead.
Senator GonE. It is your understanding, Mr. Secretary, that when

you fix a 3-year base period, that that is fixed finally, or is it a port-
able figure that you could shift or skid about, to and fro?

Secretary WALLACE. I do not remember just how the bill reads.
I know, for my own part, that I would be delighted to have it fixed
as definitely as possible.

Senator VANDENBERG. Well, in view of the inevitable duty which
is going to rest in you as administrator, it does seem to me funda-
mnentally essential that we should be quite candid about the attitude
of the Department toward he sugar-beet industry. I find myself
particularly challenged by our own recent address, entitled "Amer-
ic . must choose ", from which I read the following two or three
sentences, speaking of refiner reductions in tariffs, you say:

This might seriously hurt certain Industries and a few kinds of agricultural
business, such as sugar-beet growing, and flax growing. Then, I think we
ought to fix this fact. If we are going to lower tariffs, radically, there may
have to be some definite plan whereby certain industries or businesses will
have to be retired.

Now, the inevitable implication is that you are thinking in terms
of retiring the sugar-beet industry. Is that an unfair construction
of Tour remarks ?

Secretary WALLACE. Will you you tell me the page on which you
find that, sir?

Senator VA.XDHI'o 111-0. Page 18.
Secretary WVALILACE. Senattor, it is an unfair implication, for this

reason, that I am setting forth in this pamphlet, in a very logical
way, the ultimates of three different approaches.

Seniqtor VANDENUEIO. Well, I don't want to put an unfair con-
struction on your words.

-W_ -
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Secretary VALLACE. The fact is, I am hoping that the American
people will contemplate what each of these three approaches ia'-
volvo; if they go completely free trade, the extent to which tVwyy
would have to submit to inconveniences of retiring certain ir lus.
tries; if they go completely nationalistic, the inconveniences that
come from retiring large numbers of acres of agriculture. What I
am pleading for it that we discover some happy medium, some work-
able plan in between, on which we can all agree with some unanim-
ity of opinion.

Senator VANDENBERG. Well, suppose you had your own way, would
you or would you not plan the ultimate, definite retirement of the
domestic sugar industry?

Secretary WALLACE. With the human situation as it is in the
Rocky Mountain States, speaking for myself personally, now, and
not for the administration, speaking for myself personally, I would
not retire it at any time in the next 10 years. If I were speaking
from a purely idealistic and logical point of view, if I were in the
position of an autocrat, working from the standpoint of a hun-
dred-year period, I would begin gradually, and if I had a truly sat-
isfactory relationship with Cuba and those places where sugar can
be produced more efficiently, I would gradually shift over to possi-
bilities of producing the things which we could efficiently, here, send-
ing them to Cuba and getting in exchange therefor the goods which,,
they can produce. I would make that shift very, very gradually.
Now, that is speaking from an idealistic point of view, and the thing
would have to be done very gradually. These things must be done
gradually.

Senator VANDENBERG. When you speak of the inefficiency, and so
forth, of the domestic sugar industry, may I ask you how the price
of sugar which is paid by the American consumer in the United
States compares with the price of sugar around the world paid by
other consumers in other countries?

Secret&try WALLACE. As I understand it, the sugar in Europe is
generally higher than it is here, largely as a result of very extensive
subsidies which are used on practically a world-wide scale with
respect to sugar.

Senator GlonE. The consumption taxes, too.
Senator VANDENBERG. Is our price, on the average, lower than in

most cases, our retail price?

Secretary WALLACE. I really do not know, sir, as to that.
Senator VNDENBERG. Who is Mr. A. J. S. Weaver?
Secretary WALLACE. He is head of our sugar section.
Senator VANDENBERG. How long has he been head of the section?
Secretary WALLACE. Oh, I thint since last October.
Senator VANDENBEIO. As a matter of fact he is really the rice ex-

pert in the Department, is he not?
Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator VANDENBERG. Now, he has had no material experience

with sugar?
Secretary WALLACE. That is true.
Senator VAxDENBFiG. You are familiar with Mr. Weaver's testi-

mony before the House committee. Do you agree with his conclusion
that this is a scheme to give the sugar industry a shot in the arm
and slide it out of business?

32
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Secretary WALLACE. No, sir. I may say, in all fairness to Mr.
Weaver, he happens to be a very intelligent and-

Senator VANDEY.SV':O, Candid?
.,&cretarv WA,.. r.rainy man, but on that occasion he had

been u reing ofI7 ,1;' ll the airplanee , and had been subjected-
Senator VA :N;.,N 'I'a.n mean he was still up in the air?
Secretary- .' , 1. he ii. hwn subjected to a considerable cross-

questioning, 'V, the; - ,;pid ,Ai 'r:, arid. possibly his ears were still dimmed
by the roar of the, 'i.,-:w :t.otor.

S senator VAX., o,.(. W~iv you will have to forgive our farmers
for thin-king that,, . oA,w ;ng about Mr. Weaver's difficulty of
nu"'inng. ,ild naturay they fear that, much more than they do" this
pro!)aJ.h,: 'v,-k 2)fVQ; been talking about. Did Professor Tugwell
tesfffy h( z),r tI Jo,:se committee that Mr. Weaver's presentation
of the s.beL ra,, substantiallyy correct?

Secti,'rv W\ALL.LCEL I don't know. I haven't read Dr. Tugwell's
testimony.

Senator VANIENBERG. If he did, you do not agree with him? If
lie did, you do not agree with him ?

Senator CONNALLY. I do not think that is quite a fair question.
Senator VANDENBERG. I just wanted to .get the facts.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, the hearing is over here. He said he

has not read it.
'Senator VANDENBERG. Well, I am trying to find out who speaks

fdr the administration, for this is vital.
Senator CONNALLY. But I don't think it is fair to proceed to ask

him something that he has not read, and make him say yes or no,
like a witness in a justice court.

Senator VANDENBERG. Well, possibly so. We will pass that. You
speak of the sugar-beet industry, there, almost exclusively as a Rocky
Mountain industry. You said you could not understand why any
Rocky Mountain Congressman would not go home and feel that he
was taking something of value inre c t thisplan; and you spoke
constantly of the 3-year arnsge as tisbaslaophe allocation of
this quota. Isn't it a fat .tht the bet$ Aindustry is a veryprimary agricultural. lim in Michigan, Ohi, d ia6 nd in several

other fields of the country? I I I
Secretary WALLAC. More so in Michigan thanit is -in lOhio and

Indiana. Do you hppen to have the;figures :as to the number of
farmers in Miclu gn growing sugar bee.sf? , , .

Mr. BSAN. No,. P ition isallt havethere.
Secretary VAW&., L.Probablpyou know, .,Senator-; 6ot : .-excess

of 1 farmer in 3Oin.mMichigan 9 sugar, -b .q.t
Senator VAN iNmm . I think that it robly4ghtbut it hap-

pens to be that ]s' , about the only crop he h q: 'h sa1ymey out
of in the last year or two, and he is a litte nervous ovth4, t might
happen to it.

Secretary XVAhwa. I w tldn)xaetly all" it a primary line, in
the Corn Belt area.

Senator VANDENBM,., T-s is the pointI, want to get at, and I do
not mean to be controversial aboot this, MriaiwsnI am really
sincerely seeking the inf9ffatfA-l A , un.4 Qt it, during the
last 3 years, 35 out of 30 sugar r 4.hetrie.in he Rock" Mountain
territory operated, whereas in the MJ'ihgapi,Ohio, ati i liana ter-
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ritory only 7 out of 22 operated, I of these 8 years, and only 14
another. In the Utah, Idaho, Washington field only 14 out of 17 op-
erated. In the face of those relative figures, would it be fair to
these other beet areas to use this 3-year average for the redivision
of the continental quota?

Secretary WALLACE. May I get your question accurately? Are
you assuming that we are planning to divide the United States allot-
ment among the States, on the basis of the 3-year average?

Senator VANDENBERG. I am asking what your purpose is. That
has been my assumption.

Secretary VALLACE. Well, frankly, as I read the bill, that would
be left to the discretion of the Secretary, and it evidently would
be a matter of very real concern to your region, as to what would
be the fair way to handle it. I must confess I do not know, because
I am not sufficiently familiar with the past history of the Michigan-
Ohio-Indiana area. It would be my guess that you had gone out of
sugar beets quite recently, as a result of other crops being more
profitable, and that you had wanted to come in just recently, because
sugar beets had held up somewhat better in price than other crops.
But as to what the fair answer to that would be, I have no means
of knowing. I am not sufficiently familiar with the technical details,
and it would seem to me quite clearly within the province of your
duty as Senator from such an area, to confer with our sugar
people, to discover what would be a fair solution, and help us to
arrive at such a fair solution.

Senator VANDENBERG. Is there a large new reclamation project
or irrigation project coming in, in Wyoming, under the President's
order, in respect to the P.W.A., which is contemplated as a beet-
producing area, some 66,000 acres?

Secretary WALLACE. I do not know of any area that is con-
templated as a beet-producing area. I suppose you are referring to
the Casper-Alcova project?

Senator VANDENBERG. Yes.
Secretary WALLACE. I think that they would, under this kind of

a provision, not be entitled to a sugar allotment, but that would be
again up to the technicians to arrive at the fair thing. But in view
of the past history, it would seem to me that clearly they would ]ot
be entitled to such an allotment,

Senator VANDENBERG. In other words, if we are going into sharp
restrictions, we certainly ought to restrict these irrigation and recla-
ination projects which contemplate increased production.

Secretary WALLACE. I agree with you completely, Senator unless
there is also a corresponding reduction in submarginal lands.

Senator VADENBERG. I call your attention to a bulletin I saw at
the Department of the Interior, on February 7, last, the first sentence
reading as follows:

A new step forward on sugar-beet production may be taken as a result of
experiments being conducted by the Reclamation Service of the Department
of the Interior.

Now, that jiilt. seems to be a step directly opposite from the direc-
tion in which you are going.s

Secretary WALLACE. I think so, too, Senator.
Senator 3foAnoo. Senator Vandenberg, have you the figures show-

ing the beet-sugar production in California?
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Senator VANDENBERG. Oh, I think so.
Senator McADoo. Would you give it to me?
Senator VANDENBERG. Beet-sugar production in California, in bags,

was 3,327,000 in 1931 and 1982; 4,258,000 in 1932-33; 5,418,000 in
1983-34.

Senator GORE. How many pounds in a bag?
Senator VANDENBERG. One hundred.
Senator MoAoo. How does that compare with the other States?

I do not happen to have the figures before me.
Senator VANDExnB=. Taking a 1933-34 prospectus, that is, about

a third of the Rocky Mountain production.
Senator GORE. You haven't got that in terms of tons, have you,

Senator? I think in terms of tons of sugar.
Senator VANDENBERG. In terms of bags.
Secretary WALLACE. We have it here. In 1932 Caltfornia produced

1,280,000 tons.
Senator GORE. Oh, that couldn't be. Could that be true?
Secretary WALLACE. No; wait a minute. That is tons of beets.
Senator VANDENBERG. I suggest those figures might well be put

in the record officially, at your convenience, Mr. Secretary.
(The figures asked for are as follows:)

TAnLic 7.-Piroduotion of beet and cane sugar in the oonttnentat UnLted states,1911-88

Cane Beet Cane Beet
Year Sug ar Pro- sugar pr.Yeur sugar pro. I uarpo

Induced ducedlI duced diredf

1911 .......................... 353A
1912 .......................... 14,
1913 .......................... 293,C
1914 .......................... 243,
1915 .......................... 138,8
1916 .......................... 304,8
1917 .................. 244,C
1918 ..................281,
1019 .......................... 121,8
1920 .......................... 189,C
1921 .................. 324,Q
1922 .................. 295

I Preliminary.
NOT.-No annual official f

fana. Until recent years the
there has been a marked incr
tons.

Pr

States

California ................
Colorado ................
Idaho .....................
Michigan .................
Montana .................

Utah ................
Wisconsin ..........
W oming ....

Total .........................

I Included in "Other States" in the

S125

120
44

147-1)
104
132

,1629

operations.
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Senator VANDENBERO. I would just like to ask you one more ques-
tion: Can you tell me how much of the ownership or financial re-
sponsibility for Cuban sugar is held in the United States?

Secretary WALLACE. No; I do not have the figures. My observa-
tions are based largely on your own speech before the Senate, that
the Chase National Bank and various other New York concerns own
perhaps half of the Cuban industry.

Senator VANDENB FG. Well, if everything else has as good author.
ity as that, Mr. Secretary, you are all right. Thank you very much,
.Mr. Chairman.

Senator COSTIGAN. Mr. Secretary-
The CHAItRMIAN. Senator Costigan.
Senator COSTIGAN. There appears to me to be a very definite line

to be drawn between different portions of your testimony. In any
event, I hope that the record may be clear ov the subject. May I
ask whether there is anything in the administration bill now before
this committee which looks to the destruction or retirement of the
domestic-sugar industry, either in 10 years or in a hundred yearsI

Secretary WALLACE. Well, no; I had not thought there was, Sen-
ator, but the bill evidently needs perfecting, so that fears may be
allayed; and it would seem to me that it might be well, in view of
the intense interest in the sugar-beet States, to write in specifically
just what the quantity is.

Senator COSTIoAN. In other words, when you were referring to 10
years and a hundred years, respectively, is it fair for us to conclude
that you had reference to your personal convictions?

Secretary WALLACE. I wanted the committee to think that I was
speaking purely from a personal point of view.

Senator COSTIOAN. You cannot point to any part of the bill as
you think it might reasonably be passed by Congress, which would
determine the large question as to what the future of the sugar
industry should be?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, I would doubt if either the administra-
tion or the Congress could do such a thing atthe present time. It
might be splendid if certain broad outlines could ie determined by
the administration or by Congress, but I see no means of doing it.

Senator COSTIGAN. So far as you know, the bill as drawn is de.
signed to give relief to the beet growers to stabilize the prices and
conditions of the sugar industry, and it does not in any respect look
to the destruction or elimination of the sugar industry?

Secretary WALLACE. That is a true statement, Senator.
Senator MCADoo. But as a matter of fact, Mr. Secretary, this

Congress could not bind another Congress 10 years from now or 5
years from now, or a hundred years from now.

Secretary WLLACE. I beg your pardon?
Senator McADoo. And those questions will be dealt with as they

arise, of course, by succeeding Congresses.
Seator VADENBERG. WelF, Congress could at least bind the pres.

ent Secretary for the present session.
Senator MoAwoo. Precisely.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions?
Senator Go-E. Mr. Secretary, if you have the information, isn't it

a historic fact that the sugar bounty granted by the McKinley Act
of 1890 offered smaller production and soon resulted in overproduce.
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tion, and in the short run, rather than in the long run, crippled and
embarrassed the sugar industry? I

Secretary WALLAcE. I am not sufficiently familiar with that period
to answer, Senator.

Senator GORE. I think that is the fact. Now, one other question,
Mr. Chairman. You began your statement with the observation, at
least in effect, to the effect that sugar constituted a classic instance
which illustrated the effect of the effort on the part of the Govern-
ment to regulate, control, direct, and plan an industry. .

Secretary WAULACE. I was referring to the world situation on
sugar.

Senator Gonu. Yes; I understand.
Secretary WALLACE. That all nations handled sugar in that man.

ner.
Senator GonE. Yes; and you stated it resulted in chaos?
Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator GoRE. You used the word "chaos." I know that.
Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator GORE. Now, like our sugar bounty, all those efforts on the

part of those various governments wer6, of course, instigated by the
best intentions, the intention to serve the sugar industry in their'
countries, and in the world. That is a fair inference, isn't it?

Secretary WALLACE. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, may I just ask one question,

and then I am through.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator CONNALLY. Referring to the question raised by Senator

Costigan a moment ago, in regard to the Secretary's testimony, I
think it is only fair to the Secretary to say that my understanding
of his testimony all along was that he was not in favor of destroying
the beet sugar 'industry, because of the growth out in the Mountain
States, particularly, and the large interests dependent upon it, but
what he did say was that he was favorable to the granting of a
bounty, and not to overstimulate the beet-sugar industry, on the basis
of a 3-year average, as set forth in this bill. In other words, you
don't want to artificially, by reason of the bounty, build it to a
height that is not justified, to go on the basis of that 3-year average.
The Secretary is in favor, at least for the present, of preserving that
industry and giving them a larger return for their beets.
Secretary WALLACE. Parity price for their beets.
Senator CONNALLY. Parity price for their beets; and in order to

accomplish that, of course, he is in favor of an allocation or a limita-
tion of their production, based on certain standards of measurement,
and then, to allocate to various countries their quotas, and thereby
to more or less stabilize the sugar industry.

Secretary WALLACE. Which sugar-beet quota would be greater than
they have enjoyed at any tim, with the exception of this past year.

Senator CONNALLY. And they would get more money for their
sugar than they have gotten heretofore, in all probability, by reason
of the stabilizing of tfe industry, and the stabilizing of their pro-
duction. I think it is fair to the Secretary to put that attitude into
the record here, because of the unjust imputations that have been
made, that this was some covert attack, to destroy the sugar industry

37
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I don't think they are at all warranted, in the light of the Secretary's
testimony.,

Senator COSTIOAN. Mr. Secretary, are you repared to say what
the pre-war parity will be at this time in dollars and cents?

Secretary WALLACE. In dollars and centsl The present price is
about $5.32 and the parity price is about $6.47. ,

Senator COSTIGAN. YOU are referring now to sugar beets?
Secretary WALLACE. Sugar beets, per ton; yes.
Senator COSTIOAN. Per ton.
Secretary WALLACE. And the production of sugar beets, in tons,

this year is about 12,000,000 tons.
Senator GORE. Now, on the point of price, I would like to make

this suggestion for the record. I was in Fort Collins-
Senator COSTIGAN. Just a second. The Secretary has not finished.
Senator GORE. Pardon me.
Secretary WALLACE. Well, I suppose the total benefit to the beet

&rowers would be somewhere between $12,000,000 and $15,000,000,
Gut that is a very rough estimate.

Senator COSTIGAN. Some estimates were recently made by the
Department of Agriculture indicating that the probable average
price for beets in the United States this year would be about $5.20.

Secretary WALLACE. I think it has improved recently.
Senator'COsTIGAN. Now, may I ask one other question, Senator

Gore, before y proceed?
Senator GoRE. Yes, sir.
Senator COSTIGAN. May I, in view of certain fears expressed on

the floor of the Senate the other day by the Senator from Michigan,
Mr. Vandenberg, ask you whether, if made an administrator of this
bill as provided by its terms, you would have in contemplation rul-
ings directed toward either the extermination or retirement of the
domestic sugar industry?

Secretary WALLACE., If I had anything to do with it, there would
be no such rulings. I do think, however, in order that I may make
my position absolutely clear, that the sugar beet people should be
abundantly satisfied with the 1,450,000-ton quota.

The CHAMMAN. Now, if that is all-
Senator GORE. One question. I just want to make a suggestion,

rather, in connection with this, Y(u were discussing a moment ago
the price of beets and I want to make this suggestion to the Secre-
tary for the beneAt of the consumers. I was in Fort Collins, Colo.,
once. There is a beet-sugar factory there, and they told me that
beet sugar produced in Fort Collins was shipped to Kansas City,
shipped- back to Fort Collins and sold as cheap as you could buy
sugar at the factory in Fort Collins. Now, I think there is a point
that might somewhere figure in this scheme, designed to protect
the purchaser and the producer. Just introduce the consumer into
this scheme to some extent, and I wish you would print in the record
the production of all sugar, State by State, in terms of tons.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I was going to suggest, Mr. Secretary if
you will, that following your testimony you give us over a period of
many years back the sugar-beet production by States, as well as
sugarcane production, and it would be. very well, it seems to me, to
live the importation from the various countries over a series of years,
if you please.
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Senator WALCOTT. And by tons, so that it agrees with the other
foreign statistics.

TABLE 9.-InpOms of sugar from Cuba
(Short tons refined)

Refined Refined Refined Refined
Total anddirect as per- Tot and direct as per.

Con- cent of con. cent of
sumption total sumption total

1928 ................ 3,140,000 241,178 7.6 1931 ................ 2,452,000 393,640 18.0
1929 ........... 3,630,000 432,721 11.9 1932 ................ 1,771,000 492,635 27.7
1930........... 2,969,000 300,112 10.1 1933 ................ ,609,000 499,000 131.0

I Preliminary.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. The committee thanks you very much, Mr.
Secretary.

Now, this hearing will go on again at 2:30 this afternoon. There
are a great number of requests to be heard. We are trying to finish
these hearings before we take up, about Tuesday, the tax bill which
has recently passed the House. We will try to expedite matters
as much as possible. We must have the cooperation of those groups
that want to be heard. We suggest that these groups get together
and have one representative to present their matter and present it as
briefly as possible, so that the committee's time will be saved and so
that these hearings can be closed. Now, who is it that wants to be
heard I I want the clerk to make a note of this. Give your names
and give us some information as to whom you represent, and try
to cooperate with us because we are not going to hear Tom, Dick,
and Harry here on this proposition, because we would be here for 6
months.

Mr. CRIsP. Mr. Chairman, the Domestic Sugarcane Refiners desire
to be heard. They will present one witness, Mr. Ellsworth Bunker,
who is vice president of the National Sugar Co., of New York, who
has been selected by all of the domestic cane refiners to present
their case.

The CHAIRMANq. Thank you very much, Judge Crisp. If you will,
give that information to the clerk.

Mr. FRED CUMMINos. May I say, Mr. Chairman, as a representa-
tive in Congress of the largest producing district in the United
States of beet sugar, that I would like to be heard briefly?

The CHAIRMAN. I think we ought to hear the Congressman.
Mr. CUMmINGS. May I say this, that until the time I came to be

a Congressman I was president of the Colorado Beet Growers Asso-
ciation. I was president of the National Beet Growers Association,
and I think possibly I am the man that spread the propaganda,
that the Secretary referred to, all over the States. I made a cam-
aign through Colorado, Nebraska, Utah, Idaho, and California and£ think if the Secretary had been absolutely frank when you asked

him who spread that pro aganda, he would have said, "Cummings. "

I ass' the opportunity to be heard.
(Thereupon, at 12:80 p.m., the committee took a recess until

2 p.m. of the same day.)
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AFTER RECESS

The hearing resumed at 2:30 p.m.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. Mr. Kearney,

representing the National Beet Growers' Association. You have 80
minutes by the clock, Mr. Kearney.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES X. KEARNEY, MORRILL, NEBR., REP.
RESENTING THE NATIONAL BEET GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

Senator WALSH. Your association favors this bill?
Mr. KEARNEY. Yes sir.
Senator WALSH. You do not need half an hour, then, do you?
Mr. KEARNEY. With amendments I should say, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed then. You have already appeared be-

fore the House committee, have you not?
Mr. KEARNEY. Yes sir; I have.
The CHAIRMAx. Then I may say to everyone that those House

proceedings will be read by the committee, I hope, and will be taken
into consideration with these hearings we are now conducting.

Mr. KEARNEY. I am the president of the National Beet Growers'
Association, which is the national organization of the sugar-beet
farmers of the western plains of the Mountain States. It is a co-
operative group, composed of State and regional cooperative associa-
tions of sugar-beet growers in Colorado, Nebraska, South Dakota,
Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Idaho, and California. The membership
of the National Beet Growers' Association represents more than 80
percent of the beet-sugar producing area of the United States. In
1983 more than 1,000,000 acres of the most fertile farm lands in the
United States were in sugar beets. Seventy-two thousand farmers
were engaged in the production of sugar beets, and several hundred
thousand workers were employed in labor pertaining to this indus-
try. These farmers, together with their families, the field workers
and their families, and other laborers connected with the industry
probably comprise about a million people whose support and welfare
is wholly or partially dependent upon the industry.

These figures take no account of the thousands of men to whom
the beet-sugar industry gives indirect employment in coal mines
limestone quarries, bag factories, cotton mills, and in railroad and
truck transportation. The help which the industry gives to trans-
port agencies is indicated by the fact that every acre grown to beets
provides $35 in revenue to carriers. And, by the way, that is all
spent in the United States.

We have been for many months trying to cooperate with our Gov-
ernment in the hope that plans might be worked out that would
enable our beet farmers to live and support their families, pay decent
living wages to laborers in our fields, and end forever the tragic loss
of homes, foreclosures of farms, and the restricting and wrecking
of banks and business establishments. We feel that a long step will
have been taken in the right direction when a fair and- equitable
plan is adopted and properly administered. If American beet farm-
ers and the laborers connected with the industry are to ave their
purchasing power restored, the restoration must be achieved through
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a program which would have as one of its major premises the
allocation of the American market to the American farmer.

The American beet farmer is asking for free access to the Ameri-
can market and a fair division of the proceeds accruing from the
beet-sugar industry. The proposal to limit and restrict the Ameri.
can farmer in the American market, so far as sugar beets are con-
cerned, is contrary to the intent of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
and the National Recovery Act, so far as this nonsurplus crop is
concerned. It would not be fair to permit legislation designed to
help the American farmer to be turned against him to restrict the
one and only major crop of which he does not now and never has
produced a surplus.

Our many thousands of beet farmers, together with their families
and dependents in a third of the States of the Union, must not be
told that the rights of remote tropical labor supersede the rights
of those who have pioneered and reclaimed the soil of our own
United States. Last August I stated in public hearings held by the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration that:

This would be a dangerous innovation and precedent. I do not know of
any time before in the history of agriculture when the American farmer has
been faced with the proposal which would deny him free access to the
American market. Let there be no misunderstanding-we believe some plan
for agreement is the only hope for decent sugar prices in the near future,
and we want a plan that will do the Job; but we cannot subscribe to any
principle which would do violence to the farmers' inalienable right to the
markets of the United States. We cannot take any other position.

I feel that was a fair statement of the attitude of not only the
beet farmers of the West, but from the news press of the country
and the hundreds of letters end messages which have been received
approving of that position, I am convinced it meets with the ap-
proval of the American farmers generally.

Since sugar beets are a nonsurplus crop, I realize that their treat-
ment under the Agricultural Adjustment Act brings up some prob-
lems which are perhaps umque.

Senator COSTIGAN. Does that mean that the organization which
you represent does or does not favor a quota restriction?

Mr. KEARNEY. We would distinctly favor it, Senator.
Senator COSTIGAN. You were coming to that?
Mr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir; while we do not believe that we should

be forced to restrict the production of a commodity for which there
is a tremendous potential market in the United States, we do not
feel that we should be penalized merely because sugar beets are a
nonsurplus crop. We distinctly hold to the opinion that the farmer
growing beets is entitled to share in any benefits of the new deal,
and that they are in every sense entitled to parity payments. To
this extent, at least, it is desirable that sugar beets be made basic
commodities. We urge most vigorously that full parity payments
be made on the crop of beets in 1933. To accomplish this purpose,
we recommend that an appropriation be set up sufficiently large to
cover the expense.

The beet growers in various conferences with responsible officers
of the Government have been led to believe that it was the intention
of the administration to make parity payments on 1933 beets. We
feel that we have been pledged that relief, and we confidently hope
to obtain it.
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On February 8, 1934, President Roosevelt transmitted a message
to the Congress outlining a sugar program. In that statement he
suggested preliminary and temporary quotas for sugar, allocating
to continental beet farmers 1,450,000 short tons of sugar, and to
continental cane-sugar farmers 260,000 short tons of sugar. H.R.
7907 was introduced and referred to this committee. How far
this proposed quota for beet sugar falls short of our needs is evi-
dent from a consideration of the actual production in 1933. I will
not read the tabulation, but I feel that it should go into the record.

Senator KiNG. What was it in 1933?
Mr. KEARNEY. I will give the total. Tie total is 1,756,229 short

tons.
Senator CLARK. That was entirely the normal production?
Mr. KEARNEYm. That was in excess of anything that we had ever

produced.
(The tabulation referred to by the witness is as follows:)

Short tons, Short tons,
raw vaue raw value

Cohla--426,154 ho --------------426.------------- 41 000
California 2--------------- 89, 902 Minnesota 50, 457
Michigan ---------------- 182, 135 IowV ...-..................... 20,.852
Utah ------------------- 13, 068 Wisconsin ---------------- 17,826
Idao ------------------- 139, 885 Kaisas ------------------- 15, 886
Nebraska ----------------- 138,605 South 1akota - -14,553

Montana ----------------- 132,218 Indiana ------------------- 10,668
Wyoming -------- 111,493 Washington --------------- , 417

The total, as I said, is 1,756,229 short tons. The President's sug-
gested quota, therefore, contemplates a drastic reduction of more
than 300,000 tons Ibelow that which was actually produced in 1933.
On the other hand, the United States'in the same year consumed
1,601,000 short tons of sugar from Cuba, and the quota suggested
in the President's message is 1,944,000 short tons. It will be noted
that this arrangement allocates to Cuba an increase in excess of
300,000 tons, or the amount of the reduction of the sugar-beet
farmers' quota. I can tell you quite frankly that it is difficult for
us to understand the philosophy that deprives us of our market of
this strictly nonsurplus crop and hands it over to foreign producers.

So .far I have dealt only with an outright reduction of 300,000
tons, or about 17.5 percent, but, for the first year at least, the pro-
gram would in reality result in a much greater reduction. Statis-
tics collected from the industry show that up to February 1 of this
year only 390,000 tons of last season's production had been mar-
keted, leaving a balance undelivered on that date of 1,366,000 tons.
This balance is only 84,000 tons less than the suggested 12-month
quota for the industry of 1,450,000 tons. It therefore represents a
tonnage which on proportionate monthly basis of deliveries under
the restrictions suggested by the proposed quota, probably could
not be disturbed before about the 1st of January 1935. Or, to put
it another way, about 94 percent of the proposed quota ior con-
tinental beet sugar was undistributed on February I last, although
4 months of the normal marketing period had elapsed.

Senator KING. Let me see if I understand you. Do I understand
you to state that only 6 percent of this year's or last year's crop,
1933-34 has been consumed?

Mr. iGARNE-E. No.
Senator KING. And 94 percent still on hand?
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Mr. KEARNEY. No, Senator. I did not say that. Here is what I
said. That up to February 1 of this year, 390,000 tons of the 1933
crop had been marketed. That left a balance of 1,366,000 tons on
hand. The President's quota is 1,450,000 for 12 months, so that we
had 94 percent already on hand of the proposed quota.

Senator KNo. Very well.
Mr. KEARNEY. Now, let us turn for a moment from the marketing

situation to the field and manufacturing operations. Harvesting
in California ordinarily starts in July or August, but in all the
other territories about the first of October, and with the opening of
these factories new sugar is immediately available. Therefore, under
the suggested plan there would be a substantial carry-over on Octo-
ber 1 of this year of sugar which was produced in the autumn of
1933. The result would very probably be that the industry would
not only have to reduce 1934 production to the proposed quota basis
but would have to make additional reductions sufficient in volume
to offset the volume of sugar undelivered at the commencement
of operations in October 1934. The practical effect of this would
be to decrease 1934 production, not only by the 17.5 percent below
that of the past season but by an additional amount that might
aggregate in total a reduction of 30 to 35 percent. So violent a
curtailment of domestic beet production would create an agricultural,
industrial, and financial disaster in many sections of the States
growing sugar beets. It would certainly create regional economic
dislocations and ultimately similar effects in the major centers.

The CHAIRMAN. That fear would be eliminated if the quota were
fixed definitely in the legislation?

Mr. KEARNEY. That, I think, would be a solution. That was
touched upon here this morning.

Senator KING. And they could not go below the quota? They
would have to make it a minimum as well as a maximum; is that
right? That is to say, if the quota were fixed at the amount indi-
cated that would mean that there is no power in the Secretary of
Agriculture to go below that quota?

Mr. KEARN1EY. That is correct.
The National Beet Growers' Association strenuously opposes the

imposition of any restrictive quota on the sugar-beet farmer, and
most emphatically protests the apparent unfairness of the figures
contemplating reduction of 17.5 percent, less than he produced in
1933, while at the same time other producing areas are curtailed
less than half that percentage, and in the case of Cuba a very sub-
stantial increase would be given in excess of the amount of Cuban
sugar consumed in the United States in 1983. Another significant
point is involved. The sugar produced by the American farmer
must be marketed in the United States. Yet every tropical source
of supply -.o which it is planned to give an allotment has the appor-
tunity to produce not only its quota but to produce in addition and
without restriction all the sugar it can sell in its local markets.
Moreover, the sugar which enters into local consumption in our in-
sular areas is fully protected by the same tariff that protects the
continental grower. In this very real sense continental production
is discriminated against in favor of decidedly liberal privileges and
treatment of insular producers.

43
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American sugar-beet farmers have pioneered in the reclamation
and development of our great irrigated valleys in the West, they
have developed splendid communities with the advantages which
go with American standards of living, and in good faith, have
developed what is probably the most perfectly balanced farm-and-
animal economy to be found in America. Sugar-beat farmers con-
tribute about one fourth of the Nation's sugar requirements. Sugar
beets compete with none of the continental crops. Every acre of
beets is 1 acre less of cereals now produced too abundantly. To
restrict the growth of sugar beets would simply amount to penalizing
American farmers for enormous expansion of sugar production out.
side the United States. The continental sugar producer has not
been a part to the overproduction that is demoralizing the sugar
markets of the United States. Sugar-beet areas in the United States
seldom carried production increases commensurate with the conti-
nental increases in consumption.

If there is any thought that the sugar-beet farmer countenances
violation of treaty engagements with insular producers it should be
banished at once. In all history there has been nothing equal to
the generosity in the United States in her dealing with distressed
people. Her magnanimity has been such as to redound to her injury.
Every venture of this country to aid other peoples has proved a direct
sacrifice. Blood and treasure have been expended without any
thought of return. We -have now come to the time when some are
demanding that the sugar farmers of the United States seriously
curtail their crop to make room for sugar from overseas peoples in
the Tropics, whom we generously assisted in their distress. The
sugar farmer of our Nation has been severely punished because of
the effects on sugar prices of excessive importations of overseas
sugar, and it is unreasonable to demand that he continue to suffer,
to the enrichment of others.

Under the terms of the bill introduced by Senator Costigan,
quotas may be determined in the case of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the
Philippines, and Cuba by using averages of importations or market-
ings for any 3 years during the period 1925 to 1933, inclusive, and
in the case of continental beet a quota may be determined by using
production or marketing averages for any 3 years during the same
period. For areas producing or marketing 250,000 tons or less,
which would cover continental cane production and the Virgin Is.
lands, the Secretary is given virtually unqualified discretion in the
determination of quotas.

Under the above formulas the quotas suggested in the President's
message represent in the case of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Philippine
Islands, continental beet and cane substantially the maximum quotas
which the Secretary of Agriculture could fix. The total estimated
consumption embodied in the President's message represents a fair
estimation for the current year. However, if in 1934 or in any suc.
ceeding year while this plan is in effect consumption should exceed
the 6,452,000 tons mentioned by the President, practically all of such
increase would necessarily and automatically, under the provisions
of the bill, go entirely to Cuba. As recently as 1929 the American
market consumed 6,964,000 short tons, raw value. If that figure were
reached again while House bill no. 7907 was in effect the provisions
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of the instrument would give Cuba practically all of the increased
consumption of 500,000 tons.

Senator KiNo. Let me see if I understand you. As I understand
you, the consumption in the United States was 6,964,000 tons?

Mr. KEARNEY. Correct. In 1929.
Senator KING. And there has been a reduction in the consumption

of sugar in the United States of approximately 400,000 tons?
MrW. KEARNEY. I think that figure is about correct.
Senator KING. That is by reason, I presume, of this depression

through which we have passed?
Mr. KEARNEY. I would think so.
Senator KING. And if we have any revival in business and in

industry, and get out of this depression at all, then the consumptive
needs of the United States would be greater by far than the amount
estimated there by the President?

Mr. KEARNEY.') am sure of that.
Senator Kxo. Have you any figures there, and if so, I wish you

would hand them to the Secretary so that we could have them
showing the increase in the consumption of sugar in the United
States during the past 20 years, year by year.

Mr. KEARNEY. I obtained those figures from the Tariff Commis-
sion and have them in my room. I will be glad to give them to the
Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. The Secretary of Agriculture was to furnish
those following his statement this morning.

Senator KNq. I did not hear that part of his statement, so I did
not know what had been ordered.

Mr. KDARNEY. I have a brief compilation of the figures that I
think would be interesting, which are right in point, that I will not
read.

The C AiAN. You can put those in the record, or any others
that you want to go into the record.

Mr. KEARiEy. Thank you.
(The witness submitted the following figures):

Short tone, ratovalue

Louisiana
Hawaii Puerto Philippines Beet and

Rico Florida

Average Importations or production for 3
highest years ................-........... 1,002,000 815,000 900,000 1,476,000 231,000

Average marketing 9for 3 highest years...... 993,500 817,000 1, 032,60 1,342,000 227,000
President's suggested quotas ............... 935,000 821,000 1,037,000 1,40,00 230,00

Mr. KzARNEY. It has been stated recently that the production of
beet sugar is a "necessarily expensive industry." That conclusion
was reached by a calculation which estimated that the tariff costs
the American consumer $200,000,000 annually, and which Implied
that the only value of the crop was the $60,000,000 paid to the
farmers for their beets.

This calculation is open to correction on two counts. First, it
implies that all benefits of the tariff are confined to continental
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United States; and, second, that the total and final value of the
beet-sugar production is no more than $60,000,000 a year.

On the contrary, the 32,800,000 one-hundred-pound bags of beet
sugar produced last year had a gross value, at $4.50 a bag, of
$147,600,000. In addition to the sums paid to the farmers, millions
of dollars were expended in freight charges, in wages to the 38,000,
employees in offices and factories, in payment for coal, limestone,
natural gas. cotton bags, and all the various materials and services
that are required in manufacturing. Louisiana and Florida pro-
duced 4,720,000 bags with a value of $21,230,000. Hawaii's crop is
estimated at 19.252,000 bags with a value of $86.634,000, and Puerto
Rico's at 18,320,000 bags, having a value of $82;440,000. The crop
of these areas, in other words, had a gross value of $337,904,000, or
more than five times the $60,000,000 previously mentioned.

Moreover, I think it is beyond dispute that the preservation of
the continental sugar industry is the best. and perhaps the only,
protection of consumers against the exorbitant prices that have been
charged when overseas producers have complete control of our mar-
kets. That situation arose in 1920, and prices at retail reached a
p'ak of 30 cents a pound. It was not until the new crop of beet
sugar came into the market in the autumn of that year that these
prices were brought down to normal levels. A month after the
first beet sugar had made its appearance the price declined to less
than 6 cents.

Senator Kwo. Then may I interrupt you right there? The
domestic producers did not join with those foreign associations and
corporations that sought to monopolize the market and maintain
those extravagant prices.

Mr. KEARNEY. That is correct.
Senator Kiwo. But on the contrary, they brought down the prices

to a reasonable level.
Mr. KEARNEY. They came down within 30 days. I can say that

the beet-sugar crop was exhausted when the prices had reached
around 14 to 16 cents a pound during that period. From then on,
the price went on up-I cannot say, but there was very little beet
sugar available.

In the meantime hundreds of millions of dollars had been extorted
from American consumers for no better reason than that tropical
producers had a monopoly of our market.

Beet-sugar production is not a "necessarily expensive industry."
If based on the ratio of caloric content to the price and value of
food calories contained in a pound of sugar at 5.9 cents per pound,
butter should sell over the counter at 10.95 cents per pound, bacon
should sell over the counter at 8.45 cents per pound, lamb at 3.95
cents per pound, bread at 3.85 cents per pound, beef at 3.27 cents
per pound, eggs at 2.89 cents per pound, and milk at 2.04 cents per
quart, and all these foods, except butter and milk, must be prepared
and cooked before human consumption. May I ask who expects to
buy these commodities over the counter at any such price as above
indicated? In the case of sugar, we have it sold now, today, in
Washington, for 5 cents per pound over the counter. The major
portion of the 5 cents per pound is distributed to the farmer, the
field laborer, the laborer in the sugar mills, and the laborer producing
the cotton bags and rendering the transportation service. I do not
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know of any other crop where such a large portion of its selling
price is distributed to labor as is the case with sugar, and it has a
distinct place in the agricultural program of the Nation.

Part of the great livestock feeding indusiles in our western irri-
gated valleys are based on the feeding of beet tops, beet pulp, and
molasses, all a direct result of the sugar-beet industry. Millions of
the lambs and tens of thousands of the cattle from our western ranges
are fed in our western irrigated valleys annually directly because of
the beet-sugar industry.

The irrigated valleys of the West that do not grow sugar beets
fatten neither cattle nor sheep, except in a very limited way. This
great livestock-feeding industry that has developed with the sugar-
beet farming furnishes keen competition in the buying of feeders and
adds substantially to the market price of feeder livestock. Ask our
cattle and sheep men of the great ranges Af the West who each fall
sell and deliver to us these feeders whether sugar beets are entitled
to an unrestricted place in the agricultural economy of the Nation.
Many thousands of tons of cottonseed cake from Texas and Okla-
homa, and hundreds of cars of corn are bought and fed annually.

The CHAIItMAN. How much more time do you need I
Mr. KEARNEY. I would like to have about 10 minutes more, Mr.

Chairman. V,
The CHAIRMAN. I will give you 10 minutes more.
Mr. :KEARNEY. I quote from a statement made by a former Presi-

dent while he was President:
The American farmer receives advice on every hand to diversify his crops.

He proceeds to do so by going in for sugar-beet culture, protected from the
competitive impact of cheap * * * labor by a tariff duty. * * * The
American farmer is thus in the process of building up a great home agricultural
industry which at once improves the farmer's soil, enables him to diversify
crops, and tends to release the American people from dependence upon the
foreigner for a major item in the national food supply. The farmer is entitled
to share along with the manufacturer direct benefits under our national policy
of protecting domestic industry.

I quote from another paragraph of the same statement by that
President:

There are economic features of broad national importance, having the greatest
bearing upon the welfare of our farmers and our consumers of sugar which are
worthy of careful consideration before any steps are taken to disturb present
conditions. Our agricultural production today is badly ill-balanced. We pro-
duce great surpluses of wheat and some other commodities, for which over
a term of years we find a market abroad only with difficulty and los, and at the
same time we produce an insufficiency, and are thus forced to import some
other agricultural commodities, of which sugar is by far the most important,
and in which at times there are world shortages in supplies. Our export
farmers are subject to fortuitous circumstances in other parts of the world
over which we can have no control, and our consumers of sugar are likewise
affected in both supplies and price by fortuitous circumstances of foreign
production.

It is importance that as a nation we should be independent as far as we
may of overseas imports of food. F4.arther, it is most important that our
farmers, by diversification of their production, shall have an opportunity to
adjust their crops as far as possible to our domestic rather than foreign mar-
kets, if we would attain higher degrees of stability in our agriculture.

While we cannot expect to arrive at complete, direct or indirect displace-
ment of our excessive wheat acreage by an increase in sugar-beet planting,
yet insofor as this may be brought about it is undoubtedly in the interest of
American agriculture, and, therefore, of our people as a whole.
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American investments in sugar properties in Cuba have been vary-
ingly estimated at from 500 million to one billion dollars. The
United States Department of Commerce in 1930, in its publication
"American Direct Investments in Foreign Countries ", page 20, made
the following comment:

"American direct investments in Cuba are the second largest in any
single country, amounting to about $919,000,000."

The CHAIRMAN. Your are quoting from what?
Mr. KEARNEY. The United States Department of Commerce publi-

cation in 1930, entitled "American Direct Investments in Foreign
Countries ", page 20.

This is about $480,000,000 less than the estimate made by the Cuban Cham-
ber of Commerce at the end of 1927. There can be little doubt that early
estimates, based on inadequate data, were much too high. The study of the
Chamber of Commerce, for example, estimated the value of the Cuban sugar
properties owned by Americans at $800,000,000, while the data collected in this
study totaled but very little over $519,000,000. An omission estimate of $25,-
000,000 was then added to this, making $544,000,000. The estimateoof40,000,-
000 made by Leland H. Jenks early in 1928 compares better with the present
one. Estimates made in 1928 were very likely to reflect the optimism which the
prosperity of the sugar industry up to about that time had generated. Profits
in Cuban sugar may have Justified larger estimates then but they do not now.
The figure of $544,000,000 carried in this publication as the value of the Ameri-
can investment in the Cuban sugar industry includes over $190,000,000 of stocks
and bonds that were publicly offered in the United States. It does not include
the larger sugar railroads and docks.

Mr. Thomas L. Chalbourne, under date of July 9, 1933, wrote
from Washington in part as follows:

Seventy percent of the sugar production of the Island of Cuba is owned
by Americans in the form of investments in Cuban and American companies
(bonds, debentures, stocks), largely scattered among small holders through-
out the length and breadth of the United States. This American investment,
when made, exceeded 600 million dollars in amoijnt. The present market
value of the securities representing this huge sum dofet not now in the aggre-
gate exceed 50 millions of dollars.

Senator GoRE. Will you read the last sentence again?
Mr. KEAR4Y. "The present market value of the securities rep-

resenting this huge sum does not now in the aggregate exceed 50
millions of dollars."

Senator KING. Is that the concession that those holdings shrank
from $600,000,000 to $50,000,000?

Mr. KEAJNEY. That is as I would take it. I read the exact lan-
guage.

Senator KING. Was there anything explanatory as to any preced-
ing part of the statement, or any following part of it?

Mr. KFAWNsY. There may have been. r have his full letter. I
do not have it liere. I have it in my room. I would be very glad
to incorporate it in the record if it is desired.

Senator KING. I do not ask that, but I would like to see it, if you
would permit me to.

Senator GoR& Put it in the record.
Senator KING. Very well.
Mr. KYARNEY. Very well; I will.
If the Unitel States is under obligation to assist Cuba in its time

of distress, it is a national obligation to be borne equally by all of
the people of the United States and not by one particular area or
one special group.
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Continental and insular sugar growers are not responsible for
disorder in Cuba, for its financial difficulties, or for the reckless
expenditure of American millions in the overproduction of sugar.
While American citizens are undoubtedly sympathetic with the diffi-
culties now confronting Cuba, we respectfully submit that if their
reonsibility is a United States responsibility it does not belong
exclusively to the sugar-producing areas of the United States, much
less especially to the United States sugar beet farmers. Cuba is
a foreign nation, with its own flag and its own government. The
limitation on American relationship in the Platt amendment, which
was enacted more for the benefit of Cuba than for the advantage
of the United States. With this exception, America has no more
responsibility to Cuba than to any other foreign nation.

In troublesome times like these, Anwricans should look to their
own resources and man-.power. It cannot afford to weaken itself
in order to bolster foreign investments of domestic capital. The
American farmer is the best potential customer the business world
ever had. Give the American farmers their own fair share of the
American market and a square deal in the 'division of the proceeds
and he will help build the permanent prosperity we are all seeking.
Every ton of sugar produced in the United States means the expen-
diture of at least treble the amount that will be spent in the Uiited
States from a like ton of sugar produced in any tropical foreign
country.

Senator GoRE. Will you read that again, please, just the last
sentence?

Mr. KEARNEY. Every ton of sugar produced in the United States
means the expenditure of at least treble the amount that there will
be spent in the United States from a like ton of sugar produced
in any foreign country.

Senator GoRE. I did not get the point of that.
Mr. KEARNEY. My time is going on here, but I would be very

glad to suggest, Senator,-
Senator KiNG. I did not mean to interrupt you.
Mr. KEARNEY. The point is that there seems to be a feeling that

the trade with Cuba that permits them to produce sugar will enlarge
the sale for domestic agricultural products. That is true, but it
cannot enlarge the sale for domestic agricultural products if you
take that same ton and restrict its production within the United
States, because only a part of that comes back to the United States,
Senator, and all of the value of a ton of sugar produced in the
United States is spent here. Was that all that you wished?

Senator GoRE. Yes. I won't bother you any more.
Mr. KEARNEY. I realize that foreign trade is important to the

welfare of our country, but it is a stroke of good fortune if 100
cents of any dollar spent in a foreign country returns to us in the
purchase of American goods. But I can assure you that every
penny paid to the beet farmers of the United States is spent at
home, and I think it is fairly safe to assume that they buy propor-
tionately as many automobiles and radios, as many shoes and
clothes, and as much lard and pork as the sugar producers of the
tropics.

These men who are here with me are all producers and farmers
of sugar beets. They are, we believe, thoroughly representative
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men front the West. We are here pleading with you that our
President "anew deal" may be made a fair deal for our sugar-beet
farmers and laborers. We speak the same language as do you men
of the Congress. We want and ask only the right for our people
to live and maintain our families and homes at an American living
standard. This problem can be, and we have no doubt will be, met
honestly and fairly. Unless it is, we have failed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator KING. I would like to ask one question.
Mr. KEARNEY. May I include the statistics I have?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may put it all in the record.
Senator KING. When you state, Mr. Witness, that you are not

opposed to the placing of sugar in the category of basic agricul-
tural commodities, I assume that you make that statement with
the understanding that it is only for temporary purposes and that
there shall not be an increased diminution year by year while that
is in force, of the production of beet sugar in the United States.

Mr. KEARNJqY. That is correct, and my understanding is that this
is strictly emergency legislation.

Senator KiNG. 'You would oppose it, however, if it were to be of
indefinite duration, and if the opportunity were given, or rather
the discretion were given, to the Agricultural Department to make
reductions and limitations in the domestic production year by year?

Mr. KEARNEY. We would certainly, most vigorously in that case,
oppose it.

Senator Kixo. You are accepting it as a sort of a dernier resort
now.

Mr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir. We have three amendments that we
would like to submit for the record, that we propose also, if we
may.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
(The witness filed the following proposed amendments:)
The Secretary is hereby directed to conduct, at a suitable time

each year, a survey of the sugar, molasses, and sirup production in
the United States and to determine and announce after such survey
the probable amount of production of such products within the
United States during the ensuing 12 months.

He shall also determine and announce the probable amount of
consumption of such products in the United States for the same
ensuing 12 months.

After the Secretary has determined and announced the probable
production of said products in the United States, and the probable
consumption within the United States, he is hereby directed to al-
locate the difference between probable consumption and the probable
production in the United States to the various sources of supply
outside the United States in such amounts as will balance the supply
with consumption in the United States.

In order to more fully effectuate the declared purpose of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act as set forth in the "declaration of
policy", and to ensure the equitable division between sugar beet or
sugarcane producers and/or growers and the processsors of sugar
beets and sugarcane of all the proceeds which may be derived from
the processing and marketing of such sugar beets and sugarcane,
and all the byproducts thereof, the Secretary, upon request of any
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growers' association or of any processor of sugar beets or sugarcane,
is hereby directed promptly to adjudicate any dispute as to any
of the terms under which sugar beets or sugarcane are grown or are
to be grown and the sugar and byproducts are to %e processed
and/or marketed, and the decision of the Secretary shall be final.

AMENDMENT

On page 8, after line 10, insert the following new sections:
SEctiON --. Subsection (a.) of section 12 of the Agricultural Adjustment

Act, as amended, Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:

Pa. 4. To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to make parity payments
to producers of sugar beets and sugarc.ne in the United States with respect
to the 1938 sugar beet and sugarcane crops, there is hereby authorized to be
appropriated, out of tny moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum of $25,000,000.

(The witness filed the following statistics and memoranda:)

MEMORANDUM A

1. World sugar production and world sugar requirements. The world con-
sumption of sugar is now about 24,000,000 tons a year. World production in
recent years is shown in table 1 and table la, both issued by the United States
Tariff Commission.

2. Breakdown of production by countries. (See table 1 and table la
attached.)

3. Normal beet-sugar and cane-sugar production In the United States. (See
table 1.)

4. Normal tonnage of beets and normal tonnage of cane:

Beets ICanes I Beets Cane'

Tons Tons Tons Tons
1933-34 (estimated) ........... 11,500,000 2,690,000 1930-31 ............... . 9,199, 00 2, z599, 00
1932-33 ................. 9070, 000 ,886,000
1931-32 ............. 7 903,00 2,310,000 Average ....------- 9,41,000 2,621,8

I Louisiana only.

5. Breakdown by States of beet- and cane-sugar production:
Production of beet sugar by States is shown in table 2. Since Louisiana

produces virtually all cane grown in the United States, the production for
that State (see par. 4) is the dominant factor.

6. The number of acres grown to beets in each of the last four crop years-
follows:
1033-34 -------------- 1,05, 000 1980-81 ---------------- 775, 000
1932-33 --------------- 764, 000
1931-32 ----------------- 713, 000 Average ----------- 819,250

The Louisiana cane area averages about 150,000 acres.
7. Capital invested in beet-sugar industry and Louisiana cane-sugar industry,

exclusive of lands:
The investment in the beet-sugar industry is roughly $250,000,000; in the'

Southern cane-sugar industry, $1,500,000,000.
8. Capital invested in producing lands by respective industries:
Since the beet acreage of 1 year produces wheat or corn the next, it Is

difficult to calculate exactly how large a sum is invested in beet land. Yet
if the 1,200,000 acres devoted to beets and Louisiana cane in 1933 were valued
at $100 an acre, the total investment would reach $120,000,000.

9. Approximate number of Investors and stockholders in each industry:
This it is impossible to answer definitely. Some of the larger companies$

however, have 8,000 to 10,000 stockholders.
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10. Number of beet growers and number employed in growing:
Latest reports from Dr. John Lee Coulter shows slightly more than 72,000

farmers, plus 159,00 farm hands employed in growing the crop.
11. Approximate period of employment:
Each acre of beets requires about 5 days of work in thinning, hoeing, and

harvesting, which gives a man tending 10 acres about 2 months of work.
12. Employees engaged in refining beet and cane sugar grown In the United

States:
The beet-sugar Industry in 1933 employed about 33,000 at factories, offices,

beet dumps, etc. The southern cane-sugar mills employ about 5,000.
13. Approximate term of employment:
The processing of beets requires from 100 to 135 days, working 24 hours a

day. In the period between manufacturing campaigns the staff of employees,
of course, is greatly reduced. In the southern raw sugar mills the period of
employment is about 75 days.

14. Number of beet-sugar plants and cane-sugar plants now installed, and
number operating:

There are 103 beet-sugar mills, 85 of them operating in 1933. Louisiana has
132 raw-sugar mills, 03 in operation.

15. Collateral breakdown of industries identified with sugar industry.
The estimated expenditures of beet-sugar manufacturers of the United States

during the campaign of 1933-34, were as follows:
Total paid farmers for beets --------------------------- $55,000,000
Total paid for fuel ,----------------------------------- 122,000
Total paid for limerock --------------------------------- 982,000
Total paid for bags ---------------------------------- 3896,000
Total paid for other supplies ---------------------------- 4,992,000
Total paid for new installations (material only) --------------- 526,000
Total paid for wages In and about factories ----------------- 11,121,000
Total paid for office help, field and factory superintendence, man-

agers, and officers ---------------------------------- 4,538,000
Total paid for freight in and out on beets, supplies, sugars, mo-

lasses, and lp- ----------------------------------- 31,410, 000
Total paid for taxes, brokerage, insurance, and all other items... 7,893,000

Total expenditures ----------------------------- 122, 480, 000
The estimated consumption of certain commodities by beet-sugar manufac-

turers of the United States, 1933-34, follow:
1,620,000 tons of coal.
648,000 tons of limestone.
59,400 tons of coke.
54,840,000 square yards of cotton cloth for sugar bags.
909,000 square yards of cotton duck for filters.

16. To what extent is child labor used in the beet-sugar industry in this
country?

Child labor has never been used hi the processing of sugar beets, and the
supposed prevalence of child labor in the beet fields is always vastly exag-
gerated. At present plans are being made to abolish entirely the use of
children In the field.

17. What Is the average annual amount paid to farmers for beets?
The yearly payments have been as low as $40,000,000 and as high as

$100,000,000, depending on the price of sugar.
18. If beet growing were discontinued, to what other use could lands profit-

ably be put? "
Under present conditions it is doubtful if these lands could be put to any

profitable use. Planted to cereal crops the land would serve only to destroy
the present system of rotation and add millions of bushels to the oversupply
of those crops which we now produce in surplus quantities.

19. Economic importance of the beet-sugar industry to western States:
For farmers in arid section of the Mountain States the sugar beet is not only

a desirable crop, but a necessary one. Its importance is indicated by the fact
that three fourths of all American beet sugar is produced on irrigated land west
of the Mississippi, and the yields there consistently average 50 percent greater
than In dry-farming districts. The adaptability of the beet to western agri-
culture is exceeded only by its usefulness. The reasons can be summarized
briefly:
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First. The beet contract assures to the farmer an immediate market, find

a responsible purchaser at a price which, In ordinary circumstances, is known.
wontlhs in advance. This advantage prevails it few crois atiywire, find i)
none that can be grown successfully in irrigated districts.

Second. Because the income from beets call be so readily calculated ilie
growing crop has a definite loan value. The beet farrier finds it relatively
easy to finance his other operations through local banks.

Third. The stability of market and price give the grower an tinchor to wind-
ward in planning other crops, lie can afford "gambling" crops.

Fourth. The beet is hardy. Better than any other crop it cln withstand
the hallstorms to which western States are subjected.

Fifth. The beet requires an extended growing season. The peak loads of
planting, thinning, and harvesting are so distributed that they interfere with
no other crop.

Sixth. The beet provides the most hours of productive labor-six times as
much, for instance, as corn. In a period of acute unemloynent this coin-
sideration takes on more than ordinary signlificaice.

To these points must be added the most striking advantage of all-the
sugar is a concentrated commodity, its value comparatively high iII relation
to its bulk. Since farmers far removed from primary markets are always
confronted by adverse freight rates, this factor is one of utmost slgn ificance.

Distance from the general centers of population imposes still atiother lImita.
tion on these farmers. Their products, to a large extent, muist be stable and
nonperishable. If wheat and corn eannot be grown profitably the western
farmer cannot turn to a truck crop. In this situation, obviously, tlhe linportitne
of the beet is magnified.

TABLE I.-Sugar: Summary statjlics of world sugar production, crop.years
from 1906-7 to 1982-88, inclusivo

lIncludes estimates revised to July 1933. (Short tons))

CANE SUGAR PRODUCTION

Conti. United States insular areas Total cane
Crop year nental Total In. continentalCoyer United Vil[ sular United

States Hawaii Virgin Puerto Philip- States and
States aii Ilaines insular

193233 (preliminary) ....... 258,79 1,008, 000 45,00 40,000 1,283,370 3 136,970 3,395,729
1931-32 ..................... 180,239 1,025,362 4,577 992,430 1,100,709 3,123,08 3,303,307
1930-31 ..................... 210,094 990289 2,016 787,795 876,201 2,863,300 2,672,394
1929-0 ..................... 199,610 924,998 8,424 8,107 80,515 6 4,044 2,863,654
1928-29 ..................... 132,04 945,797 4,252 593,730 829,995 2373,684 2,505,738
1927-28 ..................... 70,792 904,042 11,829 751,331 897,428 2,38,830 2,435,422
1926-27 ..................... 47,165 811,331 7,920 630,201 054,347 2,103,805 2150, 870
8-year average ............. 131,943 916,492 6,489 725,833 784,879 2,433,693 2, 58 636
1925-28 ..................... 139,381 7,992 0,344 8,483 489,199 1,891,908 2,031,289
1924-25 .................. 88,482 775,940 8,064 660,531 5 0792 2,095,327 2,183,809
1923-24 ..................... 162,024 701,432 2,612 447, 417,012 1,500,028 1,731,052
1922. ................... 295,095 ,999 1,948 379,071 295,049 1,213,067 1,508,162
1921-22 ..................... 324,429 52,458 5,800 405,935 378,739 352,732 1,677,161
5-year average .............. 201,882 073,364 4,914 499,995 446,140 624,413 1,82 ,295
1920-21 ..................... 169,116 54,562 5,040 491,113 28,44 1347,259 1,51 ,375
191020 ..................... 120,999 5O,485 13, 8 485,884 234,457 3,3,714 1,424,713
1918-19 ..................... 285,6528 801,710 10,080 408,132 218,72 1 23, 646 1,522,174
1917-18 ................. 244,719 573,858 6,048 43,33 242,21 285,750 1530,469
1916-17 ..................... 310,900 649,785 8,721 502395 22,9 1387,875 198,775
6Syear average ............ 220,22 591,880 8,758 49,83 241,7 1312,249 1538, 501
1915-16 ..................... 138,629 93,83 18,520 483,095 372,017 465,115 1,603,7385
1914-15 ................. 246,514 448 5,040 345,159 232,01 1229,248 1,475,762
1913-14 ................. 300,537 170386 6,490 364,024 260,692 1,248,248 1,548,785
1012-13 ................. 162,574 64,799 7,503 398,002 173,825 1,120,129 1,288,702
1911-12 ................. 360,874 258 7,923 411,202 213,86 1,227,969 1,5S, 843
5-year average ............ 241,823 99,805 8,697 400,296 250,544 I29, 342 501,165
1010-11 ..................... 355,040 828 16,800 330,400 238 1,142,2616 497,306
1909-10 ................. 375, 200 518,120 16,800 344,90 130,048 1,099,934 1,385,134
108-9 .................. 414,400 535,155 15,080 283,222 137,993 072,050 1,386,450
1907-8 .................. 394,240 521,123 14,580 224,000 151,619 911,302 1,305,542
190-7 .................. 272,160 440,016 14,560 235,200 136,614 826,390 1008,550
5year average......... 362,28 516,260 15,680 283,55 158,992 972, 388 1,334,590

Basic figures from Weekly Statistical Sugar Trade Journal revised to Issue of July 13, 1933 (p. 287).
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TABLE .--Supgar: Summary dtatitdics of world 8ugar produttos, erop.ear.
from 1906-7 to 1932-33, incluive-Continued

CANE SUGAR PRODUCTION-Continued

Continental All other otal
Crop year Cuba U.S., insu . British Aotr Ttal cane,

aar adIdia cores, all countries

1923-33 (preliminary) .......... 1 2,234,488 5,630,217 1 1,4906707 5,209,120 8,050,128 18,380,172
1931-32 ........................ 2,915,208 6,218,515 2,377,717 4,446,400 8,301,941 19,904,573
1930-31 ........................ 3,496,848 6,369,242 3,134,734 3,604,160 6,100,416 19, 208,552
1929-30 ........................ 5,231,811 8,095,465 3,273,771 3,092,320 5, 88,977 20,346,534
1928-29 ........................ 5, 775, 073 8,280,811 3,242,264 3,083,200 5,83, 610 20,269,885
1927-28 ........................ 4,493,123 6,928,845 3,291,864 3,601,920 5,280,461 19,102,790
1920-27 ........................ 6, 045, 282 7,196,262 2,643,288 3,645,600 4,890,770 18,381,910
5.year average ................. 4,808,428 7,374,083 3,117,184 3,401,440 6,569.247 19,461,934
1925-26 ........................ 5,470,817 7,502,108 2,230,357 2, 334,240 4,894,104 17,960,807
1924-25 ........................ 5,741,087 ,924, 896 2, 552,368 2,853,760 4,471,752 17, 802, 776
1923-24 ........................ 4,554,639 8, 285,691 2,214, 789 3,715 ,040 3,967, 562 16,173,082
1922-23 ...................... 4,035,259 5,543,421 1,984,384 3,409,280 3,826,441 14,753,528
1921-22 ...................... 4,475,953 6,153,114 1, 950,50 2,830,400 3,398,031 14,344,045
5-year average ................. 4,855,51 6,681,846 2,187,679 3,229,744 4,109,579 16,208, 848
1920-21 ........................ 4,408,365 5,924,740 1,847,563 2,507,078 2,955,452 13,53483
1919-20 ........................ 4,177,086 5, O02, 399 1689,808 3,415,050 3,180,870 13,888,131
1918-19 ........................ 4,448,389 5,970, 563 1,496,055 2, 54, 400 2,768,350 2,889,368
1917-18 ........................ 3,859,613 5,390,082 1,959,337 3,708,320 2,808,821 3,806,560
1916-17 ...................... 3,386,566 5,085,341 1,991,746 3,055,360 2,769,408 2,901,855
5-year average ............... 4, 05,124 5,594,625 1, 796# 901 3,128, 043 2,896,580 3,416,149
1915-16 ........................ 4,145,025 5,748,760 1,787, 715 2,953,300 1,858,276 12,348,051
1914-18 ..................... 2, 903, 787 4,379,549 1,342,395 2,755,842 2,804, 685 11,282,471
1913-14 ...................... 2,909,460 4,458,245 1,459,411 2,5066,480 2.527, 888 11,012,024
1912-13 ........................ 2,719,901 4,008,664 1,425,107 2,893,632 2,011,115 10, 338, 518
1911-12 ........................ 2,123,502 E, 712,345 1,490,922 2,745,232 2,256,108 10,204,607

.5-year average ... .. 2, 960347 4,461,512 1,501,110 2,782,898 2291,628 11,087,146
1910-11 .......... 1,661,465 3,158,771 1,562,400 2, 493,568 2,404,210 9,618,949
1909-10 ........................ 2, 020,871 3, 408, 005 1,378,592 2,382,352 2,190,578 9,361,527
1908-09 ...................... 1,695,212 3,081,662 1, 344,692 2, 097,648 1,979,455 8,503, 457
1907-08 ...................... ,077,393 2,382,935 1,390, 911 2,292,528 1,777,608 7,843,440
1906-07 ...................... .1,98, 994 2,697,544 1,295,264 2,469,936 1,008,424 8,371,158
5-year average ............... .1,610,787 2,945,383 1,393,870 2,347,208 2,053,147 8,739,708

BEET-SUGAR PRODUCTION

Total can,3
United tanada Europe Total beat and beet
States sugar sugar, allcountries

1923-33 (preliminary) ........................ 1,351,455 64,152 7,294,743 8, 710,350 27,090,522
1931-32 ..................................... 1,148,243 54,044 8,328,590 9,530,877 29,435,450
1930-31 ...................................... 1,204,771 45,867 11,435,068 12.685,706 31,894,2,S
1929-30 ................................... 1,009,919 31,213 9, 214, 401 10, 2.565 93 30,602,126
1928-29 ................................... 1,051,277 32,320 9,485,830 10,569,427 30,839,312
1927-28 ................................... 1,081,070 30,477 8,995,700 10,107,246 29,210,036
1926-27 ................................... 897,396 35,193 7, 69,519 8,629, 107 27,011,017

5-year average ......................... 1,048,886 35,014 9,365,516 10,449,416 29,911,350
192.-2 ................................... 900,972 3,372 8,347,8 W 9,285,032' 27,245,839
1924-25 ................................... .. 1,091,087 40, 544 7,933,036 9,064, 67 26,867,443
1923-24 ...................................... 881,883 18, 410 5,664,692 6,564,855 22, 737,937
1922-23 ................................... 689,848 13,88 5,123.244 5, S28,980 20, 590,50
1921-22 ..................................... 1, 020, &33 21,203 4,490,805 5, 532, 541 19,876,586

5-year average ......................... 916,824 26,097 6,311,893 7,254,814 23,463,62
1920-21 ............................. , 0 ,49 -38,752 4,149,532 5,274,033' 18.808, 8
1919-20 .............................. 731,312 18,420 2,016,802 3,66,05 17,54,785
1918-19 .................................... 75,879 24,976 3, 58,108 4, 348,963 17,238, 331
1917-18 ................................... 764, 811 12,600 4, &32,920 5,010,331 19, 476,891
1916-17 ...................................... 822,726 14 ,000 5,628,882 6,465,608 19.367,463

5-year average.......................... 83 2096 21,762 4,219,261 5,073,118 18, 489,27
1918-16 ...................................... 873,327 1,758 0,19, 267 7, 002,352 19, 350,4031914-15 ................................... 723,808 15,656 8,564,127 9, 308,91 20, 586, 02
1913-14 ................................... 733,934 13, 076 8,924,125 9,671,135 20,683,159
1912-13 ..................................... 698,952 13, 385 9 278538 9,988,875 20,327,393
1911-12 ..................................... 60, 033 10,665 7, 09,274 7,715, 972 17,920,630

6-year average ......................... 727.210 14, 09 7,994,666 8,730.3865 19,773,5.31
1010-11 ........................................ ........ 9077,741 9,587,8 19.206,
1o9-10 ................................... ,04,6 .......... 0,873,340 7,378,006 1,739,533
100-9 .................................... 430,091 .......... 7,329,129 7,759,220 16,262,677
1907-8 .................................... 493, 024 .......... 7, 349,747 7,842,771 15,86,2 11
1906-7 .................................. 4 971.......... 7,5I1.105 8,038,076 16.372,234

5-year average ......................... 494,520 .......... 1 7,629,218 8,113,733 16,853,439

Under Internition agreement, a Beet-sugar crop of United States Is shown on refined basis.
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TABLE Is.-Sugar: Detailed statistics by countries of the sugar crops of the
oorld, in roexnt years (revdied to July 198$)

1932-33 1931-32 1930-31

Harvesting period short tons short tons short tons

CANF. SUGAR
United States:

Louisiana ..................................
Florida .....................................
Puerto Rico ................................
Hawaiian Islands ..........................
Virgin Islands ............................

Cuba ..........................................
British West Indies ............................

Trinidad ...................................
Barbadoes .................................
Jamaica .......................
Antigua ....................................St. Kitts ..................... :..........
Other British West Indies..... .......

French West Indies:
Martinique ............................
Guadeloupe ....................

San Domingo ..................................
Haiti ................................
Mexico ......................................
Central America:

Guatemala .................................
Other Central America .....................

South America:
Demerara ..................................

Surinam .............................
Venezuela .....................
Ecuador .............................
Peru................................

Argentina ............................
Brazil ................................

October-January..
Deoember-April..
January-June ....
November-June.-
January-June .....
December-June...

......... ............. .......January-June ....

..... do ............
....- do ............F Fluary-July ....
Awnibrury-August.
January-June.....
January-July ......
..... do ............

SJanuary-June .....
December-June .......do ............

January-Junear..
..... do ........-..

October Decem-ber rnd May
and June.

October-January-.
October-June. -...
June-January .....
January - Decem-

ber.
June-November..
October- Septem-

her.

Total in America ......................... I ...............

British India .......................
Java ...............................
Formosa and Japan ............................
Philippine Islands .........................

December-May...
May-November..
November-June..

..... do ............

Total in Asia ..............................................

Australia ................................ June-November..
FIJI Islands ............................. do .......

Total In Australia and Polynesia ....................

E-ypt.......... .................
Mauritlus ......................................
Reunion .......................................
Natal ..........................................
Mozambique ...................................

January-June .....
August-January..

o..do ........
May-january.....May-Oetober .....

Total in Africa .......... ....................

Europe, Spain .................................. December-June...
Totat cane sugar crops ............................................

BEBT SUGAR
V.'0

Germany ................................. September - Jan.
uMry.

Czechoslovakia ......................do.......
Austria ..........................................do .......
Hungary ................................... .....do.......
France ..................................... .....do.......
Belgium ....................................... do ........
Holland ....................................... do ........
Russia and Ukraine ...................do........
Poland .......................................... do........
Sweden .................................... September - De.

member.
Denmark .................................. September - Jan.

uary.
Italy ....................................... August-October...
Crop restricted under International agreement.

222, 759
36, 000

840, 000
1,008,000

5,600
1 2,234,488

112,000
112,000
62,720
29,120
22 400
8,960

.... .... .. o.

40,320
33.600

470, 400
24,640

198,240

44,800
100,800

151,200

19,040
22,400
22,400

448,000

390,018.064,000

15,614
23,625

992,430
1,025,352

4,577
'2,915,208

109,272
92,774
65, 527
21,538
22,365
6,910

..... ..... ..

46,883
39,199

478, 936
23,461

200,131

44,800
80,640

166,325

15,680
20,100
26,244

443,402

388,040
"1,092,000

183,694
26,400

787,795
990,289

2,016
3,4906,848

110,402
110,402
56,175
5,826

16,766
8,235

............

42,029
27,328

406,230
21,068

291,898

44,628
104,970

141,280

18,480
21,999
23, 210

543,286

427,607
1,032,785

7,723, 905 8,562,099 8, 903, 940

5,209,120 4,446,400 3,604,160
11,490,707 12,877,717 3,134,734

924,000 1,285, 25 1,040,201
1,283,370 1,100, 709 870,201

8,907,197 9,710,082 8,655,296

596,532 677,837 603,278
143,172 89,292 104,000

739,704 767,120 707,278

140,000 161,685 134,269
273,280 182,795 247,475
60, 829 48,072 56,465

401,977 364,784 393,009
106,400 79,098 85,421

982,486 836,434 916,629

28,880 28,829 25,409
18,380,172 19,904,573 19,208,552

1,232,000

705,0
184,800
117, 00

1,120,000
291,200
274,400

1,120,000
472,796
203, 693

212,800
304,000

1,755,087

898,152
182,076
140,281
975,079
228,306195,541

1,693,440
W9,188
160,844

135,040

41Z 021

2,832,02
1,260,773

168,301
282, 2791,348,08
317,222
335,466

1,870,784
886,985
208,919

187,936

470,073

4I U
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TADBL la.-Sugar: DetaUe statistics by countries of the sugar crops of the
world, in recent years (rea~ed to July 1988)-Continued

1932-33 1931-32 1930-31Harvesting period short tons short tons short tons

BEET SUGAR--continued

Europe--continued.
Spain ...................................... July-February.... 253,120 449,331 380,010
Switzerland ................................ September - Jan- 0,720 0,832 0,389uary.
Bulgaria ........................................ do ........... 32,828 32,268 65,112
Roumania .................................. ..... do ............ 72,800 54, 369 170,274
Great Britain and Ireland 2 ..................... do ............ 370, 726 271, 909 481,472
Jugoslavia .................................. ..... do ............ 95,200 100,903 110,083
Other countries ................................. do ............. 98,500 70,203 65,071

Total In Europe 3 ............................................ 7,204,743 8, 328,590 11,435,068

United States, beet I ......................... July-January..... 1,351,455 1,148,243 1, 204, 771
Canada, beet 2 .......................... October - Decem- 64,152 54,044 45,807

ber.

Total beet sugar crops .................................... " 710,350 9,530,877 12,685,706
Total, cane and beet sugar ............................. 27,090, 522 29,435,450 31,894,258
Estimated decrease in the world's production.. 2,344,928 2, 458,808 1,292,132

I Refined sugar.
a European beet crop figures estimated principally by F. 0. Light.
4 Increase.

TAmE 2.--Sugar beets and beet sugar: Total United, States pro4uctlom 1901-32
and production by States, 1928-32

Yearly average Acres bar- Crop (1,000 Tons per Price per Number of Beets used Sugar made
or year and State vested tons)' acre ton factories (1,000tons) (1,000 tons)

United States:
1901-5 ........ 227,841 2,079 9.22 $4.89 45 2,070 240
1900-10 ....... 386,052 3,910 10.13 25.18 03 3,910 479
1911-15 ....... 541,000 6,732 10.66 5.03 67 8,477 724
1916-20 ....... 698,00 6,023 9.50 9.38 88 6,200 832
1921-25 ....... 093,000 6,908 10.14 7.53 88 0,606 916
1926-30 ....... 701, 00 7,718 11.00 7.32 80 7,402 1,055
1922 .......... 30,00 5,183 9.77 7.91 81 4,W93 675
1923 .......... 657,000 7,W00 10.66 8.99 89 6, 85 881
1924 .......... 815,00 7, 489 9.20 7.9 90 7,075 1,090
1925 .......... 647,00 7, 381 11.40 6.39 88 6,993 913
1928 .......... 677,000 7,223 10.67 7.61 78 0,782 897
1927 .......... 721,000 7,753 10.75 7.67 83 7,443 1,093
1928- - -..... 644,000 7,101 11.00 7.11 82 6,880 1,061
1929 ........ 688,000 7,315 10.0 7.08 79 7,117 1,018
1030: ......... 775,000 9,199 11.9 7.14 78 8,789 1,20
1931 .......... 713,000 7,903 11.1 5. 94 66 7,59 1,166
1932 ........... 764,000 9,070 11.9 5 10 75 8,858 1,357

California:
128 .......... 49,000 638 13.0 8 03 5 630 108
1929 ......... 40,000 545 11.8 7.28 5 624 91
1930 ......... 65,000 768 11.8 7.46 5 753 124
1931 ......... 89,000 1,060 11.9 7.40 0 1,045 166
1932 ........ 104,000 1,288 12.4 ............ 6 1,282 21S

Colorado:
1928 .......... 179,000 2,394 13.4 6.97 17 2,410 384
1929 .......... 210,000 2,612 12. 4 8.93 17 2,505 348
1930 .......... 242,000 3, 312 13.7 .91 17 3,126 407
1931 .......... 224,000 2,532 11.3 & 44 17 2,423 370
1932 .......... 158,000 1,777 11.4 ............ 17 1,701 277

Idaho:
1928 .......... 27,000 297 11.0 7.44 6 317 53
1929 .......... 48,W00 492 10.2 7.17 8 492 79
1930 .......... 44,000 446 10.1 7.41 7 427 66
1931 ......... 33,000 301 9.1 . 08 5 287 46
1932 ......... 53,000 709 13. 4 ............ 7 661 108

Michigan:
1928-------. 71,000 452 . 4 7.22 12 458 64
1929-----------52,000 300 5.8 7.94 9 364 57
1930 ......... 74,000 513 6.9 8.08 10 867 86
1931 ......... 68,000 581 10.0 0.33 6 600 83
1932 ......... 122,000 1,215 10.0 ............ 11 1,216 171

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1032.
' Beets used 1901-12.
' 4-year average.
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TABL 2.--Sugar beets and beet sugar: Total United Mates production 1901-82

and production by States, 1928-32--Continued

Yearly average Acres bar. Crop (1,000 Tons per Price per Number of Beets used Sugar made
or year and State vested tons) acre ton factories (1,000tons) (1,000 tons)

.Nontana:
1928 .......... 8,000 258 9.2 $7.36 4 275 44
1929 .......... 38,000 386 10.2 7.29 4 348 54
1930 .......... 45, 000 572 12.7 7.32 4 522 75
1931 .......... 5,000 617 11.4 6.01 4 00 92
1932 .......... 54,000 739 13. 7 ............ 4 701 106

Nebraska:
1928 ......... 86,000 1,021 11.9 6.98 7 975 146
1929 .......... 92,000 1,054 11.5 0,96 7 1,068 140
1930 .......... 81,000 1,136 14.0 0.95 7 1,095 130
1931 .......... 65,000 89L 13.7 5.46 7 872 126
1932 .......... 60,000 877 1& 3 ............ 7 815 113

Ohio:
1928 .......... 38,000 266 7.0 7.13 5 238 31
1929 .......... 20,000 174 8. 7 7.55 4 121 17
1930 .......... 31,000 286 9.2 7.75 4 22333
19318 ................................................................................................
1932 .......... 26,000 259 10.0 ............ 3 251 42

Utah:
1928 .......... 51,000 637 12.5 7.03 11 568 90
1929 .......... 45, 00 565 12.6 7.05 10 523 77
1930 .......... 44,000 553 12.8 7. O0 8 517 78
1931 ......... 49,00 505 10.3 5.82 7 491 77
1932 .......... 56,000 846 15.1 ............ 7 822 128Wisconsin:
1928 .......... 8,000 74 9.2 7.35 3 86 12
1929 .......... 8,000 50 7.0 7.29 3 65 10
1930 .. 12,000 102 8.5 7.53 3 115 1519313s........:....................................................................................

1932 .......................................................................................
Wyoming:

1928 .......... 44,00 462 10.5 7.21 4 368 59
1929-------. 47,000 487 10.4 7.18 4 441 6
1930--------- 40,000 646 14.0 7.10 5 657 94
1931----------.49,000 552 11.3 5.71 5 532 85
1932 .......... 40,000 06 12.0 .......... 537 8

I Data for 1931 cannot be shown without disclosing operations of individual factories.

TABLE B.-Sugar: Estimate of quantity of raw cane sugar (or its equivalent)
from each prinolpal crop source used in supplying domestic consumption in
the United States during years 1929 to 1988, inclusive, with averages

CROP SOURCES OF SUGAR USED IN MAKING DELIVERIES FOR DOMESTIC CON.
SUMPTION AND/OR USE
,VIn short tons, round figures)

Total all Grown in continental United
or9Vsources States

(osnot
Period include

sugar re Beet and
ported as Beet Cane cane com.

such), bined

Approximate quartti used by alt manufacturers marketing
sugar for domestic (United gates) consumption end/or use

Calendar years:
1933 .................................................... ,518,000 1,3860,000 515,000 1,681,000
1032 ................................................. 0248,500 1,318,500 160,000 1,478,50
1931 .......................................... . 8,561,500 1,343,000 200,000 1, 549, 00
1930 ......................................... , 710,500 2,140,500 197,500 1, 88, 0
1929 ............ 0.............................. 0904,000 1,026,800 189,000 1,215,00

Yearly averages:
1031-33 ................................... ,37,00 1,842,500 227,000 1,569,50
1929-33 ........... ............................ 3,160,000 1,239,000 213,500 1: 452,500

Footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE B.-Sugar: Eetinzate of quanttit of ramw a e sugar (or its equivaient)
from eah prinolpal crop source w8(?( ill. supplltng domeetlc consumption in
the Unitcd States during years 1929 to 1933, inclusive, with averages-
Continued,

Grown in United States insular areas

Period
Puerto Rico Hawaii Philippine Virgin TotalIslands Islands

Calendar years:
1933 ....................................... 791.000 989.500 1,241,000 4,00 3,028,000
1932 ..................................... 910,800 1,024,000 1, 042,000 4,500 2, 81,0001931 ....................................... $48,800 967,000 816,000 2, 000 2, 532, 600
1930 ....................................... 780,000 806,000 804,600 6,000 2,396,800
1929 ....................................... 460,000 928,500 724, 800 4,000 2,117, 000

Yearly averages:
1031-33 .................................... 817,000 993, 50 1,032,000 3, 5W 2 840, 5001929-33 .................................... 738,000 943,000 925,500 4,000 2, 610, 500

Grown in foreign countries
Exports I

Period (not in-
All other eluded else-

Cuba foreign Total where)
countries

Calendar years:
1933 ................................................ 1,601,000 8, 1,009,000 84,0001932 ............................................. 1,762,800 26,500 1,789,000 5,500
1931 ..................................... 2,440,000 4,000 2,480,000 56501930 .................................... 2,945,800 30, 5 2,978, 000 83,50
1929 ................................................ 3,13,000 17,500 3,630,500 110,000

Yearly averages:
1931-33 ......................................... 25,000 1,959,500 54,51929-33 ........................................... Z 472, 24,500 , 497,000 71,500

Total, all Grown in continental United
cr sources Statese not

Period include
sugar Beet and

exported Beet Cane eanecom.
as such), bloed

Calendar years:
1933 .................................................... 5,386,000 1,388,000 18650 1,532,500
1932 ................................................... 5,448,000 1,318,00 O107, 00 1,426, 001931 ................................................... 5,3 000 1,843,000 150,000 1,493,000
1930 ................................................... ,173, 000 1,140,500 128,000 1,268,8001920 .................................................... 6,382,500 1,026,800 158,500 1,185,000

Yearly averages:
1931-33 ................................................ 5,69,0 1, 42, 50 141,500 1,484,000
192933................................................ 5, 85, 000 1, 239, 000 142,000 1,381,000

Grown In United States Insular areas

Period
Puerto Philippine Virgi,, ico Hawaii Total
Rico Islands Islands

Calendar years:
1933 ........................................ 657,000 905,000 1,161,50 4,500 2,788,000
1932 ..................................... 791,500 998,000 980,50 4,00 2, 74, 001931 ...................................... 66,000 950,000 785,000 2,000 2,389,000
1930 ............................. ...... 702,000 787,500 775,500 6,000 2,271,000
1929 ..................................... 414,000 918,000 710,000 4,000 2 04, 000

Yearly averages:
1931-33 .................................... 705,000 978,000 908,0 3,500 2,650,0001929-33 .................................... 646,000 925,000 878,500 4,000 2,453,500

Footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE B.-ugar: Estimate of quantity of raw cane sugar (or its equivaent)
front eachk prinolpd! crop source sed in supplying domestic consumption in
the Unitcd States during years 1929 to 1934, inelusve, vitt, averages-
Continued

Grown in foreign countries Exports '
..... (not in-

Period All other eluded
Cuba foreign Total elsewhere)

countries

Calendar years:
1933 ............................................... 1,065,500 .......... 1,05,500
1932 ................................................ 1,235,500 12,000 1,247,800
1931 ................................................ 2,019,000 34,000 2,053, 000
1930 ............................................ 2, 624,00 9, 000 2,633,800
1929 ............................................ 3,149, 0 1,500 3,151,000 )

Yenrly averages:
1931-33 ............................................. 1,440,000 15, 500 1, 455, ()
1929-33 ............................................. 2, 019, 000 11, 500 2,030, 500 ()

I Approximate quantity used by cane-sugar refiners and beet-sugar factories in continental United.
States.

Grown in continental United
States

Total, all
crop sources

Period (does not
Include Beet and

sugar re. Beet Cane canecom
ported as bined

such)I

Approximate quantity used by domestic, insular, and forein
Vaniuufcacurera of" white " sugar and other sugar marketed for
direct consumption4

Calendar years:
1933 .................................................... 930,000 ......... 6148,500 ..........
1932 .................................................... 800, 500------- 52o500.......
1931 .................................................... 620,800 ......... K5 000 ..........
1930 ................................................... 537.500 ......... 69,500 ..........
1929 ................................................ 880,5 00 ...... . 30,500 ..........

Yearly averages:
1931-33 --------------------------------- 78,000--------585,50.......
1929-33 ........................................ 695,000......... 71,500......

Grown in United States insular area

Period
Puerto Hawaii Philippine Total

Rico Islands Islands

Calendar years:
1933 ....................................... 134,000 24,500 79, 500 .......... 238, 000
1932 ....................................... 119,000 20,000 61,500 .......... 206,500
1931 ....................................... 82500 11,000 50,000 --------- 143, 50
1930 ....................................... 78,000 18,500 29,000 ......... 12,500
1929 ....................................... 40,000 10,500 14,800 .........- 71,000

Yearly averages:
1931-33 ............................. 112,000 20,500 64,000 .......... 196,500
1929-33 ............................. 92,000 18,000 47, 000 .......... 157,000

Footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE B.-ugar: 8timate of quantity of raw cane sugar (or its equivalent)
from each principal crop source used in supplying dorne8tto consumption in
tho United States during years 1929 to 1933, inclusive, vWh averages-
Continued

Grown in foreign countries
Exports IPeriod not In.

Period All other laudingg
Cuba foreign Total elsewhere

countries

Calen'qr years:
1933 ................................................ 6535,500 8,000 43, 500 .........
1932 ................................................ 527,000 14,500 541,500 .........
1931 ................................................ 421,000 0,000 427,000........
1930 ................................................ 6321,000 21,500 342, 00 ........
1929 ........................................- 6403,000D 10,500 479,500 .........

Yearly averages:
1031-33 ................................ 494,500 9,500 504,000 ........
1929-33 ................................. 453,500 13,000 466,500 .............

I It should be noted that the quantities reported in this column represent the weight of raw cane sugar
(or its equivalent in the case of beet sugar). It is not the weight of the sugar as marketed for actual consump-
tion and/or use.

I Detailed crop sources of sugar exported are not available, probably all (or nearly all) were made from
foreign-grown crops.

I Includes 1,000 tons from miscellaneous sources not shown elsewhere in the table.
4 All sugars in this part of the table were processed In the respective areas where the several crops were

grown. These figures include some raw cane sugar marketed for direct consumption.
& Louislanajlant at ion refined sugar marketed direct to the trade.
6 Includes Cuban raw sugars marketed principally for direct consumption in quantity approximately as

follows: In 1933, 13,500 (short) tons; in 1932, 17,500 tons; in 1931, 41,500 tons; In 1930, 20,000 tons; and In 1929,
123,500 tons.

NoTz.-Basic data from Willett & Gray's Weekly Statistical Sugar Trade journal.

(Telegrams submitted by Mr. Kearney are as follows:)
BILUINGS, MONT., February 20, 1984.

CHARLES M. KEARNEY,
Harrington Hotel, Washington, D.O.:

We represent sugar-beet farmers of five sugar factory districts in Montana
and Wyoming. We urgently request that you vote for no restriction on con-
tinental sugar production and that you use your Influence to preserve Ameri-
can market for our own producers and not throw it open to any foreign coun-
try. Also, we urgently request that you give unqualified endorsement to
program outlined by our representatives trom National Beet Growers Asso.
ciation now in Washington by supporting the three amendments proposed by
them to be made to Costigan bill.

MONTANA-WYOMING BEET GaowEss AssoofATIoN,
F. U. HUDDrsTorN;, President.

So0'rs BLUFF, Nmll., February 19, 1984.
CHASE. M. KEARNEY,

Care of Harrington Hotel, Washington, D.C.:
Our campaign pledges and Roosevelt's Baltimore speech were directly op-

posed to the present sugar acreage curtailment program. If the Democrats
are ever to win another election here, the sugar industry must not be knifed
now. An increased acreage of beets means a lessening of production of those
products where there is now a surplus. We ask a fair deal.

R. 0. CHAMBERS,
Chairman Democratic CTentral Committee.

SCoofs BLuF, Nm., Februat.y 18, 1984.C. M. KE~lNE,

President National Beet Growers Assooiation,
Harrington Hotel, Washington, D.C.:

The safety and futurp of North Platte project depends upon continuance and
growth of sugar-beet : Justry; any curtailment of acreage will work toward
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failure of reclamation. Our district will not be able to pay Government con-
struction charges if beet-sugar industry is crippled. Our forms and towns
depend upon sugar industry. Any curtailment is a direct blow at irrigation.

PATHFINDER IURIGATION DxswraciT.

Sco s BLUFF, NEII., February 19, 193,1.
CHAS. M. KEAENEY.

Care of Harrington Hotel, Washington, D.C.:
We respectfully make vigorous protest against enactment of proposed sugar

plan decreasing beet acreage and increasing imports front Cuba and other
foreign countriles. Our district has 55,000 acres and 700 farmers, the financial
structure of whieh is entirely dependent upon extensive raising of sugar beets.
Even under present unlimnited acreage our district has been forced to accept
moratorium acts deferring annual repayment of construction charges to United
States, anl reduced acreage of this crop will prevent Government from realizing
return of its Investnment in these reclamation lands and will reduce district
collections so that it cannot operate. Farmers will fail and the economic
condition of our comnunities will be acute. This is true of practically all
areas under Government reclamation. It is hoped that a plan can be had
that will protect our American farner so that he can exist against the
competition of Awerican investment In allen countries.

GEARING AND FORT LARAMMI IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

SCo&rs BLUVt, NEvu., Febriwry 16, 19341.
CHARLES M. KEARNEY,

President National Beet Growers Association,
larrington Hotel, Washington, D.C.:

Representing 2,200 sugar-beet growers, we wire to vigorously protest the pro-
posed curtailment of continental sugar production in President Roosevelt's new
sugar deal In favor of a foreign people. Consider it a dangerous precedent for
our Goveranment to establish. Our people will rebel against its attempted en-
forcement. We want protection from foreign sugar the restriction of offshore
refined sugar, and protection from greedy processors. United States fugar pro-
duction should be encouraged for national food safety. We should, remember
World War sugar prices. Sugar consumed In the United States should all be
refined by American labor.

NEIRASKA COOPERATIVE Bfizr GuowERs ASSOCIATION,
S. K. WAmiacK, President.
B. J. SvGE, geeretary.

FORT MORGAN, COLo., Febrisary 10, 1034.
CHAMLES M. KEARNEY,

President, National Beet Grower. Association,
Pa#r Hotel, lrashinton , D. C.:

Sugar-beet farmers will be dealt severe blow if compelled to reduce crop to
secure promise of future relief. Irrigation reservoir systems costing many
millions constructed for producing beets will 1)e drastically reduced In value,
causing defaults bonds, interest, and taxes. Colorado beet farmers equipped
f'or beet production consisting of expensive machinery and heavy horses should
lie on equality with other agricultural communities now getting Government
relief. We protest reduction of production;, it will effect every line of business
and considerable labor.

NATIONAL Bwr GROWERS ASSOCIATION,
J. H. Rowowi, Director.

PUEFILO, CoLO., February 11, 1934.
CHARLES M. KEAnNEY,

Capitol Par* Hotel, Washington, D.C.:
We have utmost confidence in you. We don', like the President's proposal.

There is no crop in the United States that could be increased with as much
42331-.14--5
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benefit to all concerned as sugar if we would only quit worrying about the
foreigners and stabilize the domestic price.

W. I. SANFORD, National Director.

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO, I'ebritary 8, 19J4.
CHARLES M. KEARNEY,

President National Beet (rowers Assovlatiotl,
capitol Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.:

Press report tonight state President Roosevelt has announced sugar program.
Farmers here are up in arms over reduction in beet-grower quotas. Wiring
our congressional representatives to get in touch with you at once and do all
you can to raise our quotas and get increase in processing tax. Sugar company
official stated today that they were going to have part at least of any tax that
is made for growers and will not consider any contract for next year until
such Is approved.

IDAHO BF zr Gltownts ASSOCIATION,
GEo. T. CODiR.EY, President.

Pnovo, ITTAIH, Fe~bruary! 13. 1.93/.
CHARLES M. KEARNEY,

Care of Harrington Hotel:
Received wire from Senator King stating Finance Committee will hold

meeting next Friday on the Costigan bill, and I trust you will be present at
those hearings. As far as I am concerned, you are authorized to speak for
the growers of the National Association.

J. W. GILLMAN.

CHAS. KEARNEY, GIBON, NKDL, Febra)yJ 11, 193.

Capitol Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.:
Regret reduction in President's sugar plan, which is unfair to domestic pro-

ducer. Understand quotas temporary. Domestic producer should get increase
parity to consumption. We know that you and our frieaids at Washington will
do what is best for the industry.

R. J. FhANcis,
Director Natioald Association.

(Ltter of Thomas L. Chadbourne, of July 9, 1933, submitted by
Mr. Kearney.)

MEMORANDUM FOR THE WASHINGION SUGAR CONFERENCE

The Cuban delegation to this conference was app)ointed by President Machado
to represent Cuban sugar producers and processors. They are here at the
suggestion of our Secretary of Agriculture, transmitted to the Cuban Govern-
ment in the form of an invitation through our State Department.

Seventy percent of the sugar production of the island of Cuba is owned by
Americans in the form of investments in Cuban and American companies
(bonds, debentures, and stocks), largely scattered among small holders through-
out the length and breadth of the United States. This American investment,
when made, exceeded $600,000,000 in amount. The present market value of
the securities representing this huge sum does not now in the aggregate ex-
ceed $50,000,000.

These investors relied, and had a right to rely, and still rely upon the spe-
cial consideration owed by our Nation to Cuba.

This conference convened on Tuesday, June 21. Unfortunately, the Cuban
delegation could not arrive here until Friday, the 30th of June.
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The conference appointed a general committee of 26, containing representa-
tives from every section of the American industry but no representatives from
Cuba.

This general committee met on Wednesday and appointed a committee of
seven (which has functioned sine as the most important committee of the
confere(O) and excluded the C aban delegation from representation on this
committee notwithstanding the fact that the Cuban producers and processors
hItd been invited to attend the conference and that Cuba produce more sugar
consumed in the United States than anty of the sections of the United States,
continental or insular, which has been allowed representation oil such
committee.

The' Cuban delegation has been here over 10 days and are not yet repre-
sented on this. the real committee of this conference.

The Cuban delegation is made up entirely of Cuban gentlemen. Our lan-
guage is not their language, our habits of thought and methods of transacting
business are unfamiliar to them. They may think this exclusion not only from
the vital but from both of the committees of the conference, is the usual
American method of conducting industrial gatherings where production quotas

ie(- to be decided upon. They may even be happy and content with this exclu-
.lon, but the American investor in Cuban sugar is dissatisfied and completely
at a loss to understand It.

H:Id this sugar conference been organized by the Agricultural Department,
with thie intention of excluding from its councils the voice of the heaviest
investment in the entire American supply of sugar (the American investment
in Cuba). this result could not have been more completely attained than It
has by the method adopted.

The ('ub:n delegation has been permitted to file memoranda with the chair.-
man of the conference, which memoranda, by the way, I am informed by
other delegates, have never found their way to them.

The total consumption of sugar by the United States is the pie to be divided
by this conference, and that pie has been in process of being divided for 12
days without opportunity being afforded Cuba to argue eye to eye with the
American producers about the size of the pieces, which, I understand, have
now been decided upon by the continental and insular sections of the industry.
All that is left is to cut the pie, and all that is left to Cubai is to accept or
reject the crumbs that 'may break off and fall from the plate in this cutting
operation.

What we should have done, and ought now to do for Cuba, was well ex-
pressc'd after the war of liberation by Presidents McKinley and Roosevelt and
Secretary of War Root.

President McKinley:
4* * * The new Cuba, yet to arise from the ashes of the past, must needs

be bound to us by ties of singular intimacy and strength If its enduring wel-
fare is to be assured. * * * The greatest blessing which can come to Cuba
is the restoration of her agricultural and industrial property. * * *

"We expect Cuba to fteat us on an exceptional footing politically, and we
should put her in the same exceptional position economically.

"' * * * Cuba is an independent Republic, but a republic which has
asssumed certain special obligations as regards her international position, in
complitince with our request. I ask for her certain special economic concessions
in return, these economic concessions to benefit us as well as her * * "

Secretary of War Root:
"In reliance upon fair and generous treatment by the United States, the

Cuban planters have made strenuous efforts to revive their great industry.
* * * Incided by our precept and trusting to our friendship they have
struggled to retrieve the disasters under which their country has suffered.
All the capital they had or could borrow has been invested in the rebuilding
of their mills and the replanting of their land. More than half of the people,
of the island are depending, directly or indirectly, upon the success of tha"
industry.

"* * * Correlative to this right is a duty of the highest obligation to
treat her not as an enemy, not at arm's length as an aggressive commerclpl
rival. hut with a generosity which, toward her. will be but Justice: to shlvi'e
our laws so that they shall contribute to her welfare as well as our own."
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President Roosevelt:
'4 Isewhlere I have discussed the questioll of reciprocity. in the case of

('ll1m, however, there are weighty reasons of morality unit of nationlall interest
wly the policy should be hkeld to harve a Icullar application, and I 1ost
earnestly ask your attention to the wimlom, Indeed to the vital ned, of pro-
vilding for a substantial reduction lin the tariff duties on Cluban imports into
the United states. "

Those were the in'onuises, let us view their fulfillment.
As a result of the sam1e war that liberated Cuba, we acquired the hllillppines

amd Puerto Rico. The followlig elitoinies the story of the recent sugar
exports to tile Unlled States from our acqulsltions, as dlistinguiied from the
sugar exports to this country of that ward of ours for whoml our statements
expressed such tnt'Rlf l('eSS :

Philippine Puto Cuba Year Philippine Puerto CubaYear stands R Islands Rico

Tons Tons
1029 .......... 401,816 410,815 3.2A5, 815 1l31 ......... 731,219 071,068 2,101,140
1930--.------726, 105 6M9, 436 2,361,338 1932-...... 934,535 810.587 1,725,629

Since the time we were So generous its to liberate this Island we have raised
our economic barriers against her (to whom we owed " special consideratim ")
from a tariff of 1 cent, as recent as 1914, to the Itlreselit rate of 2 cents (200
peiremit of tile present world's value of sigar), have taketn off a tariff of 1.685
,ill Puerto Rian sugar aid have removed a limitatilo of 300,000 tons fromt
the productioll of tile Ihllipplnes whose sugar output mainly benefits tile
Slanilards, from whot we took the islands, Chinanen and Fillphios, as they
art*e tile largest produetrs of sugar, Americans producig but 28 percent of the
Phililppine crVop, at well as granting theiai free access to our market.
FlvV years ago t'bia bega t her H1erTuehAt effort to stabilize tle colnodity

which constitutes 81) percent of her wealth.
Tllree years ago, by a cut Il her total production of that year from 4.670,000

to 3,120,000 tons, she succeeded it bringing about an ilnterlmtionll agreement
amnmig nine nations who."e sugar exports constituted 80 percent of total world
exholts. Last year this production was reduccd to 2,6M0!000 tonls. This year
to 2,000,000 toils.

Tills Interational agreement is entering upon Its third year and Its signa-
torip have reduced world production some 6,500,00H) touis and brought world
llroductio over 2,00.M00 tons below world consumption, id to attain theso
results, Cuba has niado great sacrifices, greater hant atny other nation lit tile
llgreelliellt.

Preparatory to this international negotiation (Juba offered American pro-
ducers (excepting Hawaii, who failed to put i an aplpearance) to limit her
Introotuctlon of sugar ilto tile United States to 2,800,004) tols It tihe other
pln'dticers would stand still at their then production. While apparently sym-
mathetic to the proposal, the Ainerilhn antitrust acts forlade sueh l 11 agree-
meat and the complete failure of aity colterete result from the offer is evidenced
In tile table above of Philipdne and Puerto Itican increases.

Cuban imports of American Iroducts have been reduced by reason of our
running her sugar Industry as follows:
1927 .---------------- $155, 382, 000 1930 ------------------ 93, 501, 000
128----------------- 121), 849, 000I 1931 ------------------ 48, 240, 000
1)21 ----------------- 127,050,000 1932 .------------------ 28, 396, 000

If discaouragement of overproduction and enlightened, and niot rapacious,
self-hiterest Is to be the order of the day, It cannot le denied that i tils comt-
mnodity Cuba ha1 pointed the way; at a terrible sacrifice and without at whine
Cuba has1 carried the flag. Her American Investors ill sugar feel that their
and Cuba's initiative and sacrifices in behalf of this industry, are receiving
seant reeognlition lit the present confereice.

Tile American investor In Cuban sugar has nothing to do an1d waits nothing
to do with Cuban politics. It mnay wiel le that liolitical considerations,
1I)MIut wihlh lie ]CnOWS nothing and cares less, will induce Cuba to accept the
Judgment of America as to the size of Cuba's quotn, but if that quota proves
less than 2.W)M,(X) long tims in raw sugar value, It will not 1)p based upon past
IPerforlntinces, present coiditions, or aiy other rule of fair play, and if less
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than that figure, and the Cuban delegation rejects it, they can lhe assured of
the whole-hearted approval of the American Iro(ht'ers In their island.

It the Cuban delegation gets a sufliAent qupota to justify thi91r entering a
contract, their continuance In such contract for more than I year should be
colditoned l ,upon tn increase, during the year, of Cuba's preferential from the
present 20 percent to not less than 50 percent of the IJulted States tariff.

TItOM.s L. CuAl)ouRNx.
$IIOlWAM II,0T,

1VaU8igt on, July 0, 19,73.

The CHAIRMAN. George T. Cobbley. We will give you 15 min-
utes. Do you think you can complete your statement in that time?

Mr. COUBLEY. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE T. COBBLEY, BLACKFOOT, IDAHO, DI-
RECTOR NATIONAL BEET GROWERS' ASSOCIATION AND PRESI-
DENT OF THE IDAHO BEET GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. COBDLEY. The Idaho Beet (rowers' Association. of which I
am president, has a membership of 7,700 growers. I am also a
director of the National Beet Growers' Association.

In making sugar a basic commodity, and in applying quotas to the
producing areas, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in
seeking to apply the allotment system. Sugar is not susceptible of
such treatment, and this brief statement, while not intended, to cover
the entire scope of my testimony, is directed principally to this
proposition.

In the allotment system, as applied by t e Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act, the reduction in acreage is controlled by the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, and is applied equitably and equally
throughout all producing areas, and all producers in each area.

With respect to sugar the quotas are based upon refined sugar,
and the processing taxes are. to be paid at the refineries. Conse-
quently, i fixing the domestic quota, at 1,450,000 tons, the, standard
used is the sugar available for the market. Tho processors of sugar,
in the beet-growing sections, contract each year with the growers to
take all the sugar bmts the growers shall raise on the number of
arens mrentionedI in the contract. The result is that the processors
will, of necessity, have regard for the amount of refined sugar to
which they are limited. and will contract for the nutber ot acres
that, in their judgment, Will produce the amount of sugar. after
refining, to which each particular processor is entitled. In making
these contracts for a certain number of acres, the processors will not
consider the most favorable year, and assume that a certain avera
tonnage per acre of sugar beets will be produced, nor will they take
the least. favorable year, but rather, in the exercise of sound-bsiness
judgment will allow themselves a certain margin of sa fety in acreage
and in production, anti will avoid contracting for muore than thle
nuimb,,r of acre,,, which can reasonably be expected to provide the
proper amount of refiuied sugar. Tlis~ margin of safety will neces-
sarily lbe arrived at by givi.. the sugar grower at little the worst
of it, and the reduction in acreage will- therefore be somewhat
greater, on1 a percentage basis, than the reduction in the domestic
qluota for sugar fromt 1-750,000 short tons to 1,450,000 short tons.

Trhe reduction in sug ar for domestic producers' is a fraction over'
17 percent. These domestic processors, therefore, in contracting

65
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with the growers, will, in all probability, make a reduction of ap-
proximately 20 pe-rcent. This matter is not in and of itself of
extreme importance, but it is an element which is proper to be
considered. 'Whatever the reduction in acreage may be, whether
20 percent or more, or less, what is hereafter said will apply with
equal force.

Each beet-sugar factory contracts with the farmers in a certain
area, but in all beet-growing sections in the West factories are lo-
cated near each other, and are not separate and individual industries,
but are generally owned by the same company. Since my testimony
can best be understood if'ap plied to actual conditions, I will refer
particularly to southern Idaho. There the Utah-Idaho Sugar Co.
owns factories at Sugar City, another 17 miles south of Rigby,
another 14 miles south at Idaho Falls, another 12 miles south at
Shelley, and another 12 miles south at Blackfoot. Thus wiftrhi 55
miles are 5 factories all owned by the same company. The Amal-
gamated Sugar Co. owns a factory at Twin Falls, another 42 miles
east at Burt.y , and another 8 miles north and east of Burley at
Paul. Each Atctory of these two companies has its own particular
territory and acreage.

Assuming that each company, the Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. and the
Amalgamated Sugar Co., is faced with a 20-percent reduction, each
will apply it not to a particular factory but to the district which its
chain of factories serves. In applying the reduction it will do so
on a basis of contracts before the beets are planted. The reduction,
where and in the amount applied, will be not in the hands of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration but in the hands of the
companies owning these factories. Applied to the Utah-Idaho Sugar
Co.. of necessity, a 20-percent reduction would justify, in the inter-
ests of efficiency, the closing of one factory and the handling of the
entire output by the remainder. The Rigby factory has not been
operating for sometime, so that the Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. could
very -well consider the proposition of running 3 of its remaining 4
factories only, since the territory to be served could probably be
served from the 3 factories, with the required reduction, as well as it
is now served by the 4.

In" reducing acreage therefore, the reductions will not be spread
around among all growers, as with the wheat allotment plan, but
rather contracts will not be made with those sections wherein it is
least profitable to ship the beets to the factories. Another element
enters in, however; every factory is not equally efficient. For in-
stance, the Blackfoot factory, one of the oldest factories in southern
Idaho, and serving what is probably the largest beet-sugar producing
section, obtain an extraction of 288 pounds of sugar to the ton of
sugar beets. The Shelley factory, a more modern factory, obtained
an extraction of 802 pounds. The plans of the Utah-Idaho Sugar
Cowpany contained provisions for the rehabilitation of the Black-
foot factory this year. With the proposed plan in effect, however,
the Blackfoot factory would, in all likelihood not be operated next
year, and the Blackfoot growing district would be divided between
the Shelley, Idaho Falls, and Sugar City factories.

The first direct effect of the present plan therefore, means the
loss of the program of employment by which this factory would be
rehabilitated this year. Other direct effects will be noted later.
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Keeping the foregoing in mind, the Utah-Idaho Sugar Com-
pany will make its 20 percent reduction, by selecting those sections
in southern Idaho, heretofore engaged in growing beets, which can
reach these other factories at the least expense. Consequently, whole
communities, such as Aberdeen, Grace, MeCamnion, Tyhee, and
Downey, will be eliminated entirely. The allotment idea applied
in such a manner, will leave whole sections unaffected, and will ab-
..olutely deny to other sections, equally good from a beet growing
point of view, the right to grow beets. Multiply this situation. t
will follow in every section of the United States that sections hereto-
fore engaged in beet growing, because of the adaptability of those
sections for such crops, will be denied the right even to plant such
crops. Such a plan, founded on a principle of favoritism and op-
erating to make fish of one section and fowl of another, cannot, and
will not, be successful.

In thus leaving the power to make percentage reductions in the
hands of the processors, and from a practical point of view under
this plan, it cannot be placed elsewhere, the doors are opened wide
for anything but an equal and equitable distribution of the burden.
In the instance I have given, Blackfoot, built up through the years
economically on the basis -of the factory located there, will find itself
with a closed factory, and the consequent direct loss to the entire
community. Other communities may not gain, and may not lose,
but Blackfoot, Aberdeen, Grace, McCammon, Tyhee, and Downey
will each be directly affected by the loss entirely of the one in-
dustry most important to those communities. In all these com-
inunities, except Blackfoot, the loss will be, the cash crop of sugar
beets. Blackfoot will still have a sugar beet growing section sur-
rounding it and its loss, in this view will be the closing of the fac-
tory around which that community has been built up. This situa-
tion is not extreme, but is exactly what will happen, and to ascer-
tain its importance, consider that southern Idaho, while a very large
sugar beet producing section, is only a small portion of the sugar
beet producing sections of the United States, and the situation I
have outlined will be multiplied many times.

The situation must be examined somewhat further, however.
While I am using Blackfoot as an example, it is only because it
makes the difficulty clearer, and also because I consider Blackfoot,
and the, beet growing section surrounding it, typical of beet growing
sections everywhere. Not only has the city of Blackfoot owed a
large part of its economic growth to the presence of the sugar fac-
tory but the surrounding farming community has been built up also
on 'that basis. First, because of the close market for sugar beets;
and second, and equally important, the utilization of the byproducts,
beet pulp, syrup, and sugar beet tops. The close proximity of the
factory makes it possible for the farmers in that community to use
beet pulp, and syrup, obtained at the factory, on their farms. Beet
pulp is an extremely fine food for cattle, sheep and dairy stock.
Syrup, is mixed with hay and likewise is extremely good for such
purposes and for fattening purposes.

Under thee circumstances, any beet-growing section near a factory
will be built up on the basis of the close proximity of such feed, ana
the fact that farmers, with their horses and wagons, without expense
practically, can transport these products to their farms. Neces-
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sarily, this will directly affect, and, in fact, will directly cause, a
particular kind of farming, dairying, and so forth. The Blackfoot
farming section, one of the oldest in Idaho has been thus built up.
Take away this ready access for that community to the source of
beet pulp and sirup and you affect directly all farming operations.

At first glance, it is not so emphatically apparent as further con-
sideration shows it to be. Sugar-beet land is not land which can be
kept in a productive state by the use of artificial and manufactured
fertilizers. The land, in the hands of successful farmers, is kept in a
high sugar-beet producing state by a proper rotation in crops. A
certain amount of hay must be raised, and natural fertilization from
a proper number of dairy cows, and other livestock, is an essential.
Without the cheap beet pulp and sirup.for feed, however,.the dairy
industry and stock industry in that sectf6n will be very seriously im-
paired. Its impairment will cause a lack in demand for hay, and
a consequent loss to the farmers. In fact, the entire plan of agricul-
tural development will be changed. This is in no sense an imaginary
result, but will follow the closing of any sugar factory situated as the
Blackfoot factory is, as certainly as the sun rises and sets.

In my limited statement, therefore, I have sought to drive home
this conclusion: The sugar-beet industry in the United States, from
the very nature of the industry, is not susceptible of having the
allotment plan applied. The application of such a plan will work
unfairly and inequitably everywhere. In many places it will not
hurt either the factory or the grower, as in the example I have given
from southern Idaho; it will not hurt either Sugar City, Idaho Falls,
or Shelley, either in the towns or in the farming and beet-growing
sections. In other sections, equally entitled to protection by this
Government, namely, Blackfoot, Grace, Aberdeen, McCammon,
Tyhee, and Downey, it will destroy the principal source of com-
munity prosperity, and the principal hope for the future. This is a
typical example, and will be repeated all over the country.

Domestic acreage in the beet-sugar industry cannot be reduced
equally or equitably. No practical measure can be framed which
would bring about an equitable reduction. No code could be pre-
pared that would accomplish this. I

I wish further to call your attention to the fact that it is impossible
to determine in advance what the beet yield will be. The variations
appear in two forms:

(1) As to the yield per acre. In Idaho the yield per acre varies
from 10 to 13 tons or a percentage between 20 and 25 percent.

(2) As to the sugar content. This varies from 15 to 18 percent of
the beet or in percentage from 15 to 20 percent.

For illustration, assume that the beet content in a given year is
15 percent with a 10-ton per acre crop. This would produce, under
our contract, 240 pounds per ton of beets. In case the sugar content
is 18 percent with the 10-ton crop, the production would be 290
pounds of sugar per ton of beets.

In case of an overproduction of the quota per individual require-
ment. since sugar beets are perishable, it might entail a very sub-
stantial loss. here should be some plan of permitting carry-overs
in order to do justice to the grower.

The sugar-beet industry has been a sustAining factor to labor,
and to cut down or curtail production of this industry, at this time,

I
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would only tend to further place upon the Government the neces.
sity of taking care of many more unemployed. Many thousands
of laborers are now employed, not only in the beet fields and fac-
tories, but in feeding cattle, sheep, and dairy cows; many are also
employed in the coal mines, where this industry, in Idaho alone,
uses several carloads of coal per (lay when in operation; many are
also employed in quarrying and preparing lime rock and sulphur.
It is a matter of record that in 1932, from this industry alone,
$19,250,000 was paid the Union Pacific Railroad for freight through
the beet-growing territory that it serves, and much of that, of course,
was paid'out to labor.

In closing I have only to ask that you gentlemen of this com.
inittee face existing facts, and, when you conclude, as you will,
that my statement just made is correct, provide an amendinent to
the present bill that will make it operate fairly throughout and not
so unequally as it necessarily will operate in its present form. I
know that? you men of this committee want to be fair and I appeal
to you to consider the facts. The statements I have just given yon
are correct. This problem cannot be fairly and honorabiy solved
by further crippling American farmers and labor as would be the
result if thebill, H.R. 7907, is enacted into law as it is. We plead
that the American sugar-beet farmer and the labor dependent on
him be allowed to supply his country with such quantity of sugar as
can be economically produced in the United States. We should
never permit the enactment of legislation that gives first considera.
tion to foreigners in preference t6 Americans.

Senator KiNO. Let me ask you one question. As I recollect your
geography. and I am rather well acquainted with your State, the
district to which you have referred where the beet-sugar industry is
developed, has a population of between 250,000 and 300,000 people.

Mr. CotimJim. Y es, sir.
Senator KiNG. And the cattle and sheep industry there are so

intertwined with the sugar industry that an injury to one would be
an injury to the other?

Mr. COBBLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator KINo. And that the sugar industry is the basis of tho

cattle industry, and the sheep industry in part, and of course, fur-
nishes the einployirent for the great mass of the people in that
district.

Mr. CoBBLnE'. Yes, sir.
Senator Ki.No. And if those factories should be closed down, the

effect must be most serious, indeed, calamitous, to the southern half
of Idaho.

Mr. COBBLEY. It would practically destroy the entire industry there
and would also cripple all of our fearing operations.

Senator COSTIOAN. Does your statement imply that you are op-
posed to any domestic stabilization or quota liitation whatever I

Mr. (UBBLEY. I might sa.y this, that we have never been well
enough informed on just what the plan of the Secretary is, but
we feel that there should be no limitation put upon us at this time.
Any limitation that is made should be made on overseas sugar.

Senator COSTIGAN. Did the growers whom you represent subscribe
to the so-called "stabilization" agreement which was considered
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last fall-the voluntary agreement which was presented to the Sec-
retary of Agriculture-or were you opposed to that?

Mr. CoBnLEY. We were not opposed to it, but those things do not
operate in our country very successfully. We get practically no
benefit out of the wheat allotment or tile hog allotment, because
we follow a diversified crop rotation, and we have such small acre.
age of any one crop, that those things do not benefit us materially.

Senator MoAioo. Suppose a quota is applied as proposed here
under this act, would it be based upon a reduction in acreage or a
reduction in production?

Mr. COuBLEY. I am thoroughly unable to tell you or answer that
question, because I do not know where it could be done.' It could
not be equitably allotted to anything in the shape of sugar, because
it could not go to acreage, because we have such a wide variation
there in the acreage, and every percentage of sugar, that it could
not be controlled that way at all.

Senator McADoo. Is there any other way it could be done?
Mr. ComLEY. I think not. I' think it could not be done.
Senator MeAaoo. Suppose an attempt were made to accomplish

it by a reduction in acreage. Could that be made effective unless
there was some control of Fertilization, and intensive cultivation?

Mr. COBBLPY. It could not; no, sir.
Senator McAoo. To what extent do you now use phosphate. or

fertilizers in the production of the croplt
Mr. COBBLEY. Well, I think that about 40 or 50 percent of the

beet farmers until last year tried phosphates, but with very little
results. We have a soil condition there that does not seem to require
that kind of fertilizer.

Senator McAoo. Do you fertilize at all?
Mr. COBBLEY. Only with manure.
Senator Kixo. Your fertilizer comes from the excretions from

your cattle, sheep, and horses; is that correct?
Mr. CoBBiLY. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. And from the refuse from the beets themselves?
Mr. COBBLrx. Yes, sir.
Senator McADoo. What I want to get at is this fundamental

point. Suppose there were a reduction of about 20 percent in the
acreage on the theory that that would reduce the crop 20 percent,
and there was no control of fertilizer, could you not overcome the
reduction in production by an increased fertilization of this soil?

Mr. COBBLPY. To a certain extent; yes.
Senator McADoo. Could you fertilize enough, in other words, to

produce as much of a crop out of the 80 percent of the acreage as
you did with a less amount of fertilization?

Mr. COBBLEY. I would not say as much, but we may increase it
some.

Senator KING. I omitted to state that in your fertilization, in
addition to the factors that you referred to, was the rotation of
crops, to renew the soil and fertilizer.

Mr. COBBLEY. We follow a very close system of rotation, under
the direction of the Extension Department.

Senator BAXIEY. Let me ask you a question about this fertilizer
business. Professor Tugwell could issue an order and tell you how
much fertilizer you would use.
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Mr. COBBLEY. I doubt if we would accept it if it cones from that
source.

Senator BAILEY. Let m see if you would. Let me read this law:
Any person violating ay order or regulation of the Secretary of Agriculture

issued under this section, shall upon conviction be Imnished by a fine of not
more than $5,000, and by imprisonment of not more than 2 years.

Does that strike you as an agricultural proposition I That is'not
oil act of Congress. That is just an order. If they issue an order
down the street here and one of you farmers violates it they will
fine you $5,000, and you have got to go to prison, too, for not more
than 2 years. How does that strike you as a remedial act for
agriculture?

Mr. COBBLEY. That is a very serious thing.
Senator BAILEY. DO you think the people of your country will

stand for that kind of legislation?
ir. COBBLEY No; I do not.

Senator BAILEY. i (o not think they will anywhere else, and I
thank God that they would not.

Senator COSTIGAN. May I return to my inquiry as to whether the
wheat growers of Idaho urged the Secretary of Agriculture to sign
the quota agreement last fall?

Mr. COBBLEY. Yes, sir. They were in favor at one time of the
Mtabiiization agreement. I suppose that is what you refer to.

Senitor COSTIGAN. You are aware that there was limitation in tile
stabilization agreement of about 1,750,000 tons.

Mr. COBBLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator COsT'lOAN. For the domestic output.
Mr. CoBBLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Lester J. Holmes. representing

the California sugar beet interests. How much time (1o you want

STATEMENT OF LESTER 3. HOLMES, REPRESENTING CALIFORNIA
SUGAR BEET INTERESTS

Mr. HOLMES. I will be very brief, Mr. Chairman. I (1o not in-
tend to read my pamphlet, but merely get some of the vital things
before ou-call the attention of the Chair and the committee to
some of the things in which the California beet growers are very
vitally interested.

Senator McAioo. May I ask you if you are the only representative
here from California?

Mr. HOLMES. I am the only representative here from California.
Senator MCALwo. I think you had better make your statement as

full as the committee will permit, because I think the committee
should get the full case.

Senator KING. He is relying upon the able Senator from Cali-
fornia.

The CIIAIRMAN. The first witness represented the Sugar Beet
Association, and you represent the industry?

Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to be fair to everybody, an4 I hope

you will be as brief as you can, because there are many witnesses
and some of them will not be heard if you take all of the time.

Mr. HOLMES. I will be exceedingly brief, Mr. Chairman. I wish
to call to your attention the very vital facts in which California is
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interested in this way: We are second in production of sugar, beet
sugar, in the United States, and our acreage at present is entirely-
I won't say entirely, but almost entirely--planted. In most cases
a large proportion of this acreage is up, and thinning will start in
some cases next week. We are already making plans for labor, and
necessarily, and disruption of the program is going to be of terrific
importance to the California fanner. If we are going to have to
tear up some of this acreage we are necessarily going to have to
put it into some other crop-beans, onions, or potatoes, or some like
crop-and it is almost getting too late to go into any of those crops.

Beans, on a very small portion of the ground, could be taken
care of.

Senator GouE. Would there by any danger of overproduction in
those crops?

Mr. HOL.E~s. There is a tremendous overproduction of beans at
present, and if there were not a 3-cent duty on Japanese and Man-
churian beans, we would be trying to sell our beans for 1 cent a
pound.

I have here that I should like to file, telegrams which are repre-
sentative from the banks and different branches of the business in
California, and from the different reclamation districts. I would
like to read one from one of those reclamation districts, no. 999,
which is the district in which I live.

COU~RLAND, CALIF., Febrmary 18, 19341.
LESTE J. HOLMiS.

'resident Calfo'nia sunar Beet Corporation,Htarringtont Hlotel, Washington, D.C.

Reclamation dixtriet 999 contains 26,000 acres of which approximately 7,000
acres have been planted to sugar beets for some years past. Sugar beets have
been one crop that consistently met sufficient returns for farmers to pay interest,
taxes, and assessments. Curtailment in beet acreage would add greatly to
problems of farninrs here. Other crops raised-beans, barley, onions, and
asparagus-are now In surplus and prices lnadequate. Urge that every effort
be made to save the acreage for our farmers.

Gvs OLsox, Trustee, District 999.

Senator Kmxw. That is not a Federal reclamation district?
Mr. HOLinES. No, sir; that is a private reclamation district.
Senator Kn.o. Under your State law.
Mr. HOLMES. Under our State law; yes, sir.
Senator COSTIGAN. Do you happen to recall what price the farmers

recieved for beets per ton at the last crop?
Mr. HOLMES. 'rhe average price runs about $5.2,5. That is one

thing that I wish to call your attention to, gentlemen of the com-
inittee. This program as outlined by the Secretary contemplates a
base price of $6.57. We in California sell our beets for sugar con-
tent; in other words, we sell our sugar per ton. It is computed back
to the price of beets. A 15 percent beet, for instance, at 3.5 cents
a potuind will bring $4.20. and '20 percent beets, which is not an
abnormal content at all, but almost average. $5.81: hence the great
difficulty of applying this tax. I just merely wished to call'that
to your attention as one of the many difficulties.

Senator Knmo. What is your average tonnage per acre?
Mr. HOLIXES. I think over the State the average will b: around

$13 or $14 tons to the acre. The sugar content last year was 1.6-
19#32-a very high sugar content.
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Senator KiNG. And if you had that content and you had 7 or 8
tons to the acre, that would give you over $100 per acre.

Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir; approximately. The' returns on sugar
beets in California have been in. the past years very favorable.

Senator KiNG. Even with the low price.
Mr. HOLmES. Even with the low price. I mentioned the fact that

if we go into these other crops, we are absolutely going to destroy
the balance, and with our great variety of crops in Cali ornia, if we
apply the same basic principle to these crops as we are to sugar,
we are going to just go out of the picture, because they could be
classed as the expensive crops, too.

We are called inefficient. I just wonder what is meant by the
term "inefficient ", as the Secretary used it. It is a well-known fact
that the tariff in the United States on sugar permits us to have the
lowest price to the consumer, and yet in the face of this, the sugar-
beet farmers have met the price of the world price at all times. Ijust merely wish to call that to your attention and wonder on what
basis we are termed inefficient.

Senator GoRE. You say you produce it as cheaply as anywhere
else, but you meet the competition abroad. That is due to the 2-
cents-a-pound tariff, isn't it?

Mr. HELMES. To a certain extent tre 2-cent tariff is applicable,
but the full 2-cent tariff-the Cubans have not availed themselves
of tile full 2-cent tariff. As the world price on sugar raw in 1932
was only 2.92, if they availed themselves of the full 2 cents, they
certainly sold their sugar below the cost of production.

We endorse the amendments that have been introduced by Mr.
Kearney, representing the National Beet Growers' Association, and
believe that, inasmuch as the beet farmers of the United States
are on a real, definite, firm basis, that we should! not be curtailed.
and the balance of our production be given to a foreign country.
We believe that we should have first rights to the American market.

Senator KiNo. Do you think there should be opportunity for
expansion in the development of beet sugar?

Mr. HOLlIES. I think there should be a proportionate advance in
our sugar production; yes. sir. I wish to file, Mr. Chairman, a
copy of a letter from the National City Bank, dated October, 1933,
more particularly on page 157, beginning, "Cuba and Sugar ", and
containing some six-odd pages.

'I'he CHAInRtAA1. Do you want all of that printed?
Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir. All of that article is very, very important.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator McApoo. Just that portion of the pamphlet?
Mr. HOLMfES. Yes sir.
The CHAIINIAN. s that portion marked that you want printed?
Mr. HoLMES. Yes, sir. It is entitled "Cuba and Sugar", begin-

ning on page 157.
(The excerpt referred to will be found at the conclusion of Mr.

Holmes' testimony.)
Mr. HOLME . And I wish also to file a brief more or less covering

tile situation.
The CHAR31. . All right.
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Senator (OSTIGAN. Did the California producers whom you repre-
sent, subscribe to the so-called "quota" agreement of last fall, pre-
sented to the Secretary of Agriculture for his signature?

Mr. Hoit:it.s. My own association did not.
Senator COSTIGAN. Did you oppose it?
Mr. HOLMrES. Passively.
Senator COWSTI A.. Did you take any part in the preparation and]

submission of that stabilization avreementl
Mr. HOLAMES. I attended both of the hearings, in June and August,

in Washington.
Senator VANDI:..iiERO. May I ask one question? If you start with

the commeniit that the Cuban tariff is going to be reduced, anyway,
regardless of the balance of this scheme and you confront thie
necessity for marking under that reduced tariff, would you think,
under those circumstances, that stabilization quotas protecting ex.
isting plant facilities in the United States would be helpful?

Mr. HOLMES. I can answer that this way: We believe that the
American farmer is entitled to protection from foreign countries
dumping their sugar in this market.

Senator VANDENBER. So do I: but assume that you are going
to have a tariff reduction, does that create a situation which you call
protect yourself against through some type of fair quota allocation?

Mr. HOLMES. I believe the beet growers are willing to go ahead
on some definite basis if we knew exactly what that basis is, but
to date, we have not had what we consider a fair proposition sub.
mitted to us.

Senator VAN ENBERG. I think that is so, but I do not believe you
quite get my point. If we admit that the tariff is going to be reduced,
irrespective of this legislation, is there then some legislation which
in your judgment would be helpful?

Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir. I think that we inore or less cover that in
the amendments that. have been submitted by Mr. Kearney.

Senator VANDENBDERG. I have not seen your amendments.
The CHATI NIAN. The main thing that you oppose is a curtailment

of the present, production of sugar beets in your country?
Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir.
Senator KiNG. And if there should be any curtailment, you assume

it is only temporary, as was indicated by the fact that it was stated
that this Agricultural Adjustment Act is only temporary, but is
not a permanent policy.

Mr. HOLMES. It would have to be absolutely temporary.
Senator KING. You believe, with the growth of the country and

the development of population, that there should be a proportionate
increase of sugar to meet the domestic needs of the country?

Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir.
Senator GonE. Do you think this Agricultural Adjustment Act is

temporary?
Mr. HOL Es. That is beyond me to answer, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator McAnoo. Just a moment. You stated that California was

the second beet sugar producer of all the States.
Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir.
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Senator MoADoo. What is the first ? Colorado?
Mr. HOLMES. Colorado is the first.
Senator MOAiom. What was the total production in California

last year ?
Mr. HoLMEs. Something over 200,000 short tons.
Senator MCADoo. Two hundred thousand short tons?
Mr. HOLMES. Yes, sir.
Senator McAwoo. Do you believe that if the tariff were reduced

one half a cent a pound, for instance, 1.5. cents a pound, that there
could be any allocation that would be desirable and that you would
be benefited by that?

Mr. HOLMES. You mean an allocation of acreage, or allocation of
money from the tariff?

Senator McADoo. I am talking about an allocation of acreage or
an allocation of production.

Mr. HOLMES. I am afraid if there is any allocation of production,
it would seriously injure us in our farming proposition that we have
set up.

Senator MoADoo. Suppose you were compensated for that by a
processing tax. Could that be practically applied?

Mr. HLMES. In view of the range of discrepancy in the amount
of sugar per ton, I fail to see how it can be applie equitably. We
do not sell on a fiat basis.

Senator McAnoo. Would you be willing to submit for California-
assuming this year's crop is not interfered with because it has been
planted and cannot be altered-would you be willing to submit for
California a temporary arrangement of this character limited by
statute for. say, 2 years I

Mr. HOLMES. If they limit it to this statute, and they make an
equitable basis, California has got to be curtailed. We cannot hold
our acreage up and expect-

Senator McADoo (interrupting). That is what I say. Would you
be willing to submit to a 2-year period of allocation reduction as
proposed in the President's message and contemplated in this bill?
The bill does not provide for 2 years, but I am just presenting that
as a suggestion.

Mr. HoLMEs. I would say, Senator, that in view of the protests,
and so forth, that come from the people at home, that I could not
alter my position that we must be allowed to go on as we are at
present.

Senator KiNa. You have in mind, do you not, I won't say the
parable, but the Persian statement about the camel getting its nose
into the tent. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator GORE. What is your acreage? Just that one question.
Mr. HoLzEs. 1933 acreage was 108,000. In 1934, the acreage will

be approximately the same. I have not the complete figure.
Senator GORE. And your tonnage is how much,(
Senator McADoo. Two, hundred and eighty-nine thousand in

1938-34.
Mr. HOLMES. I gave the figures to the Senator this morning.
Senator GoRE. thought you said you raised it.
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Mr. HOLMEs. That is in refined sugar, Senator. That is not the
tonnage of sugar beets.

Senator McAnoo. The total with the sugar production.
Mr. HOLiES. Yes, sir. Our average sugar per acre is about 4,650

pounds of sugar per acre.
Senator GORE. What is the tonnage of the beets?
Senator McAnoo. Two hundred and eighty-nine thousand nine

hundred and two tons of raw sugar.
Senator GORE. It was stated this morning something over a mil-

lion tons of raw beets.
The CAmRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The witness, Holmes, filed the following telegrams in connection

with his testimony:)
SAN FBANCISO0, CALIF., February 19, 1984.

LES n J. HOLMES,
President Central Californpi Beet Growers' Association,

Washington, D.C.:
As president of the River Lines, which is largest California inland water

carrier, and as a large owner in reclamation district no. 307, comprising 6,000
acres, greatest portion which annually farmed to sugar beets, I am naturally
very familiar with sugar-beet problem in California. This industry spends far
greater sums for planting, cultivating, irrigating, and harvesting than most
crops, and it would not only be unfair to the industry to curtail its production
but an economic loss as well, because the acreage curtailed would go into other
crops, thus adding to their problems of overproduction.

W. P. Dwymt.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF., February 19, 1914.
LS4TEI HOLMES,

Washington, D.C.:
Farmers in 58 reclamation districts represented by the association are vitally

concerned in fixing sugar quotas. For past few years beet crop has carried
many farmers, saving them from ruin; consider planting restrictions unjust,
further increasing burden on heavily taxed lands. Would appreciate your
using influence against proposed quotas.
FLOOD CONTROL AssociATIoN or SAORAMENTO AND SAN JOAQUIN RIVERS SYSTEM,

A. F. TusNE.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF., Febriary 19, 19341.
LEsTR J. HOLMES,

President Central California Beet Growers Association.
Washington, D.C.:

Sacramento Insurance Exchange composed of 50 representative firms vigor-
tously protest reduction in sugar-beet acreage. More labor used and more
dollars per acre spent on pay rolls than any other field crop. California
pay roll of nearly three millions, Immense stabilizing Influence to agriculture
this vicinity. Every member our organization affected, as is every other local
business.

SACRAMENTO INSURANcE EXCHANGE.
H. J. TIIIEIEN, SCcretarIy.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF., February 19, 19814.Ll~srn J. HOLMES,

President California Beet Growers Association:
Sugar-beet growers and farmers of California vigorously protest any re-

duction in sugar-beet acreage. No other farm industry provides as much
man power per acre. The United States produces only 25 percent of its re-
quirements; reduction in acreage is not justified.

THOMAS MCCORMACK,
%- Member of 0aliforna Legislature, District 15.
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L. J. HOLMES, 
WOODLAND, CALI.

President Central. (aliforinia Beet Growers Assoolation,
Washington, D.C.:

Ain secretary or attorney for five reclamation districts comprising 80,000
acres sugar-beet crop. One bright spot of depression this crop not overproduced.
Curtailment thereof would throw more land overproduced crops adding to
chaotic conditions in such crops and destroying stability enjoyed by beet
growers.

ARTIZUR B. EDDY.

SACHAMIENTO, CALIF., February 18, 1984.
LESTER J. HOLMES,

President Central California Beet Growers Association,
Washington, D.C.:

We strongly oppose any curtailment of sugar-beet acreage. Any curtailment
of sugar beet means the land will be planted to other crops now heavily over-
produced. Sugar beets employ more farm labor than other crops that would
be substituted therefor.

SACRAMENTO CLEARING HousE AssOciATION.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF., February 19, 1934.
LEST HOLMES,

Washington, D.C.:
This entire section views with alarm possibility curtailment sugar-beet pro-

duction. Present production far from sufficient to take care present demand.
In addition, sugar-beet production employs more labor per acre than most any
other agricultural crop. Use every effort to prevent success of plan.

CLYDE H. BRAND.

WOODLAND, CALIF., February 19, 1934.L. 3. HOLMES,
President Central California Beet Growers Association,

WashIngton, D.C.:
Firm of Armfield & Eddy, of which I am member, represents five reclama-

tion districts. Beet growing in this area has materially stabilized position of
many landowners during depression. Curtailment of this crop will destroy this
stability and will cast more land to overproduced crops, thus aggravating de-
moralized condition in latter crops.

ELMER W. ARMnELD,
.. President Bank of Woodland,

Woodland, Yolo County, Calif.

LES= J. HoLMs, SACRAMUNTO, CAIF., February 19, 1934.

Washinyton, D.C.:
Sugar-beet industry provides one of most valuable and stable of all agricul-

tural crop returns to California farmers, and indirectly to members and com-
munity prosperity. Therefore, we urge no sugar-beet acreage curtailment to
permit increased sugar importation, penalizing American fm'mer and merchant
and laborer alike to benefit foreign producer.

SACRAMENTO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
A. S. DUnDLEY, Sew etary.

FRUARY 19, 1934.LESTiER 3. HOLMES,
Wahlsingon, D.C.:

Any curtailment in sugar-beet production will release beet. bnd for other
crops now overproduced. Sugar beets only crop Mhich MIts had satisfactory
market and has brought steady income to growers. Effect of reduction great
blow to recovery here.

PicxET & ROTnHOLZ.
42381-84-6
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(The witness, Holmes, filed the following statement:)

SUPPLEMENT No. 1 To TESTIMONY OF LESTia J. HOLMES, CONSISTING OF His
STATEMENT BlimeOn HousE AGRICULTURAL COMMITT/M

The beet growers of the State of California join with the sugar-beet pro.
ducers of other States in protesting against certain provisions of the bill
now under consideration by this committee. The provisions of the bill which
relate to the manner of setting quotas would allow the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, If he were unfriendly to our Industry, to go back to the years 1925,
19O, and 1927, at which time, admittedly, we had a low production of sugar
while, on the other hand, our importations from Cuba were at their peak.

California can be said to be one of the pioneers in the sugar industry, as
it was there the first successful factory was built; in the year 1888-89. The
success of the sugar-beet industry in the United States dates from that period.
Since that time, under skillful leadership and Government encouragement and
cooperation, the industry has grown steadily, not spasmodically, until we
reached, In 1933, the largest beet-sugar tonnage ever produced in the United
States. Not only have large factories been erected, each costing approximately
$1,000,000, with their necessary equipment, including In several cases rail-
roads, but also the farmers have steadily purchased machinery, invested money
in new land, and, in general, have made the beet Industry it these various
States a larger farming operation. Today the sugar-beet industry is regarded
as one of the most stable of our farming operations.

The farmer lis planted beets and is using them in a regular system of
rotation. Machinery has been bought ulon the basis of so many acres of
sugar beets per year. All other plans have been made along this same line.
In fact, the farmers' whole scheme of production has ben bas.-ed oil the theory
that by planting so many acres of sugar bets he knew that he was going to
get it certain cash return from that amount of ground. Our scale of living
has been based upcin those prinlciples.

Now we are faced with the prospect of an arbitrary reduction, imposed
by the Government of the United States. Not only will the Individual farmer
lose a certain amount of income from tlis curtailment, but the other effects
are going to be far-reaching. Labor has come to look to the beet crop for
employment. The sugar beet crop requires more labor Ier acre than any
other crop of comparable size in continental United States. Not only would
labor suffer from the curtailment, but the manufacturer and the wholesaler
would feel the reduction to a great extent. I wish to introduce typical evi-
dence as to the concern with. which cur people regard these proposals, in the
form of telegrams from men representing a cross-section of our business and
Industrial life, as well as farmers.

I contend that it is our right and privilege as American citizens that we
shall have the first opportunity to supply the American market to an efficient
and economical point, which we in tht Industry contend has not yet been
reached, and that any curta-ilment imosed by our Government is I violation
of these rights.

The statement is made inany times that the sugar-beet Industry is a "neces-
sarily expensive industry" by reason of a duty of 21/, cents a lwund imposed
on foreign sugar. Under our treaty arrangements Cuba has preferential of
20 percent, or 50 cents per hundred. The actual income front sugar beets is
placed at about $60,000,000 for the year 1933-34. In setting this value, those
making the calculation failed to take into consideration the amount of feed
for livestock, sheep and cattle, the value of the beet pulp and molasses used
as feed for fattening, or the value of the manure for fertilizer to keep not
only the sugar beet ground, but a large portion of the ranch up to proper
fertility, and the rotative value of the crop to the soil. When these are con-
sidered, it is clear that tle value of the sugar-beet crop to the United States
is far more than $60,000,000. In addition, there is the value of tile labor,
freight, supplies, etc., necessary to the manufacture of beet sugar. Had these
been taken into account the total value of the beet crop ti 1933-34 would
approach $150,000,000.

The plan provides that Cuba shall have al increased quota into the United
States of approximately 300,000 tons more than she sent into this country in
1933. Admitting that tle Cubans are in distress we maintain that we are not
responsible for their condition. We produce only about 25 percent of the
consumption of sugar in the United States.
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Let us go back and study the history of sugar prices In relation to the
domestic sugar-beet crop. It has always been noted that when beet sugar
is off the market then the price immediately starts to rise. As an example of
this. let us go back to the year 1920 and look through the various months at
the price of sugar. In 1920, we were producing less than a million long toils
of sugar. At that time sugar was a commodity of fairly high price. Ol
January 2, 1920, it was quoted at 12.75 per hundred pounds. By March 80,
the price had risen to 13.34, at which time the domestic beet crop was de-
pleted. From then on the market increased steadily until May 19, the price was
governed by Cuba alone and has risen to $23.50 per hundred pounds, at which
price world sugar came in over the full tariff and started tile price downward.
By the middle of September our new crop of beet sugar was then. available
for dist'ibutio. On September "30, the price had dropped to $9.00, dropped
on an average of about I%. cents a pound a month, until by the time we had
beet sugar in full access to the consumer the price had droPled to $5.32 per
hundred pounds.

This final price happens to be just 6 cents helow the average price for the
year mentioned, which was 11.35 cents. For this period the Cuban interests
exported into our country 2,800 toils. Figuring this at 6 cents per pound we
find that the American public was gouged in 1920 alone by the terrific sum oi
$336,000,000.

I merely wish to call this to your attention: That had we at that time a
sugar crop produced in the United States equal to the 1933 production, the
price of sugar probably never would have risen above 51/2 cents. The same
effect was had in 1911, only in a lesser degree as to price fluctuation. I quote
from Mr. Wallace P. Gray,. of Willet & Gray, at a special hearing before a
committee of the House of Representatives in 1912:"The moment our American beet-sugar production became available on the
market, the rise stopped, and owing entirely and totally to the American pro-
duction, refined sugars were 11/ cents lower than they were at the highest
point."

The sugar-beet crop in the United States Is the only guarantee that the coi-
sumers have that they wilt not again be gouged by foreign and tropical
interests.

Not only does the American beet-sugar production protect the consumer
against price manipulations, but it also protects the country as a whole In
times of national emergency. I have twice answered my country's call to
arms, and I am a thorough believer in preparedness. It seems to me only
good sense that we should produce in continental United States a reasonable
proportion of the sugar we used for consumption. Certainly 30 percent of our
consumption is the very minimum that we should produce on the continent as
a safeguard against any shortage of supplies if sugar from tropical sources
were cut *off.

A great deal has been said about the prices of sugar, yet let us look the
situation squarely in the face. The duty-paid price of raw sugar for tile year
1932 averaged only $2.92 per hundred, yet it has been estimated by those who
should know that to properly raise and process a pound of sugar in Cuba costs
about $2 per hundred pounds of 960 raw sugar, and even that does not con-
template the American standard of living. In other words. Cuba In her desire
to market sugar in tile United States, actually sold about $1.08 below cost, thus
producing ruin not only for Cuba, but for the American farmer as well.

In view of tile fact that it has been stated that this is necessarily all
expensive industry, let us consider briefly the tariff on certain commodities
grown in the Middle West, which the Secretary of Agriculture hopes to raise
in large quantities and sell to Cuba. The tariff on corn is 25 cents per bushel
of 56 pounds. Using as a base 100,000,000 acres of corn witi an average yield
of 27 bushels per acre, we have a total annual production in the United States
of 2,700.000 bushels. Apparently the tariff on this commlodlity Is costing til;
people of the country $675,000,000 a year. Who can deny, were it not for
this tariff of 25 cents a bushel, that our corn could be more cheaply raised in
the Argentine, and other countries and shipped to our various seaboard towns
for feed and the various other uses to which corn is put. What would become
of our great feeding industries? Certainly they would be moved from the
Middle West to the seaboard where cheaper corn could be obtained.

Again, what about hogs? There is a duty of 6 cents a pound on hog., an
who can say but what the consumer is unknowingly paying tills tax? In
tim, case of beef there Is a 6 cents a pound tariff protection, and on top of
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that there is a virtual embargo on frozen Argentine beef by reason of the
fact thnt In previous years an outbreak of hoof-and-mouth disease occurred
there. On these various commodities a processing tax has bepn levied with
the idea of passing that tax on to the consumer, thus materially raising the
retail price. In the case of sugar, however, tie intention is not to pass on
the tax to the consumer, but in violation of all precedents the tax is to be so
set that the price to the consumer will not rise. The farmer must take lem
from the procesor to keep business on the usual basis. We are putting a
finished product on the table in every home. a product which does not require
further preparation, for a price less than 0 cents a pound. Any of these other
articles-beef, hogs, corn-are not in finished shape but must of necessity be

further processed, or money spent for cooking or preparing for human con-
sumption. Yet we are accused of being a "necessarily expensive industry."

For the sake of comparison 1 would like to mention a few other crops lat
would be played in the position of sugar if this revolutionary policy is carried
out. We grow in the United States about 2,000,000 acres of flax. This product
enjoys a tariff protection of 65 cents a bushel. I leave it to you-how much
cheaper would be our oil for paints and cattle feed if it were not for this
tariff?

What Is to be said about some of the vegetable crops? Tomatoes, for in-
stance, are protected by a tariff of 7 cents a pound. If this protection were
removed what would happen to the great California green-vegetable area.
What about Florida, the panhandle of Texas, and Arizona? Is this Govern-
inelt prepared to say to these growers: "Too bad, American farmers, but we
can buy these products much cheaper from Mexico and other Latin-American
countries""?

Again, what use are we to make of the land which would be freed by the
curtailment of the sugar-beet crop, or perhaps even the entire elimination of
tile ilolustry? Shall we plant these acres to potatoes? New England Sttes
think about our cutting tileir market away from tlem? Then shall we plant
beans? Beans today are a drug on the market, and if it were not for a 3-cent
duty the ctuntryv would be flooded with Manchurian and Japanese beans.
Vertaily Texas and Indiana would be greatly alarmed to see our fertile acres
phnted to onions, for we could produce tremendous crops of this vegetable on
sone of our irrigated lands.

I have not picked these crops to speak disparagingly of them or to hold
thomn up as horrible examples. I merely want to call your attention to the
fact that their production would logically have to be abolished if we applied
to them the same principle which this bill proposes to apply to sugar. If not
entirely abolished, we would have to drastically reduce production for Japanese
and Manchurian beans, for Mexican tomatoes, and so on down the list. Mr.
Chairman, and members of the committee, some of you gentlemen come from
districts it wIh'h these crops are an important factor. I cannot conceive (f
your voting to take away from your farmers these sources of Income. As
far as the best farmers are concerned, any wholesale disruption of the present
situation must necessrily mean that our standard of living will be lowered,
and we ask: "Will it be lowered eventually to the standard of the tropical or
oriental family"? I believe il all fairness that the administration does not
wish that on us.

If we Join the basic commodity group, my understanding is that we cannot
plant any other basic crop or any other crop that would compete with It. Our
only chmige. then Is to plant sonte of these other crops, which at tile present
are linking a fair living. but the added production of approximately 200.000
acres at this time would entirely destroy the balance between supply and
demand of these erbps, and seriously injure the farmer and his family on these
projects. not to mention what would actually happen when the complete average
is outlawed. We in California are still further distressed. The tulk of our
acreage is planted-a good proportion of this planted acreage Is up. Our crop
system for the season of 1934 has been entirely completed. It is now too late
it most cases to swing these acres to some other crop which would provide
taxes and interest, except possibly beans.

We believe. in view of the fact that we, as a Nation. are only producing ap-
proximately 25 percent of the sugar consumed in this Nation. that it is wrong
in principle and entirely un-American to demand that we curtail our produe-
tion and lower our standard of living in order that foreign tropical countries
and island dependencies may be give our market.
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SUPPUaMNNT NO. 2 TO TESTIMONY o LEST=B J. UOLMF.,S, CONSISTING OF A LLrrES
FROM THE NATIONAL CITY ANK, DATED Oc'roBnr 1933

CUBA AND SUGAR

The newspapers have carried full reports of the upheaval In Cuba and attend-
wit circumstances, and there is no need for us to comment upon the political
situation which has arisen, beyond saying that at no time since the inde.
pendence of Cuba was established has there been in this country any senti-
ineat worth mentioning in favor of the annexation of the country to the United
States.

The history of the sovereignty of Spain in Cuba is one of many vicissitudes.
Not to express an outside Judgment, the colonial administration was very
unsatisfactory to the Cubans, and in 1868 a rebellion broke out which lasted
10 years, and constantly threatened to involve the United States. The war was
practhally a stalemate, and peace was finally established by the promise of
certain reforms. Another rebellion broke out in 1895, and proc ecred incon-
clusively, but was attended by great suffering and loss of life to the population
until the Uniteil States intervened in 1898. The iumediate Impulse to this
action was given by the blowing up of the United States battleship Maine in
the harbor of Habana, by unknown parties with the loss of 26Q lives. Our
Government based its action upon tile broad ground that front the stalllolnt
of the nearest neighbor, and with the consideration for human misery that is
always due, the situation in Cuba was both hopeless and intolerable. It
explicitly disclaimed any purpose to control the island, except for its pacifl(a-
tion, and the treaty of peace with Spain by which the latter relinquished its
authority, fully recognized that the existing occupation of the island by the
United States was temporary and preliminary to the establishment of Cuban
Independence.

In the treaty between the United States and Cuba by which the relations
between the two countries were defined, which was ratified by a constitutional
convention, the ludependenee of Cuba was acknowledged by the United States,
but Cuba complied witlh the wishes of the United States by making certain
,greements, which it substance were, not to make any treaty or compact with
a foreign government that would impair its own sovereignty over any part
(,f the island, not to contract any public debt the interest upon which, with
sinking-fund provisions, could not be regularly met from the revenues, that
It would sell or lease lands for certain United States coaling or naval stations,
continue certain sanitation works necessary to protect the ports of the UIted
States from the importation of contagious diseases, to defer the dispositiolt of
tile Isle of Pines until a later time, etc., and, most important of till, the
following:

The Government of Cuba consents that the UTited States may exercise the
right to Intervene for the preservation of Cuban independence, the maintenance
of a government adequate for the protection of life, property, and Individual
liberty, and for discharging the obligation with respect to (uba.

There are persons so prejudiced that they interpret any utterance In favor
of the maintenance of public order or the protection of Prope-rty as favoritism
to " business " or tile " money power ", ol)livious to tile fact that the mass of
the people are dependent upon tile activities of business for a livelihood. What.
ever differences of opinion there nay le now as to tile w4ldon of the above
provision, the authors undoubtedly intended it to be helpful to 4 I'uh. They
were apprehensive that among a people Inexperienced in self-government a
state of disorder might arise, possibly involving social conditions as serious
as those which had prompted tile United S'ates to intervene. Til ilte tltti
was to give assurance to the world that order would hle maintained In the
island, with protection to life and property, and to discourage attempts by
discontented elements to overthrow a lawful government by force.

The Gtovernmetnt of the United States under :l adminllstrations has sought
promote order and good governnmtnt in Cuiba by friendly cotnsel and

mediation. One Intervention under the treaty occurred in 10 and lasted
until 1909, but the Government was nhitned mainly by Cubans during this
s'riod. By its original self-denying declaration upon entering the war, by
reaty with Cuba after peace was established, by Its withdrawal after the
oterventton, by the settlement of the controversy over the Isle of Pines
n favor of Cuba, and by Its consistent policy throughout to the present day,
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the Government of this country has given sufficient proof that it hits no do.
signs upon Cuba. The natural desire of the people of Cuba to govern them.
selves has been, Is, and will be resented by the people and the public authorities
of this country.

ECONOMIC RELATIONS

Notwithstanding tile unimpeachable record of the United States, as recited
above, the people of the United States should recognize that they have a large
responsibility for the state of turmoil, disorder, and human suffering which
has existed in Cuba In recent years and for the unhappy conditions existing
there now. For those troubles have been and remain primarily economic,
and Cuba Is economically dependent upon tile United States.

The natural products of tile United States and uina tire almost wholly
complementary, not competitive. The chief product of Cuba is sugar and in
the 5 years 1924-28 it constituted 84 percent of the value of all the island's
exports.

Sugar is found in many plaints, but the commercial product is almost wholly
front two, the sugarcane and the sugar beet. The former is a natural product
of the Tropics, and for this reason utilizes the sun's rays in the making of
sugar more effectively than does the sugar beet, which is a developed product
of the Temperate Zone. Commercial production from beets dates from the
time of Napoleon Bonaparte. Until then Europe had obtained Its sugar from
the Tropics, chiefly the West Indies, lint when In Napoleon's wars with England
the latter overcome the French Navy, the French Emperor founded the beet-
sugar industry by a system of subsidies to provide a domestic supply. The
same motive, I.e., to have an assurqd supply In the event of war, has prompted
nearly all of the European countries to foster the beet-sugar industry.

A NATURAL THAnE

If Providence had becn planning for the cheapest possible supply of sugar-
for the great population which one day would occupy the United Stes, it
could tiot, within the range of human knowledge, have (lone better than by
placing the island of Cuba precisely where it is with the soil and climate
that it possesses. On the other hand, the chief agricultural products of the
United States never have been grown in Cuba in quantities sufficient for the
home consumption, and the country Is lacking in both tile capital and trained
labor to supply its own manufacturers. Tius there is the basis for a mitually
advantageous exchange of products, and it developed from an early day.
For a long time such import tariffs as were imposed by the two countries
were designed to raise revenues for the governments rather than to restrict
trade. However, our sugar duty gave a stimulus to sugar production in this
country, first front cane in Louisiana, lately from cane in Florida, years ago
from beets il Califorlia and the plains region of the West, and more recently
as far east as Ohio.

As the home production increased, the agitation for more protection increased.
until the rate of duty became 1.681/., cents per pound under the Dingley Act
of 1897, but this was reduced under the reciprocity act of 1903 to 1.348 cents.
This act was carried through Congress by the earnest support, first of President
McKinley, and then President Theodore Roosevelt and his Secretary of State,
Ellhu Root, each of whom urged that not culy was it a sound national policy
to maintain Intimate relations with Cuba both politically and economically,
but that we were vi'vually pledged to that policy already by the terms of the
treaty which this country had practically dictated. The United States had
obtained a distilctly preferred position in Cuba over any other country, ill-
cluding the right to maintain a naval station at Guantanamo, a strategic
position for the defense of the Panama Canal and practically making the south
shore of Cuba this country's first line of defense in the event of our having a
war with any other country.

The reciprocity treaty went into effect In December 1903. It gave Cuban
sugar a concession of 20 percent from the duty levied upon all other foreign
sugar coming Into the United States, In exchange for satisfactory concessions
made by Cuba on importations from this country. On the strength of this,
large suns of Cuban, American, and other foreign capital were Invested in Cubit
in various enterprises, but especially in the rehabilitation and development
of the sugar industry, which seemed to have been placed on a sure basis. It
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may be fairly said that the treaty was intended to estaMish a permanent
basis for intimate business and political relations.

THE EXPECTS OF THE WAR UPON SUGAR

The price of sugar was controlled during the war, and when the control was
taken off the markets for a timt were in great confusion. The war devastated
the beet-sugar regions of several European countries, and European production
fell from about 8,000,000 tons in the crop year 1913-14 to 2,594,000 in 1919-20.

The obvious deficit in supplies started competitive buying in all markets. Not
only did dealers scramble for supplies, but large consumers and even families
sought to accumulate stocks, with the result that In the spring of 1920 Cuban
raws sold in New York as high as 23.57 cents pwr pound. This, however, was
without reckoning with the consumer and it soon developed that there was
plenty of sugar at the price. Seventeen countries shipped sugar to the United
States in that year, with resulting disaster to the sugar trade. Indeed, sugar
became a drug on the market, the raw commodity falling below 2 cents lit
New York. Later the price recovered moderately, on account of the deficit in
European production, but the beet sugar mills of Europe were rebuilt rapidly
with larger capacity than before, and from that time on the sugar industry all
over the world was sinking into deep depression.

The countries that were producing suggr, for a part of their supply were
induced by the low prices to protect their domestic producers by increasing
import duties, and this production was liberal enough to stimulate further
expansion, with the result that total world production increased despite the
low prices. i From 18,460,000 tons in 1913-14, it rose to about 24,000,000 tols in
1924-25 and to 28,480,000 tons in 1930-31, and the exporting countries like
Cuba and Java found their former markets being closed against them.

THE FATE OF CUBA

The sugar industry in Cuba has been developed with special reference to tile
United States market, which was practically assured to it by the reciprocity
treaty, as against all other foreign sugars. But with the increase of our tin-
port duties in 1220. 1921, and 1928 production in the United States, Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, and the Philippines increased rapidly. At the date of the reciprocity
treaty the production of beet sugar in the United States was less than 200,000
tons, and of all duty-free sugar, including the cane product of Louisiana,
Puerto Rico, the Hawaiian Islands, and the Philipplne Islands, less titan 1,000,-
000 tons. By te end of the World War the aggregate had increased to 2.000,000
tols; the 192,5-26 crop was 2,000,000 tons and that of 1929-30 3,459,000 tons.
In the latter year, the Hawley-Snioot revision of the tariff raised the general
sugar duty to 2.5 cents per pound, which made the reciprocity rate 2 cents.
Under its influence the production of the duty-free sugars has Increased each
sear until for the current year it is estimated at about 4,250,000 tons.

It should be understood that so long as any part of the sugar supply of the
United States must he imported, the market price for all the domestic produc-
tion is fixed by the price ruling for the imported supplies. In other words, the
domestic and insular sugars sell Just low to crowd out the quantity of Cuban
sugar. The Cuban production had reached about 2,500,000 tons before the war
and thereafter increased steadily to about 5,000,000 tons in 1924-25 and repeated
'his in 1928-29. but since then under drastic governmental control the crop
has been steadily reduced to about 2,000.000 tons in the present year. This has
meant ruin and distress to the people of Cuba. The price of Cuban raws in
,gew York Harbor, preduty, has been below 2 cents in every year since 1929
and touched the low point 0.57 cent, in 1932. It is now about 1.60 cents. Al-
most continually throughout the last 3 years the duty upon Cuban raws has
een more than 100 percent upon the import value, much of the time above 200
)ercent, and at the low price level about 250 percent.

Almost all of the companies producing sugar in Cuba are bankrupt or in the
rands of receivers, and of course the individual producers have fared no
)otter. Certainly this Is true of .l1 who were financed to any extent by debt.
losts have been cut with unsparing hands, wages to figures that would be Im-
o)ssible anywhere but In a country where the climate wakes the requirements

ror clothing and shelter comparatively slight and food an be had at only a
light outlay of labor. The purchasing power of the Cuban population has
)een almost destroyed.
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THE LAST DUTY INCREASE

When the proposal for the last duty increase was pending at Washington,
the situation was reviewed at length in these columns (Juzze 1929) and a por-
tion of tile comment is reproduced herewith, because it describes tile effects of
our sugar policy upon Cuba as well as anything that could be written now.

PAN AMEICANISM AND CUBA

For many years our statesmen of all parties have professsed the doctrine of
Pan Americanism, which Is supposed to mean that it fundamental basis exists
for close anl harmontious relations between the countries of the Americas, and
that such relation should le cultivated. * * * The ofliciat headquarters of
tile Pan American Union are located in Washington, D.C., and it would seeni
that the purpose which prompted the formation of that organization and the
gift of the building which it occupies should find sonic degree of expression iII
our national legisttlo:a affecting trade. * * * We have more intimate rela-
tions with Cuba than with any other member of the Pan American Union.
* * * In view of this natural community of Interests, as well as the political
ties existing, It would seem that if Pan Americanism means anything in the
trade policies ot' this country it should appear in our trade relations with
Cuba. * * *

When the full measure is taken of what the ruin of the sugar industry would
mean to the 3,5W00,000 inhabitants of Cuba, no irallel for the disaster can be
found outside of the annals of war, and the injury done InI this case would
be far more lasting than the injuries of war. Devastated Belgium and France
have Ibeen rebuilt 811( are more prosperous than before, but there would he
no rebuilding of Cuba until a market was found for her products. Tile pros.
perty of Cuba depends upon her ability to utilize her soil and climate for tile
purpose to which they are supremely suited and to trade with a population
which will take such products In exchange for their own. In all history there
has been no such destruction of property values or displacement of an industrial
population by legislative decree as would result from forcing the people of
Cuba to abandon sugar production or even to cut it one half. Alternative
employment for the population cannot be named. The people are unskilled
and without experience in anything else, and the United States wants nothing
else from Cuba any more than it wants sugar. Exclusion of its products from
this country would mean the depression of Cuba to a distinctly lower level
of social life.

It cannot be to forcibly stated that while the beet-sugar industry is fighting
for expansion-to capture the full United States niarket-Cuba is fighting for
life, to hold the place she has long held in the only available market for her
product, and for the only means of a decent livelihood for her people.

TIlE MERITS OF THE CAS

Opposition to this Increase was not liased upon sentiment for Calm alone.
Although there are beet-sugar factories in Wisconsin, three economists of the
University of Wisconsin, B. H. Hibbard, Johi R. Commons, and Selig Perlman,
submitted a brief on the subject in which they estimated that the increase would
cost the consumers of the United States $150,000.000 per year, against possible
benefits to the beet growers of $43,000,000 per year, anid that the cost to the
farming population as consumers would be $04,000,000 per year. The argument
did not prevail, because the principle of protection was said to be involved.
But is the prilncipIe of reasonable protection involved iII such a case? It is one
thing to foster a home industry which labors under no natural disadvantage,
but a different thing to tax the public for the sUpport of an umeeonomtie employ-
ment~of capital and labor. There must be a line between the reasonable and
the unreasonable if there Is to be any foreign trade.

The argument for the further development of the beet-sugar Industry has
been that It would glv the farmer another crop and thus reduce the acreage
of his natural crops, but the Wisconsin University brief answerc-d this by
showing that the number of farmers growing sugar beers is very sinall in
comparison with the total number of farmers and always will be under any
possible development of the Industry, and that the higher cost of sugar to farm
families alone, not to speak of other consumers, would exceed any possible
gains to tile beet growers. Two cents per pound upon the 5,800,000 long tons
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consumed in this country annually would amount to about<$260,000,000, an
extra cost to the consumers, which would not be profit to the American
producers but mainly chargeable to the fact that climatic conditions are less
favorable to the production of sugar in the United States than in Cuba.

The Department of Agriculture, in view of the emergency situation in agri-
culture, is urging the retirement of marginal lands from cultivation and the
concentration of labor upon the most productive lands. The logic of this
would include the elimination of crops which yield tile smallest money return
per unit of labor applied, and undoubtedly this would include' sugar beets, if
that part of the return from beets which is due to the tariff were eliminated
from the calculation.

It is said that wages and the standard of living are lower in Cuba than in
the United States, and that such competition should be prevented, but there
will be no competition between Cuba and the United States if we do not force
it by attempting to do the work which Cubit is best qualified to do. Her
standard of living and our own also will be improved by natural trade. There
is no more reason why the United States should produce the sugar for its own
consumption than there is why every family in this country should grow its
own vegetables, make its own clothes, or do its own laundry work.

The sugar industry of the United States never has supported, nor ever can
support, as many consumers of this country's farm products as a prosperous
trade with Cuba will support. In the 10 years from 1916 to 1925, inclusive, the
exports of the United States to Cuba average(t about $225,000,000 per year,
fluctuating with tile price of sugar in a manner which clearly shows this to be
the source of Cuba's purchasing power. In 1932 these exports had fallen to
$28,800,000 and no class of producers inI the United States escaped the effects
of that fall.

Insofar as higher duties have been intended to increase the revenue to the
Treasury, the results have been disappointing. Customs receipts from the
sugar tariff hare not been permanently increased. R0.flecting the tariff ad-
vauices of 1921 and 1922. together with a sharp increase in imports in 1922,
the total duties collected from sugar rose from $71,300,000 in the former year
to $147,900,000 in the latter. By 1932, however, the total was down again to
$70,000,000. After 1920 the decline was interrupted in only 1 year, and was
due directly to the influence of the tariff in shifting the principal source of
supply from a duty-paying source (Cuba) to a duty-free source (insular ter-
ritories). Moreover, if the domestic industry, including our insular territories,
develops its sugar production to completely supply the domestic consumption
there will be no revenue from sugar.

PENDIN(5 NEGOTIATIONS

The authorities at Washington have been endeavoring to arrange through
mutual agreements a quota system, by which the sugar d 'rands of this country
would be apportioned to the several sources, all of the sugars included being
duty-free, except the urban n product. The schedule as submitted for adoption
by the domestic and insular producers gives Cuba 1,780,000 long tons per year,
which except for last year is less than its actual share in imports in any year
since 1912. On the other hand the domestic and insular producers have as.
signed to themselves 4.480,000 long tons, All amount in excess of any year's
production heretofore. The beet-sugar producers have peremptorily refused
to consent to any future limitation of their production. This means that they
maintain the objective of eventually supplying the entire domestic demand.

The president of the National Beet Growers Association, com-
menting upon the quota agreement, is quoted as follows:

The program agreed upon today is one wbich recognizes the principles for
which we fought at the public beatings on the sugar-stabilization agreement.
We contended that the American market belongs first of all to the American
former. We have in no sense modified our position.

Apropos of this , it seems pertinent to quote the following from
the author of the Declaration of Independence:

Could every country be employed in producing that whiil. nature has fitted
it to produce ( and each be free to exchange with others natural surpluses for
natural wants, the gmatest possible would then be produced of those things
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which contribute to human life and human happiness, the numbers of man.
kind would be increased, and their condition bettered.-THoMAs JEFERtSON.

THE WESTERN PRODUCTS

Before closing the comment upon beet sugar, it is due to say that the beet-
sugar producers of the plains and interinountain region of the West have all
argument for their case which does not apply to the industry east of the
Missouri River. They have a regional consumption demand which, if sup.
plied from the seaboard, involves a long rail haul with freight charges which
must be covered by prices in that territory. Moreover, climatic conditions are
favorable to the largest possible sugar content it beets.

In short, the industry In that region is on a different economic bitsis, to tile
extent of this local demand, from anywhere east of the Missouri Itiver, and
undoubtedly could live under a lower tariff, if not entirely independent of
the tariff. Insofar as this Is true, the foregoing comments are not intended
to apply, but this portion of the industry has nothing to gain from a tariff
Ioolley which looks to spreading the industry over all of tlie country, under
an artificial stimulus. When all imported sugars are eliminated, a purely
competitive situation will exist in the domestic Industry, and it is probable
that an oversupplied situation will be found to exist. Moreover, the greater
part of such an investment always will be subject to the risk of tariff
reductions.

SUGAR FROM THE PHILIPPINES

When the Philippine Islands came under the sovereignty of the United
States the first tariff legislation affecting the entry of their products to this
country established a general rate of 25 percent off the levies upon importa-
tions from foreign countries. Later a limit upon imports of Philippine
sugar was fixed at 800,000 tons per year. In 1913 Philippine sugar was made
duty free and the limit taken off. After the war was over and this country's
sugar duties were raised by the acts of 1021 and later, large sums went Into
the sugar Industry in the Philippines for the express purpose of producing sugar
for United States consumption. The production has Increased steadily anil
in the crop year of 1932-33 has amounted to about 1,150,000 long tons, with
exports to the United States of over 1,000,000 tons. The Increase of the Philip.
pine supplies in this market necessarily has meant the exclusion of an equal
quantity of the Cuban product. The P'hilIppnes are wanting their independ-
ence, but say that the loss of the United States market for their sugar will
ruin their sugar Industry, built up especially for this market.

Thus the policy of developing In the Philippines a sugar supply for the United
States, in substitution for the Cuban supply, has been injurious to all the
parties affected. It has been very costly to the consumers and Treasury of the
United States, terribly disastrous to Cuba and now Is a cause of perplexity
and controversy among the Philippine people, and of prospective loss to the
investors there in Cuba. It has involved this country in the charge of acting
in bad faith with both Cuba and the Philippines. Obviously it was a mistaken
policy from the beginning. i

AMEDXOAN INVESTMENTS NOT RESPONSIBLE

Representations that American investments and American business operations
in Cuba have been responsible for the economic disaster which has befallen the
Island, have no warrant in the facts. The reciprocity treaty seemed to afford
the promise of a fiew era in Cuba, and foreign capital, chiefly from the United
States, flowed into the Island as never before, in response to the applications
and invitations of the Cuban people. Railroads were built. public utilities
const ructed or rehabilitated, the sugar ifidustry was reconstructed, and ex-
pa.nded, new industries were established, the cities were paved, provided with
modern sanitation and adorned with fine business structure and public build-
ings. Naturally, property values increased, wages advanced and despite some
vicissitudes the outlook for the future was promising until tle Great War came
on with its world-wide effects.

A part of the American capital which ivent to Cuba took the form of loans
to Cuban borrowers, but much more of it was employed in fixed investments
under corporate ownership, in which in many instances Cubans participated
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* to some extent by accepting securities for old properties, in whole or part. In
other cases old enterprises were bought out for cash, and usually at prices that
now seem very high. At the present time a very large amount of American
capital appears to be hopelessly sunk in Cuba. It has met this fate in pur-
suance of a perfectly rational purpose to produce a great staple article of food
as cheaply as it could be produced anywhere in the world and more cheaply
than it could be produced in its natural market, the United States.

The foreign banks represented in Cuba-American, Canadian and others-
went there to do the usual banking business, responding to the prospect that
there would be need for increased banking facilities to handle the business
ef the Island. Anyone competent to write upon the subject at all should know
that banks do not acquire real estate or industries if they can avoid it, and that
the National Bank Act, of the United States, under which the New York banks
were operating in Cuba does not permit such investments. Unfortunately these
banks have been obliged to take uver from debtors certain plantations and other
properties in Cuba, as thousands of bunks have been obliged to take over farlis
ond otler properties in this country. Any representation that the banks have
desired such acquisitions, or have any prospect of profiting by them is a travesty
of the facts. No acquisition of this kind is included In the stated assets of
this bank.

The larger part of the public debt of Cuba has been Incurred since the
depression In sugar began, the expenditures being for public works and
prompted In large part by the importance of affording work for the unem-
ployed. Other countries have thought themselves justified In large expendi-
tures for similar reasons. The loans for these purposes were not forced upon
the Cuban Government and there is no reason for representing the lenders
as plunderers.

To sum up, the American investments in Cuba have been made for legitimate
business purposes, were expected to increase the wealth and income of the
Island, serve the needs of its people and serve the special needs of tile trade
between Cuba and the United States. Obviously the tariff upon sugar has
affected American interests in Cuba the same as Cuban interests there.

It goes without saying that the tariff policy of the United States has not
been determined by enmity or malicious intent toward Cuba, but by what the
Government at Washington has conceived to be the Interests of the people
of this country. Nobody would claim that the interests of American Investors
or businesses In Cuba should prevail in such legislation over the interests of
this country as a whole. The national policy should he determined upon broad
considerations. The only criticism of the policy ever offered in this publi-
cation has been that the determination has been made without proper con-
sideration for all the conditions w~ich have concerned the United States. The
attitude of this bank on the subject has been the same ever since the adoption
of the reciprocity treaty. It accepted the policy so cogently advocated by Presi-
dent McKinley, President Theodore Roosevelt and Secretary Root, and has
stood by it ever since, believing it to be In the interest of both countries.

Whether the tariff upon sugar would have been advanced as it has been,
three times since the reciprocity treaty was adopted, If there had been no war,
cannot of course be known, but probably not. The war resulted in the large
production for this market in Puerto Rico and the Philippines. It was the
violent changes in the production and prices of sugar occasioned by tlhe war
which caused, first the extravagant rise of prices and then the extravagant rise
of production and consequent fall of prldes, followed by the defensive increase
of tariffs In this and other countries with Its final spur to production-which
accomplished the ruin of Cuba.

In truth, the state of the sugar industry illustrates very clearly the gen-
eral disorganization of industry caused by the war, all over the world. More-
over, the people of Cuba were just like the people everywhere else In assum-
ng that the great industrial activity of the war time and years following,

with the accompanying rise of prices and wages, signified that a wonderful
and permanent prosperity, unparalleled In all the past, had been born of the
war, which would have been a violation of both reason and morality. All of
'he conditions of that time were abnormal and fictitious, but the people of
"uba were deceived by them and went Into debt on the strength of them, just
as did the people of the United States, and with similar results. The great
lesson of the depression is that war Is an anachronism in modern life, that
Inodern highly organized, interdependent society cannot afford to have war.
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THE WORLD SUGAR SITUATION

Reference has been made above to the destruction of about 70 percent of the
sugar-making capacity of Europe during the war, causing a rise of prices which
stimulated an excessive development of new capacity. Thus the sugar pro.
auction of the United States and its Insular territories increased from about
2,000,000 tons at the end of the war to over 4,000,000 tons in the present year.

Japan and India had previously supplied less than one half of their own con.
sumption, obtaining the remainder from Java. Japan is now fully self-sup.
porting (from the island of Formosa) and is reported as exporting some sugar.
The situation in India was described recently in the London Times as follows:

Rapid developments of the sugar industry in India have produced a situation
of international Importance, according to the weekly trade letter of the Sugar
Federation of the British Empire. That Is the reason why the Government of
India has called the conference reported in The Times on June 15, of sugar-
growing States and Provinces which is to be held at Simla on July 10.

In the 1931-32 season 80 factories were working in India, in 1932-33 some 27
new factories came into operation, and the federation has received Information
that 53 new factories are in course of construction for tile present season,
1933-34. Calculating the prospective outputs of the 110 factories, the federa-
tion estimates that they are capable of a production this season of 950,000 tons,
equal to the total India home and import requirements last year.

Italy, Spain, and France, formerly importers of part of their supplies are
now self-sustaining. One of the strangest cases is that of Great Britain which
has expended about $100,000,000 it the last 8 years in subsidizing the estab-
lishment of a beet-sugar industry in England, although the cane-sugar industry
of its own colonies has been it dire straits. This policy of Great Britain
toward its colonies has been identical with that of the United States toward
Cuba, although the production of England has excluded Cuban rather than
Colonial sugar from the home market, while contributing to the general excess.

In all, this post-war expansion of sugar production in the face of existing
overproduction has curtailed the aggregate of sugar exports to the amount of
about 6,000,000 tons, Cuba and Java being the chief sufferers. It has destroyed
the purchasing power of sugar producers everywhere, as we have seen in the
case of Cuba, not to speak of investments aggregating hundreds of millions.
No single word describes the sugar situation so, well as anarchy, and before
anybody lays the responsibility of It upon the free system of industry governed
by the law of supply and demand, we will repeat that it has all been fostered
a(d directed by governments, in frank disregard of all economic law.

Moreover, the same policy is running rampant among the industries get-
erally over the world, in violation of the principle of specialization and ex-
change which has been the principal factor in industrial and social progress.
The volume of all trade has fallen about one half in 8 years, owing to confu-
sion in production and prices, caused primarily by the violent changes occa-
sioned by the war. The situation has been as bad in domestic as international
trade,.owing to a similar disruption of trade relations. It is only stating tile
obvious truth to say that there can be no general restoration of employment
and prosperity except by the restoration of the reciprocal and balanced ex-
changes by which the different population groups are able to obtain and con-
sume each other's products. All of the Improvements In industry and gains
of mass production will come to nothing unless there is a reasonable degree of
order and cooperation in production and exchange.

OCTOBER 1933.
Tim NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK.

Mr. KEARINI. Mr. Chairman, we have several other people whom
we desire to have heard, and I wonder if they could not file their
statements at this time.

The CHAIRMAN. They may, and I will say that this afternoon we
will give an opportunity to everyone who does not want to speak be-
fore the committee, but prefers to put his statement into the record,
to -do so.

Mr. C. J. Bourg has requested 10 minutes, and we will be glad to
hear you, Mr. Botirg. You represent the Louisiana Sugar Cane
League?
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STATEMENT OF 0. 3. BOURG, OF LOUISIANA

Mr. BouRo. I represent Louisiaiia Sugar Industries, also the
American Sugar Cane League, which is an organization of cane
growers and sugar producers in Louisiana, with a membership of
r.200. All members are cane growers and only a very small per-
centage have an interest in sugar factories. The growing of sugar
cane and the producing of sugar has been an agricultural industry
in Louisiana for more than 100 years, and around this industry the
population of the southern portion of the State has been organized.
Tlie normal production of sugar in Louisiana is most accurately
exemplified by the production figures of the pre-war base period of
1909-14, taken from sugar statistics issued by the Tariff Commiskion,
which is as follows:

Ton*
1908-09 ----------------------------------------- 414,000
19 -- ----------------------------------------- 375, 2
1910-11 ----------------------------------------- 355,040
1911-19 360,8741912-13------------------------102,574

This gives a total of 1,668,088, which is a 5-year average of
333,615.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the average for the 10 years preceding
those years? It did not come up to that, did it? That was when
you had reached the peak of your production in Louisiana, as I
understand it.

Mr. BOURO. Yes, sir; but the 10-year average pre-war is over
300,000.

Senator GonE. Was 1913 a bad crop year, or was there some other
cause for that drop in that year ?

Mr. Bouio. The mosiac disease began just about that time, and it
was not until 1918 that the Department of Agriculture locatedhe
eause for the decrease in the crop and proceeded to bring us dis(afte-
resistant varieties of cane. And we have since that time been able
:o build up our production so that from a low in 1926 of 47,000 tons.
we had built up to 1932 production of 222,760 tons. So that we
iave been, as it were, in the hospital, and we are now in the con-

valescent stage, which has brought about, as the Secretary of Agri-
31lture said this morning, through the assistance of the Department
)f Agriculture.

Senator CosnoAN. Do you happen to have the Department of
tgriculture's estimate of the pre-war price of caner sugar?

Mr. BoUo. Yes, sir. I have it from conversation with the De.
,artment of Agriculture officials. The average price was $4.02 for
'aw sugar, and'the pre-war parity, which is 116 percent of that., is
.4.68 per ton of cane, because we pay in dollars per ton what rav
lugar is worth per pound on the market. Cents per pound.

Senator GORE. What do you say you do?
Mr. BOURG. We say we get $1 per ton for cane on the basis of

:he cents per pound of raw sugar of the New York market.
.The statement of production which I have just made gives the
Historical background and indicates that the production of these very
.ent years shall not be used as the normal or fair basis for the
tablishment of a quota for the future production of Louisiana.
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The American Sugar Cane League, and through it the Louisiana
sugar industry agrees with the principles of a managed economy
for agriculture under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration,
and we believe that the best solution of the problems of the domestic
sugar industry of the United States is the application of a quota
system to control the distribution of sugar in the United States friom
all producing areas. We reiterate our position of sympathy for all
people of ottler countries who are in distress, but we maintain that
the first duty of the United States Government is to care for its own
citizens first.

We believe firmly in the principle of the American market for the
American farmer.

In view of the fact that the problems of the domestic sugarcane
and sugar-beet grower have been before the Department of Agri-
culture for many months, and in view of the fact that the growers
have accordingly received assurances that the benefits of the national
program would be extended to them on the basis of the 1933-34 crop,
we have every confidence that the bill under consideration is intended
to provide for benefit payments to be made to the growers of con.
tinental United States on the basis of the 1933 crop. We further
believe that this expectancy is justified because only upon this basis
could the growers receive any benefits during the ca endar year 1934,
this year.

Senator KING. Do you contemplate that that will be paid out of an
appropriation b4y the United States of $25,000,000 or $50,000,000?

Mr. BoUito. I rom the proceeds of the processing tax, which would
be applied immediately, but unless you used last year'ls crop as the
basis, you would have to wait until the harvesting of this year's
crop, which is the last 3 or 4 months of the year, so that payments
could only be made next year.

Senator KiNG. Would the processing tax be retroactive and ap-
plied to sugar which has already been sold?

Mr. BOURG. Unless this bill is changed, the processing tax will
apply upon all sugar now existing in the United States. Floor
stocks.

Senator Kilo. Supposing some of last year's crop has been sold
and consumed, would you expect the processing tax to be applied to
that?

Mr. BOURn. No; it could not apply to that.
Senator KING. Then I was wondering if you expected any ap.

propriation out of the Treasury?
Mr. BoURo. No; I do not think that it would be necessary, be-

cause the processing tax which is contemplated, I think, will provide
ample funds for the payments.

Senator KINo. In any statement you have just made, are we to
understand that you favor a reduction of 306,000 tons, or 360,000
tons in domestic sugar-beet production?

Mr. HOLMES. No, sir.
Senator KNqo. Of course, you get an agumentation of about 20,000

tons, don't you?
Mr. BOURG. No, sir; Senator. That is a mistake of computation,

for the reason that Florida has a crop that goes over into the next
year, and the computations that brought about this error of 20,000
was that they took the Florida crop of 1932-33 and added it on to
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the Louisiana crop of 1933-34. If you take Florida and Louisiana
of 1932-33, you actually get 262.000 tons, and if you take the crop
that has just been harvestedin Louisiana, plus the crop which is now
being harvested in Florida, which is estimated by everyone at 50,000
tons, it will be 258,000.

Senator KING. Then you have not suffered, if this quota is adopted,
aiyeduction?

r. Botato. No, sir. It would be approximately what Florida and
Louisiana produced last year.

Senator KING. Are you satisfied with any policy that will restrain
the Louisiana and Florida producers of sugar increasing the acreage
in production?

Mr. BOURo. No, sir; not any more however . in Florida and Louisi-
ana than in the United States. We believe that continental United
States should not be restrained inder its present capacity.

Senator KING. Do you think that with ihe consumptive needs of
100 that we should be satisfied with a domestic production of, say,
20 to 22 or 23 percent, and expand no more even though the popula-
tion increases ?

Mr. Bouno. No, sir; certainly not; and I cover that a little further
in my statement.

Senator KING. Excuse me for interrupting you.
Mr. BoURo. It is reasonably to be expected that because the con.

sumption of sugar in the United States has for several years been
decreasing during the depression, there will be an increase in the
consumption of sugar in the future. It is entirely justifiable to ex-
pect that this increase in consumption will be allotted first to con-
tinental production in keeping with the acknowledged principle of
American Government that the American market belongs to the
American farmer, certainly to the extent that continental production
is able to absorb the market demands.

In the past there has been a considerable sentiment in Congress
to equalize the cost of production in continental United States as
against protected insular areas within our tariff walls. In other
words, there are those members of Congress who have hesitated to
increase tariff protection because the benefits were not restricted to
continental growers but were extended in the same proportion to
growers and producers of insular areas where the cost of pro-
duction is much less than in continental United States. We are sure
that -this is entirely a just position, with which no grower or pro-
ducer from a lower cost producing area can quarrel. We believe
that the bill under consideration contemplates such a readjustment
in the cost of production for the benefit of continental growers.

That is in accordance with the declaration made upon the floor
of the Senate by several Senators in the 1930 debate.

We believe that a reasonable limitation of off-shore refined sugar
should be undertaken, because the competition of this sugar affects
materially the interests of Louisiana farmers and the price which
they receive for their cane.

Senator GoRE. What kind of sugar?
Mr. BouRo. Refined sugar. White sugar.
We recognize that the present situation in the sugar market of the

United States is such that something must be done by the Federal
Government. We are convinced that there must be control of the
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reduction and distribution of sugar within the United States mar-
et. We are unable to suggest a better method than the allotment

of quotas and we ask that in the development of a program that the
rights of the grower be given first consideration.

Senator GORE. How many parishes in Louisiana grow sugar?
Mr. Boumo. How many parishes in Louisiana grow sugar?
Senator GoRE. Yes.
Mr. BoURo. Seventeen.
Senator CosTIGAN. How many parishes in all are there in Louis.

iana?
Mr. BouRo. Sixty-three. I should say sugarcane for sugar, Senator

Gore.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The representative of the

Florida sugar interests, Mr. Bergen.
Mr. BouRo. We would like to preserve the right to file a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much-you can do that. Mr.

Oviatt, representing the Michigan, Ohio and Indiana beet growers.
How much time do you want, Mr. Oviatt?

Mr. OVwATr. Ten minutes, I would suggest, if it is agreeable.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.

STATEMENT OF C. R. OVIATT, REPRESENTING THE MICHIGAN,
OHIO, AND INDIANA BEET GROWERS

Mr. OvIATT. My name is C. R. Oviatt; my address is East Lansing,
Mich.

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee: I am appearing
as a beet grower of Michigan, and as a delegated representative of
approximately 70 percent of the 26,000 beet growers in Michigan,
Ohio, and Indiana, who are affiliated through the Farmer and Manu-
facturers Beet Sugar Association.

We come into this hearing to consider a bill and a proposal which
in itself is indefinite in detail and very indefinite as to underlying
principles.

The explanation of the Secretary of Agriculture has been very
helpful and illuminating. It has clarified certain portions of the
proposal and presented certain principles and policies, but it lacked
completeness of detail in meaning and application.

May we first briefly consider certain features of the proposal which
appear to have a certain degree of merit? The recognition of sugar
beet and sugarcane as basic commodities is, in itself, most satisfac-
tory, for they are important crops and sugar is a basic food necessity.

Whether or not the inclusion of sugar beet and sugarcane under
the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act would prove bene-
ficial, would largely depend upon the application of the plan. The
payment of benefit payments under the conditions outlined in this
bifl would prove a questionable substitute for adequate tariff pro-
tection, but if the tariff is reduced by the President, this proposal, if
reasonably administered, would be beneficial in attempting to bring
parity prices to beet and cane growers for their products. The
,,mount of benefit would likely depend upon the amount of the pay-.
ment which was possible under the proposal, and the terms of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, and the completeness of the degree to
which the tax can be added to the price of sugar.

no9
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We readily subscribe to the principle of applying quotas to the
several producing areas so as to balance doliveres of sugar with
demand. We want a fair and comprehensive program of quotas
worked out and applied. However, there appears in the bill and in
this proposal, and the explanation thereof, to be a great deal of
uncertainty.

What are a few of these indefinite points?
The bill provides that in the event of the lowering of the tariff,that a limited processing tax may be applied, but does not provide

for the reverse action-that the tariff shall be raised when and if the
tax is dropped-a most serious omission.

Senator COST=AN. Before you proceed. Do you realize that if the
tariff is reduced by the President, it will be under the tariff law
passed by a Republican administration, and under the flexible pro-
visions of the law, in response to findings by the Tariff Commission
as to the differences in costs of production at home and broad?

Mr. Ovu'r. I presume that would be the situation; yes, sir.
Senator COSTIGAN. Also that there is no corresponding provision

in the law for an increase unless the relative costs of production in-
crease on the side of the American producer.

Mr. OvWATT. Yes, sir, Mr. Senator; but as I understand it, we are
considering a bill which does mention and ties up a processing tax
with a tariff reduction.

The CHAIRmxAN. The Tariff Commission, you understand, has al-
ready made the recommendation for this reduction?

Mr. OvIATT. I have heard that that has been done.
The CHARMAN. That is true.
Mr. OVAwT. To continue, we have had but little explanation of the

asis of benefit payments. Will parity price for beets and cane be
established on entire continental average prices? Will the pay-
ments vary in the several beet-producing areas ? If so, what areas
and what variation Will areas mean regions, groups, of States,
states, districts, factory areas, or individual farms? Will previous
and present prices for beets in such areas be considered, other than
s they affect the general average?
Will cost of production be a part of the formula? Will sugar

%ontent and purity factors be considered? Will there be adequate
djustment of prices to equalize the primary differences in contracts
)f various areas in such important items as transportation of the
eets, where the price does or does not include delivery of the beets?
Will the secretary attempt through the payments, to bring up the

)rice to a common level for all growers, regardless of the terms
if their contracts with the processors?
Will the secretary through payments attempt to carry the load

or certain companies who offer lesser prices or division of receipts
ith the growers?
In the event of restriction-while beets may be named a basic

ommodity, we note the suggested quotas are in terms of sugar. Will
striction or areas, States, individuals, bo in terms of sugar or acres?
ho will apply such restrictions and howl
In the event of the necessity of entirely closing certain mills be-
use of insufficient acreage for capacity operation, how will growers
such areas be adequately paid to entirely cease beet production

42881-84----
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. Can extra payments be secured to transfer beets from one factory
area to another to combine sufficient tonnage for reasonable opera.
tion?

Can mill operators be recompensed for added per ton costs be-
cause of restricted tonnage?

We do not admit that any restriction is sound in principle, but
should restriction be imposed, it could not be considered unless it
provided for a quota covering capacity operation of all mills, and a
ull quota for all farmers now growing beets.

We were considerably discouraged by the inference of Secretary
Wallace that this proposal had a special Rocky Mountain interest.
We have been hoping against hope that this angle of intersectional
problems might not e involved, yet the Secretary infers that it is
involved, are going to assume that this was one of the personal
wanderings of the Secretary, and that it was not the intention of
this proposal.

Senator KING. I suppose it is assumed that because you only
represent 24,000 or 25,000 beet growers, they are not important.

Mr. OvIATr. That might be assumed by some people, but we cer-
tainly do not admit that contention. We were cheered by the testi.
mony before the House committee of Mr. Ezekiel, that the whole
plan contemplated marketing agreements which by eliminating cross
hauling and unnecessary mar eting expense, and giving assured
markets in our own area, would result in added markets for our
products. We are delighted to have this promise.

In spite of certain discouraging testimony before another con-
gressional committee, we have been heartened by statements that all
economic factors of the situation would be weighed in considering
the justification of the continuance upon a high level of the industry
in certain areas. Such a statement of policy was encouraging to us
because of our special set-up.

We wish to call special attention to the geographical, industrial,
and social lay-out of our area.

We are situated, as you know, on the Great Lakes, the largest
and most important fresh inland waterways of the world. The indus.
trial and agricultural development of that area has concentrated in
that area millions of people. It is the most thickly populated area
of any of our inland districts.

What does this situation offei by way of encouragement for our
business? Well, what do we need ? As component parts for business
to be encouraged in this country, and we al trust that in spite of
the testimony which has proceeded during the past week, that such
business is to be encouraged in this country.. What do we need I What we need, first, is demand for a product;
second, the physical production capacity; third, man power; and
fourth, capital.

What do we have in our particular area, As well as other areas in
this instance, almost constant demand for sugar. We have the soil
and the climate; have the man power and we have the capital.

What about that most important fact, demandf Certainly we
have it, and it is right at our very door. The three States of Michi-
gan, Ohio and Indiana produced approximately 200,000 tons of
sugar in 183 while the residents of those three States consumed ap-
proximately 500,000 tons nearly three times as much consumption as,
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production. What a fine situation and what a logical development
we have.

We have the farms and the farmers the laborers for the field,
factory, and allied interests; we have the roads; we have the mills;
we have the coal mines, quarries, and producers of the other needed
supplies; we have the trucks and the railroads- we have the pur-
chasers for our byproducts; we have the distributor set-up to get
our sugar to the tables of our consumers, and-most important--we
have hosts of consumers right there in our own district. We do not
need to ship our sugar very far, particularly if we were allowed
our own market. We have the ideal outlet of our own fields and
factories. Is not this the kind of industry we need to foster? Must
not such interrelated activities of interest and employment be the
basis of our future economic development ?

In special reference to the labor factor-we wish to call attention
to the community of interest in the operation of sugar mills. Most
of these mills are located in the small towns and the beets are se-
cured in our own area within a radius of approximately 15 miles
as the average of the mills. The operating employees of the com-
pany live in these small towns. During the campaign the extra
crew is recruited from the town and from the families of the
growers who are supplying the beets to the mill. Such a combina-
tion of agriculture and industrial employment is most desirable,
and many trials and much space in publications have been given to
the trials along this line of a combination of industrial and agricul-
tural employment. This particular factor has been a feature of our
regular program for these many long years.

We wish to take exception to the expressed attitude of the Secre-
tary of Agriculture that the Department is not interested in the
question of whether sugar is refined here on the continent or out-
side. How can the Secretary of Agriculture be interested, and he
admits that he is in the consumption of general agricultural prod-
ucts in Cuba, and not be interested in the consumption of agricul-
tural products within our own country? Does the Secretary not
know V He must know that we have a better chance to sell pork,
beans, cotton, and all agricultural and all industrial production to a
man who is employed in the refinery here in New York, for example,
as compared, for example, to our chance to sell the same or other
products to a man doing the same work in the island of Cuba ? Par-
icularly when he works under the N.R.A. regulations here as com-
lared to conditions of employment there. 6 ar farmers prefer to

sell the continental workers, and so would you.
Reference was made during the previous session to the increased

creage in our area, and the suggestion was made that agricultural
and industrial prices alone were responsible for the increase. Grant-
ing a definite influence of these factors, we must point out that a
relatively recent and important development has been a big factor
in our situation. We-refer to the development of a cooperative con-
ract and operation in our area. Unlike the former situation in,hich contracts for beets guaranteed a definite, set price per ton
rrespective of the quality of the beets or of the amount of the result-
ing products or of the price finally secured for such products, this
ew arrangement divides the responsibilities and risks of production

ind marketing, and shares the adversities and advantages of price
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situations by providing a percentage division of net proceeds-now
usually 50 percent to the grower and 50 percent to the operator.

The grower grows and delivers the beets to the mill, the operator
accepts the beets and converts them into salable products-sugar,
dried pulp, and molasses. From the gross amount of the receipts is
deducted the marketing expense, leaving the net proceeds, which are
equally divided, and there is no specific guaranty toeither partner.
While we naturally strive to increase production and efficiency in all
phases including marketing, so that we may divide the largest return
which is possible under the conditions-

Senator Goiw (interrupting). How long has that been in effectV
Mr. OviA r. That general program was inaugurated in 19&1.
Senator Goiw. How did it work out compared to the old system?
Mr. OVIATT. Much more satisfactory to date, sir.
Senator Got. To both parties concerned?
Mr. OvIATT. I believe so. It is a real partnership in fact as well

as principle. The grower is being given a voice in this set-up by
encouraging the formation of local associations and the federation
of their interests of the Farmers and Manufacturers Beet Sugar As-
sociation, where equal numerical representation with the operators
is provided upon the board of directors, and an agricultural division
is being set up to be supported by about 85 percent of the growers
during this season.

Does not such efforts deserve support?
In reference to the quota, the Secretary appears to be astounded

at our refusal to accept without question this proposal since he
infers, if not stated, that we do not know what will be good for us.
We justly resent this inference, and likewise the inference that beet
and cane farmers should be tickled with any handout from the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, who is so wrapped up in the corn and hog pro-
gram that he does not see our pro em. Why should we be tickled
with this proposal of a quota of 1,450,000 tons as compared to our
production during last year of 1,756,000 tons of sugar which was pro-
duced from a contracted acreage of 1,090,000 acres of beets?

Now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, speaking
for the eastern beet growers, we favor certain phases of this pro-
posal. We like the recognition of beet and cane industries as basic
and fundamental industries, worthy therefore of continued protection
and of support. And we are convinced that the quota term of
alloting rather definite amounts to the several producing areas will
be most beneficial in restoring order to a chaotic industry.

Now, then, our people are fair minded reasonable folks, who are
willing to make certain concessions in order to make progress. Our
people are cooperative, and that infers a willingness to give, to adjust,
to make reasonable compromises. I believe that our group-speak.
ing now for the eastern producers-could be sold to the proposition
of giving this whole matter a fair trial provided we can be assured
of certain safeguards provided that it could be agreed that the
tariff will automatically go up to balance the amount of the con-
templated reduction at such a future time as the processing tax and
benefit payments are removed. Provided that it can be-I should
say, provided that we can be convinced that the program includes
production and marketing features which will allow us to continue to
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produce and sell our own sugar to our own people in our own three
States, with definite effective marketing restrictions upon competitive
sugars.

Senator KING. You mean competitive sugars produced in the
United States or in foreign countries?

Mr. OvzATn. Generally speaking, competitive sugars produced out-
side of the United States but as you know, Senator, there is com-
petition among sugars within the United States, and it is our opinion
thai since we produce approximately one third of our sugar in those
three States that we would have a preferred claim to our own
markets in those three States.

Senator KING. Don't you think that would be a rather dangerous
p lan-I want to get your views-to establish within the United
States a regional field within which area, production from other
parts of the United States would be excluded? Might not the
people who grow oranges in Florida say, "We do not want any
competition from California ", and the wheat growers of Iowa and
Kansas say, "We do not want any competition from the wheat or
flour that may come from Michigan "? I suggest to you that to me,
at least, it is rather revolutionary to say t at we may divide the
United States into districts for the purpose of applying what might
be called tariffs or Federal obstacles to a free interchange of com-
modities among the American people, on the commodities produced
in the United States.

Mr. OvWAtr. There is a point there, of course, that since there
would be less unnecessary transportation involved and a more effec-
tive marketing situation in our own area, we certainly feel particu-
larly under that situation of producing approximately one third of
the sugar for our own three States, that any advantage which we
could be given would be appreciated and would be reA'ected in the
price paid to our growers for our beets.

Senator KIN. May I suggest to you--you are a very intelligent
man-that one of the primary causes of the adoption of the Consti-
tution of the United States was to get away from that policy which
was being rapidly developed, under which the commodities of Mas-
sachusetts, for instance, were excluded from Connecticut and vice
versa. But we will not prolong it. I want to invite your attention
to a proposition which to me seems to be fraught with a great deal
of danger if it were inaugurated.

Senator Gow. Don't drag the Constitution into this.
Mr. OvrArr. The further provision, Mr. Chairman, that I have

noted here, or one further provision, provided that the quota allot-
ment for beets will be at least sufficient to allow capacity operation
of all of our present constructed equipment; and, provided further,
that any increase in the total quota which may become possible be-
cause of increased consumption of sugar be pro rated to continental
cane and beet producers so far as they may be able to meet such
demands.

Senator Gon. How many sugar factories are there in Michigan?
Mr. OvzATr. Sixteen.
Senator GoRe. how many have been operating and how many

closed in the last 2 or 8 yearsI
Mr. OvzAvT. There were 15 operating this season.
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Senator GoRE. And how many last season?
Mr. OvxA~r. Eleven, I believe.
Senator GORE. How manly the year before?
M t1. 'OvxATT. Seven, I believe.
Senator COSTIGAN. What was the reason for this increase in

factory operations ?
Mr. OvIAw. The answer to that I have very definitely suggested

in this new cooperative arrangement of our area, which we feel is
most worthy of consideration and support.

Senator COSTMAN. Was one reason the unemployment situation
which led many workers who ordinarily would -have been in your
factories, to go out into the fields to grow beets ?
* Mr. OvIAr. I have already stated in my statement that the change
in the agricultural and industrial situation were definite factors,
but this new feature'was a more important factor, in my opinion.

Senator GORE. What is the price of sugar per ton at the factory?
Mr. OviAlir. That, of course, depends on your price situation.
Senator GoRE. I mean, the current price.
Mr. Ov.ATT. I do not have adequate information on that. The

general price level at the present time in beet sugar is $4.30, I believe,
plus the adjustment for transportation to the particular point in
question.

Senator KING. Does a sort of a Pittsburgh-plus, as applied to steel,
apply to sugar?

Mr. OvIArT. The general price situation has, as I believe you
gentlemen understand it-it is that the price of sugar in the United
States varies with the distance from the shipper.

Senator GORE. It would be around $4.30 in Michigan at the
factory?

Mr. OvATT. It would be slightly higher than $4.30 in Michigan.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, you may be assured of the support

of our group to the proposals when and if these proposals have
been adequately covered.

The CHAIRMAN. I notice on this list that Mr. F. L. Crawford
represents the eastern beet growers. Do you speak for both the
Michigan, Ohio and Indiana, and the eastern beet growers, too?

Mr. OVIATT. tes, sir; I have been delegated to speak for them.
Mr. Crawford represents one of the operating concerns in our area,
and I do not know whether or not it is-his desire or that of his group
that he speak at this time. It is perfectly agreeable to me.

Senator Gow.- Will you state the relative importance of Michi-
gan Ohio, and Indiana in this beet growing?

Mr. OVIATP. The relative importance?
Senator Goim Yes.
Mr. OVxATT. Take the number of factories, for example. Michi-

gan has 16 factories; Ohio has 5 factories; and Indiana 1.
Senator SsTIoAN. Were the growers you represent satisfied with

the stabilization quota agreement of last fall?
Mr. OWAIT. No, sir; not entirely satisfied.
Senator COSGAN. Did you oppose it ?
Mr. OviATT. No, sir; we worked on that development and were

favorable to its trial, although as you know that during the season,
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through pressure from various departments of-the Government and
other sources it seemed advisable to keep adding to the total of con-
sumption until the sum became unwieldly.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bass, representing the Puerto Rican in-

terests. How much time, Mr. BassI
Mr. BASS. About 20 minutes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope you will be as brief as possible.
Mr. BAss. It might be less. I will try to limit myself as much

as possible-just a question of a moment or two.
he CHAIRMAN. I understood that you wanted to leave. I think

we had better finish this domestic proposition, then. I thought you
wanted to finish pretty quickly and get away, and I was anxious to
get rid of as many as possible, so I think we will take you in the
morning, Mr. Bass.

Mr. BAss. Very well.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY 31. HAWES, REPRESENTING THE
PHILIPPINE SUGAR INDUSTRIES

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anybody here now on this list who wants
to speak for 5 or 10 minutes, and put their zi~atters in the record?
Senator Hawesf

Mr. HAWEs. That would suit me, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hawes, we will hear you now.
Mr. HARRY B. HAWES. Mr. Chairman, in order to be brief I request

the privilege of filing some data and submitting tables and so forth.
TheCHAIRMAN. That request will be granted.
(The papers and data submitted by Mr. Hawes appear at the

end of his testimony.)
Mr. HAWES. Mr. Chairman, the Government called a conference

in Washington on the 26th of last June, at which representatives of
continental beets and cane growers attended, sugar producers, and
all sugar areas were represented, and a vast amount of information
was secured, which is available for the members of this committee.

Finally, after 3 months' continuous conference, on the 25th of
September, we arrived at an agreement, signed by everybody, I be-
lieve, excepting Louisiana, and with a reservation from the Philip-
pines. This 3 months' conference was educational and it developed
certain fundamental facts. One is that in any arrangement, either
voluntarily or by act of Congress, the first consideration must be
American consumption of sugar. The estimate finally arrived at
was approximately 6,500,000 tons, raw sugar. This was exceeded
some years ago by 460,000 shord tons, and that consumption may re-
turn, but until it does return, the yardstick must be American con-
sumption.

The Government at that time requested that each area should
make reasonable and equitable sacrifices where it was necessary. The
quotas agreed upon were as follows:
Continental United States: short tons

United States beet ------------------------------------ 1, 7, 000
Louisiana ------------------------------------------ 2000
Florida 6,0------------------------------------0
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Insular areas: Short to##
Hawaii - 975,000
Virgin Islands 15, 000
Puerto Rico ............. 875, 000
Philippine Islands .... -. , 100, 000

Foreign: Cuba .... ba ..-- ........ 1, 700, 000

Total- 6, 725,000
The quotas claimed as of sugar in the ground were as follows:

Continental areas: hort tone
United States beet-.. ----------------------------- ,525,000
Louisiana ------------------------------------- 250,000
Floida --------------------------------------- 60, 000

Total continental ----------------------------- 835, 000

Insular areas:
Hawaii ------- ------------- ----------------- , 025,000
Puerto Rico ----------------------------------- 925,000
Virgin Islands ----------------------------------- 6,000
Philippines ----------------------------------- 1,404,000

Total insular areas ---------------------------- 3,360,000

Total continental and insular --------------------- 5,195, 000

Certain quotas were claimed by these areas which I have here
and -this discloses the following percentages of outs, estimates by
the different areas as follows; the -beets were increased 14 percent.

Senator KING. And that gave a tonnage of what, Senator, if you
have it there? If it is not before you, I won't ask it.

Mr. HAwEs. Yes, sir. I have got it right here. The continental
beets, 1,750,000 tons Louisiana 250,000 tons Florida, 60,000 tons.

The CHAIRMEAN. That was the last plan that was adopted. There
was one adopted before that, that was somewhat lower, was it not?

Mr. HAwpE. The final plan was lower.
There was a decrease in Hawaii of 1 percent, a decrease in Puerto

Rico of 5 percent, a decrease in the Philippines of 21 percent, and
of the Virgin Islands, an increase of 150 percent.

Now, that we have this matter before the Congress in the form
of a bill, we do not propose to enter any objection except for the
purpose of clarification and to secure certainty. We have confidence
in the departments that they will not abuse the power they have. It
is my firm belief that it is necessary that all areas beet, cane, insular,
and colonial should know with certainty that their quota will be,
and that they may be assured that these quotas will not be changed,
excepting as the American consumption of sugar changes. If there is
an increase in consumption, there will naturally follow an increase
in quotas which should be upon a pro rata basis. If there is a de-
crease in consumption, there will naturally follow a curtailment
of quotas which sliould also be on a pro rata basis.

The peculiar difficulty in the Philippine Islands arises from the
fact that there are but three ways in which a voluntarily fixed
limitation can be arrived at. One is by voluntary action of the
planters themselves; the second is by a proclamation of the Gov.
ernor General, both of these methods being more or less unofficial.
To be positive of legality, it would probably be necessary to secure
this limitation by act of the Philippine Legislature.
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All three of these methods are now in process of completion in
the Islands.

The 1983 deliveries of the Philippine Islands amounted to 1,41,M2
short tons. The proposed Philippine quota of 1, 7 000 short tons is,
therefore, 204,228 short tons less than the actual deliveries for the
past year. . .

The Philippines have in the ground now approximately 1,400,000
short tons of raw sugar, but realizing that there must be some limita-
tion, and agreeing to make our share of the sacrifice (although you
will observe it is greater than any other area, the Philippine Sugar
Association has voluntarily placid a limitation of 1,S0,000 short
tons, allowing for export 1,200,000 short tons.

The 88,000 is domestic consumption.
This is a voluntary reduction of 200,000 tons, which means a very

heavy loss to Philippine sugar producers, a loss to merchants and a
very serious loss to the supporting revenues of the Philippine
government. 

e.

Having directed Tour attention to this voluntary action on the
part of the Philippine sugar producers, you will note the sugges-
tion of the President in his message that this be again reduced to
1,037,000 tons, creating an additional loss of 163,000. tons. We
estimate, if this law is passed, a total loss of our American market
to the extent of 363,000 tons now ready for shipment or in the
ground. . oetn

I raise no captious objections to this program but there is one
feature of the bill which requires amendment and clarification.

This suggestion that I am about to make was presented to the
House by the beet-sugar people, by Hawaii, by Puerto Rico, by the
cane people and the beet peopleof other producing areas, and that
is that the quota should be fixed and definite.

Senator KIo. Senator, may I interrupt youI
Mr. HAwEs. Yes.
Senator KING. Do you understand that this is to be a permanent

plan, or rather, that it comes within the terms of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, which expires, it is thought and it 1s hoped by
many, in 2 years I

Mr. HAwzs. My idea is that it will be a permanent plan, because
sugar is a world-wide subject, and the whole world is trying to
reduce the sugar output, and the President made a statement which
is satisfactory to us, as follows:

The average marketings of the past 3 years provide on the whole an
equitable base, but the base period should be flexible enough to allow slight
adjustments as between certain producing areas.

On such a basis our President submitted the following preliminary
and temporary quotas for the various producing areas supplying
ugar to the United States: Short ton

continental beet ------------------------------------- 1, 450, 000
ouislana and Florida ----------------------------------- 2,000
lawail ----------------------------- ---------------- 985,00
.uerto Rico .-- ------------------------------------- 821,0
hlippine Islands ------------------------------------ 1,03 7000
uba ----------------------------------------------- 1,94400,0
Irgin Islands ------------------------------------------ 5 0

Total ---------------------------------- ---------------- 6,452,000
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These recommendations are based on the last 3 years' deliveries,
for all the areas except Cuba, fair enough in their way, taking a
broad view of the subject, but decidedly a hardship for the Filipino
people.

This bill proposes to abandon the 3 years' basis on which the quotas
are arrived at and to broaden this basis by an additional 5 years.
You can ready understand what this means not only to the Philip-
pines, but to beets, continental cane, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and all
other areas.

May I stop just long enough to inject a thought that we have
probably taken the high peaks in domestic, continental, and colonial
producing areas, but this would provide an opportunity of going
back 5 years and increasing the quota from Cuba.

As one of the witnesses said yesterday, it might be increased as
much as 3,000,000 tons.

Senator KNo. Well that would be possible.
Senator COSTGAN. Also decreasing the quota from the Philip-

pines?
Mr. HAwEs. Yes. Gentlemen of the committee, we can raise under

the American flag every ton of sugar consumed by the American
people, and when I say "under the American flag",I mean, of
course, continental United States the Philippines, Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, and the Virgin Islands. l therefore respectfully urge that
the committee follow the quotas given by the President, and that
they be based on the 3 last years' production; that there be no
uncertainty about it; and when I make this statement. gentlemen
I believe that those who preceded me and those who will follow will
all agree that that uncertainty should be dispelled.

Senator GoRE. You would fix those 3 years, Senator, and not have
a sliding period?

Mr. HAwKs. That is the idea exactly.
Senator CouzeNs. What was the tonnage provided in the Hawes.

Cutting bill?
Mr. HAwKS. Eight hundred and fifty thousand long tons. Reduced

to short tons would be 955,000 short tons.
Senator CozExS. Would that be satisfactory to the Philippines

now?
Mr. HAwks. Oh, no. In the .Hawes-Cutting bill we put that in

there because that was the high peak, and I am very thankful to
the Senator for asking me that question, because it may call for a
little explanation which he will find in this memorandum.

Java changed the kind of cane that it planted. Louisiana did the
same. Puerto Rico and Hawaii did the same, and the Philippines
produced the .same kind of cane that is now produced in all the
other areas feeding the market of the United States. They have not
increased their acreage. I believe, in 5 years, there is probably an
increase of only 386,000 acres.

Senator GoPm, Out of a total of what?
Mr. HAwEs. Out of a total of over a half a million acres.
Gentlemen, the Philippines have today on their way here 1,400,.00

tons due not to any new investments,.not due to any increa6ed mill
capacities but due solely to the changing of the variety of cane, the
same kind of cane that is being used throughout the world.
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Senator ING. When you say on the road, you do not mean phys-
ically, but in the ground I

Mr. HAwEs. In the ground.
Senator KINo. On the floors?
Mr. HAWES. In the ground and on the floors. Now, gentlemen,

that is the only point that I want to make, and I think in making
that request, you will find that every other sugar-producing area
outside of Cuba asks for the same amendment.

(The information requested is as follows:)

BBiEF ON THE PHILIPPINE SUGAR INDUSTRY

1. SUGAR PRODUCTION IN THJE PHILIPPINES

(1) A very old industry, centuries old.
(2) Paralyzed by revolutions, 1896-1902, 6 years.
(3) Free trade with the United States; responsible for encouragement

of industry.
(4) Underwood initiated equal treatment policy.
(5) No expansion in areas, but increased production due to improved va.

rieties of cane. Congress limited acquisition of public lnnds to 2,500 acres.
(6) Economic stability of islands mainly due sugar Industry. Two million

people employed; main support of government.
(7) Sugar.pays for United States purchases.

II. UNITED STATES RESPONSIBILITY TO PHILIPPINES AND CUBA

(1) Cuba liberated, Philippines retained.
(2) Responsibility to Cuba national; not individual groups.
(3) Cuban sugar and Philippines sugar problems.
(4) Cuba produces seven times sugar per capita as Philippines.
(5) Land holdings in Cuba enormous; in Philippines restricted. by law.
(6) Philippine ranks eighth as United States customer; Cuba fifteenth.

II. THE PHILIPPINE POSITION

[APPENDIX, AMERICAN-PHILIPPINN COMMEW91

(1) Increased forty-fold since American occupation.
(2) Significance of balance of trade. Favorable due to paymedats for bond

interest, freight, insurance, etc.
(8) Free trade resulted in mutual benefits.
(4) Philippines one of our best markets.
(5) In 1931, Philippines ranked eleventh; in 1932, ninth; in 1933 (9 months),

eighth.
(6) Best per capita in Orient.
(7) Potential market due to increasing population.
(8) Philippine commerce and American shipping.
(9) Very important to American banking and finance.
(10) The Philippines, a real gold mine?

SUGAR PRODUCTION IN THE PHIMPPINES

History records that when Magellan discovered the Philippines in 1521 he
found the natives already growing sugarcane, but not until the latter part
of the eighteenth century did the Philippine farmers seriously begin growing
sugarcane. In 1855 the Philippines exported 58,172 short tons of sugar. By
1875 the sugar exports of the islands had increased to 141,218 Rhort tons, and
in 1895 the Philippines reached its record of sugar exportation under the
Spanish regime, exporting 876,401 short tons of sugar that year, a figure which
was not exceeded until 1922.

The foregoing facts indicate the highly developed state of the Philippine
sugar industry during the last 50 years of Spanish rule in the islands, Philip-

ine sugar being able then to compete in the world's markets.
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PARALYZED BY REVOLUTIONS 1800-1902

During the 6 years of warfare caused by the Philippine revolution in 1.806
and the conflict with the United States lasting until 1002, the sugar industry
was ruined and paralyzed to such an extent that for over 10 years after
American occupation sugar exports of the Islands decreased to negligible
quantities.

FREM TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES

On August 5, 1909, Congress passed the Payne-Aldrich tariff act, establish.
Ing free trade with the Philippine Islands, and allowing sugar free entry into
the United States to the extent of 800,000 tons.

During the consideration by Congress of this legislation proposing free.
trade relationship between the Philippines and the United States, the Philip.
pine people opposed the adoption of this measure, and through their Philippine
Assembly, on March 27, 1909, adopted a joint resolution petitioning Congress
not to establish free trade, on the ground that, in the words of the petition,
"'* * * Free trade between the United States and the islands would in the
future become highly prejudicial to the economic interests of the Philippine
people and would bring about a situation which might hinder the attainment of
the independence of the said people." Despite this protest by the Philippine
people, Congress imposed free trade upon them.

OSCAR UNDERWOOD INITIATED POLICY OF EQUAL ','REATMENT

In 1913 when the Democratic Party came into power Congress enacted the
Underwood-Simmons tariff law, on October 5, 1913, which removed the restric-
tive provisions In the previous law of 1900 with respect to sugar and tobacco.
Congressman Underwood, who sponsored the bill, explaining the removal of
these restrictions on the floor of the House, stated as follows:

"The change In this paragraph of the bill is largely striking out the limita-
tion on the importation of sugar, filler, and cigar tobacco and wrapper
tobacco * * *. We may leave the limit where It is * * * but we would
leave it where it is to the shame of every American citizen. We could not
honestly face those dependent people who give us free trade in their markets
if we close our doors here * * *. Because we do not want to stand and
face that world in such a position as that and say (to the Filipinos) that under
our law we command you to open the door, so that American goods can flow
into your country, because we have the power to do it, and then turn around
and say to them that on the only thing they can import, practically, into our
country and make a market for we will close our doors and prevent them
developing their trade. I say that no true-boru American citizen who faces
this question fairly and squarely and understands the situation will consent to
that." In every tariff act of Congress since 1913, equality of treatment of
Phiippine products with continental and other colonial products was recog-
nized, and Congress has many times declared that as long as tie Philippine
Islands remain under the American flag their products will be treated In the
United States in the same manner as the products of Puerto Rico, Hawaii, or
tny State of the Union.

AMERIOAN INITIATIVE

The establishment of free trade had the immediate effect of attracting Amer-
ican capital into the islands for the development of the sugar industry. In
1910, a group of Americans obtained concessions in the Island of Mindoro, a
heretofore undeveloped, uninhabited territory, and constructed the first modern
centrifugal sugar factory in the Philippine Islands. Two years later, two
other American companies established sugar centrals at Calamba, on the Island
of Luzon, and at San Carlos, on the Island of Negros.

Thus, the modern development of the sugar Industry was initiated by pioneer.
Ing American business men and American capital, because it took a decade to
convince the Philippine farmers of the advantages of improving their sugar
production and manufacture by the use of modern methods, and not until
1918-21 were the Filipino producers convinced of the necessity of modernizing
their methods. Then also began the establishment of the six so-called "bank
centrals" with the financial aid of the Philippine National Bank.
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ANTIQUATED OARABAO MILLS UeLAORD DY MOPeMN OunTHALS

As a result of these changes, the replacement of these thousands of primitive,
inefficient wooden carabao mills by modern centrals and factories, and the
recent Improvement in methods of cultivation and planting of higher-yielding
cane varieties, sugar production in the Philippines in the past two decades has
naturally doubled and trebled as has happened in Cuba, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
Java, Formosa, and other sugarcane-producing countries when those countries
changed their methods of manufacture from the antiquated mills to the mod-
em factories. It is a well-known fact that the wooden carabao mills then in
vogue in the islands could only extract 80 or 40 percent of the sugar content
of the cane while the modern sugar central factory recovers as much as 92 to
95 percent of the sugar in the cane. Had the cane harvested in 1895, which
turned out a production of 481,000 short tons, been milled by the modem
centrals now established in the islands, the result would have been a production
of about 1,100,000 short tons.

The modernization of the sugar industry of the Philippine Islands which
has taken place in the past two decades bas now been completed with the
establishment of 44 modern sugar factories in various sugar regions with the
normal and maximum productive capacity of 1,400,000 and 1,800,000 short tons,
respectively.

NO EXLANSON I N AREAS

However, there has been very little increase in the acreage for sugarcane
in the Philippines since the Spanish regime. In 1895, when the Philippines
produced a crop of 431,000 short tons, the record under the Spanish regime,
there was planted to sugarcane that year at least 500 000 acres of land, as
compared with 596,000 acres planted In 1921, and 633,000 Wi 1o431.

The increase in sugar production in the Philippineo hai, therefore, been
brought about not by increasing acreage, but by improvements in the technique
of production and milling and by Increased yields per acre through the sub-
stitution for the native cane varieties of superior varieties in use in Java,
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and in Louisaluna and Florida.

The Philippine Department of Agriculture gives the following table showing
the annual area planted to sugarcane for the decade, 1021 to 1931.

Area asu Area aores
1895 --------------- 50, 000 1926 ....... ------------ 572,888
1921 --------------- 596,878 192.----------------- 58, 501
1922 -- - 595,076 19-8 ............--------- 5 686
1928 ------------------ 561,642 1929 03...... -- 6, 811
1924 ----------------------- 561, 895 1930 ------------- 8....... . 640,078
1925 ------------------ 591,740 1931 ----- ------------- 63,081

The foregoing data show that for the past decade the area planted to
sugar cane increased only 86,858 acres, or 6 percent.

Congress not only imposed upon the Philippines free trade with the United
States, but In addition they placed a limitation upon land ownership; the
limitation was 1,024 hectares or 2,500 acres. Therefore, with tho exception
of one central in existence before this limitation, the sugar acreage is prac-
tically all in small holdings, entirely unlike the situation in other producing
areas.

The successful cane areas are found today in the regions where there are
established communities, where there is a dependable supply of cane being
produced by hundreds of thousands of small planters, and where labor is
plentiful and readily available.

SUGAR INDUSTRY MAINTAINS PHILU"PINU NOONOMIG STABILITY

Practically all the lands devoted to the cultivation of sugarcane in the
Philippines are tilled by Filipinos numbering %000,000 including their families.

Unlike other sugar-producing countries, which must rely on foreign labor
to grow sugar, the Philippines depends solely upon native labor for its produc-
tion of sugar. It is to be noted in this connection that considering the social
value of the sugar industry, the Philippines can claim that all of the benefit
accruing to the people who grow the cane goes to 100 percent Filipino labor,
owing allegiance to the United States--a record which cannot very well be
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matched by other sugar-producing countries supplying sugar to the United
States.

Of the 48 provinces, 17 with a population of over 7,000,000 people, or more
than half of the total population of the islands, are directly or indirectly
dependent upon the sugar industry. At least, 2,000,000 farmers, laborers, and
their families depend for their livelihood upon the growing of sugar cane.
. The sugar industry more than any other industry in the islands has been

responsible in raising the standard of living of the Filipino people. Recog.
nized authorities place the standard of living of the Filipino people 300
percent above that of the peoples of their neighboring countries.

The investment in this industry is controlled by Filipino and American
Investors. Part of the Investment made by th6 Filipinos was borrowed from
their national banks with encouragement from American officials. Very
little of the capital may be called foreign capital. The total aggregate invest-
ments In the Philippine sugar industry amount to $251,512,535 as follows:
Investments in centrals --------.---- -------------- $84, 012,535
Investments In lands ------------------------------------------ 140,000,000
Crop loans ---------------------------------------- 22, 500,000
Miscellaneous investments -.-------------------------.. 5, 000, 000

Total --------------------------------------- 51,51% 535
Of the total of $84,012,535 invested in centrals, 40 percent is American

Investment; 37 percent Filipino; 22 percent Spanish; and 1 percent cosmopoli-
tan, as shown in the following table:

N Peroen- Num. Peroen.
brto Total invest tot br of Total invest. ta.oOf

Nationality toat taIM Nationality en ma tota,
Nil invest- tra- mantavest-

twent$ imnts

American .......... 12 $33,815,0 40 Others ............. 2 $792,417 1
Filipino ............ 22 31,127, 894 37
Spanish ............ 9 18,278,574 22 Total ......... 45 84,012, 535 100

The investment classified as "Spanish" includes investments made by two
of the oldest established companies In the Islands-one established 75 years
ago, and the other more than 50 years ago-so that it is generally considered
In the Philippine Islands that these are Philippine investments. Moreover,
many of the holders of the stock of the centrals classified as "Spanish" are
in fact Filipinos.

Of the 44 centrals in the Philippine Islands, approximately 24, or more than
one half of them, are small mills, with capacities ranging from 150 to 750
tong of cane per day. Most of the mills are financed by a gronp of Filipinos,
while a few others were established by cosmopolitan investors, including
Filipinos, Americans, and others. No Chinese are financially interested in
the mills.

In 1932 sugar and its byproducts constituted 63 percent of the value of all
exports from the islands. Practically all the sugar exported went to the
United States, as shown in the following statistics:

To all countries To United States

Value Percent Value Percent

1. Sugar and byproducts .................................. $60,359000 63.31 $60,145,000 99.64
2. Coconuts and manufacture of ...................... 15,455000 10.21 12,063,000 78. 05
3. Tobaoco and manufacture of ....................... 399000 8.71 8,243,000 80,8
4. Manila hemp and manufacture of ................. 5 . 89 3,000 3,35
5. Embroideries .................................. 2 3,6000 3.43 3,252,000 9. 53
6. Lumber and timber ................................. 835,000 .87 173,000 20.74
7. Hats .................................................... 501,000 • .62 435,000 73.71
8. Pearl buttons ................................. 244000 .20 244,000 A00D
I. other exports ............................... %814,000 2.84 1,2 0,000 47 .

Totl. .................................. 5,889,000 100.00 $2.84,00 86.9
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His Excellency, Hon. Frank Murphy, Governor General of the Philippine
Islands, stressing the effect sugar production upon the country in his cable to
the War Department on September 8, 1933, called attention to the following
statistical points:

" (1) Sugar accounted for 63 percent of all income derived from export
trade in 1932. Remove it from the list and a favorable visible balance of
trade of $15,500,000 would have been converted into a negative balance of
$44,500,000.

" (2) The total annual income from all sources is estimated at $200,000,000
sugar comprising nearly 80 percent of the total.

" (3) There are 10 banks in the Philippines and in addition 8 private com-
panies engaged in agricultural financing. The total loans, overdrafts, and ad-
vances of these 13 establishments amount to $72,500,000. Of this amount
$34,000,000 or 47 percent Is advanced on sugar.

" (4) Considering the Government-owned Philippine National Bank alone,
its loans, overdrafts, and advances amount to $22,500,000, of which $17,500,000
or 77 percent, Is advanced on sugar.

" (5) The Government-owned Manila Railroad collected $2,800,000 as freight
revenue in 1932. Of this amount nearly $1,000,000, or over 40 percent, wa
derived from handling sugar.

" (6) The Philippine Railways in Cebu, Iloilo,' and Panay, in large part
guaranteed by the Government, also derives the bulk of its freight revenue
from sugar.

"(7) Five of our leading Provinces, Occidental Negros, Oriental Negros,
Pampanga, Laguna, and Tarlao, are largely supported by taxation from sugar.
Extreme withdrawal of this support in these provinces would seriously affect
the public finances and be reflected in cessation of public works and closing
of schools. * * *1

SUGAR PAYS FOR PURCHASES IN UNITED STATES

The Philippine sugar industry has thus been developed within highly pro-
tective tariff walls both at the market in the United States and at the place
of production, in the Philippines. Without the United States tariff protection
the industry cannot survive world competition.

As sugar constitutes 63 percent of the total value of all exports from the
Philippines, the purchases of these islands from the United States are mainly
paid for by the sugar exported to the AmeriCan market.

It is to be noted that as a consequence of their ability to market their sugar
in the United States, the Filipinos are today one of "the best customers of
American agriculture and industry.

Since taking over the islands 35 years ago, America's trade with the Philip.
pines has increased fortyfold, from a little over $5,000,000 in 1899, to over
$200,000,000 in 1929.

According to the compilation recently made by the United States Chamber
of Commerce, the Philippines today ranks eighth among the customers of the
United States.

DEVILOPMENT OF INDUSTRY BRIEFLY SUMMARIZED

The foregoing facts and data about the development of the sugar industry.
In the Philippines may be summarized as follows:

That long before America went to the Philippines, the Filipino had a sugar
industry which was relatively more highly developed than that in any of the
sugar principal producing countries today;

That Congress and the Federal Government, by imposing free trade on the
Philippines, were responsible for bringing about the modernization of the
industry which resulted in recent increased production;. That with free trade America has secured a monopoly of the Philippine
market; with the result that the standard of living there has Increased 300
percent'above that of the.surrounding countries, making it impossible for the
industry to survive world's competition after the withdrawal of the United
States tariff protection;. That the sugar industry Is now the very foundation of the social, economic,
and political life of the Filipino people; and • - .

That, recognizing these circumstances, Congress has consistently followed
the policy that as long as the Islands are under the American flng, their
products shall be given equal treatment in the American market with any
products produced under that flag.
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T33 SUGAR- TADZLZATI0N PLAN

On the 27th of June 109, at the request of the Federal Government, there
assembled in Washington 3entatives of (1) continental beet growers,
(2) continental cane grower, ,d) Philippine, (4) Hawaiian, (5) Puerto Rican,
and (6) Cuban sugar growers end processors, for the purpose of drawing a
marketing agreement, which, In the words of Mr. Charles J. Brand, coad-
ministrator of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration-
will be equitable for everyone who bas a legitimate place In the picture.

Hearings and discussions continued from June 27 and until a signed agree.
ment was secured on September 126, 1938, a period of 8 months, which de.
veloped statistics, facts, and divers arguments on every phase of the sugar
problem.

UN1TD STATuES OONSUMMTO?4

From the testimony and briefs filed, It Is now possible to separate and set
out certain Indisputable facts. Dr. John Lee Coulter, sugar expert, member
of the Tariff Commission, the conferees, and other national experts agreed
that the domestic consumption for 1933-04, including certain classes of sugar
for manufacturing purposes, was approximately 6,500,000 short tons.

ESTIMATED PRODUOMON, 1988-34

To supply this domestic sugar market, continental and Insular areas claimed
at that time a tonnage production aggregating 5,195,000 short tons, as follows:

Continental areas: Short tow
United States beet ------------------------------- 525000
Louisiana --------------------------------------------------- 250,000
Florida ---------------------------------------- 60000

Total continental .. --------------------------------- S, 00

Insular areas:
Hawaii ..................................................... , 025, 000
Puerto Rico ................................................ 025g 000
Virgin Islands ---------..---------------------------------- 6, 000
Philippines........................................ 1,404,000

Total insular areas. .-----------------------------......... 8, 860, 000

Total continental and insular .............................. 5,195,000
There would, therefore, be left for Cuba and foreign areas a balance of

1,805,000 short tons.
The Philippine estimate was a presentation of figures prepared Jointly by the

Bureau of Insular Affairs, Governor General Frank Murphy, representatives of
the Department of Commerce, representatives of the Department of Agriculture,
and the Philippine Sugar Growers Association, and the national sugar
statisticians, Willett and Gray, and by Dr. John Lee Coulter.

BA65O QUOTAS

The marketing agreement, in the form in which it was finally signed by
all the domestic producers, except Louisiana, assigned the following quotas for
a 8-year period in short tons, raw basis:

Short tow.
Beet sugar, United States continental --------------- , 1 ,50 000
Louisiana, United States continental----------------------250,000
Florida, United States continental ............................... 0,000
Hawaii, United States insular-------- ------- .............. 97, 000
Puerto Rico, United States insular .......................... 875,000
Virgin Islands, United States insular-------------------------15,000
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short tons
Philippine Islands, United States insular -------------------- 1,100,000
Cuba, foreign --------------------------------------- 1,700,000

Total ---------------------------------------- 6, 725,000
The signature of the Philippine representative to this agreement was affixed

with a reservation as to the quota of 1,100,000 tons.
The signature was given only because of an earnest desire to cooperate in

what was at that time stated to be the wish of the President.
Under the estimated American consumption of 8,500,000 tons, Cuba could send

to this country approximately 1,800,000 tons. The marketing agreement as-
signed Cuba a basic quota of 1,700,000 short tons with additional deliveries
of 800,000 tons for the first year, 200,000 tons for the second year, and 100,000
tons for the third year.

P-ILaPPINE DEUVEUass EXCEED QUOTA

The following are the figures of United States consumption for the calendar
year of 1933, compared with the quotas under the marketing agreement:

Inorsso
United Percent Quotas + or de-

Stateunder cre (-)gumption a total marketing consump-agreement tf on over

quota

Continental areas: Sor tone
United States beet ................................. 1,88,97 21.63 1,750,000 --_ 00Lousana a gridtda e ............................ 314,73 4.98 10,

Totals, continental ................................ 1,680,714 26.61 2, 060, 000 ........

HOwa . ............................... 950 1&87 075,000 +14,M
Puerto Rico ........................................ 70,992 12.52 875,000 -84,005

do-.* ........................... 4,548 .06 1R,000 -10452
.........n..s...s.................. 1, 241 228 19.8 1,100,000 +141,228

Total, Insular .................................... 8,020,348 47.92 2,905,00 0........

a.............................................. 1,600,711 25.84 1 7W, 000 -00,289

Other ..................... ...................... 8,231 .13 .........................

Total, foreign ......................... 1,608,942 25.47 1,700,0 000 ............

andtotal...................................,818,004 100,"00 8,7,000........

I compiled from Wiliet & (ray.

The foregoing statistics demonstrate the pertinent fact that the Philippine
Islands is the only major sugar area which not only reached its estimate but
exceeded substantially its basic quota. This excess was 141,000 short tons.

PHILIPPINE SUGAR COMPLEMENTARY TO DOMESTIC SUPPLY

It is also to be noted that continental beet and cane sugar supplies 27 percent
of the American sugar consumption; Hawaii and Puerto Rico 28 percent, the
Philippines 20 percent, or a total of 75 percent.

Even with Its potential production under existing mill capacities, the Philip-
pines will contribute only 25 percent of the amount of sugar consumed in the
United States.

Philippine sugar is not, therefore, a competitor of United States continental or
of other insular sugars. It merely supplements the domestic supply.

42381-84----8
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UNITED STATES RESPONSIBILITY TO PHILIPPINES AND CUBA

There has been a propaganda designed to magnify United States respons.
bility to Cuba and minimize the same responsibility to the Philippine Islands.

This is unfortunate and embarrassing, but, as there is an attempt to make
the Philippines pay substantially the entire bill for benefits which are to accrue
to Cuba, it compels a reluctant statement.

CUBA LIBERATED, PHILIPPINES RETAINED

In the year 1898, as the result of the War with Spain, there came into the
possession of the United States Puerto Rico and the Philippine Islands. Hawaii
was placed under American sovereignty In the same year because of Its strategic
naval importance. The Virgin Islands followed by purchase in 1917.

Americans went to Cuba as liberators and benefactors in a war which lasted
only 90 days. Because of this war the United States was compelled to continue
a new war in the Philippines for three and a half years.

The United States governs the Philippine Islands, although the Philippines
pay their own bills and the entire cost of their government.

A great naval station and a division of America's Army are maintained
there.

The American flag flies and will continue to fly for many years.

RESPONSIBILITY TO CUBA NATIONAL; NOT INDIDUAL GROUP

All of these territories or insular possessions over which the American flag
flies are entitled to equal and impartial treatment in the matter of quotas and
reservations.

They should not be discriminated against in their economic welfare for the
benefit of a foreign nation.

If the United States is under an obligation to assist Cuba in its time of dis-
tress, it Is a national obligation to be borne equally by all of the people of the
United States, and not by one particular area or one special group.

Continental and insular sugar growers are not responsible for disorder in
Cuba, for its financial difficulties, or for the reckless expenditure of American
millions in the overproduction of sugar.

While American citizens and Colonials are undoubtedly sympathetic with
the difficulties now confronting Cuba, we respectfully submit that If their
responsibility is a United States responsibility, it does not belong exclusively
to the sugar-producing areas of the nation, much less especially to the Philip-
pine Islands.

Cuba is a foreign nation, with its own flag and its own government.
The limitation on American relationship is the Platt Amendment, which was

enacted more for the benefit of Cuba than for the United States. With this
exception, America has no more responsibility to Cuba than to any other
foreign nation.

OUBAN SUGAR AND -PHILIPPINE SUGAR PROBLEMS

It is asserted that Cuban sugar production is essential to preserve its
economic life.

This is equally true of the Philippines. Sixty percent of its total business
is related to sugar; 63 percent of Its total exports is sugar, which finds its
only market in the United States.

The Philippines have an ocean haul of 11,000 miles, requiring from 45 to
80 days to reach their market. Cuba has relatively a short distance to the
American market, taking but few hours of sailing to reach American shores.

While there are ample provisions for storing reserve sugar in Cuba, ware-
house storage capacity in the Philippines Is extremely limited.

A large reserve in the Philippines will be a constant threat to the world
market. It will tend to keep down the price.
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CUBA PRODUCES SEVEN TIMES SUGAR PER CAPITA AS PIIILIPPINES

There are four times as many people living in the Philippine Islands as
there are in Cuba..

Cuba has an area of 41,000 square miles with a population of only 8,700,000.
The Philippines have an area of 114,000 square miles with a population of
14,000,000, an increase of 7,000,000 since American occupation. It will only
be a short time before they will have a population of 25,000,000, with a poten-
tial population of 00,000,000.

Cuba, according to Willett and Gray, produced in 1932-33 a total of 2,235,000
short tons, or a per capita sugar production of 1,200 pounds, while for the butne
period the Philippines produced 1,288,000 short tons, or a per capita production
of only 180 pounds.

Cuba is therefore producing seven times as much sugar per capita as the
Philippines.

LANq HOLDINGS IN CUBA ENORMOUS; IN PHILIPPINES RESTRICTED BY LAW

As Is the case in most tropical countries, Cuba's ownership of sugar-produc-
ing lands is confined to a few large proprietors having immense land holdings.
They usually control the factory as well as the lands on which the sugar is
grown. It is, therefore, quite apparent that social disadvantages often arise
from this system of sugar production.

In the Philippines land holdings are restricted by law. Sugar Is produced
by thousands of small farmers with small land holdings, ranging from 1 or 2
to 50 acres.

There are no serious social disadvantages so far as labor is concerned,
and there is no contract labor in the Philippines.

14AILIPJINES HANK EIGHTH AS UNITED STATES CUSTOMER; CUBIA RANKS FIFTEENTH

To tax the Filipino people-and curtailment is a tax-for the sole benefit
of Cuba is not an equitable thing.

Because there is trouble in Cuba does not preclude the probability of trouble
in the Philippines, since America forced them into the sugar business by
act of Congress and it is now proposed to reduce their sugar business to assist
a foreign nation.

The Philippines are America's eighth best world customer; Cuba ranks
fifteenth.

Nothing herein is intended to discourage or oppose assistance for Cuba, but
is merely a plea for fair and equal treatment for another great sugar-producing
area under the sovereignty of the United States and over which flies the
American flag.

THE PHILIPPINE POSITION

The Philippine representatives in the prolonged marketing agreement con-
ferences, in all verbal statements, and in three different briefs have clearly
defined their position as desiring to cooperate and make equitable sacrifices
where necessary.

Philippine sugar producers are anxious to cooperate with the Federal Gov.
ernnent and with colonial and insular producers in any plan which is equitable
and fair, which is not discriminatory or destructive. They are prepared to
make common sacrifices, but must insist that burdens and benefits should be
proportional and equitable.

PRHIIPPINE SUGAR ASSoCIATIoN,
By HARRY B. HAWES,

United States Representative.
WASHINGTON, D.C.,

February A8, 1984.
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APPENDIX, AM ICAN-PHILIPPNE COMMERCE

(1) Increased fortyfold since American occupation.
(2) Significance of balance of trade. Favorable due to payments for bond

Interest, freight, insurance, and so forth.
(8) Free trade resulted in mutual benefits.(4) Philippines one of our best markets.
()In 1931, Philippines ranked eleventh; In 1982, ninth; In 1933 (9 months),

eighth.
(6) Best per capita in Orient.
(7) Potential market due to increasing populfulon.
(8) Philippine commerce vital to American shipping.
(9) Very important to American banking and finance.
(10) The Philippines, a real gold mine.

AUMRCAN-PHUPPXRM TRADE

Since the United States took over the Philippine Islands in 1899 our trade
with the Philippines has increased 40 times, from a little over $5,000,000 in
1889 to over $200,000,000 in 1929. Our sales to the Philippines, since taking
them over have increased 91 times, from $1,850,000 in 1899 to $9600,000 in
1929. On the other hand, our purchases from the Philippines Increased 32
times, from $8,935,000 In 1899 to $124,465,000 In 1929.

These figures show a most significant fact; that is, that the purchasing
power of the Philippine people for the products of American farms and Indus-
tries has increased at a relatively greater rate than their sales to us.

Trade wlths the United Statea compared witlh all other countries

TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES

Pernt of Percent of Percent of
Years ended Dec. 31 Imports total Exports total Total trade total

imports exports trade

Pefos Paoe
189.................. 2,70,172 7 7,870,610 28 10,5701682 16
19.................... 4, a4 9 6,921,702 13 10,228,098 it
1901 .................. 168, 510 12 , 09%84 18 10,181,094 16
102 .................... , 848 12 2, 51, 890 40 31, 258,244 25
1903................... 7,074, 200 it 20,142, 852 40 33:817,052 25
1904 ..................... 10,197,640 17 2,30 9, 98 40 33,507,678 28
1905 .................... 11,170,892 19 9,60, 814 44 40,80706 82
1908.................... 8,955772 17 23,738,578 38 32,694,3560 27
1907 ................. 10,135,078 17 ,658,774 31 ,93 8502
190 ..................... 0,372 17 20.001,510 32 81,105,182 26
1909 .................... 1890, 082 21. 2 29,5 6 4 4,343,18 32
1910 .................... 40,137,084 40 3 48 0 42 74,0 2D, , 411911 .................. 38,13,974 40 39,845 44 7, 15 22 42
1912 .................... 48,618 020 39 4 704,014 41 94382,034 40
1oa ..................... 5,352,522 5o 88,038 34 8 ,20,8 42
1914 ..................... 48,022,802 49 , 88 420 so 96,878,222 o
1015 ..................... 5 ,72, 138 53 ,30, 422 44 100 , 0 43
1916 .................... 45,725,346 s 1,29K0 ,25 51 117,021,611 51
1917 ..................... 7,241,295 57 128,48 717 88 201,710,012 82
1918................. 117,849,222 00 178293,837 66 29,943,o059 03
1919 .................... 15% 982,829 64 118, 35884 50 26 ,288 213 57
1920 ................. 84,579,5 0M2 210,432 525 70 395,012,081 08
1921 ..................... 148,280,030 84 100,713,5 57 248,973,016 01
1922 .................. 95,478,051 08 128,228,201 67 223,099, 852 03
1923................ ... 100,705,070 67 170,094,040 70 270, 799,116 65
1924 ..................... 120,797,206 58 194,027,805 72 315,425,011 65
1926 .................... 138, 95,166 8 21,089,883 73 358885049 0
1928 .................... 148,151, 23 60 o00, 0 430 73 343157,8 07
1927.................. 142 5894 62 23, 078, 60 75 305,033,094 09
128 .................... , 718,185 62 281,171,751 75 098 69
1929 .................... 1, o185,917 83 248,304 76 434,118 ,8 70
1930 ................. 1538,7 0 210,84122 79 307,0,.179 72
1931 .............. 124279,388 03 108,844,793 80 29:1119 72
1932 .................. 10 ,95,499 05 105, 2, 87 28,891, 232 77

______________ _______________
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TRADE WITH ALL OTHER COUNTRIES

Years ended Dec. 81 Imports Exports Total trade

Pemco Peaoe Peace
18 .................................................... 85,79,800 2,22,8 87,50,454
lgow..*........................ .......................... 45,421,162 40,089, 04 85,480,200
1901 .................................................... 8 3 ,482 80,91122 93,170,884
1002 .................................................... 68.877,0984 38912 97,89
1003 .................................................... 8 994 3 08,899, 208
1404 ...................................... 89.............. 4 87,822 3, 98 t 9, 4 8
196 .................................. ........... . 48921.0 7,228,784 80,14,042
100 .................................................... 43,;81,74 41,47,200 8,8970
1007 .................................................... 80,77%84 45, 830900 90,890
low ................................................... 48,1888 44,300,34 92 4 902
1909 .................................................... 49,27& 176 4,39648 89, 073, 824
1910 ................................................. 89,301,038 0 100,078,114
1911 .................................................... 87,784,840 49829,000 107,M0,840
1912 .................................................... 74,717,782 4,08on880 138, 800, 868
1913 .................................................... 83,2030050 0, 8787 11, 98 926
1914 .................................................... 49,154,804 4 23,848 97, 678,352
1915 .................................................... 45,862,229 319,86 10,181,815
1910 .................................................... 45,207,329 8, 100 11, 845, 429
1917 .................................................... 0, 52,766 04,78 121,09 662
1918 .................................................... 79,849,201 929127 171,0644,32
1919 .................................................... 80.295,278 112,9 320 89
1920 .................................................... 114,297,009 91,815188 200,112195
1921 .................................................... 83,417,118 78,817,059 1,934,177
1922 .................................................... 64, 918,638 62,943,895 127,8026033
1923 ................................................... 74294,424 71,411,934 148,700,358
124 .................................................... 98, 224, 884 70,001,820 171,280 104
12 ................................................... 100,870,801 79,0,27 ISO, ,028
1920................................................... 98,440,748 73,702209 169,208,987
1927 .................................................... 84740,349 79,071,070 107,818,019
1928................................................. 101,897,081 78,937,841 180,5,002
1929 ... .................................... 1 100,134,032 709902739 189,097,371
1931 ............................. .................. 74,078, 071 41,09,885 115,177,428

1932 .................................................... 80,194,671 28,380,428 81,678,099

Nor.-From offloial report Insular Colletor of Customs, Philippine Islands.

One Peso, Philippine Currenoy Is equivalent to 80 cents United States Currenoy.

SIONIFPOANCE OF BALANCE OF TRADE IN P ILIPPINE COMMERCE

In 1932 the Philippines imported $51,290,000 worth of merchandise from the
United States and exported $82,090,000 worth of Philippine goods to the United
States. There is, therefore, a balance of trade, measured by the value of the
merchandise exports which appear in customs reports, in favor of the Islands
to the amount of $31,000,000. This balance of trade represents the so-called
"invisible items" in foreign commerce, such as interest payments on bonded
indebtedness, freight, insurance, and dividends paid to American investments
In the Philippine Islands.

The interest payments on the Philippine indebtedness alone amount to from
21/a million dollars to 3 million dollars annually.

It is a truism in foreign trade that commerce between temperate countries
and tropical countries tends toward a balance favorable to the tropical coun-
try, due to the fact that the temperate country is generally the investing coun-
try from which capital flows into the tropical country, and in return the
tropical country supplies the raw material and products of the tropics.

England, for example, has generally an unfavorable balance of trade with
countries in which she has invested considerably of her surplus capital. The
so-called "favorable balance of trade" of the Philippine Islands with the
United States only demonstrates the fact that to pay off the obligations of the
Philippines and the purchases they make here, they have to sell merchandise
valued in excess of $31,000,000 over the value of their purchases in 1932.
Moreover, the reduced currencies of foreign countries, particularly Japan, had
in the past 3 years, been responsible for decreased imports of American prod-
ncts into the Philippines. Japans' goods, because of the depreciated value of
the yen, were able to undersell Americani goods in the Philippines. To remedy
this, however, the Philippine Legislature, a year ago, adopted six amendments
to the tariff law preventing dumping of foreign goods into the Philippines, as
a consequence of depreciated currencies, thereby protecting American goods in
the Philippines.
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FRE ADW DEEULTE IN MUTUAL BENEFITS

American-Philippine commerce is a healthy relationship. Tie PhillaIpines
is a tropical country, while the United States is a temperate country. The
products of the Philippines are different from those of the United States.
There is, therefore, no direct competition between the products of the respec.
tive countries. The Philippines needs the agricultural and industrial products
of the United States, while Americans require raw materials from the Philip.
pines for their homes and industries.

To the Philippines the free-trade arrangement resulted in its present economic
stability and has become the very foundation of its economic and social
progress.

To the United States it has opened the Philippine market to American agri-
cultural and industrial products, to American shipping, banking, mining, and
other economic enterprises.

THE PH I-PPINES IS ONE OF OUR MBST MARKErS

Today the Philippines is the best market for our cotton goods, dairy prod-
ucts, canned sardines, and galvanized iron sheets.

In recent years, the Philippines bought about $15,000,000 worth of cotton
goods directly from our markets, while it purchased from other countries ap-
proximately $6,500,000 of cotton goods that were manufactured from the raw
cotton exported by the United States to these countries. Tis meant to the
American farmers the employment of some 500,000 acres of cotton fields to,
supply the demand in the Philippines for American cotton goods.

The iron and steel mills, foundries, metallurgical and machine shops of the
United States sold that year, 1929, to the Philippines $21,000,000 worth of'
iron and steel products, tools, and machines.

The petroleum industry of the United States had supplied the Philippines with
$8,000,000 worth of mineral oils.

The automobile factories had shipped to the islands 3,700 trucks and 3,600
automobiles valued at $7,500,000.

The American farmers had shipped 3,000,000 bushels of wheat to the islands
the crop from 200,000 acres. Moreover, they sent dairy products valued at
nearly $4,000,000.

UNITED STATES' BEST CUSTOMERS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

[Figures from U.S. Department of Co,,,,rce]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.7-
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
18.
14.
15.

Value of United States
exports In 1931

United Kingdom ---------- ------------------------- $455, 974,000.Canada396, 355, 000
.Canada --------------------------------------------- 39,500
Germany ---------------------------------------- 16 050000
Japan -------------------------------------------- 155, 00, 000
France ------------------------------------------- 121,820,000
China ------------------------------------------ 97,923,000
Netherlands ----------------------------------------- 65,590,000
Belgium ------------------------------------------- 59,441,000
Italy ---------------------------------------------- 54,815, 00
Argentina ------------------------------------------ 52, 652, 000
Philippine Islands ----------------------------------------- 48,883,000
Cuba ---------------------------------------------- 46,964,000
British India --------------------------------------- 30,098,000
Spain --------------------------------------------- 33, 97, 000
Brazil --------------------------------------------- 28, 579, 000
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United States' beat customers itn order of importance, 1982

(From Our World Trade published by the United States Chamber of Commerce]

Per- a Value of
ent. ent- U

country stes Of Utes Country ages O o
tota states ot states

exports exports exports exports

1, United Kingdom .......... 17.9 28, 463, 000 9. Philippine Islands ........ 8 $44,087,000
2 Canada .................... 1&0 241,425,000 10. Belgium ................... 2.8 40350,000
8. Japan ...................... 8.8 134,837,000 11. Mexico ................... 2.0 32,5761000
4 oermany ............. 38 &a 472, 000 12. Argentina ................. . 081,6706000
5. France .............. .0.0 1166, 000 13. CUba ..................... LS 8,775.000
, Ohia .................... 8.5 80,171,000 14 B .rauil ..... 1.8 28,0000

F Ita.... ....... 3.0 49,138,000 15. Australia.......... 1.7 20,818;008
. Netherlands ............ 2. 8 45,407, 000

United States' best customers in order of importance, January-September, 1988

(Compiled by Our World Trade by the United States Chamber of Commerce]

Per- Value of Per- Value of

Country cent- ot 2 ent- United

exports exports exports exports

1. United Kingdom.......... 17.6 $194,854,000 9. Netherlands .............. 2.8 $30,478,000
2. Canada .................... 1.4 147,797,000 10. Belgium................ 2.0 29,184, 000
8. Germany ................ .. 8 91,985,000 11. Mexico .................. 2.4 20,87.000
4. apan ...................... 8.3 91,2,000 12. Argentina ................ 2.8 24, 905000
L Frnc ..................... 7.1 7,347,000 13. Brazil .................... 1.8 20, 000
L Italy ....................... 3.6 40,025,000 14. Spa n .............. 1.8 19, 05,008
7. China .................... 2.9 32.526,000 15. Cuba .............. 1.7 19,20000
S. Philippine Islands ........ 2.9 8 282,00

Best per-oapita purchaser in Orient for American Products in 1981

Per capital purchasingpower in 19. 1

1. Philippines ----------------- I--------------------- ----------- $3. 8
2. Japan --------------------------------------------------- 2.41
3. British Malaya ------------------------------ ------------- 1.56
4. Java and Madura --------------------- ---------------------- .27
5. China ------------------------------------------------- .24
6. British India ----------------------------------------------. 10

INBWASING POPULATION

When the United States went to the Islands, the Philippines had but a
population of around 7,000,000. However, after 35 years of American guidance,
during which time they have improved their sanitary service, their population
has doubled until it is now approximately 14,000,000. The Filipinos are becom-
Ing more and more Americanized in tastes and in habits, so that if their
progress continues it is reawnable to expect that in 20 years from now their
population will have increased to 25,000,000 people, all of whom will have
acquired the American ways of living and who will constitute probably the
best customers of America in the world. Recognized experts claim that the
Philippines, properly developed, can support a population of from 00,000,000, or
approximately half the inhabitants of the United States.
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PHILIPPINE OOMMER(I VITAL TO AMERIOAN SHIPPING

Two decades ago there were hardly any American trans-Pacific commercial
lines. Today, however, American shipping is effectively competing with forelpi
shipping in the far eastern trade because of the volume of Philippine commerce,
the bulk of which is carried in American bottoms.

Volume of cargo carried by American anJ foreign vessels from and to the
United States and Philippine Islands, and by American vessels only from
and to foreign countries, calendar year 1988

INWARD CARGO-AMERICAN

Atlantic Pacific
(number Croin (number CargoinNationality of vessels of Of kovessels) vessels)

American .............................................. 121 123,823,877 187 191, 887, 90
British ................................................. 103 88, 737,917 44 01,02383
Danish ................................................. 22 0,771,967 8 348,044,903
Dutch ................................................. 1 504, 11 13 34,180,943
Japanese ................................................... 6 244,00Norwegian ...................................... 17 19,952,40 1 88,32,4
Panani ................................................ 2 3,788,000 ........................
Swedish ...................................................................... 1 10, W, 999

Total .................. % ......................... 28 242,578,502 274 419,071,369

OUTWARD CARGO-AMERICAN

American .............................................. 160 257,641,104 199 95,173,711
British ................................................. 132 220,00,896 21 20, 6,528
Danish ................................................. 25 48,352,467 ........................
Dutch .................................................. 2 3,208,708 9 5,018,742
German ................................................ 1 4,16#, 000 .............
Japanese ............................................... 108 330,700,107 10 1,105,417
Norwegian ............................................. 60 110,9726013 24 11,487,721
Panama ................................................ 19 13,211,411 3 1,923, 078

Total ............................................ 507 994,887,796 26 13, 299,197

INWARD CARGO-FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Atlantic Pa02(Number Carlo in (Number Cargo In
Nationality of vessels INte Cios (Number Caroiof ki os of ko

vessels) vessels)

American .............................................. 27 10,101,907 335 331,613,690
British ................................................... 147 179,703,300
Danish ........................................... 30 8,816,930
Dutch ........................................ 14 34,685,254
Japanese ................................................... 6 244,030
Norwegian ............................................. 32 108,274,575

an.m . -............................... 2 3, 788, 000Swedish .............. :.'"..:.." "......"..."".".. 1 10156519
Total ............................................. 27 10,101,907 87 877,751,778

OUTWARD CARGO-FOREIGN COUNTRIES

American .................................. 18 870,770 377 353,485,594
British ........................... ......... ....... . ... . ............ 158 241,291,424
Danish ....................................... .. ...................... 25 48,852,467
Dnutch ............................................................................ 11 8,22, 540
German ........................................................................ 1 4,166, 000
Japanese..................................................118 331,05,524
Norwegian ................................................ . . 84 128,409,734
Panama ............................................................ . 22 1, 134, 489

Total ............................................ 18 670,770 791 1,180,867,772

NoTs.-From official report of insular collector of customs, P.1. 1 kilo equivalent to 2.2 pounds.
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IMPORTANCE TO AMERICAN BANKING AND FINANCE

American banking handles the bulk of Philippine financing. All Philippine
Government loans are floated In the United States, and Philippine Government
funds in the United States are deposited in the banks here. Moreover, a con-
siderable portion of the banking needs in the Philippine Islands Is supplied by
American banks' agencies there.

To a great extent this is true of the utilities, commercial houses, and other
industrial establishments.

THE PHILIPPINES, A REAL GOLD MINE

The recent and rapid development of gold mining in the Philippines has
been due mainly to American initiative and enterprise. Most of the successful
mining concerns in the Islands are owned by American citizens. Results have
shown that the Philippine Islands have untold deposits of gold that can be
profitably recovered with modern mining equipment. The growth of this new
industry is evident from the value of gold bullion mined in the Philippines
and sent to the United States for the past 5 years, from 1928-1982, as follows:

Year Ore dol Bullion Coin Total
lars dollars dollars dollars

1928 .......................................................... 750 1,865,178 .......... 1,865,920
1929 .............................................. 19,176 8,281,217 200,000 3,500,393
1930 ............................................ 4,100 8,730.641 ......... 8,734,741
1932 ........................................... ..... 3 ,05,740......... 30,121
1932 .......................................................... 37 8 , ,74......... 0,121

As a result of the Federal monetary program and the increase in the value
of gold, gold mining in the Philippines has received such an Impetus that It
is possible that the islands may in the near future be the largest source of
gold supply of the United States outside of continental areas.

The CHAxRMAN. Thank you very much Senator Hawes.
Mr. Bass, we will take you if you will fnish in 15 minutes. Then

we are going to adjourn for the afternoon. Mr. Bass represents the
Puerto Rican interests.

Senator KING. First, it is understood, Mr. Bass, that you may put
into the record anything in your paper that you do not have time
to present.

STATEMENT OF TOHN BASS, REPRESENTING PUERTO RICO SUGAR
PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION

The CAmI.mAN. Mr. Bass, do you represent the same interest that
Mr.H. . Bishop represents?

Mr. BASS. No, Sir. I am representing over 90 percent of the entire
production of raw sugar in Puerto Rico-practically the entire pro.
duction.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. H. R. Bishop represents whom ?
Mr. BAss. He represents a few small mills.
The CQAmiAN. All right, you may proceed. I may say for the

benefit of the audience that we are going to begin hearings promptly
at 10 o'clock in the morning. We probably won't have hearings in
the afternoon. We want to finish, if possible.

Mr. BASS. The proposed House bill at present under considera.
tion contains certain provisions whic the vast majority of sugar
Producers in the Island of Puerto Rico, whom I represent, consider
discriminatory and highly detrimental to their interests.
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Puerto Rico has a population of about 1,600 000 law-abiding United
States citizens and the sugar industry is the backbone of the island.The sugars are produced in Puerto Rico by practically 100-percent
American citizens, whose standard of living is way below the stand.
ard which American citizens should enjoy, and which conditions
are due primarily to the large amount of unemployment existing
there, to the sufferings brought about in Puerto Rico on account of
the hurricanes of 1928 and 1932, and due to the low sugar prices
which have prevailed during the last few years. However, it is not
only the Puerto Rican laborer, but also the Puerto Rican farmer
and sugar producer who had to suffer on account of these hurricanes
and low sugar pric.s. Many of then are today hopelessly in debt;
others are bankrupt and a good deal of them lost their properties
through foreclosure proceedings. These conditions have transgressed
into the general business conditions in the island, and the Puerto
Rican Treasury is in many instances unable to collect back taxes
thereby seriously affecting the financial conditions in the island. In
spite of this Puerto Rico has put up a heroic fight to prevent be-
coming a serious problem for the Federal Government.

In view of these circumstances, I most earnestly ask you to give
my propositions the most serious consideration.

We are more than willing, and we believe we have demonstrated
this in the past, to cooperate to the fullest extent with the sugar
producers in other areas in order to bring about better conditions in
this important industry but we must insist that due consideration be
given to our status and our problems, and that, as good American
citizens and as one of the best customers of the mainland, we are
not being discriminated against.

I am introducing herewith certain amendments to the proposed
House bill which I would like to discuss briefly, in order to show
their importance to Puerto Rico.

1. On page 2, seventeenth line, strike out the words "beet molasses
and sirups and insert the wor(Is "and beet molasses instead.

2. Page 4, twentieth line, add after the semicolon "Proided
further ,That for purposes of this section the importations from
Puerto Rico during the years 1929 and 1933 shall be considered to be
increased by the amount of the hurricane damage affecting these i.
portations as determined by the Secretary of Xgriculture."

3. Page 5 second line, cross out the words "production or the
marketings' and insert the words "marketing for consumption"
instead.

4. Page 5, twelfth line, add "(C) From importing sugar into
Puerto Rico."

5. Page 5, fifteenth line, strike out the word "long" and insert
the word "short" instead.

O. Page 5, seventeenth line, add after the comma the words "P1 r o .

vided, I hat such quota shall in no event exceed 250,000 short tons
for the State of Louisiana and 80,000 short tons for the State of
Florida."

7. Page 7, twenty-fourth line, add after the word "from" the
words ''Puerto Rico."

8. Page 7, twenty-fifth line, add after the word "Guam "the words
"and all or part of the taxes collected upon the processing of sugar
in Puerto Rico."
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9. Page 1, strike out lines 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
In accordance with the bill, it is proposed to give the Secretary of

Agriculture the power to restrict importation of Puerto Rican sugars
into the continental United States equivalent to a 3-year average of
importations during the years 1925 to 1933. As yodf'undoubtedly
know, the Puerto Rican importations during 1929 and 1933 were sub-
normal on account of the fact that these importations were most
seriously affected by an act of God. We cannot possibly conceive that
after we have suffered enormous hardships and financial setbacks
due to these hurricanes, we should now be called upon to accept these
drastic curtailments brought about by these hurricanes during these
years as a standard for our future, and that other domestic areas'and
even foreign countries should be allowed to take advantage of our
great misfortune also in future years by being given that amount of
the sugar quota in which rightfully belongs to us. We do not ask
for a preferred position. We do not even ask that other sugar areas
should contribute to makeup for the heavy losses which we have sus-
tained due to these hurricanes. All we ask is that the importation
figures for 1929 and 1933 deliveries into the continental United
States, which will be used in arriving at the 3-year quota average,
be corrected so that instead of being based upon actual deliveries
during these years they be based upon deliveries which we could
have made if we would have been spared these calamities.

Such a disaster as caused by a hurricane cannot be compared with
crop curtailnents, which may also 'at times affect other areas on
account of dry weather conditions, and so forth.

The CHIAIRMAN. What was the average during those 3 years?
Mr. BAsS. The average during these 3 years actually was about

820,000 short tons.
The CHAIRMAN. And what is normal production?
Mr. BAsS. The normal average would have been approximately

860,000 tons. There isn't much of a difference, but every dollar helps
considerably to contribute to the island income.

Senator COSTIGA.K. Mr. Bass, how frequently has the island suf-
fered from hurricanes?

Mr. BAss. During the last few years we had two hurricanes within
4 years. Prior to that we did not have a serious hurricane until
about 10 or 15 years ago.

The CHAIRMA.N. What is the real difference, then, about?
Mr. BASS. At; times it cuts the crops as much as 50 percent, all

depending upon where it strikes. If it strikes the entire island it is
much more.

1he CHAIRMAN. No; I mean this averaging of this period of 1929
to 1933, you said was about 860 tons, wasn't it?

Mr. BAss. No; the average exportations for 1.31, 1.932, and 1933
would have been at least 860,000 tons.

The CHAIRMAN. And the average enerally preceding that in that
period, preceding that, was how much?

Mr. BAss. It all depends what averaf we take, 5 years or 8
years or how much. te a

The CAIzMmMA. Well, that is what I am trying to Yet at, just about
how much now. What is the controversy about? About how many
tons?

Mr. BAss. About 30,000 or 40,000 tons. It is not so very much,
but I think it is fair to ask for it. After all, we are also subject to
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dry weather conditions in Puerto Rico at times. And, of course, a
hurricane creates considerable loss of life, destroys factories and
buildings, and so forth. It is a real calamity to the island. We are
not asking for your sympathy. We are asking for human and moral
rights. I skip all that, because I think I have everybody's sympathy
in that respect. I am referring particularly in this respect to my
amendment no. 2. I furthermore note from the proposed bill that
there is considerable discrimination shown in connection with the
fixing of the quota in favor of the continental sugar producers and
against Puerto Rico, inasmuch as the language of the bill would
allow the 8-year average to include also deliveries made by conti.
nental sugar producers during 1934, whereas no such privilege is
accorded to Puerto Rico. True enough that the continental crop starts
about 2 months earlier than the Puerto Rican crop, but this in itself
should not be sufficient reason to change the figures for an enire
12-month period. If the idea of fixing these basic quotas is based
upon a certain amount of sugar which each area markets in the
continental United States during any given year, then this idea
should be followed up just as much in connection with the conti-
nental producers as in connection with Puerto Rico. The continental
sugar producers cannot any more market and distribute their pro.
duction within 3 months than can Puerto Rico. For that reason I
recommend to you most seriously my proposed amendment no. 3.

While up to the present time and in view of the absence of any
similar legislation no sugars have been shipped into the island of
Puerto Rico from other sugar-producing areas, whether domestic or
foreign, with the exception of refined sugar from the continental
United States, at the same time we are confronted with the possi.
ability that any such other area, in order to get rid of its surplus
sugars, might consider the importation of sugars into Puerto Rico
at a lower price rather than abandon them. Such sugars could be
imported into Puerto Rico in the form of raw sugars and refined
there, either for local consumption or for re-export to the continental
United States, or they could be brought into Puerto Rico in the form
of refined sugars for the same purpose. There is nothing in this
bill. which would prevent such a possibility and I feel that the sugar
interests of Puerto Rico should receive adequate protection in this
respect. I therefore offer amendment no. 4 to take care of this
eventuality.

Senator GORE. That is to prohibit the importation of sugar into
Puerto RicoI

Mr. BAss. To prohibit the importation of sugar into Puerto Rico
from other islands, such as Cuba and Santo Domingo, and so forth. It
would seriously handicap our quota.

Senator GoRE. Well, wouldn't the 2 cents per pound tariff protect
you against that?,

Mr. BAss. Oh, it might not, because some of these countries who
have surpluses of sugar may figure it would be better to undersell, in
spite of the tariff, rather than abandon the sugars entirely. We have
seen it in the past.

While we fully sympathize with our brothers in Louisiana and
Florida, q the same time, if we should be called upon to drastically
curtail our crop in Puerto Rico, and while it may be advisable to
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impose no such curtailment upon Louisiana or Florida, we feel that
4 is going too far to ask Puerto Rico for these sacrifices and allow
further expansion of the sugar industry in Louisiana and Florida,
and we therefore believe that in any event the Louisiana crop shall
not be allowed to exceed 250,000 short tons, and the Florida sugar
production shall not be allowed to exceed 80,000 short tons. I there-
ore introduce amendments nos. 5 and 6, in order to correct this

discrimination.
The proposed bill furthermore intends to amplify section 15 (o) of

the Agricultural Adjustment Act in favor of the Philippines by
providing that the President, in his discretion, is authorized to
decree that processing taxes collected upon Philippine sugars coining
into the continental United States shall be returned to the Philippine
Treasury and be used for rental or benefit payments in connection
with the reduction of sugar acreage in the Philippines. No such
provision is made in connection with Puerto Rico, which, after all,
is inhabited practically 100 percent by American citizens and is
sub ect to practically all the Federal laws. While we presume that
under the proposed bill the Puerto Rican farmers and sugar pro-
ducers and all those who grow sugarcane will be entitled to benefit
and rental payments, at the same time we understand the Secretary
of Agriculture will have considerable discretionary powers in this
respect under the act, and we therefore feel that in order to take
care of our own particular problems in Puerto Rico we should be
accorded the same privilege as the Government of the Philippines
by having these processing taxes returned, in whole or in part, to
the island of Puerto Rico to be spent there as the Puerto Rican
Government sees fit in order to equitably compensate those who would
suffer on account of the restrictions brought about by the proposed
bill and under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Such an action
would also incidentally relieve the Secretary of Agriculture of a
5reat number of details and problems which I feel the Government
of Puerto Rico could solve quite satisfactorily. In this respect I
ifer amendments nos. 7 and 8.
In looking at section 2 1 notice that sirups are not included in the
rm "sugar" except for the purposes of section 8a of the act as

amended, which section refers to the quota provision. I interpret
his exception to mean that no processng tax should be levied in
,onnection with the processing of syrups and if my interpretation

correct, then I feel that this exception should be omitted, as other-
wise considerable harm will be done to the sugar industry, since
irups will be allowed to be sold at considerably lower prices in
comparisonn with raw and refined sugar. In this respect I would
'ke to inform you that considerable large quantities of sirups are
mported from Cuba and refined in this country and sold here in
'orm of liquid refined sugars to candy manufacturers soda foun-
ains, and other large consumers. These sirup manufacturers al-
_ady today have a considerable advantage under the existing tariff
provision, and such an exception would furthermore help these
manufacturers to displace a further large quantity of raw and re-
ined sugar. Therefore, if this exception in any way should circum-
ent the spirit of this act, then I most strongly recommend that my
mendment no. 1 be accepted.
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I would also like to add in this respect that we would also favor
seeing a similar quota arrangement in connection with the importa-
tion of blackstrap molasses, since if the sugar production in Cuba
should go up the blackstrap production would go up, too, and do
serious harm, not only to the continental beet farmers, but also the
farmers in Louisiana and Puerto Rico.

After having discussed the amendments which I herewith have
introduced, I would like to state in general that I believe any pro.
posed legislation should also provide that the basic sugar quotas
be definitely fixed for each producing area and that provision be made
that if the consumption in the United States should increase or de.
cline or the production in any given area should for sone reason
or other be below the quota, then the quotas of the othWer producing
areas be increased or decreased pro rata. This would allow each
area to plan ahead of time its cultivation and production )rogrmam,
arrange its finances, and care for its many problems in a business-
like way, rather than to be left continuously in the dark as to what
the future may have in store for it. This Is especially of great im-
portance to Puerto Rico, as the Puerto Rican crop is not planted for
one year but is planted for several years ahead of time and the
,abandonment of sugarcane in the fields would be of great harm to the
industry. It would furthermore give us a certain guaranty to the
effect that our quota would not be drastically curtailed in any given
year due to the selection of an average of particularly low delivery
years since 1925. I furthermore believe that in fixing these quotas
provision should be made that same be based upon 96-degree sugars
in order to prevent any given area from circumventing its quota by
shipping high-testing sugars, and in this respect get a higher quota
than is contemplated under this act.

The ninth amendment, which I herewith propose, refers to the
first part of the proposed bill which tends to amenId the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act by providing that in the case of sugar beets
and sugarcane the rate of the processing tax shall in no event be in
excess of the amount of the duty reduction by the President of the
rates of duty on sugar in effect on January 1, 1934, under paragraph
501 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

When this tariff bill was written sugar was selling considerably
higher than today, and the cost of production was naturally con-
siderably lower, since we are subject today to the N.R.A., and higher
cost of bags, cotton goods, and materials in general.

Such a provision in effect amounts to ordering the President to
lower the sugar duty for the very reason that unless the President cuts
the sugar duty no processing taxes on sugarcane and sugar beets
could be assessed at all by the Secretary of Agriculture. Hence this
provision specifically limits the processing tax to the amount of the
duty cut. In tie event that the President should not elect to cut
the sugar duty and the Secretary of Agriculture thereby would be
prohibited from assessing a processing tax, then the entire purport
of this bill fails, since without any processing taxes there could be
no benefit or rental payments made to the sugar-beet and sugarcane
farmers and there would be no compensation provided for tem in
connection with any acreage limitations or limitations of production.
Certainly, under these circumstances, it would be most unfair to stop
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the farmer from producing sugar beets and sugarcane or the mill
Irom producing sugar by cutting down their quotas without giving
them proper compensation the same as is provided for in connection
with other basic commodities.

As a matter of fact such a provision would be in strict violation
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, which provides under section
9 (a) that the Secretary of Agriculture shall levy processing taxes
on basic agricultural commodities. If the President should not
choose to cut the sugar duty, then under such proposed provision
no processing tax could be assessed at all and this would be in strict-
est contradiction of section 9 (a) of the present act. Therefore, this
particular provision in the bill is really the heart of the entire bill.
There is no such provision in the Agricultural Adjustment Act in
connection with any other basic agricultural commodity, and I see
no reason why sugar should be singled out in this respect. True
enough, that under the Tariff Act of 1930 the President has the
Executive power to either decrease or increase the sugar duty after
the Tariff Commission has made an investigation and forwarded
their recommendations to the President. The Tariff Commission
has investigated the sugar duty for about 2 years, and none of us
has seen their recommendations. It might well be that the Tariff
Commission has recommended a cut in the sugar duty. It might,
however, also be very likely that the Tariff Commission has recom-
mended that there should be no cut in the sugar duty except under
certain conditions and safeguards for the domestic sugar industry.
It might even be the case that the Tariff Commission, instead of
recommending a decrease in the sugar duty, might have actually
recommended an increase. All these factors are entirely unknown
to us and even if they were known, then we do not know as yet to
date, whether the President would follow these recommendations
and order a cut in the sugar duty, and, if so, we Would not know the
extent of such a proposed cut.

If such a proposed cut would be small, then under the proposed
provision of the bill, naturally, the processing taxes would have to
be small, and if the processing taxes would be small, then the benefit
payments or rental payments to the American farmers, naturally,
would have to be small, and, since under the Agrinultural Adjust-
ment Act those rental and benefit payments may not be adequate to
compensate our farmers adequately in connection with any acreage
or production restrictions. In such an event the only ones to benefit
by such a provision in this bill, in the event of such an inadequate
processing tax and rental and benefit payments, would be foreign
countries, such as Cuba, and they would benefit at the expense of
our own citizens. I cannot possibly conceive that Congress would
take such an attitude in the present emergency when our own
farmers are in such need of help.

Another reason for my protest against the inclusion of such a pro-
vision in the proposed bill is the fact that it, in substance, provides
'Jhat the American producer and the American farmer should him-
-elf pay for this processing tax and that same should not be collected
'roi the consumer, since this provision in the bill makes the amount
)f the processing tax dependent and contingent upon, first a duty
"ut by the President; and, second, upon the amount of the duty cut.
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There is no other basic commodity to which such conditions apply,
Such a provision, in substance, instead of helping the American
sugar farmer by a price increase of his commodity, would actually
provide for a price decrease, contrary to the declared policies of

on ress under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and then would
c'o ahead and give the farmer part of this price decrease back in
orm of benefit payments. In other words, it would provide that

the farmer would have to pay himself the benefit and rental pay.
ments, or, putting it in still other words, the American farmer
would be expected to lift himself up by his own bootstraps.

I cannot conceive that this should be the object of any farm.
relief policy. I haven't seen it in connection with any other com-
modity. As a matter of fact, the object of the Agricultural Ad.
justment Act was to raise the price of basic commodities, among
others, the price of hogs, and have the consumer pay for this price
increase, and considerable criticism is being heard at the present
time due to the fact that it is alleged that the packers instead of
adding the processing tax on to their products and collecting same
from the consumer, are actually deducting it from the price to pay
the farmer for the hogs, and while we are criticizing the packer
for this action, we at the same time propose to write in a provision
into the sugar bill which actually would make such a provision
mandatory.

I consider it extremely discriminatory to ask the Puerto Rico
farmer as a consumer of other basic commodities, to pay the con-
tinental cotton farmer and to the continental producer of other
basic commodities a high processing tax or to pay him indirectly
benefit and rental payments when at the same time the continental
farmer producing cotton, corn, hogs, and other basic commodities
should not be called upon as a consumer to also help out his brother,
the sugar farmer in Puerto Rico or the sugar farmer in the con.
tinental United States by also paying him indirectly rental and
benefit payments to also help him receive a slightly higher price
for his sugar cane and sugar beet farmer in the United States as
well as in-Puerto Rico needs this sort of help just as much as the
continental farmer producing other basic commodities.

In this respect I would like to say that Puerto Rico is one of
the largest consumers of farm products made in the continental
United States, primarily rice, cotton goods, beans, and farm products
in general, consuming approximately $80,000,000 worth of these
prc. ducts annually, anp, of course, as the cost has gone up recently,
anywhere between 30'percent and 100 percent, it is rather very bur-
densome, and I think we ought to get proper relief in connection
with other farm commodities, so to speak, on produce that is con-
sumed in the continental United States.

If we want to single out the American sugar farmer to help a
foreign nation, like Cuba,.to get back on its feet, not only for the
benefit of such foreign nation but also for the benefit of the Ameri.
can automobile manufacturer and other American industries who
are highly interested in selling their goods in Cuba, then let us be
frank about it and say so, and not cover up such a fact by such a
veiled provision as to the one to which I am objecting to in this
bill. Let us be frank about it and admit that in substance this bill,
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and particularly this provision in the bill, would be highly detri-
mental to the American sugar farmer, would throw out of employ-
inent thousands of American citizens in order to help the foreign
nation.

I certainly sympathize with Cuba and I feel that it is our duty
from a moral a1nd economic point of view to hel l) her but to do so
by cutting the sugar duty and ordering the cut of a sugar duty
through this bill would be at the eXl)ense of the American sugar
farmer instead of at the expense of the entire Nation. If we want
to help Cuba, we do not have to go to extremes. As a matter of fact,
a cut in the sugar duty instead of helping Cuba would actually be
against the Cuban interests, besides being against the interests of the
American farmer, as a cut in the Cuban sugar duty wouIl ailtomati-
t.ally cut down also the benefits which Cubaif enjoys (tue to her duty
l'eential. Ill other wot(Is, the lower tie duty, the lower the 1)ro-

tection to Cuba by nileans of such dity preferential. If we really
want to help Cuba and at the same tine help the American farmer,
then instead of cutting the duty we should increase the duty. The
more sugar duty is cut the greater is the chance of Cuba losing some
more of her sugar business in the United States to other foreign sugar
producers. Thank you.

Senator Gomu.. Mr. Bass, how many acres are planted to sugar in
Puerto Ricot

M i. BAss. Approximately 290,000 acres.
Senator Gojin.. How much in 1900?
Mr. BASS. In 1900? I couldn't answer that ofthand.
Senator Gore.. How many owners of sugnm-prodiueing lands in

Puerto Rico now; do you kn'0 w?
Mr. BASS. That is also a rather difficult question.
Senator (iromw. You say the number of owners increased or de-

creased il 1900?
Mr. BAss. The owners of sugar land, probably-I mean, the small

owners, probably did deerase as tile illrger (.OrI'orti- i nIQcrealsvi.
Senator GonE. That is what I am getting at.
Mr. BASS. Correct.
Senator GoRm. Now, in 1900, was there much nonresident or ab-

sentee ownership of sugar land in Puerto Rico?
Mr. BASS. In 1900, there was considerable absentee ownership, be-

cause it was primarily Spanish possessionn prior to 1900. Subse-
quent to 1900, however, after we had encouraged American capital
to go into Puerto Rico and introduce efficient. ways of producing
sugar in the island by modern machinery, and putting considerable
amount of capital in the island, naturally it became necessary for
these corporations to consolidate some of these farms and buy up
sonie of these lands, and in that respect take these lands away from.
the absentee landlords anl l)ut it into American hands.

Senator GonE. Well, has small ownership decreased materially
since 1900, for instance?

tMr. Bass. I do not think it has decrease(] materially since 1900, but
it probably has decreased considerably since the ti'me that Puerto
Rico was under Spanish rule.

Senator GORE. Well, has the ('o01lition of the small owner of l11nd.
sugar-producing land in Puerto Rico, improved ?
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Mr. BASS. I feel it has considerably improved on account of the
experiments that we have conducted on the island by eradicating
diseases, doing away with insect pests, and showing the small farmers
how to cultivate cane more economically than they used to do it.

Senator GonE. We hear a good deal too, of the large land owners
acquiring more and more property and ousting, buying out the small
owner, and that those who used to be independent sugar-producing
landowners, lost their land and their farms and they are in a more
indigent situation now than they were before. Is that true?

Mr. BASS. That might be true, but you must not forget, Senator
that we have 1,600,000 people in Puerto Rico, and if each one oi
them was entitled to only one half acre of land, there was not
enough acres of land in the entire island to give them a half an acre.

Senator GoR . Yes; that is true, but that does not quite go to the
point I had in mind, with reference to the number of the small
owners at the time the island was acquired, as a matter of fact
and not as a matter of mathematical averages or theory.

Mr. BASS. There is a good possibility that when the American cap-
ital went into Puerto Rico and was willing to pay considerably higher
prices for the land, naturally, that some of them who considered
those prices as good and profitable, they have disposed of their land
holdings and returned to their lands, and appear today as farmers,

Senator GoRE. What was the peak price of lands in the boom days?
Mr. BASS. I can only give it from statistics. I am only a young

man as yet. There were prices of lands at that time around $8 to
$12 per acre.

Senator GORE. When was this?
Mr. BAss. At the time of the American occupation.
Senator GORE. Then what was the peak price of land that was

reached, the ,speculative prices?
Mr. BASS. 1he peak prices and present prices are anywhere from

$100 to $500 per acre.
Senator GOnE. They are high now, and there has been no decline

in the prices of the land?
Mr. BASS. No; the acreage prices have remained approximately

the same. Of course, there are some forced foreclosures, and under
these circumstances, of course, you might be able to pick up land
cheaply.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee is adjourned. Thank you very
much, Mr. Bass.

(Whereupon, at 5 o'clock, the hearing was adjourned until Satur-
day, Feb. 24, 1934, at 10 a.m.)



TO INCLUDE SUGAR BEETS AND SUGARCANE AS BASIC
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES UNDER THE AGRICUL-
TURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1934

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMmITitE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m., in room

312 Senate Office Building, Senator Harrison presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,

Costigan, Clark, McAdoo, Keyes, and Hastings.
Also present: Senators Vandenberg and Adams.
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order. Congressman

Cummings, of Colorado.
Senator VANDENBaERO. Mr. Chairman, before your first witness

testifies this morning, may I submit for the record three amendments
which I want the committee to consider.

I am submitting them on behalf of the eastern area and also on
my own behalf. The first series of amendments proposes to require
that the continental quotas shall at least be as large as the existing
physical plant capacity of the continental beet production.

Rhe second amendment proposes that the processing tax and the
tariff change shall be concurrent both ways.

The third amendment proposes that all authority contained in
this act shall expire in 2 years.

I respectfully submit these for the committee's consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. The clerk will incorporate them in the record.
(The amendments submitted by Senator Vandenberg are as fol-

lows:)
In section 8a (1) (B), page 4, line 25, change the word "area"

to "areas ".
In section 8a (1) (B), page 5, line 3, change the word "area" to

areas
In section 8a (1) (B), on page 5, line 1, strike out all of the para-

graph after the word "States" and insert the following:
In excess of the present physical producing capacities of all existing factories

and/or mills for the manufacture or processing of sugar from sugar beets 1,4J/or
sugarcane grown or produced within the continental United States: Pro'ided.
however, That tie foregoing limitation shall not apply to sugar u1p)1lJk-te(|
and undelivered tt the time this act becomes effective.

In section 8a (2), page 5, line 13, after the word "may" insert the
following:
subject to the liuitation above.

127
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Page 1. line 10, after the figure " 1930 ", add the words:
Awd proridcd further, That any reduction of th rates of duty 4n sugar ond

any iIcrease in percehitage of the preferential tariff rates li favoir of Cuba, shuill
continue Ii effect concurrently witli ilnd( oily during su'h period as saId
processing tax on sugar shall be levied iH accordainice With tihe 1 'oVISiOlk of
this aet. its amended, and oily during such Iu'ried as quotas are allowed to
sugar-producing areas lit accordance Nith the provisions of section 8a hereof.

, Page 1, line 10, add a new section:
All atithirity herein conltaiined shall expire 2 years after the adoption of this

actl.
I'hl ('1, MRAWN. ('01greISS111an Cumm)ij~g.;.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRED CUMMINGS, OF FORT COLLINS, COLO.

Mlr. 'uiM.INOs. Mr. Chairman, I think possibly what I have to
!a\" may llefr a little from sone of the evidence that you have heard.
Speaking of the farmer-and I am a farmer, and I have lived in the
beet-growini' section for '27 years, the largest in the United States-
I have g'row n beets every year that I thought the price justified it.

I am a new Member of Congress, elected last fall, and I think
largely tue to the efltorts I have made for the beet growers in that
territory. 'I'lire is oie thing that silriprises ine imnensely, and that
is this.

it s ,els as thotidI the one idea of nmy of the Members of Con-
gress ttid the connittee-and I am a metmber of the Agricultural
(Jomnittee of the House-and it does appear to ic that it is not
what the people want, or the good of the country, but what seemed
to ne wias that they were concerne(l with what the administration
wants or Secretary'Wallace wants.

I at speaking as a farmer and not as a Member of Congress--but
jtust ts a farmer. I am much more concerned with what my people
want than what the Secretary of Agriculture wants, and I think that
if the time has come in this country of ours that the country and the
Congress of the United States, has to take its orders from the Secre-
tary of Agricultie-and pardon me if I say so-and the President
of the lUnited States, then we have reached a sorry point in this
country.

Just what is our duty as legislators-
The CHAIIIMAN (interposing). We do not think you ought to

come and tell us what our duties are. Some of us have been here
"for a great number of years.

Mr. CmumMINs. Pardon me, but I think I should tell you what
I think my duties are.

The CHAIRMAN. If you want to discuss the bill, all right. The
Senators feel they know what their duties are as well as a Congress-
man who has been here a few months.

Mr. Cu~tmixos. Pardon me, I think I know my duties.
The CHAIRMAN. Discuss the bio, but don't tell us what our duties

are.
Mr. CuMMINGS. This bill as now written makes Secretary Wallace

the actual czar of the sugar business of the United States-not only
of the United States but our continental possessions. It will make
him, within his power, able to do as he sees fit with the quota; he
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can make or break the domestic producers or he can break the people
who import sugar from many of those islands. He has that absolute
authority.

Do we want to grant it to him ? 1)o the people of this country
wish him to have it e Just what effect would this bill have on the
producers of beets in this country?

.The contracts for beets are made in the sprling; in California,
i1 the fall. The complete sale of the sugar is not made for 20
months from the time the contract is made. If the quota tlat the
beet-growing people had on the 1st of February or March was
changed under 20 months, it would upset the entire scheme.

Another thing, the beet processors buy gross tons of beets and not
tons of sugar, and it would be absolutely and physically impossible
for them to tell within 25 or possibly 30 percent of the amount of
sugar they will have, basing it on the acreage of beets.

I have heard figures here-
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). Have you copies of those contracts

that you mention, so that we may put them in the record? ,
Mr. CulumINGs. Ycin mean, showing the difference between the

yield of sugar in different years?
The CHAIRMAN. I understood yoi to say they contracted some

months ahead.
Mr. CuAnnit(;s. No; they do not contract at all. It is entirely

different. The beets, I said, were contracted ahead, and they were
bought by the acre. And this bill provides that anyone that exceeds
their quota shall be fined three times the amount which they exceed.

I want to call your attention to this. In 1924 the beet yield was
9.35 tons, and the sugar content was 3,118 pounds, while in the next
year, 1925, it was 6.45 tons of beets per acre, and the yield of sugar
was 2,316 pounds of sugar.

This statement that 1 have here covers California, Colorado,
Idaho, Nebraska, and Utah, and it shows a variation in tlie sugar
produced of 50 percent. For instance, in Utah, in 1925, the, grew
15.43 tons of beets per acre, and 4,030 pounds of sugar. In 1926
the beet yield was 7.98 and 2,208 pounds of sugar.

(Yoiar'tire xttemc.nft .4iviiu,' number of loiss, bcct. (nd .wir prodieed per

[Suhinlted by Conpressman ('umzallings]

. ,, beets sugr al .es sIgar
S t o lr p e r p e r , , ,Ye a w p e r

. .. acre acre I1 acre acre

Californ.l . ... 192.1 .35 1,118 ! Iaho.................... 1026 6.,7 '1,80m
i)o ........................ I ' 1 0. 4,5 2,31f:' Nebravka ................... - 125 15.83' 3,729

ColorwIh ... 1922 0.91 2, 173 1 Do ....................... 1926 11.61 ! 2, 5
)o .. I 16 , 623 ah ....................... 1925 3 t1 j.3 4,030

hh9lio25 .12. 78 .3, 78 Do. 1921; 7. 1, 2,203

The polite tlat 1 1l1 tlrvitlur to 1)1rillg oIt is tli., tlhat l1iY (-o1lli)tll)V
that bought their bv'ts i(ihr thoso 'ont, ats-they did, not kno
the a1iiioiiit of stigar that they will haye itmtil thje' l't,. are finally
slice.(l, whi('h is 2 iiititiths. gemm(,rally. a't(Ir tlh (-wil)h, ti(1I1 of IbW

lhik'eVy.
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There is only one thing they could do. If they had their ordinary
acreage contracted for and produced their crop as they have this
year, a large percentage of that sugar would have to be carried
over. It would necessarily apply on the quota of the following year.
That would give the sugar companies a leverage to put down the
price of beets, because they could say this:

We have on hand now 30 or 40 percent of the sugar we produced last year.
We can only purchase 30 or 40 percent of your acreage.

That would mean more closed factories. It would mean, as one
of the men said yesterday, that it does not mean a reduction of the
days of operating the factory, but it means the complete abandonment
of the factory in the district, and each farmer in a beet-growing ter-
ritory in housing for his help and for machinery that call be used
for no other purpose, has at least an investment of $1,000.

Just a moment in regard to the Cuban situation. They Want to
increase their quota to ),000,000 tons at the expense of the American
farmer, on the theory that you will make the ishnd of Cuba pros-
perous. If you give them this 3,000,000 tons a year, and you give
thei this tariff advantage that you propose to give them of 50
cents a bag, you have given them -20,000,000. They have a popula.
tion of 3,700,000, and you have given them about $3 per capita.
If you give them this 300,000 tons export you give them. a profit of
$2 a bag, and you have given them another $6,000,000, a little less
than $2 per capita.

Does any man with reasonable horse sense, and I know we all
think we have it, and we have-just how much will a country pur-
chase from us that can be made prosperous with an investment of $3
to $,5 I)Qr capita? If you increase the income of a nation per capita
$5. will t mnaie them prosperous? We have contributed mnan, times
$5) per ciaita in the United States, not with the exact object of iuak-
ing us pro.,;perous, but with the hopes that we. would keep from stare-
in" to death, and I submit to you now that the purchasing power of
any' nation that can be made prosperous with an increase of their in.
cone of $5 or $6 per capita for their purchasing power is not worth
bothering about.

And furthermore, there is no question about it, I say to you tht
my first concern is for the people of continental United States. I
heard a gentleman say the other day that the people of Puerto Rico
had just as nimuch right to this sugar market as the peoph, of
Colorado, that they were a Territor'y of this country. I admit, that
this statement is absolutely correct, and I say that they have the same
right to this mai'ket when they produce their product uider the same
conditions as we do. If they would put the N.R.A. into effect in
their factories, if they woul develop the same living coaditions for
the people who grow sagiar and bring the standard of their people
who do the work up to the standard of the people who produce it in
the United States. they do have it. but when you allow then to em-
ploy )('41n labor with average earnings of $30 a year-andt when you
say to the el)eOlP of thiS country that have bought those farms and

this machinery. and try to educate and rear their families here that
Vou must curtail youlr market so that those people with those e wages

can have that market " there is something fundamentally wrong with
the laws of this country.
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I do not want to take your time. I am sorry that I have aroused
the ire of the chairan--

'heCHAI1Rn (interposing). You did not arouse my ire. But
Senators do not like to be told what to do.

Mr. CuMMNGs. I did not mean to tell you what to do.
The CHAIRMAN. We are all trying to get the same facts. What we

want are the facts.
Mr. CuMmINGs. That is what I was trying to give.
The CHAIRMAN. We are very thankful for your having given us

your viewpoint on us, and you have done it very lucidly, and I am
sure very sincerely, and there are few people that understand this
thing better than you, and none of them have it more at heart than
you.

Mr. CuMbirzzws. I want to say just one word now with regard to
Dr. Weaver, and then I have finished.

The CHAIRMAN, That's right. Talk about Dr. Weaver. We heard
about him yesterday.

Mr. CuMMINos. I have all respect for Dr. Weaver that any man
connected with the Agricultural Department has. I have known Dr.
Weaver for 3 months since lie first came to this city. He told me
quite frankly that he did not know anything about the sugar busi-
ness, but that he hoped to learn it, and lie "has learned at the feet
of Secretary Wallace, if you please, and Assistant Secretary Tugwell,
and I want to say to you that it is my opinion, and I know it is
right, that when he gave his ideas of what the administration policy
was, regarding the sugar business last Monday, he spoke what was
their ideas up to that time, and the agitation and excitement that
was aroused on the Hill, and that was raised in the papers, has caused
him to change it, and back water; and I had the pleasure of telling
sonieone that is higher up in t 4 *ufiqeitU Department than Dr.
Weaver that I supposed that lirb v t iWould make him the goat
for doing one thing-tel t,. u:tb.

I say when we conto#plate thts bnfesug d be nd what was
said by Dr. Weave i~ s ior; whotold ss'4jywhat waswrong with Dr. W ovetr, ti what was'wr0 g was l % ad ridden
in in an airplane.. ht' ore, and tat was wh04 tod him to
say what hedi.- :)I

The~ ~ ~~~~' CHIMW(xtr ) i e~~ice ~bth o.y have
right to go on _eeot d for Zr,Weter, s d Jo dsbht i a very
extraordinarytito.~dh ashn~rla

Mr. CummIpG0, . did not aay_4,- Wd he wasthh4nt4-A That
may be extrardin* '1aughtt - f u , i " e tot' tigan,

who have bee,,rt, a ooA-,agny conn660 n im , v fk' .to this
proposition, an the Ide. -expressed. byDr. W ' this was
the beginningg ofthe destroying of th sugar filUnh '! 4c-ttinental
United States wat ,the first that sy 6f us ever" Of it. On
the contrary, the wholeidea expreswid by every body''iected with
the administration was to help the actu sugar r- ad sugar-canefarmers. I think that il tft,6~ t, -U ... U1" i""

Senator COSTIGAN. That i ,.("
Mr. CUMMos. You read &e ,tai'y Wallace's statement.
The CUEAIRBMAN. I heard it; yes.
Mr. C, Atimwas. You think that was his idea?.
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator VANDENBERG. You asked the Congressman for a copy of

one of these contracts. May I offer a typical contract for the
recordI

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I think those contracts ought to be in the
record.

Senator COsTIoAN. Is that the Michigan contract?
Senator VANDNBERa. That is the typical Michigan 50-50 contract,

and it has the fixed dates in it to span from November 1934 to
September 1935, showing the spread of the arrangement.

senator COSTIGAN. It is my understanding that the Michigan con.
tract results in larger returns to the growers than some other
contracts.

Senator VANDENWHERi. That is correct.
Senator COSTIAN. It is a more favorable contract for the growers

than any in use in Colorado, for instance.
The CHAIRMAN. I think, Senator Costigan, we ought to have in

the record a contract covering the Colorado, the Great Western,
Idaho, and so forth.

Senator VANDENBERG. The fact that this is one of the most favor-
able contracts is the reason why we hesitate to hold the bag for
this new arrangement.

(The contract submitted by Senator Vandenberg is as follows:)

AlkCIIJOAN SrUARt C'OMIPANY

- PLANT

Sugar-beet contract concerning raising and delivery of sugar beets for cam-
paign of 1934.

Witnesseth that for anti in consideration of the mutual covenants and pay-
ments hereinafter set forth, the re.-vective parties hereto mutually undertake
and agree as follows:

1. The grower agrees to prepare land for,,plant, block, thin, cultivate, bar.
vest, and deliver during the season of 1934, - acres of sugar beets, to
be grown o1 land situated in section -- , township of -, county of
- , and State of Michigan.

2. Seed will be furnished by the 4-opay and charged to this contract
at the rate of 15 cents per pound. The grower agrees to use n) seed other
than that furnished by the company; to plitnt at least 15 pounds to the
acre; and to plant no seed on laald that contaitled it crop of beets during
the previous year. Tlke title to the seed and to the crop of beets, from tile time
when same begins to grow, shall be and remain In the company. The company
will not give Credit for ally seeds delivered to and not used by the grower.

3. The grower agrees that lie will harvest and deliver to the company all
sugar beets grown by hiin under tills contract, when and as directed, at the
coll jpay's factory or III ears at designated receiving stations of the company.
The grower fuirtler agrees tiat ill meets grown by him shall be properly
topped, that is to say, by cutting off the tops squarely at the bise of the
lowest leaf scar where a leaf has grown ; that the beets will be fully protected
from sun and frost after being 1ullel and tphled; that the beets will be
delivered free from foreig i substances liable W interfere wltit factory opera-
tions; thlt no loose dirt will be removed from delivery vehicle until it bits
been %velghed back, and that all beets shall be, subject to deductions for dirt

nd improper topping.
4. The growver also agrees that the entire cost of transportation to the cow-

pany's factory on the gross weight of all beets, whether shipped directly to
the factory by him or delivered by him to receiving stations outside the factory
yard, shall be paid by him, or If advanced by the company, shall be charged
under this contract and deducted from the first moneys due under the terms
of this contract.
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5. The company has the privilege at any time during the growing and liar.

vesting season to enter upon the land set forth for the purpose of determining
the condition of the land and the quality and condition of the beets grown
under this contract. At its option, the company may refuse to pay for any
diseased, frozen, dainaged, or improperly topped beets; beets that contain
less than 12 percent sugar; beets of less than 80 percent lurity, or beets that
the company for any other reason may deem not suitable for the manufacture
of sugar. In no event shall the company be liable to the grower for failure
or partial failure of the crop, or for beets not harvested, or for beets not de-
livered to and accepted by the company.

U. Tile company agrees that all beets delivered and accepted under the terms
of this contract shall be processed or converted into sugar, pulp, and molasses,
and that such products shall be sold from time to time as the company in its
discretion may determine; but the company shall not be liable in any way for
any mistakes or errors of Judgment in the manufacture or sale of sugar, pulp,
or molasses or other act in connection with this contract, nor for delays, non-
performance, or losses caused by strikes, fires, breakdown of plant, accidents,
or other causes not commercially and practicably controllable by it.

7. In case the grower does not give the beets proper care, or falls to harvest
and deliver the crop, then the company shall have the right to enter upon the
land described, and care for, cultivate,' harvest, deliver, and retain the crop,
and charge the expense thereof to this contract.

8. On account of all beets delivered and accepted in accordance with the
terms of this contract, the company will pay per net ton of beets delivered, an
amount equal to 50 percent of the "net proceeds" realized from the sale of
sugar, pulp, and molasses produced by the company at said plant, divided by
the total number of net tons of beets delivered to and accepted by it at its
said plant from the 1934 crop.

9. The "net proceeds" front the sale of said sugar, pulp, and molasses, shall
be the amount received by the company from products, after deducting out.
bound freight, brokerage, cash deductions, insurance, credit insurance, storage,
declines and allowances, advertising, and any and all other expenses and losses
incurred in tile marketing of sugar, pulp, and molasses. Deductions shall also
be made for all excise and sales taxes, consumption taxes, or any taxes what-
soever Imposed o the production or sales of sugar, pulp, and molasses, in.
eluding any tax which may hereafter be imposed by the United States or dny
other governmental authority or agency, on or in coinection with sugar beets,
beet sugar, beet pulp, or beet molass messing, transportation, han-
dling, ownership, possession, or iy transaction relating
thereto, or the business of b

10. The net weight of er this contract,
shall be determined by f the company
from the grower's thin

11. An Initial pay' er shall ebDecember
15, 1934, on accoun d number 30
1934 at the highe may d ustflable,
taking into consi tie sale
of said products. uadrthe
company s11k1 company
at its option ii11 to
time in such i eme
Final settlement made s , pulp,
and molasses i e co sod
and paid for, it.od'nr11925, final settli 1925, fli , as if
the products Ul "net
proceeds" realiz -to and
including August

12. The grower> * prizes a ts tile co uct front
ally moneys comin'l unt o delivered contract a
sum not to exceed til F a toarmers and
Manufacturers Beet S in accordance
with and under the dir ard of directors
of the said association, in in lre of the expenses
of the local and Farmers andl Associations activities
In the grower's behalf.
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18. A firm of certified public accountants, licensed to practice in the State
of Michigan, shall be employed by the company to exanitne its books, records,
and accounts, and determine the "net proceeds" and the amount per ton
payable to the grower under the terms of this contract.

14. Any advances made on this contract in the way of seed, fertilizer, cash,
labor, transportation costs or otherwise, with interest on cash advances, shall
be a first charge against the proceeds of this contract.
15. The grower represents that he is qualified to execute and perform this

contract, and that no person other than a signer thereof has any right or
Interest in, or claim, or lien upon the proceeds of this contract.
16. The grower has no interest in or title to the crop that can be sold or

mortgaged. No sale, assignment, mortgage, nor pledge of this contract or its
proceeds shall be valid unless the company consents thereto in writing and
endorses its consent on this contract. Any sale, assignment, mortgage, or
pledge of this contract or its proceeds to which the company gives its consent
shall be subject and subordinate to the right and title of the company.

17. No agent has any authority to change or alter the terms and conditions
of this contract, and it shall not be valid unless signed by au officer of the
company or its plant field manager.

Dated- 1934.

(Signature of grower)

(Post-offiee address)

The CHAIRMAN. The Resident Commissioner of Puerto Rico, Mr.
Igesias, wants 8 minutes.

Senator CosnGAN. Will it not be well to ask the representatives of
these different sections to file copies of the contracts at this time?

The CHAIMAN. Yes; I believe they should obtain those copies and
they can have somebody who represents those interests file them in
the record. The old contracts have been in the record, I am sure, but
I would like them to go into this record.

STATEMENT OF HON. SANTIAGO IGLESIAS, RESIDENT
COMMISSIONER- OF PUERTO RICO

Mr. IoLESJAS. I want to take only 2 or 3 minutes. On account of
the impressions and misapprehensions and fears that have occurred
in the islands sinco the message of the President has been sent to
Congress, and these two bills have been introduced, the bills that
have been introduced in the Senate and the House have caused a
tremendous impression on the people of the island, especially in the
sugar business particularly.

As you know, that is the principal industry of the islands where
more workers and more labor is employed than anything else.

They believe they are going to be treated like a foreign country,
and they are going to receive a tremendous reduction in industry,
and do a tremendous harm to the life of the islands, especially to the
masses of the people there.

Consequently the cables that I have here, one from the Senato Of
Puerto Rico, and another from the Legislature of Puerto Rico, that
just states the apprehensions and the fears, and I would like to have
the permission to incorporate these into the record.

The CHAMMAN. They will be received.
Mr. IGLnBas. Of course I hope and I am sure that when the Sen-

ate of the United States, certainly your committee, is going to study
the situation of the islands, and you will do the best for it that you

IF I
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can, in order that these people and the islands in general will not
suffer in any way. That is what I want to say to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Commissioner.
(The following cables were filed by the Resident Commissioner of

Puerto Rico:)
SAN JUAN, P.R., February 15, 1984f,Hon. SANTI.AGO IGLESIaB,

Resident Comnissioner of Puerto Rico,
House Office Building, Washington., D.C.:

Senate of Puerto Rico wants you to appear at Senate Finance Committee
hearing next Friday, February 16, on sugar control bill which discriminates
against sugar producers of Puerto Rico as foreign sugar producers instead of
including them Jointly with American sugar producers. Senate of 'Puerto
Rico earnestly protests against such discrimination and requests Puerto Rican
sugar producers be included on equal basis as continental United States sugar
toducers. So far Puerto Rico has suffered all encumbrances caused by the

A.A.A., which have considerably raised living costs. Consequently we consider
Puerto Rico Is entitled to share benefits to be derived from any legislation
affecting Its principal production equal basis as continental United States
sugar producers in conformity with policy of Agricultural Adjustment Act,
which properly Includes Puerto Rico sugar producers with Americarx pro.
ducers. Such discrimination would tend to increase unemployment.

R. MARTINEz NADAL,
President Senate of Puerto Rico,

POSTAL TELEGAPH,
SAN JUAN, P.R., February 16, 1934.

Hon. SAwrAGo IGLEIsAS,
Resident Commisaio r of Puerto Rico, Washington, D.C.:

House of Representatives of Puerto Rico requests that Puerto Rican cane
growers and sugar producers be included among domestic sugar producers and
that In any sugar control bill, introduced In that honorable body, be considered
as continentals with all benefits derived from these laws. Puerto .Ltico has
accepted all the obligations imposed by the N.R.A. and A.A.A. laws, which have
greatly Increased its cost of living. We therefore ask that In legislating on
sugar, our principal product, there be given to the growers of sugar cane, and
producers of sugar, In Puerto Rico, same treatment as Is given to continental
growers of beets and sugar. We demand this within the spirit of the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act, which properly classifies the producers of Puerto
Rico among American producers. The proposed discrimination between foreign
continental producers would aggravate unemployment In this island.

MIGum, A. GARIA MENDEZ,
Speaker.

SAN JUA., P.R., 1"ebruary 14, 1934.Hon. SANTIAGO IGLESIAS,
Puerto Ro Resident Comlssionwr,

House Oikke Building, Washington, D.C.:
Bill introduced In Congress to control sugar production would force our sugar

cane farmers and cane sugar producers out of business. Section 3A of bill
Includes Puerto Rico and other possessions with foreign countries and this
would bring disaster to general Islands' Interests. Economic life and govern,
meant public services In Puerto Rico chiefly depend on sugar industry and any
discrimination against sugarcane farmers and cane sugar producers would
be seriously reflected upon all private and public en terprises and labor more
especially. Pterto Rico should appear l: section 3B of Jones bill in accord-
ance with Agricultural Adjustment Act that plces luerto Rico on equal level
with .:ontinental domestic producers. The prosperity and happiness of 1,600,000
loyal American citizens depend upon the consideration given to the Islands
sugar Industry. Puerto Rico is cooperating In the relief of continental farmers,
manufacturers, and laborers thorough the high increase in the cost of living
brought by the operation of N.R.A. and A.A.A. We are paying for continental
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relief and have been expecting national aid in lihe with whatever is done il
behalf of our fellw domesthe producers. Puerto Rio requests your valuable
coojucrationi so a to blrilg our cane farmers and sugar producers' out of
depression.

RAMON Aiuoy ImNITEz,
President Puerto Rico Stitar J'rodWe'r8 Assovfatiofn.

The CuARM.AN. Now, is there anyone in tMe audience that wants to
be heard for 2 minutes, and to put into the record a statement?; The
clerk tells ine there are, all if so, that can be done now.

STATEMENT OF A. N. MATHERS, OF GERIN}, NEBR., REPRESENT.
ING THE IRRIGATION INTERESTS AND RECLAMATION INTER.
ESTS OF THE WEST AND THE NEBRASKA BEET GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION

Mr. MATHERS. May I say. Mr. (aira, that I ,cNquested that if
given this privilege, I woild not exceed over two minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. I had that in mind when I made the statement,
because I understood you were the last one on this sugar beetproposition.,

r. MsTH;EIS. This brief that I amn filing spealhs for- itself,'and

had to do with the preparation of this brief, that I personally imply
nothing but the best of faith of the Departiient. the administration,
and all those that have had anything to do with this legislation.

Perhaps, though, it is necessary to speak plainly, and speak the
facts. Perhaps you know, or do not know, that the reclamation
investments and irrigation investments of the West constitute more
than $800,000,000 of capital investment. That is in more than 16
States. And if you can comprehend it there are inore than 20,000,000
of acres of irrigated land so when there are any, schools of thought
that would seem to indicate that we will just w'ipe out sugar beets
eventually, even in a hundred years, yott are absolutely attacking andi
upsetting the balance of all irrigation interests, and they are some
interests, and you may recognize that.

That $800,000,000 invested in irrigation interests in the West-..
Senator KiNG. A large part of that is private?
Mr. MATHERS. About one quarter is Government reclamation.

Nearly $200,000,000 Government reclamation, and the balance, ot
course, is private interests, covering developments of many years.

Senator KINo. I want to add for the record that what has been
advanced by the Government is to be repaid.

Mr. MATHERS. Yes, it will be repaid, unless, as Dr. Meade, of the
Reclamation Service says, unless the sugar business is disturbed.

Senator KNG. Most of those loans have already been repaid, some
6f them paid entirely.

Mr. MATHEItS. In reclamation?
Senator KiNo. In reclamation.
Mr. MATHERS. Comparatively few, if any.
Senator VANDENBERG. I understand that Dr. Meade said that beets

were the backbone of the reclamation projects.

I
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31'. MATHES. This brief of mine covers the statement that Dr.
Meade made last summer.

Senator VAN ENDE0o. You agree with that?
Mr. MATHI.nS. Absolutely. Now, there is another important fact

flly set out in the brief, that the sugar capital investments of sugar
mills, processors, and all of the farm equipment, and Just those things
incidental to sugar production, constitute a capital investment on
irrigation western projects of more than $500,000,000.
8o this is not a minor industry that can just be forgotten without

upsetting entirely the balance of all irrigation.
And now just one more joint.. It has been definitely brought to

your attention that the sugar business is a legitimate and logical part
of the American agricultural industry. Any reference to being a
high or "expensive industry ", I think there are facts to disprove
that. You men, as a practical proposition, I think, can now quite
agree that it is not a fanciful, hot-house industry. It compares in
actual cost of a bag of sugar, very favorably with tropical produc-
tion, and it would be much more favorable it they were on the same
labor basis as we are in this country.

Another point-the consumption of industrial goods-as a result
of the sugar production in the United States, the consumption of
industrial goods is far greater in those districts than in Cuba than
in any othei insular possession could possibly purchase from us.

And now my last thought is this: Every legislation has a purpose.
There are motives. I think the facts will disclose that with the pur-
poses of this bill, with the genuine disposition on the part of those
behind this legislation to her the American farmer, that still behind
that is a hope and a very determined effort to bring back to life
value to more than $700,000,000 capital of American investments in
Cuba. I close stressing that point.

That does not imply bad faith on anybodys part. If Ave had mil-
lions invested in Cuba, that possibly would mean a great loss, would
we not be justified? But we are entitled to know, and I would that
you Senators and the people at large knew. I wish we could lay the
list on the table this morning of who owns, what interests own, whatcorporations own, what individuals own, and what position those
individuals occupy today, that own these $700,000,000 of Cuban
securities.

Now, Senators, there are theories but it. seems to me we are taced
with this practical proposition. Here are theorists well-meaning,
here are economists, well-meaning; but. on the other side is a l)rae-
tical proposition, conmon sense. It is said that as to our 72,000
acres of beets in our county, we will have to think up something,
the Department said, to take the place of beets.

Think it up. I would like to ask you-those people that have lived
out there for 2,5 years and are raising beets under these low prices,
what can we raise? What can we substitute? We would be doing
it if we could.

Senator V,.T,)E~xiio. Suppose we were to amnend this bill to re.
quire that the quotas shall at least recognize existing plant facilities
in the, United States-how would you feel about it?

Mr. MATHEItS. Of course, that has to be answered this way, Sen-
ator. The farmers of America cannot accept the principle of reduce
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ing their production or being denied the privilege of increasing their
production of an American crop when there is no surplus. We can-
ntot accept that theory as sound, and would not want to subscribe
to that theory.

Senator COS'rIGA. Did the farmers you represent subscribe to the
1,750,000-ton limitation in the quota agreement discussed last fall?

M1r. MA1IRS. Yes, sir; they did, Senator.
Senator (oSTGA. For 8 years?
Mr. MATHERS. I understand, at the end of a long controversy, and

tinder the pressure of no possible agreement or stabilization of any
kind, that they did, refusing to accept the theory but in the spirit of
stabilization, said, "Well, our maximum production is 1,750,000
tons."

Senator COSToA. It was a little more than that.
31r. MATHERS. It was about 6,000 tons more than that.
Senator CLARK. That is more than ever had been produced in the

United States, except in 1 year wasn't it?
Mr. MATHEJIS. I understand that that production did actually exist

in the previous year.
Senator CLARK. Of about 80,000 tons?
Mr. MATHExS. Whatever the record shows.
Senator CLAMK. That is, as I recall, what the Secretary of Agri-

culture stated.
Mr. MATIIERS. There was a very good reason for that. With

wheat prices, and with potato prices at 15 cents a bushel in our
country last year, naturally there is a drift to the beet production,
because of the very low prices of the other crops.

Senator CLARK. What I was trying to get at was this: According
to the figures put in the record yesterday by the Secretary of Agri.
culture. this proposed quota which is given the continental United
States is about 100,000 tons more than had ever been produced in the
United States except in 1 year, which would seem to be an abnormal
,year.

Mr. MATHERS. We have just stated that last year the production
was larger than in previous years. That is true.

Senator CosnoAN. Before you proceed, may I ask you whether
when you say that the farmers are opposed to the principle of lim-
ited production, is your attitude and theirs the same with respect
to this bill that it was with respect to the quota agreement of last
fall? I mean are you disposed to accept what you regard as a
reasonable limitation in a bill, as you did in the quota agreement?

Mr. MATHERS. Well, so far as our group is concerned, I think I
cotld fairly say that we could not accept, in the sense of accepting

the pikciple of it, Senator Costigan.
Senator COSTIGA. I am confused as to what you mean by not ac-

cepting the principle, when in fact you did accept a specific
limitation.

Mr. MATHERS. We submitted. There is a distinction, Senator,
between accepting and submitting.

Senator COsTIGAN. I wish that could be clear for the record.
Mr. MATHERS. We are all submitting to a great deal that we

wouad not really accept.
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Senator COSTioAN. Of course, the point that disturbs me about
your suggestion of submission, Mr. Mathers, is that last fall, as I
understood it, the so-called "quota agreement" was a voluntary
agreement, in which it was not necessary to submit.

It is true that you can be required to submit to some particular
legislation, but it does impress me at the moment--and if I am not
correct about it I would like to be corrected-that last fall there
was a voluntary acceptance of a limited quota by the beet growers.
If they are opposed to any limitation at all, I think that fact should
be stated now, because it may very definitely affect the attitude of
the members of this committee, including myself, toward the pro-
posed legislation.

Mr. MATaEnS. Well, Senator, as a practical matter, I am sure that
the action of the beet growers last summer and fall-as a practical
matter it was a submission. I would prefer to have, of course, Mr.
Kearney, who speabs for all of the American beet producers, to en-
large upon that, as I thought he made it very clear yesterday in
his brief.

I would not think it would be courteous for me to speak for Mr.
Kearney on a proposition as large as the entire sugar-beet territory.

Senaior VANDENEo. If the tariff is to be reduced on sugar, are
you not better off with a quota allocation, provided that allocation
recognizes your existing plant facilities

Mr. MATEsS. There could be no question, Senator, if there is
to be no legislation, if there is to be no relief to the American beet
farmer, unless by this method of restriction or curtailment, it seems
there is not any choice. We have to submit to it.

Senator Kio. Having the gun pointed at you.
Mr. MAnms. What does a fellow do in the alley when he is

held up at night I He turns over his money and watch, regardlessof priliciple.Senator CosoAx. I am sure that no member of this committee

is pointing a gun at the beet growers of this country, as we are
exceedingly anxious to help the beet growers, and if the beet growers
do not desire this help, I think that it ought to be stated in this
record that that is their position.

Mr. MATHERS. I think, Senator, it has been fairly well stated
that the beet growers do not accept the principle of reducing the
production of a nonsurplus American crop, and turning that reduc.
tion of acreage over to Cuban interests..

Senator COSTxGAN. I will ask you again, are you unalterably op-
posed, on behalf of the beet growers, whom you represent, to any
finite quota in the pending bill ?
Mr. MATHERs. Unalterably opposed? We could not accept a re-

striction of this nonsurplus crop production, but it does not of
course imply that if, in the wisdom of this Congress and the adminis-
tration, restrictions were placed upon us we would certainly have
to and would submit.

Senator KINo. Isn't this, in brief, the situation, that you might
accept, not perhaps willingly, but as good citizens, a temporary
limitation upon production because of the depression, and to carry
out some policies that are felt might contribute materially to reliev-
ing agriculture as well as the American people, but that you do
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not accept voluntarily the philosophy that so long as we produce
such a small part of our consume ptive needs that we are to establish)
an irrevocable line beyond which we may not go in the matter of
production of beets; ii other words. accept the philosophy that the
Department of Agriculture may limit us, limit production, and limit
acreage, as a national policy, regardless of the depression or our
present economic and industrial conditions?

Mr. MATHEMS. I think that fairly restates the position.
Senator COSTIGAN. It was my understanding that the witness dis.

missed philosophy and wanted to deal realistically with the situa-
tion before us.

Senator Kixo. Don't you think Senator, if you will pardon me,
that there may be philosophy in realism and realism in philosophy?

Senator CosWIGAN. The question that seems to me to remain un.
answered in the record is whether as a realist, whether as a repre-
sentative of the beet growers, Mr. Mathers speaks in unalterable
opposition to this bill. In other words, it is not my understanding
that he is trying to fight it on the basis of philosophy. Ie criticized
the philosophical expressions of some witnesses who preceded him,
and I am sure that every member of this committee would like to
know as a matter of concrete reality whether the beet growers desire
this type of legislation or are opposed to it.

Senator KiNo. Well, Senator, do you mean by that as a temporary
expedient or for all time?

Senator COSTIOAN. Either as a. temporary expedient or permanent
legislation.

Senator GEom(IE. Would you rather, he let alone and maintain the
present status tha n to have this legislation?

Mr. MATHERS. I have tried to make it very clear as I believe that
it is the honest intent of this bill to accomplish relief for the beet
farmer. We think by our amendments, Senator Costigan, that that
can be done, and soundly and wisely done, if those three amend-
ments that were presented are adopted. These amendments do
away with this theory of curtailing American production, and that
is where we stand. We do not subscribe to the theory that the
American farmer should be restricted in growing an' American
farm crop when there is no surplus. We cannot subscribe to that
theory.

There is a great emergency which exists, and the Senator said,
"Well, would you rather have nothing? " Well, there can be only
one answer. We must have something, when an emergency exists,
but we must not, and I do not think'there is a Senator in the group
that wants to establish the theory that we can logically, as an Ameri-
can policy, restrict the growing of an American crop on a nonsurplus
American crop in favor of insular possessions or Cuba. I do not
think any of us want that, but you stress this, that during this emer
gency-well, that responsibility is on Congress and the administra-
tion. We will certainly submit, but we could not, Senator Costigan,
accept the theory as a permanent, sound American doctrine, and it
is so striking that even the quota that you mention, 1,750,000 tons-
now it is proposed by this bi"l to take off or reduce our present pro-
duction, of about 300,000 tons and'tnn over to Cuba 'almost exactly
tile 0.0,000.to, That.makes tb. thing so striking, and it must fo-
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low, and it is a fact that has not been refuted, that behind this bill-
not implying that anybody that has had anything to do with the
preparation of it-but behind it as a whole, that by cutting down this
American s81gar production we add to Cuibt's production, and we
rehabilitate or attempt the beginning of the rehabilitation of these
$700,000,000 of investnients in Cuba.

So we are up against this. Shall we stand by the American
farmer or shall we in this emergency penalize him with the hope of
saving investments in Cuba?

Senator HASTINGS. May I ask this? I would like to see if it is not
possible to get a definite answer. I would like to know if you would
rather have nothing or have this bill as written?

Senator COSTIGAN. Or with amendments?
Senator HASTINGS. Let us find out first, as it is written.
Mr. MATHEIS. With amendments--fine.
Senator HASTINoS. As originally written, would you rather have

nothing or this bill?
Mr. MATIIEnS. This bill, certainly.
The CIAIDRMAx. Thank you very much.
(The following is the statement of A. N. Mathers, of Gering, Nebr

representing the National Beet Growers Association, ordered filed
in the record.)

This testimony and brief filed before the Committee on Agriculture
of the Senate of the United States, February 24, 1933:

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have been Invited by the
National Beet Growers Association and Nebraska Beet Growers Association,
and b- the Irrigation and reclamation Interests of the West, to make this
appearance In their behalf.

For more clear understanding. I should like to classify this evidence as
follows:

1. Western irrigation and reclamation, Its scope and Importance, and The rela-
tion of sugar-beet production, to these irrigation and reclamation developments.

2. The soundness of that national policy, "T h e American market for the
American farmer ", and the Imperative necessity of strict adherence to that
policy.

3. The power and influence of hundreds of millions of American capital
invested in Cuban sugar.

4. Will the administration and the Congress, iI aid of the invested millions
of American capital in Cuba, violate the rights of the American farmer and
destroy domestic sugar production?

WESTERN IHRIOATON AND IECLAMATION

In pressing this evidence, upon a question of such great Importance to the
irrigated districts, we must jause for the moment to determine the magnitude
of the reclaimed and irrigated sections of the West.

There are 14 Western States containing more thaan 20 million irrigated acres
upon which live more than 11/ million people.

Out in the great arid West there tire countless valleys. These valleys are
west of tile rain-belt sections, near the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. Per-
petual streams flow down out of the mountains through fertile valleys. These
streams are checked by great Irrigation works and the water made to flow
through thousands of miles ot Irrigation ditches and laterals, and out over
the land. By this proper and dependable application of watering these barren
and nonproductive valleys are transformed into veritable farms and gardens.

The total cost of western irrigation construction is estimated at more than
$800,000,000. Most of this development has been during recent years, and the
lands and projects are heavily bonded to cover the. Initial construction costs.
Many of these new irrigated valleys are as much as 25 miles in width by more

* 42331-34--10
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than 100 miles in length. During barely more than a quarter of a century,
throughout these 14 Western States, hundreds of these valleys and irrigation
projects have been, and are being, developed.

Upon these millions of acres of western irrigated land there was consumed
in 1982 more than 82,000 carloads of merchandise.

It is upon these western irrigated projects that 85 percent of the American
sugar beets is produced. Upon these Irrigated projects 85 sugar factories have
been built. Seventy of these sugar factories operated this year, while 15 fac-
tories were idle. These 15 factories are complete in condition, but temporarily
put out of business because of present sugar conditions.

More than 90,000 beet farmers with 450,000 dependents, along with hundreds
of thousands of employees and laborers, constitute the background of the sugar
beet business on western irrigated projects.

It is estimated that the capital investment and physical worth of the sugar
mills, railroads, farming equipment, and that property incident only to the
production of sugar beets, has a total value of more than $500,000,000.

The immediate preservation aml future, destiny of this vast irrigated West
is wholly dependent upon the recovery, the sustaining, and continued normal
development of domestic beet-sugar production. Sugar beets, far greater than
all other irrigated crops, constitute the foundation of all western irrigation.
If sugar-beet production falls or is restricted in that ratio western irrigation
will fail. The possibility and the stability of all western irrigation and the
status of sugar-beet production are relative and interdependent in every degree.

We of the great irrigated West cannot sit by and permit the pressure and
influence of the noncontinental sugar producers to limit and obstruct western
sugar production. To do so would intensify the present economic depression
and in a large degree bring ruin and abandonment to thousands of western
beet farmers, to millions of irrigated acres, and forced bankruptcy and repudia-
tion of millions of obligations.

We now refer to the hearings on sugar-marketing agreement, August 10,
1933-testimony of Dr. Elwood Meade, Commissioner of Reclamation, Depart-
ment of the Interior.

It is the conviction of all those that have to do with Federal reclamation
that there is no crop that has exerted a greater influence for good on irrigated
agriculture than the sugar beet.

Any lessening of the production for the area would be a misfortune.
The sugar-beet industry is the backbone of those Federal reclamation projects

where that crop is grown.
The sugar bet is one farm commodity that does not come in competition

with other farm crops: in fact, the sugar-beet acreage means just that many
acres less in grain and other surplus crops.

Sugar-beet farming requires intensive cultivation and a large amount of hand
labor. In growing a crop of beets, man-labor constitutes one half of the total
cost of production. Sugar beets require 10 times as much hand labor as wheat,
5 times as much as corn, and twice as much as potatoes.

As the United States produces only one fourth of the sugar consumed, the
sugat-beet industry could be expanded without fear of a surplus.

The following telegram front Leslie A. Miller, Governor of Wyoming, dated
August 6, 1933, to Dr. Elwood Meade, and by Dr. Meade given as evidence in the
hearings:

Dr. ELWOOD MHADE,
Director of'Reolamation, Waelzngton, D.C.:

People of Wyoming are vigorously protecting curtailment of production of beet
sugar in the United States in any way that would restrict beet growers in
Wyoming, as it is now being carried on. or interfere with further expansion of
the industry. The irrigated areas of Wyoming are especially adapted to the
production of sugar beets, which is very essential to proper development of
our State. We now have five sugar factories in Wyoming and could furnish
sufficient beets for five more if suitable markets were established for our sugar.
Industry furnishes employment for many times more labor per acre of land
Involved than any other crop that has so far been grown in Wyoming. The
incidental benefit realized by the coal miner, gas fields, rock quarries, railroads,
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and others would be hard to calculate. Will appreciate anything that can be
done to save the industry for Wyoming.

JIN,..Srs A. Mux.uD,
Governor of Wyo ing.

AMERCAN MAURML F01L THE AMIRIOAN FARMI

We have respect and consideration for the committee and all those In charge
of these negotiations. We wish no implications of bad faith upon any govern-
mental functionary. We do not question the zeal and integrity of these able
representatives, attorneys, and sugar experts in whose charge are the millions
and millions of American capital invested outside, of continental United States.

Great city banks, trust companies, and investors have seen tit to invest
scores of millions outside of the United States. And now these millions, for
further safety and greater returns, would demand restriction and place
limitations upon the American farmer. As bold as It is un-American.

The sugar farmers of America, both beet and cane, are producing less than
25 percent of sufficient sugar to supply the American consumption. This Is
strictly a nonsurplus crop. To propose the restriction of the growing by the
American farmer of a nonsurplus crop has never been advocated by any po-
litical party. No President of the United States, no Congress has yet had
the temerity to propose restrictions on the American farmer when lie Is pro-
ducing a strictly nonsurplus crop. Such a policy would be absurd, and if It
were not for the millions of American capital invested outside of continental
United States urging such an unsound and absurd theory, It would be receiv-
ing not the slightest serious consideration at this moment.

By common decency and sound economics, every effort, governmental and
otherwise, should be exerted at this moment to encourage greater American
domestic sugar production, thus transplanting thousands and thousands of
grain, cotton, and surplus-crop lands into sugar-producing lands.

Who says no to this suggestion? What voice is. raised in protest to this
sound American policy? None other than the voice of those millions of dollars,
producing sugar outside of the continental United States and bringing it in to
enjoy the American market.

We now have this spectacle of the power and Influence of millions of dollars
of American capital, invested outside continental United States, here and now
demanding, how and upon what basis the American farmer may be permitted
to grow a nonsurplus crop. A domestic crop producing less than one fourth the
amount consumed in the United States. And behind it all a carefully designed
plan to, by this Costigan bill, by an act of Congress, establish the justification
for such an absurdity.

The truth is, because of the great necessity for sugar stabilization, and
cleverly under the cloak of this great necessity, millions of capital Invested
outside of continental United States is now attempting to at last defeat the
American farmer, restrict and obstruct his American market, now on sugar,
eventually on all farm crops, and as boldly expressed in writing by one foreign
producer, make the American market "of equal benefit and opportunity to
both domestic and foreign producers."

Has $700,000,000 and more, invested abroad, more influence, more power,
in shaping and changing American principles than the rights and traditions of
American agriculture?

These raids upon the American farmer are not new. Such exploitation was
had at the beginning and during the World War. And since the World War
there has been deliberate discrimination against agriculture. America today
is paying the terrific price, the penalty, for having placed money, the power of
wealth, above human rights, the constitutional rights of American citizens.

I have traveled in Cuba. Been there and observed the standards of living,
throughout Its sugar producing districts. We deeply sympathize with Cuba
and her people, and especially at this time In the tragic hour of her national
existence.

And likewise the Philippines. We know their problems are many and are
difficult ones. Possibly much In help and cooperation, the United States should
extend to these countries. But get this fact straight, the American farmer will
not permit these national obligations to be loaded upon the backs of the
American farmer.
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This Costigan bill should be so amended as to aid and protect the American
farmer, not to steal from him his right to the American market.

Are we attempting to pass this bill and to distort a meritorious adjustment
act? And by this distortion settle international questions or adjust inter.
national questions or pay International obligations. And to do this thing at the
expense of the American beet and cane farmer?

There does possibly exist, on the part of the United States, varying degrees
of obligations to Cuba and the Philippines and other insular territories. These
obligations should be met and met frankly and completely, but not by this bill
such as has been proposed, that will restrict and curtail and deny the.American
nmrket to the American farmer upon sugar, a strictly nonsurplus agricultural
crol.

In -an hour like this, when a great and sacred American principle is attacked,
how fortunate, how patriotic, It would be if not only the American people but
those entrusted with constitutional authority, shouldered with governmental
responsibility would become the advocates in helping to safeguard and to
preserve to the American people all sacred and inherent American principles.

We liver farmers and others, are not here today pleading the cause of the
millions of American capital Invested outside continental United States. We
represent mtd plead for the thousands of sugar-beet farmers on our western
irrgted fans. Americans in America opt American farns.

From these irrigated valleys thousands, tens of thousands, of young men
marched atway to the World War it defense of tile United States, their
Country.

Thiussands returned and have since taken up preferential homesteads
throughout the Irrigated West. These ex-service inen. to overcome tile great
obstacles of honwsteading, need every coop 'ratlon. Their lands tre just beconi.
Iug stable for sugar-beet raising. Whi, to greater protect foreign Invested
capital. would now restrict and deny these ex-service men their American right
to grow an American crop of which there is no domestic surplus?

We 0dMit that Cuba and the Philippines purchase American manufactured
products. But they do so iit no such proportion per ta Of such marketed sa.
is l)lt|as-ed by the American sugar producer.

It is admitted that, during the World War, invested capital in Cuba stimi-
lated the Cuban sugar production. However, at $25 per 100 pounds, it was
really no great financial sacrifice for the Cuban sugar producers. We find
no record where their thousands and thousands of young men marched away
ll cooperation with American soldiers during America's months of participa-

tion in the World War.
A fali, Impartial, and well-directed search for the great, powerful Interests

demanding thatt our American sugar-beet farmers stultify American agriculture
by siieriflcing a great fundamental principle, might disclose them to be the
groups that have so tragically flooded our American sugar markets.

Thum, we, have covered the relation of domesti sugar production to the
safety staid stability of western irrigation and reclamation.

We have given consideration to that sound national principle, "tth e American
ntiaket for the American farmer."

We lative also referred to the lxVer and Influence of the hundreds of millions
of Amnrleian capital Invested in Cuba.

Nsw. in conclusion, we offer this evidence to show that this troublesome
sugar question is troublesome and complicated, and necessarily nmde so, as
some believe, because of a determined effort to rehabilitate Cuban sugar secu-
rities though it be at the expense and destruction of domestic sugar production
and the American beet farmer.

Referring to. the President's letter to Congres, dated February 8, 1934, lie,
the President, stated " that there Is a, school of thought which believes that
sugar should be on the free list, that this belief is based on' the high cost of.
sugar to the American consuming public."

('ertilnly there is such a school of thought, those who would put sugar oti
the free list and wholly destroy domestic sugar production. This School of
thought Is supported by out-and-out free traders, but, perhaps, more largely
by those of provincial statesmanship, who would amply proteqt some. agricul-
turid crops and destroy others. And, further,. advocated by those representingg
the hundreds of millions of American capital Invested in Cuba...
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That portisii of tile statement im)lying high cost of sugar to the American
c4nsmisnl1g public is too absurd, In face of the fact, to be refuted. There is
tolay no food reachitig the American table so relatively cheap as refined sugar.

If doniestlci-sugar product 0on is to be destroyed, i order to bring back cash1
value to the 1nillioils of capital invested In Cuba. let it be done openly, courage-
OUsly, in true racketeering style, and not behind the disguisee of sonie vague
Iil( absurd ecollolnic theory. A theory a century old, but whieh lno former
President hias ever so much as dignified, by referring to it.

As emphatically sia ted by former President Ooolidge: " Destroy tii, domes.
tic-sugar prluction in the United States and certainly tile hlssewivi's of
America will pay more for their sugar."

Let there be io nistake about this Costigain bill. All reference to pirsitecting
the consumers of sugar, is for public appeal. The real lurlose of this bill
is to give the administration tit( legal authority to estiabish quotas. To
lower the production (of the American beet farmer. To take from blini up-
proximately 300,000 tons of hts American sugar market aii4 give that aidll-
tiial faliouilt to tile Cuban iprodu.er. And thus bring back. 4ash value to the
millions of American money ibivested in Cuba. Tht is tile purpose of this
bill, as disguised is It lily appear.

It would be very interesting to know just who and what interests. in America,
are the present owners of these millions of Cuban sugar securities, or. per-
chance, who may have owned them during the past 10 years.

Referring to a statement of the National City B1ank of New York. dated
October 1933, we quote:

"A part of the American capital which went to Cuba, took tie form of loans
to Cuban borrowers, but much more of it was employed in fixed ilnvestments
under corporate ownership, in which, in many instances, Cubans participated
to some extent, by accepting securities for old properties, in Whole or in part.
In other cases, old enterprises were bought out for cash, and usually at prices
that now seem very high. At tile present time a very large amount of Anrl-
can capital appears to be hopelessly sunk it Cuba. Unfortunately, these banks
have been obliged to take over from debtors certain plantations aild other
properties In Cubi."

We refer again to the memorandum for tile Wiasbington Sugar Conference
by Thomas L. Chadbourne. Washington, D.C., July 9, 1933:

"Seventy percent of the suigar production of the Island of Cubi is owiled
by Americans lit the form of Investments in Cuban and Amerletan 04.a1-
panics (bonds, debentures, and stocks), largely scattered among small holders
throughout tile length and breadth of tile United States. This American in-
Vestmilent, when illade. (,x('eded $600,000.000 in amount. Tile present niarket
ralue of these securities. representing this huge sumn, does not now, in tile
aggregate, exceed $50,000,00().

Tills Costigain bIl. ats written, and the letter to Congress by the President
previously referred to, establishing quotas, would be a great victory for Cuban
sugar investment interests; and il exactly the same degree, it will destroy
American beet production on American farms. From the President's letter
to Congress, he apparently has assumed the responsibility in suggesting the
reduced quota for Amerlean beet farmers. and the increased quota for Cuban
producers. If American agriculture differs with tile President and Ills sugar
policy, we do so with sincere personal respect.

Tile American beet fa rler urges that tile "new deal " IlUst. Ii coliliolu
honesty, be a " squ are deal."

Any effort by tills bil. or otherwise, to brhig back cash value to the hundreds
of millions of Alerican capital invested In Cuban sugar, by forcing down
American domestic sugar production, a nonsurplus crop. compelling tells of
tilousands of Amorican beet farmers on thousands of American tarnis, thtrough-
out 18 States, to reduc.e thlir present production of domestic sugar lby approxi-
Iliately 30,000 tons, by -so doing, increase Cuban import quotas almost this
exact amount, would frankly le double crossing American agriculture and the
American beet farmtr.

This would be selling out. the Amterican farrier in favor of Wall-treet 111141
other capital lntere.ts, invested in a foreign country. The taking of the
Aerican market away front the Alnerican farmer, contrary and wholly incon-
sistent with tile present general agricultural program. wrecking not only
American sugar doies tic ilrotduction, but likewise adverse to the generaI wel.
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fare of the Nation, and finally, disastrous to the millions of American sugar
consumers.

In this critical moment, will the Congress and the administration yield to
the influence and the power of these millions of dollars invested in Cuba?
Will protection be given those foreign invested millions, by so doing reversing
the present agricultural policy, and violating that sound American principle,"The American market for the American farmer" ?

Will the "new deal" become a "questionable deal" ? We believe not.
The American domestic sugar industry, its hundreds of thousands of Ameri.

can employees, its millions of invested capital, its American beet farmers, and
the Nation as a whole will fully cooperate with the "new deal" so long as the
"new deal" is a "square deal."

On this day, and on this sugar issue, national history is being made. We
imply no bad faith, rather we have an impelling conviction that honesty,
sincerity of purpose, and adherence to sound American principles will determine
this sugar issue. That the rights of the American farmer will not lye violated.
This may not bring back cash value to millions of American dollars Invested
in Cuban sugar, but it will bi. conclusive proof of an administration dedicated
to honest, constructive statesmanship.

And this administration, with zeal and courage, exercising unquestionable
fidelity to that sacred American principle, "The American market for the
American farnier."

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Campbell' I understand that Mr. Campbell
wants to put into the record something that will take about 2 minutes.
Is that right, Mr. Campbell ?

Mr. DoauoAs CAMPBFL. Yes, sir.
The CHAntMAN. Mr. Campbell represents W. R. Grace & Co. They

are importers?
Mr. CAMPBELL. They are importers of sugar, and also producers of

sugar in South America. They are an American corporation.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS CAMPBELZ, REPRESENTING W. .
GRACE & CO.

Mr. CAMPBELL. This statement which I wish to file contains data
showing the quantities of full-duty sugars which have been able to
come into this market over the tariff law in the last 12 years, and
it shows that during 10 of those years, when the average annual price
of raw sugar, c. and s., New .York, before paying duty, ranged from
1 to 3 cents a pound an average of only about 27,000 short tons
was able to get into the United States about one half of 1 percent
of'the consumption of the country. In two other years, 1923 and
1924, larger quantities came in, something like 120,000 tons, but at
that time the average price was between 4 and 5 cents a pound.

We do not want to be considered as opposing the general prin-
ciples of this bill, but we beg to submit for your consideration certain
views with regard to the status of the full-duty sugu.-s which we
believe to be well-grounded.

We are quite in accord with the principle that producing areas
which are granted full or partial tariff protection must be limited as
to the quantity of such protected production in order to prevent the
recurrence of artificial and uneconomic overproduction in such areas.
With rega rd to full-duty sugars, however, we submit that the pro-
posed quota limitation is unnecessary to the success of the program.And by "limitation" I refer to the clause which says that sugar from
foreign countries should be limited to the average importation for a
certain 8-year period.
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I shall not read all of this.
The CHAmMAN. You may put it in the record.
Mr. CAMPBmW. The point that I particularly wanted to make was

that the existence of a tariff, and particularly of a Cuban prefer-
ential, has in itself been an effective means restricting the importa-
tion of full-duty sugars, and even such as enters, in moderately large
quantities, at a time of high prices, worked no hardship on domestics,
insular and Cuban producers who were already selling at a very
profitable basis. At the same time, the entering of such sugars at
such times is very important from the point of view of the foreign
trade, and also because it serves as an influence on prices after such
high price level has been reached.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The following is the statement of Douglas Campbell, of W. R.

Grace & Co., directed to be filed in the record.)
W. R. GPACE & Co.,

New York City, February 15, 19$4.
CHAIRMAN OF THE FINANCE COMMITTI,

United States Senate, Washington, D.C.
D. t M& CHAIM&AN: We have studied with great interest the bill (S. 2732),

which was Introduced in the Senate on February 12, to provide legislation for
the proposed sugar program, and note that Section 8 of this bill specifies that
the quantity of sugar to be imported from foreign countries into the United
States shall be limited to the average Imxortations of any three years during
the period 1925 to 1933, inclusive. While we do not desire to be considered as
opposing the general principles of the sugar program, we beg to submit for your
consideration our views with regard to the status of full-duty sugars, which we
believe to be well grounded.

The following table shows the quantities of full-duty sugar consumed in this
country since 1922, together with the total consumption and average prices year
by year during that period.

Consump Foreign Average Avrage
tion or sugar con- & F sellingYear United sumed (full price of price of
State duty) raws refined

Cents per Cents per
Long tons Long tons pound pound

1922 ................................................... 6,092,758 37,366 2.977 5.04
1923 .................................................... 4, 780, 684 124,438 & 240 & 441
1924 .................................................... 4,8N.459 8, 839 4.188 7.471
1925 .................................................... 5,510,00 33,810 2.582 5.483
192 .................................................... ,671,335 39,782 1 588 5.473
1927 .................................................... 5,297,050 5, 56 2.959 .82A
1928 .................................................... ,542,636 29,424 2.459 5. 540
199 .................................................... 810 90 14,687 2.001 .025
1930 ................................................... 5,699,377 25,471 1.499 4.634
131 .................................................... 475,204 33,445 1.329 4.426
1982 ............................................ 5,213961 22,109 0.925 3. 92
1933 .................................................... 5, 27038 86 1.220 4.316

We are quite in accord with the principle that producing areas which ar)
granted full or partial tariff protection must be limited as to the quantity of
such protected production in order to prevent the recurrence of artificial and
uneconomic overproduction In such areas. With regard to full-duty sugars,
however, we submit that the proposed quota limitation is unnecessary to the
success of the program and places such sugars at a disadvantage In that it
deprives them of the potential opportunity to enter this market in periods of
high prices.

It will be noted that during periods of low or medium prices the quantities
of full-duty sugar which were able to enter this market over the high tariff
wall were insignificant in comparison with the total consumption of the United
States, and that only in 1928 and 1924, when the average price of raw sugar
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e. and f. New York was more than 4 cents per poulid, were they able to enter
lit soimewhint larger quantities.

i)uriug tho first 9 years of this period tle full duty on raw sugar was 2 to
2.206 cents per pound.

It is evident that the existence of a tariff, and particularly of a preferential
tNiOff on Cuban sugar, has In Itself bteem an effcctiveh ieans of restricting Impor.
tation..4 of full-duty sugars. Even the larger quantities which were able to
enter this market ulder very high price conditions worked no hardship on
domestic, insular, and Cuban producers, who were then selling their sugar on
a very profitable basis. At the same tine the possibility of entry of such sugars
served as a safety valve to cleck the price paid by the consunmer and to prevent
skyrocketing of prices after this relatively high price level had bee. reached.

At the present world raw-sugar price of approxiately 1.25 cents per pound
c. and f. New York. the existing full sugar tariff of 2.50 cents per pound is
equivalent to a rate (Pf 200 percent ad valorem: at a world price of 2 cents
per pound, It would Ite 1.25 percent ; and eveni at the 1923 average price, the
highest in the last 12 years, It would still represent an ad valorem rate of 41
percent. The sugar tariff is ole of tile highest schedules in our present tariff
system, and] we submit that tie moderate quantities of full-duty sugars which
(an get: III over this high tariff wall should not be denied entry by quota re.
strIctions similar it character to those which have been strongly protested by
our Government when applied to American goods by other countries.

It should b borne in inind that even the modertite quantitleg of full-duty
sugars which have been able to come in over the tariff wall have been in.
portant to the resileetive producing countries, whose production is small; fur.
thermore that such Imlportations are important to the trade of this country
with Latin America. A survey of our trade with those countries in recent
years reveals the fact that a large proportion of our exports consists of farm
products or of nmnufactures which use farm products as raw material (flour,
lard, cotton, textiles, biscuits, tobaccos, etc.). Any arbitrary restrictions on our
importations from Latin America. such as the proposed restriction on full-duty
sugars, would not only hinder the program of better trade relations and In-
creased trade with tlom, countries but would tend to decrease the dollar-buying
power of those countries, and to restrict further the direct or indirect export
market (of the American farmer.

We assume that drakba('k sugars (that is, sugars imported to be refined or
used it manufacture, and then reexported) will not be considered as a part of
the respective quotas, which we understand to be based on consumption only.
This wias definitely provided it the rejected sta)ilization agreement, and we
beg to suggest that this point be clearly established in the proposed new sugar
program.

We respectfully request that this communication be made at part of tile record
of the hearings to be held by your committee on the above-mentioned bill, and
place ourselves at your service itt case the committee should desire to call upon
us for any clarification of the above subject.

Respectfully.
W. R. G.tee & Co.,

By DOUGLAS 'AMPELL.

The CHAIRMATN. Is Judge Crisp in the audienwe?
Judge Cnrsr. Yes, Sil.
The CHAIRMAN. Who represents the (domestic refiners?
Judge CRIrs. Mr. Ellsworth Bunker.
The CHAiRMAN. Very well, we will hear iront Mr. Bunker. How

much time do you want?

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH BUNKER, REPRESENTING DOMESTIC
CANE SUGAR REFINERS

Mr. BUNKER. I should like, perhaps, 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. You have 15 minutes.
Mr. BUNKERS. I represent all of the domestic cane sugar refiners

in continental United States.
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The CHAIRMAN. You appeared before the House committee ?'
Mr. BUNKER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And your statement is there in full?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, before I begin. I would like

to give to the members of the committee two charts which I think
they would be interested in seeing, which graphically represent the
importations of off-shore refined sugars in total and those from Cuba.

Senator KING. Have you copies for each member of the committeeI
Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir; there are copies for everyone. The refiners,

at the present time, are threatened with extinction. The President
has suggested a program which we believe a constructive program,
for a solution of the sugar problem. The President has asked for a
quota system. The refiners ask for the same thing-that that quota
system be applied to their problem.

I believe the Secretary of Agriculture yesterday in his testimony
indicated that he approved of that in principle. We desire to pro-
pose an amendment which we believe places reasonable quotas on
the off-shore refined sugars, and our proposal, in brief, is to maintain
the status quo as far as insular possessions are concerned, and that
the Cuban importation should be 15 percent of their total quotas.

The refining industry has existed in this country on this continent
for about 200 years. In normal times we employed 20,000 men
whom we paid about $27,000,000 annually in wages and salaries, and
paid out $100,000,000 annually for materials, services, and supplies,
largely to other industries, all in continental United States.

In recent years, particularly from 1925, when importations of
these off-shore sugars began in quantities, the refiners have lost in
volume about 700,000 short tons to the insular areas and Cuba. In
addition to that we have lost practically all of our export business
because of the tariff barriers throughout the world, lost about 320,000
tons in export, representing about 90 percent of our business, and
we have suffered the entire loss due to shrinkage in consume tion.

All of this has displaced sugar refined in this country wit iout any
corresponding benefit to the consumer. The refined sugar imported
from Cuba and the islands, due to their cheap-labor costs and trans-
portation costs, undersells our product from 10 to 20 points in this
market.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you represent. all of the domestic refiners?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMANT. That includes the American and the National and

the Savannah and the C. & H.?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIIRMAN. All of them.
Senator COSTIGAN. Not including beet sugar.
Mr. BUNKER. No; cane-sugar refiners.
Senator MCAnoe. On the Pacific coast as well?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir; California and Hawaii, and the western.
The CHAIRM AN. I would like. if you have them, financial state-

ments of each of these refiners, 'so that we can put it in the record,
and see just what their financial status is, and how they have been
affected within the last few years, whether or not they have made
any money.

Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Whether or not they have paid off any bonds, and
whether or not they have declared any dividends, and if it is aprostrate industry.prsr. BUNKE. I have not the individual statements, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you get those and put them in the record?
Mr. BUNKEn. But I can tell you what the average has been, de.

pending on the capital employed in the industry.
The CHAInMAN. You could not get it for eaeh individual com.

panI
M7r. BUNKER. Not all of the companies make reports. I can get

it for all of the companies which make reports.
The CHAIRMAN. Those which make reports, will you get them for

us and have them put in the record?
Mr. BuNKER. Yes, sir.
Senator McADoo. I think you can get reports from all of the

refiners. I am sure that they make reports, do they not?
Mr. BUNKER. I will endeavor to get them. They do not all pub.

lish reports.
Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Chairman, in that connection, might it t

be well to ask that they include an estimate of the addition cost
due to the N.R.A. I I was informed by some member, some corpora.
tion representative who called on me on this subject, that the N.R.A.
cost is, to the corporation, about a thousand dollars a day, and it
occurred to me that might not enter into financial statements, because
the N.R.A. did not begin until late last year.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you furnish that information also?
Mr. BUNKER. I can give you that. I think I have the combined

statement here.
The CHAIMAN. We don't care about it right now, but we would

like for the record to show it, and also, Mr. Bunker, if you will, give
to us, in behalf of these domestic refiners, a conservative cost on
differential. We have heard a lot about the differential not being
enough to protect the American refiner.

Mr. BUNKER. That is correct. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, we want to get an estimate of that. The

trouble I have had with it is that none of you agree on that cost.
Mr. BUNKER. We have submitted figures to the Tariff Commission,

Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you will, give them to us for the record-

and I hope they will be as conservative as possible, so that they will
bear scrutiny and analysis.

Mr. BuNKR. Yes. sir. We have done that twice before the Tariff
Commission, but I vill be very glad to do it again.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I don't suppose you contemplate
enacting legislation on that subject in connection with this bill f

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not think so, but I thihk it would be
very well for the committee to look into this differential proposition,
because it bobs up every time.

Senator WALsH. Don't you think that the important question to
us, from the refiner's standpoint is to determine upon the quota,
restricting the importations of refined sugar?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Well, that is what he is going to get into
now, as I understand it.
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Senator HASTINGS. The chairman has asked for a financial state-
inent.

Senator McAnoo. Mr. Bunker, will you bring out in your statement
the fact as to the extent that the quota limitation will satisfy the
refining situation?

Mr. BUNKFR. Yes, sir; I will. I will endeavor to.
Before I proceed, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say, in reply

to your first question, that while I haven't the statements here of all
the companies, I have the average net return on the capital employed
in refining, from 1925 to 1931, made up by public accountants, and
the return is 3.57 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will, just put all that in the record, by
companies. We will get it in the record on that.

Mr. BUNKER. The refinerss profits have declined every year from
1928. I will also submit the figures in regard to the N.R.A. costs,

lvhich have increased our costs materially.
Senator COSTIGAN. Have you increased the number of your em-

ployees?
Mr. BUNKE=. Yes. We have increased about 20 percent, Senator.
Senator CLARK. How much?
Mr. BUNKER. About 20 percent.
Senator Cos'IGAN. Ini em)Yloyeesl
Mr. BU.NKER. Yes: in number of employees. Just as an example

of the N.R.A. costs, we pay the processing tax on cotton bags. The
Cuban refiners do not pay the processing tax on bags, and the bags
are not taxed when they are returned, filled with sugar. Our busi-
ness is primarily a volume business, and as our volume decreases,
our costs, of course, increase.

There is one other statement which apparently has gained some
currency in the Departmient of Agriculture, which I would like to
refer to, and that is the question that the refiners' process is obsolete,
because the refiners use boneblack instead of vegetable carbon. That
is not the case. The refiners have investigated and spent a good
many hundreds of thousands of dollars in estigating all vegetable
carbon processes, and have conic to the conclusion that for their own
purposes the boneblack is the cheaper of the processes. As far as
efficiency goes, we believe that these refineries are not excelled and
are not equalled anywhere else in the world. We are continually
being visited by experts from other countries, who desire the advan-
tages of the best there is in the way of a refining process.

Senator VALSH. Is there a sanitary problem in connection with
refining?

Mr. BUNKtR. Yes; Senator. We are all subject to the sanitary
regulations of course.

%enator VALsH. Is sugar that comes in, that is refined in Cuba,
subject to those regulations?

Mr. BUNKER. I believe not. I don't believe that it is subject to
our sanitary factory regulations.

Senator (COSMIAX. Is it regarded as a less desirable table product
than your own?

Mr. BUNKER. It sells at retail at the same price as ours, Senator
Costigan. It sell at a lower price to tile dealer.
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Se1ato' WALSH. May I ask one other question? I understand that
the cottoni bags used by the sugar refiners are made in Japan, and
our American cotton bags are not used.

Mr. BVINKER. VYell, i had information yesterday, Senator, that
cotton bags were being offered and sold in Cuba at a price of 3.6
cents per bag. The price here, including the processing tax, is 16
cents per bag.

Senator WALSh. For the American cotton bag?
Mr. Bt'KEJ. For the American cotton bag. Now, in regard! to

the insular areas, gentlemen, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Philippines, and
the Virgin Islands, their problem is pritnarily a production prob.
11m. Tile production of raw sugar is of coise their principal busi.
Ress, VIkploys must of their men. Trhey have had a large measure
of protection for their raw sugar, and will continue to have a large
meastuire of protection, under the President's program. We propose
that these insular areas be limited in their refined sugar imports to
the United States, to their 1933 figure, which was their maxinum to
date. That would be, for Hawaii, about 23,000 short tons: Puerto
Rico, about 109,000 short tons; and for the Philippines, about 62,000
short tons; which is about 10 percent above the limitation in the
Hawes-Cutting Independence Act.

Senator KIx(a. And the residue of sugar imported below those
figures would be raw?

Mr. BuNKE Rt. Would be raw sugar to be refined in this country.
Senator ioNG. Do any of the companies that you represent have

refineries in either of our insular possessions?
Mr. BUNKEI. No, sir.
Senator WALSH. There are American companies there, of course?
Senator KiNo. Yes; I understand.
Senator WALSH. There are American companies there, are there?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes. In regard to Cuba, when the reciprocity con-

vention was adopted, there was no refining in Cuba for the American
market. No Cub an imports camie into tis country until 1925, and
then only about 1,500 tons. In 1926 it increased to 50,000 tons, and
by 1933 it was approximately 500 000 short tons. The increase there
has been very much more rapid tZan in the islands, due primarily I
think to a decreasing market for Cuban raw sugar, and to pressure
of the tariff, both of which factors the President proposes to remove
in this program.

Senator WALSH. Will you give us the figures for each of those 6
years, later?

Mr. BU KE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it is in this chart, too, Senator.
Mr. BU.-KFt. Yes, sir.
Senator KINo. Might I ask one question? I think it is german,:.
Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir.
Senator Kix(;. Are the refineries that are established in the insular

possessions formed by those who own the lands ani produce the cane,
or are they independent companies? By that, I mean, independent
capital, not connected in any way with the production of the sugar?

Mr. BUNKER. Well, I think some, Senator, have been built by inde-
pendent capital, and most of them, however, have been established by
raw-sugar plantations, who have their ralv-sugar plantations anmd
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their raw-sugar factories. That is particularly true of the more
recent installations.

Senator COSTIGAN. Mr. Bunker, have you stated specificallv in the
record what your objection is to the language of the Tariff" Act of
1930, or the Tariff Act of 1922?

Mr. BuwKm. Well, I haven't stated it yet, Senator; no.
Senator COSTIGAN. Do you intend to?
Mr. BUNKER. I will if you would like to have me do that.
Senator COSTIGAN. I should like to have your objections specifically

placed before us.
Mr. BuKERm. Well, the Tariff Act of 1930 provides no protection

for the American refiner. In fact, it gives a small subsidy aunount-
ing to 2 cents per hundred pounds, to the Cuban refiner, because of
the fact that the 107 pounds required to produce 100 pounds of raw
sugar, required to produce a hundred pounds of refined sugar, pays
2.14, whereas the 100 pounds of refined pays 2.12. So that actually
there is a subsidy to the foreign refiner, and no protection whatever
to the American refiner.

I might say in that connection that I believe that at the hearings
before the Finance Committee on the Hawley-Smoot Act, a repre-
sentative of the Cuban refiners said that protection was not neces-
sary for the American refiners, because refining in Cuba could not
possibly increase. At that time I think the importations were about
280,000 short tons. and since then they have nearly doubled. We feel
that the quota which we proposed for the Cuban refiners is fair,
because it gives to those refiners who own raw-sugar mills, who
befiefit very materially from an increase in the preferential, and
from a larger share in the American market-
The CHAIRMAN. What was the limitation?
Mr. BUNKER. Fifteen percent of the total quota. That amounts

to 291,600 tons.
The CHAIRMAN. All of this did not come in from American-owned

industries in Cuba, this last year, this 500,000 and some odd tons?
Mr. BUNKER. Came from both Americans- and Cuban-owned in-

dustries; yes, sir.
Senator WA81Su. I offered an amendment, Mr. Chairman, which

is being printed, and I have asked the clerk to get a copy to each
member of the committee, along the lines suggested by the witness.

Senator KING. As I understand you, you want to limit the refined
sugar imported from Cuba to 439,319 tons?

Mr. BUlKER. Two hundred and ninety-one thousand six hundred
tons. Fifteen percent of their quota on the 1.944.000 tons.

Senator KING. That would mean the closing down, then, of course,
of the number of refiners in Cuba?

Mr. BUNKER. It would mean their operating at about the same
rate of capacity at which the American refiners operate, except it
gives to the raw-sugar producers which have refineries, the refining
of their entire raw-sugar quota.

Senator KiNG. Have you stated for the record the number of tons
of raw sugar produced in Cuba which are refined in Cuba?

Mr. BUN KER. Yes, sir. I said approximately 500,000 tons, and I
will have the tables in the record.
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Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Bunker, let me see if I understand your
last statement. If I understand it, it will give to the raw-sugar
refiners, the persons or corporations producing raw sugar and refin.
ing their own raw sugar, an opportunity to re e all they producedI

Mr. BUNKER. That is correct.
Senator HASTINGS. The independent refiners--your proposal is

that they will have just about the same as your amendment will
give the American refiner?

Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir. That is correct.
Senator VANDENBERG. Suppose the total of Cuban quota were

reduced, would you still use the same 15-percent figure?
Mr. BuNwm. Well, I think that we would be agreeable to that

total figure 291,000 tons.
Senator VANDENBERG. Regardless of the grand total?
Mr. BUNKEiR. Yes; if the other quotas are approximately the

same; if there are any material changes in the quotas, we might have
to ask for a further reduction, rather than to stick to the 15 percent.

Senator WALSH. Has the increase in the production of refined
sugar in Cuba been brought about by American capital setting up
refineries, as a result of the tariff differences, in part?

Mr. BUNKER. Some of it has, Senator; yes. Gentlemen, I would
like to introduce and read this amendment, if I may, which we are
offering. In the text of the Senate bill 2732 it would come on line
20, on page 4 of the printed text, after the words "or allotments ",
and it reads:

Provided. hotwc'er, That in ':uch quotas there vity be included, In the case of
the Territory of Hawaii, Virin islands, Puerto Rico, Philippine Island.--, the
Csnal Zone, American Samoa, and the Island of Guatm, direct-consumption
sugar up to an amount not exceeding the respective Importations of direct-
consumption sugar therefrom into continental United States for consumption,
or which was actually consumed, therein, during the year 1933, and, in the
case of foreign countries, including Cuba, respectively, direct-consumption sugar
up to an amount not exceeding 15 percent of their respective quotas.

Senator McADoo. Well, if that amendment were adopted, Mr.
Bunker, you think that no further protection would be required for
the American sugar refiners?

Mr. BUNKER. Well, I think, Senator, that the American refiners
ought to be put on a competitive basis, it would seem to me, with
the foreign refiners.

Senator MoADoo. Yes but I mean as it stands today?
Mr. BUNmR Not in this bilL
Senator McADoo. As it stands today, you say that the American

sugar refiner is being destroyed, or he is being deprived of the
opportunity to make a profit?

Mr. BuNKim. Yes, sir.
Senator McADOO. Now, with this amendment in the bill, and the

quotas established as proposed, would that put the American sugar
refiner on a parity where he will have an opportunity to ma~ke a
profit?

Mr. BUNKER. Yes; I think so.
Senator McADoo. Then no further tariff protection, for instance,,

will be required?
Mr. BUNKER. Well, of course, this bill is a temporary matter.
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Senator McADoo. I understand. I am only talking about the
emergency.

Mr. BUNKER. The emergency; yes.
Senator McADoo. That would be adequate, for the moment?
Mr. BUNKER. For the moment, I should think.
Senator McADoO. Yes.
Mr. BUNKER. But we feel that it should be corrected.
Senator McAnoo. Eventually?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes.
Senator McADoo. Yes. We are talking about the emergency now.
Senator HASTISas. The independent refiner it Cuba would con-

tinue to have the advantage over the American refiner, in that the
wages would be less. That is true, isn't it I

Mr. BUNKER. Yes. Oh, yes.
Senator HAsnNos. And that is the only difference? That would

be the only difference between the two, under your proposed amend-
ment?

Mr. BUNKER. Well, he has certain transportation advantages also.
Senator WALSH. I think you have given us the figures as to what

would be the reduction in the importation of refined sugar from
Cuba, if this 15-percent quota was fixed, compared with the importa-
tion of last year. Have you those figures with respect to the other
islands, Puerto Rico Hawaii, and the Virgin Islands?

Mr. BuNKER. Well, there would be no reduction, Senator, in respect
to the other islands.

Senator WALSH. Well, shouldn't your amendment be drafted so as
not to permit an increase from these other possessions and limit or
make the decrease from Cuba alone?

Mr. BUNKER. That is what we have endeavored to do; yes sir.
Senator WALSH. As a matter of fact, it would be possible to in-

crease the importation of refined sugar from Puerto -Rico, Hawaii,
and the Philippines?

Mr. BUNKER. Yes, sir. We propose the status quo for them. In
other words, their 1933 importations.

Senator McAioo. That would be their quota ?
Mr. BUNKER. That would be their quota, which was their maxi-

mum, to date.
Senator WALSH. And the reduction of 15 percent would only apply

to Cuba?
Mr. BUNKER. Would apply to Cuba, because there the increase has

been very much more rapid.
Senator WALSH. Yes; I can see that.
Senator McADoo. And the proposed reduction on Cuban refined

would be about 50 percent? I mean the importations of Cuban
refined would be reduced about 50 percent of what it was in the last
year?

Mr. BUNKER. Yes; a little more. Well, the reduction would be not
quite 50 percent. It would be about 40 percent.

Senator MoADoo. About 40 percent?
Mr. BUNKER. Forty percent.
Senator KINo. Is that all, Mr. Bunker?
Mr. Buwo. I have some minor amendments which I would like

just to read one page of, if I may, in regard to the same.
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!.Senator WAL8sU For the record, if this 15 percent quota was
applied, the importations would be about the same as they were.
before the tariff bill was passed?

Mr. Bu KE. I would like to call the committee's attention, briefly,
to what appears to be a joker in the bill, in that under the definition
of "sugar", sirups would be exempted from the processing tax.
Nobody would object to such exemptions as to "sirup of cane juice ",
which is a product made by farmers in the Gulf States; but I see
no reason why Cuban and other imported sirlps, which, in fact, com-
pete directly with sugar, should not be subject to a processing tax just
the same as sugar. This discriminatory defect in the bill can be cured
by a very simple amendment to the definition of "sugar ", so as to
include sirups, except sirup ot cane juice; and I would like to file
a brief memorandum in the record on this point, in which the exact
wording of such amendment appears. Now, Mr. Chairman and Sen.
ators, I really want you to read the memorandum, because the joker
didn't get into the bill by accident. Those things don't just happen.
It was put in to favor somebody.

Amendment to subject sirups to the processing tax.
I invite the attention of the committee, first to the definition of

processing on page 2 of the bill, line 5:
(A) the t-r r" pro'es s'i g " rneiNs tlhe lproeesing of sugar beets or sugar

cine into refinedl sugar or into any sugar whie Is not to Ie further refirned.

Next, in line 13 of the same page, I call attention to the definition
of "sugar ":

(C) Tie term " sug~ir" iie tits swg ir in nay fornm wlatsomv,. derived from
sugar bects. or sIga|r (11110, inimaidl' o Ioil.UisSes, ra1w sugnr, dIreet-cons11Up1).
tion sugar, and any mixture containing sugar (except blackstrap molasses, beet
molasses, and sirups), and for the purpose of section 8a of this title, sirups.

The section 8a referred to relates only to quotas.
In other words, the bill defines sirups as a sugar for the purposes

of the allotment of quotas, but expressly excludes sirups 'from the
definition of sugar for the purposes of the processing tax. The ques-
tion, what is the reason for this preferred treatment of sirups, prop.
erly suggests itself. It looks much like a joker in favor of some
special interest. One explanation which has been offered is that it
wds intended to relieve from payment of the tax, small cane growers
of the South engaged in growing cane not for the production of
sugar but for the production of a form of sirup. Such explanation
is not satisfactory, because to accomplish such limited purpose (to
which no one would object) it is unnecessary to employ the broad
generic term sirupss " because the only sirup these cane growers
produce is accurately, known as "sirup of cane juice." Accordingly
I suggest that the bill be amended so as to exempt this one kiMd
of sirup from the tax rather than all sirups. The generic term sirup
would exempt from processing tax other sirups as to--which no justi-
fication exists for receiving this special privilege and favored treat-
ment. I refer to "refined sirups "which at present are imported in
large quantities and marketed in direct competition with refined
sugar.in this connection, I believe that this committee Will be interested

in the testimony of atn official of a sirup company at a hearing before
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the Tariff Commission, April 13, 1982. The impression this witness
seemed to endeavor to convey to the Commission was that his com-
pany was resourceful and had effected economies and could get along
pretty well without changes in the tariff schedule. With reference
to his company he stated:

They developed a process for making sugar sirup that Is the equivalent in
purity, and so forth, to melted granulated sugar direct from raw sugar without
going through the crystalization stage. The lrge majority or, rather, the large
number of manufacturing consumers of sugar, take sugar into their plants in
bags or barrels--that is, the granulated sugar; they melt it into a sirup and
use it in their finished product in sirup form. With this sirup of ours we are
able to put in a small, simple tank and pipe-line Installation, ship them their
sugar requirements In sirup form Instead of in bag form, and eliminate all of
the handling of the sugar, the dumping of sugar, and so forth.

On cross-examination, after the chairman had overruled objec-
tions on his part as to the propriety of questions asked him, he testi-
fied that their sugar sirup paid an average import duty of from 0.7
to 0.8 of a cent per pound on the sucrose content. This is to be com-
pared with a rate of 2.12 on the sucrose content of refined sugar and
a rate of 2.14 on the recoverable sucrose from 96 degrees raw sugar.
In other words, his product, which he describes as to the equivalent
of refined sugar, was being imported by his company at a rate of duty
approximately one third of the rate imposed on raw sugar-the raw
material of the sugar refiner.

It is thus established by this witness' own testimony that refined
sirup enjoys an unwarranted competitive advantage over refined
sugar of more than 1.25 cents per pound by reason of inequalities in
the sugar schedule. In view of this, it certainly could not have
been intended to exempt refined sirup from the processing tax.

Before the House Committee on Agriculture, in hearings on the
identical bill introduced there a representative of the sirup coi-
pany suggested that as the Presid ent's program contempt ates a
reduction of the tari# on sugar in an amount equivalent to the proc-
essing tax, and, he said, a reduction of the tariff on sirups was not
contemplated, therefore sirups should not bear any processing tax.
I do not know where he got his information as to proposed action
or nonaction regarding the tariff on sirups, but, even if it be the
fact, it is also true that the President contemplates increasing the
Cuban preferential substantially, and that this will in all proba-
bility have the effect of reducing pro tanto, the cost of such .Cuban
sirups but not the cost of Cuban sugar. It is fundamental to the
President's program that in order to help Cuba she must take the
benefit of practically the full preferential on her sugar, but it by
no means follows she will do so as to sirups. Furthermore, the con-
sideration advanced by the sirup company have no application to
sirup from free-duty sources, such as Puerto Rico. Unless sirups
are brought under the processing tax, the result of the enactment of
the bill may easily be that Cuban sugar or Puerto Rican sugar will
be importe in the form of sirup in increasing quantities, not pa ying
any processing tax; and the interests which handle it will ttus b
able to compete on a discriminatory and favored basis with refined
beet and cane sugar.

42331-4--l1
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This defect in the bill should be eliminated by amending the
definition of "sugar ", page '2, lines 13 to 18 of the bill, so ats to
read as follows:

(C) The term ".sugar" ineas sugar in any formi whatsoever. derived froth
sugar beets or sugarcane. includhig also molasses, sirups. raw sugar, direct.
consumption sugar, and any mixture (Pitaining sugur (except Iitiekstrip mo.
lasses, beet 1iolasses, 1114l sirup of cane Juice), aind, fov the rilrPJses of
section Si (1) of this act, In .idditiou to the fiaregoing, sirup of elane sugar.

I am also including in the same nemo,'randuin three technical
amendments to the bill, so is to clarify the status of drawback sugars
as outside the quotas, and so as to provide for refund of processing,.
tax upon export of articles such as canned goods, which include
sugar, and finally so as to provide for reimposition of the processing
tax with respect to cotton bags exported from the United States
when and if such bags reenter the United States as containers oi
ligmar. I do not wish to take up the coinniittee's time by making

any detailed statement of the reasons for these aniendnents, as they
are entirely obvious, and are consistent either with the spirit of the
bill itself or with the principles followed in our tariff legislation in
such matters. I will just file them.

It. AMENDMENT TO CLARIFY QUOTA STATUS OF DRAWBACK SUGARS, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PiIXCIPLES ;F U017! CUSTOMS LAWS

For. the lrpose of providing refined sugar for export from the
United States, either in the form of refined sugar or as .t component
part of other articles (e.g. canned goods, etc.), it is customary to
hniport into the United States an equivalent amount of dutiable'raw
sugar, because a considerable saving can thereby be effected through
the provisions of the tariff act which permit of a "drawback" of
the duty on such imported raw sugar. Without such privilege of
drawback, it would be impossible to export from the United States
refined sugar, or goods in which refined sugar forms a substantial
part, because the cost would be so great that such articles could not
compete in the world markets.

Apparently the sugar quota bill as submitted to Congress intended
that sugar imported from our insular areas or foreign countries,
and subsequently exported from the United States, would not be
subject to the quota restrictions proposed. The quotas are for sugar
which is to be consumed or is consumed in continental United
States. This is sound, and in the interest of all concerned, as of
course nothing unnecessary should be done to hamper American
manufacturers in export trade.

There is real doubt, however, whether the language of S. 2732 is
sufficiently clear to permit such export business to be carried on, on
the sound lines permitted by the tariff act, and it is submitted that
the bill should state that any sugar which receives a drawback should
not be charged against a quota; as obviously that is the. soundest
proof of nonconsumption in the United States.

It is therefore suggested that the sugar bill be clarified by a spe-
('ifie a1eIdltuent to th ant en(d, as foIllow.s:
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By adding after the word " allotments" in line 20 on page 4 of
S 2732, the following:

Pro.vidcd, hoWtev(W, That aiiy imported sugar with t'espect to which it draw-
hnick (of duty is allowed under the pn'ovisam1s of subsection A (or B of section
313 ed the Tarff Act of 1930, shall not be charged against the quota allotted by
the Seelretary of Agriculture lierewtider to the country from which such sugar
Was imported.

Ill. AMENDMENT Tot Pi)VI)E FOI REFUND) OF PROCESSING TAX ON EXPORT
(F ARTICLES CONTAINING SUGAR

Section 17 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act provides for
refund of processing and compensating taxes upon exportation of
• 'tiy product proces.sed wholly or in chief value from a commodity
with respect to which a tax hias been paid under this title." The
Bureau of Internal Revenue contends that upon the export of sugar
there can be no refund under this language of the processing or com-
peitsating tax on cotton and burlap bags containing the sugar, be-
cause those taxes are only on the bag, whereas the article exported
cousists wholly or in chief value of sugar. Therefore the American
exporter of refined sugar is unnecessarily placed at a disadvantage
in foreign commerce because he is required to pay the processing tax
on cotton and burlap bags and cannot obtain a refund of the same
wb(-n those bgs are used as containers for exported sugar. This is
in,.onsi.-tnt with s--ind national policy, which should facilitate ex-
port trade rather than burden it by internal taxes.

It is to be noted that under section 313 of the tariff act refunds
of import duties are repaid in the form of drawback, regardless of
whether or not the exported article is manufactured wholly or i!
chief value from an imported duty-paid article; and under that act.
(Irawback is regularly allowed upon burlap bags used as coverings
for exported commodities, as wel' as on imported sugar used in the
manufacture of such exported commodities, even though such sugar
ihity not constitute their chief value. In order to eliminate the un-
necessary and unsound export disadvantage caused by the narrow
phra.seology of section 17 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
such section should be amended by striking out in subsection (a)
thereof, the words "chief value" and inserting in lieu thereof the
word partt" 0

When a processing tax is imposed on sugar, this will become a
matter of great importance to canners and other food manufacturers
who export canned fruit, canned milk, and other articles manufac-
twred in part from sugar. If "chief value" remains as a pre-
reqpuisite to tax refund, a canning industry may find itself sub-
jected to a burden it cannot absorb in competing for vorld mar-
kets. Such an unfortunate result would prejudice the market for all
farm products going into such canned goods. Therefore this is
another important reason why the requirement of section 17 (a),
that the exported article must be wholly or in chief value made up of
the taxed commodity, should be changed. There seems no reason
why the principles and practices under the tariff act in this respect
should not apply equally to processing and compensating taxes.
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IV. AMENDM1ENT 1) REIMPOSE PROCESSING TAX ON REIMPORTME B.GS

Purchasers of cotton and burlap bags in the United States are pay-
ing an increased price representing the amount of the cotton process-
ing tax on cotton bags, and the compensating tax on burlap bags.
These additional charges represent amounts varying from 2.7 cents
per 100 pounds of sugar to 4.3 cents per 100 pounds of sugar, de-
pending upon the size of the containers. Under the present opera-
tion Of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, a foreign I urchaser of
cotton bags and burlap bags made in the United States is relieved
from this charge, for under section 17 (a) of that act the exporter
of the bags is entitled at time of exportation to a refund of the
amount of the tax. Thus the Cuban and Philippine sugar refiners
purchase their cotton and burlap bags from the United States tax
exempt. They then export their sugar in such bags to the United
States. Upon such reimportation of the bags, however, they are not
required to pay the processing and/or compensating taxes which their
American competitors have been required to pay upon the same
articles. This is obviously unfair and unreasonable. As above
indicated, it gives the Cuban and Philippine refiner an advantage
of from about 234 cents to 41/4 cents per 100 pounds, which is a very
serious and substantial advantage in the reffned-sugar trade, where
the margin of operation is very small.

Section 314 of the Tariff Act of 1930 provides generally that
-where there is an internal tax on an American-made article, which
tax is refunded on exportation of such article, the reimportation of
the same article should be subjected to a duty equal to the original
tax. This is the merest common sense and elemental fairness; and
there is no reason whatever why the same policy, requiring repay-
ment of the processing or compensating taxes in case of re-lmporta-
tion should not apply under the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

The following amendment to the Agricultural Adjustment Act
should be made to effectuate this purpose:

Section 17 of the Agricultural Adjustment Aet, as amendled. should be
mnended by inserting, as a new subsection after subsection (a), the following:

Upon the reimportation as containers, coverings or otherwise of artkies once
'iported, of the growth, product or manufacture of the United States, upon
which any tax under this title is refunded (or for the refund of wh!ch claim is
filed), there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon such reimportation of such
articles, a tax equal to the tax so refunded or to be refunded.

Senator KIxN. Is that all, Mr. Bunker?
Mr. BUNKER. Yes.

,STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES CANE SUGAR R DINING INDUSTRY

The sugar refining industry of the United States is today threatened with
.extinction. The facts speak for themselves. The industry is appearing here
to ask for fair treatment and nothing more, wholly in accord with the spirit

-Of the President's sugar program. The members of the industry desire to
cooperate with the President, but ask that the principles of his program be
applied to their problem. Their problem is an integral part of, and cannot be
separated from, the problem of the whole sugar industry. If it is to be dealt
with fairly and adequately, it must be dealt with at one and the same time.

The President asks for a quota system. The refiners ask the same; an d
that 'their problem be included, that there be put into the bill reasonable
quotas for importations of direct-consumption sugar. The Secretary of Agri.
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culture has testified before this committee that in principle this would be
acceptable to the administration.

Reasonable limitations on importations of direct-consumption sugar are
absolutely vital to the continued existence of the domestic refining industry.
They are also of great importance to the beet farmers, because there importa-
tions are extending rapidly tn' ) their territories, and crowding out their sugar.
The refiners therefore ask an amendment to the bill providing that importa-
lions of direct-consumption sugar from the American tropical islands be llmitd
to the 1983 amounts, and that importations from foreign countries, including
Cuba, be limited to 15 percent of their respective quotas of all sugar.

The fairness of this request is amply demonstrated by the following fac, .

THI RFINm' SITUATION

1. The cane sugar refining industry has existed in continental United States
for over 200 years. In normal times it employs some 20,000 persons, to whom
it pays in wages and salaries $27,000,000 annually. For materials, services, and
supplies (exclusive of raw sugar) the industry pays out to other industries
in the United States approximately $100,000,000 annually.

2. From 1925 to 1933, through increase of refined sugar from Cuba, Puerto
Rico, Philippine Islands, and Hawaii, the refining Industry of the United States
has lost 700,000 short tons or 15 percent of its production. During the same
period, due to protective tariffs of foreign countries, it has also lost 320,000
,short tons, or 90 percent of its export business. It has also borne the entire
loss in consumption due to the depression. The total shrinkage amounts to
1,600,000 short tons, or over one third of its production. These losses have
closed three refineries. They are threatening to close several more. They have
thrown thousands of men out of employment.

3. Refined sugar from Cuba and the other islands has increased with great
rapidity. In 1925 these importations were less than 20,000 short tons; in 1933
they were T00,000 short tons, of which 500,000 short tons were from Cuba
alone. These importations have displaced an equal amount of American re-
finding. They have displaced American labor and reduced American pay rolls
and purchasing power. This is due to the fact that Cuban and insular refiners
undersell American refiners because of cheaper labor in the tropics and lower
freight costs to centers of distribution accessible by water in foreign ships
(including inland cities on our waterways as far west as Chicago and Mil-
waukee). In Cuba the mills have been paying about as much J er day to hbor
as American refiners pay per hour. Yet, while our refining industry has
suffered great damage, the American public has not benefited by a lower retail
price for the tropical sugar. The public pays the same for it as for our
product. The dealer buys it cheaper, but absorbs the profit.

4. Participation by their American refiners in N.R.A. has materially increased
refining cost. They are thus at a further substantial disadvantage ns compared
with tropical refiners.

5. While other branches of the sugar industry have high protection against
Cuban competition, American refiners not only have no protection against Cuban
refined sugar but actually are penalized by a gross injustice in the 1930 tariff,
which in effect gives a 2-cent per 100 pounds subsidy to the C.ubain refiner.

6. Sugar refining is a volume business. As volume is reduced, unit increase,
and the competitive disadvantage of the American refiner is multiplied. If
importations from the tropics continue to increase (and they will increase
rapidly unless checked), the American refining industry will be destroyed.
While tropical refineries are working to capacity, and Increasing capacity,
American refineries are closed or working less than 50 percent of capacity.

7. The charge has been made, and given currency in published articles, by
persons who have no technical knowledge of sugar refining, that Americanv
refining methods are obsolete due to the use of boneblack instead of vegetable
carbon. One of these articles was vrritten by Dr. Mordecai Ezekiel, of the
Department of Agriculture. Dr. Ezekiel, however, in his examination before
the House committee on this bill, pleaded time and again. in answer to qmstions
asked him, that he was not an expert on sugar. The statement, however,
seems to have gained credence with the Secretary of Agriculture. But no
statement could be more unfounded in fact. It is due entirely to propaganda
put out by sellers of patented vegetable carbon processes, who have derived
a profit from selling refining equipment and vegetable carbon to the Philippines
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and to Cuba. They will appear here as representatives of the refineries in
these Islands. Their real interest, however, Is In Increasing their sales. Ameri.
can refiners have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in recent years in
experimenting with these vegetable carbons, and have sent their engineers to
different parts of the world to observe their use. Without exception, they
have rejected vegetable carbxn as inferior to si o more expensive tiuan hone.
black. On the other hand, during the past 15 years, vast sums have been
spent upon improvement to American refineries. Today they rank with the
most efficient in the world. Tey are continually visited by engineers from
till parts of the world to copy their efficiency. They are excelled nowhere in
the world. InI passing, it might be remarked that the two largest refineries
In Cuba use boneblack and one of these, the Hershey refinery, Is tile largest
and most modern In Cuba.

'11i0 INSULAR AHEAS (l.WAII, PL'MtTO lICO I'll IL|P1'IPP: I.AI. V1IMIN ISLANnS)

ilta filets its to (stir own trojitcal isitnds tire its follows:
1. Tlilest isluinds are primarily raw sugar 1lrodueig ireis. Until the last

feu* Nt'S their related sug ar lirdutltii wias negligible. Furtlier development
(,f their refined . ugar production im-mies it dupleatism f rt'lllng faellitie-
exlsthig InI eltilnental United States: facilities which. having been enlirgpd
to take care of the Unilted Stattes ind Its allies during the WVorld War. ire
more limit adequate to talk(, care of the needs of the United States for the
sonie time to conic. To permit this duplicationl. merely to take advantage of
cheaper ldr InI tht, islands, is eteonIo!n'ally wasteful and 1u1:4i13l. It dis-
places labor and lexstroys capital illvemtIlents in *.4s1hiu1ental United States.
To prevent tills will not prejudice the Ishlands. They enjoy. and under the
Presidents lin will eimtinme to evj,)y, it very lprofittable return for their raw
sugar. Further development (f refining is not necessary to their econotik
well-being. Furtlerniore, the great majority of raw sigar producers it thlies
islands do not 'wi.hi to e:ter the refining business.
2. Other nmtius 4if the world, it England, Cana!da, France Japanl, ainil

Holland, recognize the imlortaince of it domestic sugar reffiilg industry and
protect their refilers not only against foreign refted sugar, but also against
refined sugar fro l their colonies. This Is sound national policy. We shoUld
not be dependent for our refined sugar oin foir-distant or foreign islands, but
we should iaiintain a strong contillental refilling industry in position to draw
supplies of raw sugar from any part of the world.

:1 The 1933 importations of refined sugar from these areas reitrexent their
nllOXiilIl)ll til 4111t tvil are approximately as follows:

Purort to*

I~~nwtii---------------------------------------------------:.00P.uerto ]{ ----------------------------------------------....... 109. (N
]'hlllpinesl) .. ..........- - - - - - - - 2. tie0)

Total-----------.. ---------------- 1{4, (140i

1 im bUt fair and reasonbl(h to itask thell, in exciallge for tile beletits ilthV
will receive fromt the i'residett's ilaili, at least to cleck their refiling it eIftr,
1933 figures. The njollnt for tile Philippines Is about 1) percent lirger tialn
their quota for refined sugar fixed by Congress fit the Hawes-Cutting Act.

CUBA

The facts ns to Cuba are as follows:
1. Importation of refined sugar from Cuba to the United States was nil at

the time of the Recipt'eity convention n of 1903. As late as 1)25 It was negli-
gible, aggregating less than 1,500 short tons. In 1926 imporl atlons jutped to
over 50,000 tons. They have since increased to i500,000 tons.

In 1929, wlen such Importations were 285,00 short tons.. it was argued at
tariff hearings by Cuban refiners that tht, American industry had Iothlilg to
fear, that no other operations were In contemplation, that tile Cuban refineries
had about reached capacity; that those in existence would never be Important
competitors, and that when their competition became of consequence it would
then be time to meet the problem. The time to meet this iroblemn has long
since arrived. In 1983 tile importations of Cuban refined sugar into tile United
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States were about double the iliportntions of 192, or aipproxinlately 5)0,00t1.
short tons.

2. This development of Cuban sugar refininig lits been enttirely at the expose
of the American refiners. Every po'und of iimpiorted (uban retilel sugar
displaces 11 pound of Americai relined sugar.

3. The Cuban sugar problem is a raw-sugar i Hobleni. not a reflaiilg IpobPIe.
Economic rehabilitation of Ctuba can lie a(ceolnlslei by giv:ng Cub:t a hirger
preferential on raw sugar, ait(l a reasonable 4jttitti for ralw stgar. Iteiliting iit
Cubia Is not essential to Cilutn pnrosp)5,rity. ( 1ulM's great inVestnlkt tit the
Cuban refineries is probably not nore than I lrlent of tile investment in
raw-sugar p)rolerties. It is hardly 3 percent of the hivesiment it the Anierivaii
sugar refining industry.

4. Like the insular refining industry, tie ('ulin refining industry is A dupil-
cation of refining facilities already existing ini contillnlil United States, ai(i
is therefore wasteful and unsound. It dispi(es American labor and destroys
American capital. While its plroduct displaces American refined sugar in the
domestic iatarket. it Is w:th4)tut any corresponding benefit to the public. The
lower price is not passed on to the public who buy the Cuban sugar.

1. As stated above under the existing tariff of 1030, not only are the Ameri-
can refiners without any protection at all against refining in Cuba but they
are actually at a disadvantage of 2 cents per 100 pounds, which is at virtual
Anerican subsidy to tie 4'ubtim refiners.

6. A quota of 291,60) toils for direct-consunption sugar from Cuba would be
more than fair. Such a quota would lie luige enough (added to the 1.50,000 toils
local consumption in Cuba). to permit the rawn-ugar mills which have reflnilng
njachinery insfiailed, to refilne substantially all of the rawV sugar produced to
permit the one Cuban refiner who is not a t -w-sugar I'oducer to operate at at
percentage of capacity greater thia tithat of Aniericant refiners at the present
time. The only th:ng that is asked of these ('aithan retiner-raw sugar producers
is, in effect, that they confine their refining operations to tile raw sugar they
produce, atd permit tile iaw sugar they ilave beell buying for refilning to ('oll14
to the United States to lie reftied is heretofoie. This is certainly eminently
fair when it Is considered that they will boenetit more by an increase of the
Ciban preferential on raiw , i gar to 40 percent than they would through it
contituation of their refinhig operatiolns oil their lires(nt scale, without change
in the Cuban preferential.

As to refined sugar within such (liota, there should le also tariff protection
so that the American refiners will lie lit tiln equitable conletitive position. As
such tariff protection is not provided it this bill, it should bo given at tho
appropriate time by other mitemis.

Compared with other countries, the price of refined sugar to the Amierian
public Is low. I doubt whether any foi d-proeessing industry charges so little.
compared with tihe cost of its raw inaterial. is do the sugar refiners. The
limitations proposed by the refiners will ilot (aus higher prices to the public.
What we seek is our old volume, not higher prices.

Interests hostile to the Anierican refiners have made the statement. In public
prhit or at hearings, thn the industry earns large profits. Tile fact is other-
wise. The profits per dollar of Investment are small, and since 1928 they have
declined each year thrsoAuh 1032. While figures are not available for 1933,
there is no questions but that profits are less thanit for 1932. Since 1931 three
refineries have closed, and two colphianies have gone into recelvership. For
the period front 1925 through 1931. the average annual rate of return on the
capital investment actually devoted to refining was found by public accountants
to be only 3.57 percent.

The limitation of importations of dlirect-coasunption sugar along tile lines
proposed is vital to the continued existence of the United States cane sugar
refining industry. Unless they are destroyed, not only will American labor be
unemployed but the American people will be left dependent for their refined
sugar, a vital food, upon refineries in far-distant islands or in foreign lands,
beyond the protection of our forces, and out of reach of our laws.

Senator KIwG. Mr. Roberson, representing the Philippine sugar
refiners and foreign refiners. Is Mr. Roberson present?

Mr. ReBEso. Yes.
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STATEMENT OF PRANK ROBERSON, REPRESENTING PHILIPPINE
SUGAR REFINERS AND FOREIGN REFINERS

Mr. RoBEsoN. Mr. Chairman-
Senator KING. Mr. Roberson, how much time do you want?
Mr. RoBEBsoN. Mr. Chairman, I haven't had any opportunity to

appear before the House committee at all, nor didI have the privi.
lege of appearing before Dr. Coulter's committee, when this stabilize.
tion agreement was being considered. This is the first time I have
ever had an opportunity to appear.

Senator KING. So you think you ought to have additional time?
Mr. ROBERSON. I should say 25 minutes at the outside, I think, and

that is less than my adversary just consumed, notwithstanding the
fact that he appeared before the House committee.

Senator KING. Well, I think much of his time, however, was con-
sumed by answering questions propounded by Senators. Proceed,
though, as rapidly as you can.

Mr. RonER .N. Very well.
Senator HASTINGS. "That is likely to happen here, too.
Senator KING. Of course, any statement that you have prepared-
Mr. RoBiRso-x. I have no statement, because I have had a little

legislative experience of my own, Senator, and I think it best to
leave some things unsaid than to put a lot of things in a statement.

Mr. Chairman, I represent the Insular Sugar Refining Corpora.
tion, which built a refinery in the Philippine Islands in 1929, which
has a capacity of about 60 000 short tons.

Senator KING. Is that dhe only refinery in the Philippines?
Mr. ROiEBsON. There are two other refineries in the Philippines.
Senator Kiso. Do you represent them ?
Mr. ROBEISON. Well, the other two refineries are comparatively

small, as related to ours. and one of the other two we are now
operating, beginning last fall, under lease. It had been closed for
a year or tw,,, due to various difficulties. For the purposes of the
record I might say that the refining capacity of these three refiners
in the Philippines is 103,000 short tons. Otuir refinery and the other
operating refinery-I mean the other refinery which operated during
the year 1933-sent into th6'United States about 00,000 short tonsof
refined sugar. I also represent Refined Syrups, Inc., which is a cor-
poration that has a sirup plant in Brooklyn.

Senator McAnoo. Before you pass the Philippines-
Mr. RoBEi-.so.N. I am coming back to that, Senator.
Senator McAvoo. All right. I want to ask a question, when you

get through.
Senator KiNGsm. Proceed.
Mr. ROBEBSON. It has been done, I think, in the Senate, on fre-

quent occasions, but it is rarely complied with-if I may be allowed
to get my general outline in first, tlien I will be very glad to yield
to any question, and will really welcome questions. I have found
that that is rather difficult to aet however much you might desire it.

Senator MCADoo. It is difficult to restrain us. I will give you
notice in advance.

Mr. ROBERSON. Well, may I say to the Senator from California,
that I hope that I may have the sympathetic cooperation from him,
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because his first law partner was from my little village in a South-

ern State, and I think that gives me some right to ask for sympathetic
consideration from him.

Senator McAnoo. I will give you sympathetic, sentimental con-
sideration, but where the public interest is concerned I cannot allow
anything to stand in the way.

Senator HASTIMGS. Or the State of California.
Mr. ROBERSON. Why certainly; I understand that. I further repre-

sent the Suchar Process Corporation, which process uses a vegetable
carbon in the refining of sugar, and which is the cause of a good deal
of the trouble in sugar matters in Washington, for the last 2 years.
This process has been installed in refineries in South Africa, Eng.
land, Mexico, Brazil, Argentine, Puerto Rico, Haiti, Hawaii, Santo
Domingo, the Philippines, Cuba, and Louisiana; so it is not an ex-
periment, Mr. Chairman.

I proposed to devote myself, within a few minutes, largely to a
discussion of the amendment offered by Senator Walsh. I think
that when the proposition comes up to make sugar a basic commodity,
to amend the agricultural act to make sugar a basic commodity, that
it is somewhat novel to have sugar broken down and subdivided into
raw stugar and refined sugar. I don't find in the agricultural act
that you broke wheat down into wheat flour. I don't find that you
broke hogs down into shoulders and hams and sausage and bacon,
so I think at least it is something new, so far as the philosophy
of this act is concerned. Something was said by Mr. Bunker in his
statement before the Hou.e. It has been said many times in recent
publications of national magazines by the refiners, about the dupli-
cation of mainland facilities. Now, Mr. Chairman, I haven't any
complaint with that, provided it is put in its proper background,
and that is that the mainland facility is equally as efficient as to the
other facility. I don't believe that it could be well said that the
cotton mills should not be moved to the Carolinas and Georgia,
because it would be duplicating the cotton-mill facilities of New
England.

I now propose, Mr. Chairman, to take up the question which I
think is vital to this situation. and that is a comparison, and I am
going to do it very hurriedly, of the advantages of what is called the
"bone char" method of making sugar in the United States by the
cane refiners, and the vegetable carbon; bone char, of course, is de-
rived, or the carbon is made from animal bone. The vegetable carbon
is made from a by-product of wood pulp. Now, Mr. Bunker said at
the House committee that the facts had been misrepresented in some
quarters, to quote his exact language, as to the advantages of vege-
table carbon, in the making of sugar, over that of bone char. Now,
Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to offer to the committee two
charts.

Senator KIN. Are you offering these? I confess I am not quite
clear as to the purpose of it. Is it merely for the purpose of showing
that you are more efficient in the refining of sugar in the Philippines,
than'the refiners in Cuba and in the United States?

Mr. ROBERSON. Exactly. That is correct.
Senator KING. Well, that is controverted, is it?
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Mr. ROBERSON. Yes, sir; and I propose to prove it. I propose tosubstantiate my position by refiners' witnesses before the Tariff
Commission.

Senator KIwo. Assuming that you are more efficient, what relationwould that have to the measure before us, or what application would
it have to it?

Mr. RoBERsoN. Well, it ought to have some bearing.
Senator KI G. You see, this is not a tariff bill.
Mr. ROBERSON. But you propose to say to Cuba and these othercountries, that you cannot bring in any more of this white sugar,which can be made cheaper there than can be made here, and deprivethe American consumer of the benefit of an efficient method of proc.essing sugar. I had no idea of saying anything about the bill, asoriginally drafted, but it is the amendment offered by the Senator

from Massachusetts that I propose to discuss.
Senator GEORGE. Suppose they put in exactly the same machineryin the United States; they could still manufacture that cheaper in

Cuba, couldn't they? You could still refine it cheaper in Cuba,wouldn'tt you, if yoil duplicateti the machinery absolutely?
Senator WALSH. On account of the low labor cost?Senator GEORGE. On account of the labor cost, and longer hours?Mr. RonmisoN. Mr. Chairman, there never was a bigger inisunder-

standing on the part of the average layman than the relation of laborcost to refining sugar. You would be surprised, I am sure. and I
intended to-

Senator GEORGE. Well, your argument would come on, then, to
this-you don't need any tariff at all?

Mr.' ROBERSON. It is all right with me. I am a sort of a free.trading Democrat, Senator. I recognize you have got to have alittle revenue, of course, but may I say, a little bit out of line of theway I intended to take this up, that the Tariff Commission on June11, 1932, in its report, a memorandum decision which it published
on the question of sugar, stated:

The reflning ptr'o ,,ws t. such that roitlvy little Ilaor is requird. Thetotal number of wage earners In all of the domestic cane-sugair refineries in1929, when the production was about 5,100,000 tons, was less than 14,000.
Senator WALSH. How many are employed in the Philippines nowIMr. RoasoN-. Well, I could not say, Senator. I will put it in the

record.
Senator WALSH. A few hundred?
Mr. ]ROBERSON. Yes. We have the largest refinery, and when youhave 700 or 800 men it is a very large reinery..
Senator IVALSH. ifow many men have you in your refinery?
Mr. ROBERSON. In the Philippine Islands, 40.
Senator WALsH. Forty?
Mr. RoBERSON. The Tariff Commission said:
Even If all the refined sugar now imported from Cuba, which has not ex-ceeded 852,000 tons in any year, were refined In the United States, the addi.tional demand for labor would be relatively small, since refineries now operat-ing have more than sufficient capacity to refine the entire consumption require-ments of the country.
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So, the labor question, on the refining of sugar is inconsequential,
because it is a mechanical process.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to put into the record this memoran-
dum decision of the Tariff Commission on July 11.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, put it in the record. K
(The memorandum is as follows:)

Exainur (.

The Tariff Commission memorandum of July 11, 1932:
The Tarlff Commission announces that the preliminary tabulation of the

cost data obtained from domestic and Cuban sugar refineries shows that the
tlifft'e'tce between domestic anit foreign costs of refining is not such as to
jistity the Commission In specifying either an increase or i decrease ill the
rate of ditty oil refined sugar, at least until after the Commission has finished
the complete sugar ilavestlgatioi. which includes beet sugar, sugarcane, anid
raw sugar tr costs. The domestic costs of refining, because of the loss of raw
niwgar in the l)V4hess, atre imuch itffected by the duty on raw sugar, and if the
investIgatlon should Jater result in either an Increase or decrease of the duty
os raw sugar it would be necessaTy again to adjust the duty oil refined sugar
It(!cordingly. For this reason tll immediate chaigei in the duty on refined sugar
would not be justified ut;less the differenve in costs were found to be substan-
tially greater or less than the present duty, which is not the case.
There is not now anything to indicate that there will be tiny Important

cllange it the position( of the domestic or the Cuban sugar refining Industry
(suLi) ats expansion of retiring in Cuba) during the few months which will
elapise before tile final report on the entire sugar Investigation is completed.
Relned sugar imported front Cuba. is now about 5 percent of the total con-
su:; ; tin of all refined sugar and about 7 perceUt of the consumption of refined
cane sugar in cojittlnental United States.

Any elvnge in the rate of duty which might result from the present reftiled-
sugar investigation would not be sufficient either to increase or to decrease
matterially the imports of refined sugar from Cuba, or tile a miunt of labor
inj.ouyed In the domestic refineries. Tile refining process is such that relatively

little labor is required. The total number (of wage earners in all Of the
d stick cane-sugar ietnerle.s in i929, when the production was about
5.100,000 tons, was less than 14 000 "Even If all the refined sugar now imported
from Cubt, which has not exct kd 352,000 tonts In anty year. were refined In the
United States, tite additional dentand for labor would be relatively small, since
refineries now oljerating have more than sufficelnt capacity to retlne tbe entire
consunmption requirements of the country.

The investigation Juts shown tltat practically all of the refined sugar produeed
ill Cuba for shipment to the United States is refined by the sane methods ad
processes its are used in domestic refineries. The few Cuban plants which tire
experimenting with or actually using other methods have as yet not operated
during a complete year, possess snill capacities. and produce chiefly for the
(uban minrket. Tlere is no evidence that this situation is likely to change
radically, it least in the Immediate future.

Most of the sugar cmsuned ill the United States Is refined ill this country.
Out of a total consumption of refited sugar in the United States in 1931,
aitmunting to about 0,130,000 short tons, approximately 1,250,0 short tons
were domestic beet sugar, and tit, rena ider, amounting ti abamt 4,880(Y.1I
tons, wits jefiued (Stile sugar front various sources. Of tls alaoult t about
4,401,(0 tons were reflned in cOntinental United States by dontesttc e tellnrs.
fr m both dono-stie and for!gn raw sugar. Th,", rentltilng tlltmutit (If reflncd
NUL t lr CNit|Ulited. aittnitintg t, les; than s0100Wh4I tons. 1.ailne froat the following"
free and dutiable sources il the refined form: Puerto Rico, 85.0010 ttis ; Hawaii.
10,000 tons; Philippines, 30,004) tons: Cuba, 352,04)0 tons; (dutiable at preferen-
tz'rate) and countries j)tiyittg full duty on the refined product. 921 tons.

The coinltisslon to date hts secured the costs of prolductlont for all the do-
mestlc and Cuban refineries, and has practlcally completed its work with respect
to farm anid factory costs of producing beet sugar. Field work will he under-
taken at tll early date on thl farm aatd fitory costs of producing taw cane
sugar in Louisha, Hawai, aid Cubit. Althougli sugar produced !ii Puerto Rico
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and the Philippines dloes not enter Into the cost comparison for purposes of
section 336, supplementary data regarding the production of sugar in these
Islands will be obtained because of Its Important relation to the Industry in
continental United States.

Senator WALII. That is not the question I was asking, Mr.
Roberson at all. I asked you, if you had exactly the same naehinery
here that yott had in Cuba, refining machinery if there wouldn't be
a difference in the cost of refining sugar in Cuba and in the United
States, under the present conditions?

Mr. RoBERsoN. You mean under our two processes?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. RonEaso.. You mean, between our two plants, using the same

process?
Senator WALSH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROBEtSON. Yes, sir; there would be some difference becau-se

you lose some of the advantages of having your refinery. in Cuba
tied in as a part of your raw sugar mill. If you can imagine a cot-
ton mill tied into a cotton gin, you get just exactly the picture of
such a process of refining sugar in the tropics. The cane, during the
grinding season, goes in at one end of the plant, and within a certain
number of hours, comes out as a bag of sugar, at the other end.

The CHAIRMAIN. Well, Mr. Roberson, all the plants in Cuba do not
use that one process, do they?

Mr. RoBEitsox. That is quite true, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. There are just some of the plants in Cuba that

have the more modern process of refining, going right on through
into the production of the sugar?

Mr. RoBEiiso.-. This is the most modern plant, according to the
magazine Fortune, that has been constructed in a great many years,
which was built in 1930 by ex-President Calles, I believe is his name,
of Mexico. It has this process and it is supposed to be one of the
finest sugar refineries in the world.

T he CAIXRMuAx. How many of those sugar-refining plants are
there in Cuba?

Mr. RojERtsox. One, using our process. There are several other
plants, using other vegetable-carbon processes.

Senator WALSI. Yours is the modern one?
Mr. RoBnmitsox. Well, it is, the leading exponent. I should say.

Senator. That is probably not immodest, under the circumstances.
to say that.

Senator HASTINGS. May I inquire whether this process which you
speak of can only be employed in places where they gather the cane?

Mr. Roiwaiso-x. Oh, no.
Senator HAsrIxss. Could it be done in America?
Mr. ROBERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. Could it be done in New York?
Mr. Ron'.soN. Yes. sir; yes, sir.
Senator McAioo. What difference in the cost of refined sugar

would the substitution of that process in the New York refineries
make?

Mr. Ro Rsox. Well, that is a question that I intended to refer
to, and I might as well just answer it here. We claim that if it were
not for the-and that is where we think the interests of the imported
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white sugars coincide with that of the consumer-that the exports
of this ar anulated sugar in the United States serve as a stabilizer of
price. If the American refiners had a monopoly of the white sugar
in this country, I do not know where the price would be.

Senator McAnoo. That is not the question I asked.
Mr. RonF.aso-.. Well, the present price of sugar, of course, wherr

you go into a grocery store, one sugar is just like another, and sells
ttt the same price.

Senator McApoo. I am not talking about the price at which it
sells. I am talking about the cost of production. What difference in
the cost of production would the substitution of your process have,
in an American sugar refineryr? What do you claim per pound?

Mr. Ron aRsoN. e1, that is getting somewhat into a trade secret
because, on both exhibits that has been regarded by the Tariff Com-
mission, Senator, as confidential information. They have that infor-
mation.

Senator MbAnoo. Well, just an estimate.
Mr. RoBnmsox. Well, I can say, I will go this far, that the differ-

ences in the cost of production in one of those refineries in Cuba, and
in the United States is, well, from a fourth to a third of a cent a
pound.

Senator McAo. Well, I am speaking of the substitution now,'in
an American plant of your process.

Mr. Roiwnso.v. Well, you understand, of course, that would be an
estimate, I am speaking now, of actual experience.

Senator McAnoo. I want the estimate. rhat is what I am ask-
ing for.

Mr. RoBjEsow. Well, I will furnish it for the record. I will be
frank and say I cannot answer that question, but I will answer it,
and put it in the record.

Senator McADoo. Well, is there anyone here who can answer it?
Mr. RoBEnsox. Mr. Naugle.
Mr. NAUELE. It would depend on the location of the plant. I

would say between 20 and 30 cents a hundred.
Senator McADoO. Suppose it was on the water front in New York?
Mr. NAuGL. Under the best conditions?
Senator McADOo. Yes.
Mr. NAuoLR. About 30 cents.
Senator McAnoo. About 80 cents?
Mr. NAUoLE. Thirty cents a hundred; yes.
Senator McADoo. What would cause that difference?
Mr. NAUaLE,. Lower initial investment, lower water cost, less labor.
Senator HAsrNos. I would like to know what all that has got to,

do with this committee. I cannot see what that has to do with this
amendment myself.

Mr. RoBEnsoi. Well, it has this, Senator-the amendment here pro-
poses to say that you cannot bring in this product which we make,.
and we think it is of interest to the consumer.

Senator WALSW. The bill itself says you cannot import an indefi-
idte amount of raw sugar. If there isn't some such amendment of-
fered, we are in the position, are we not, of permitting nothing but.
refined sugar, or all refined sugar to come in, at this quota?

Mr. ROBERSON. I think that would be carrying out an extreme.
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Senator VALSH. How are you going to meet it otherwise?
Mr. Roi atso.x. I mean. technically that is true, but as a practical

proposition-
Semator WA\sH. As it stands now, nothing but refined sugar could

come in. oir it all can be refined sugar?
Mr. RoBERSO. Yes, sir.
Senator W.umsn. And tirs destroy this industry?
Mr. RonEnsoN. Yes; but, of course, Congress meets every year,

S( :ator.
'5 dnator WALSH. We should wait until destruction takes place?
l'hle CHATIMAN. If there were a limitation placed, Mr. Roberson,

on refined sugar coming to the United States, what would be a fair
limitation, so that we would not do injury to American interests,
that are already built up, and so forth, witli modern plants?

Mr. RvunaisoN. Vell, Senator, if you were engaged in the manu-
facture of cotton gins, and Congress told you you could not sell any
more cotton gins, and could not build any more plants, it would put
you out of business as a manufacturer of cotton gins.

Senator WVALsIh. In sonic other country? In some other country?
Mr. RoBEitsox. Yes.
Senator WALS11. Well, you failed to include that in your statement.

Congress is not attempting to stop all cotton gin mills from being
established in America, or any sugar from being produced in
America. It is only putting a limitation on what should come in
from other countries.

Mr. RontusoN.. I understand.
Senator W ALih. Don't you think we have a right to (to that?
Mr. RoBERsoN. But, you want to make the consumer get the sugar

that is produced at a higher cost, irrespective of the labor, due to
the fact that the process is out of date and obsolete, ald not that it
doesn't make just as good sugar as anybody's.

Senator VANDENBERo. Does sugar sell cheaper anywhere in the
World than it does in the United States, to the consumer?

Mr. Rom.:mtsox. Not so far as I know.
Senator McADoo. What percentage of the allowable quota for

Otba, of refined sugar, do you think would be reasonable?
Mr. RoBEIIsoN. Well. Senator, we have taken the position before

the Tariff Commission-theie is a case pending before the Tariff
Commission at the moment on application of the refiners to increase
the tariff on white sugar. This argument has been made there..

Senator McAmoo. That is not the question.
Mr. RoBERnso.N. We think it is fundamentally unsound to limit

it at all, to tell the Cuban or the Puerto Rican or the Hawaiian or thte
Filipino that he cannot refine his sugar, whatever the quota would
give him, and bring it in, as an abstract proposition.

Senator MVDADoo. Yes: hut that is not the question. We ai*
endeavoring, in this bill, to establish a quota for the general benefit
of the sugar industry.

Mr. RoBERsoN. Well does that include the beet industry
Senator McAo. Not only the producer of the raw sugar, but

also the refiner.
Mr. RoBERsoN. And the beet grower?
Senator McAmoo. Certainly. It covers everybody.
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Mlr. RownEIso.N. All right, sir.
Senator McAx)o. Now, here you have got these suggested quotas.

('tiba has a quota suggested for sugar. Now, what percentage of
that, in your judgment, would be fair to be required in raw sugar,
and what percentage in refined sugar, front Cuba?

Mr. RoiwilEsoN. ff you do that, it doesn't benefit anybody but the
American cane refiner, of which two companies own 49 percent of
the refining capacity.,

Senator McAiwo. That is not jay question. I am asking what
would be a fair division of the quota?

Mr. Ro ERsoN. I do not think it would be fair.
Senator McAixo. What would be fair between the raw and

refined sugar?
Mr. Rojwuv.oK. I dont think it would be fair, any division.
Senator MCADoO. You don't think any division would be fair?Mr. ROnitsoN. Sugar is sugar, andlalways has been, up to this

time Now the beet farmer-
Senator iIcAvoo. When you are considering g this industry, you

have got to consider the two phases of it.
Mr.' RonmvsoN.. I understand.
Senator McAoixo. The raw sugar as well as the refined sugar.
Mr. Ronwitsox. I understand, Senator, but it is apparently in

your mind---
Senator McAnoo. Now, what you are asking for is the right, as

I understand it, to have the Cuban quota supplied with refined sugar
wholly if you want to.
'Mr. RoBERsON. Theoretically, that woul(1 be true. Practically, of

course, not.
Senator McAuoo. Ncw, this bill, in the interests of the economic

situation o' the sugar industry, and of al! the::-c indo.itries, foreign as
well as domestic, and in the continental United States, is to establish
certain quotas for the benefit of the industry.

Mr. ROBERSON. Yes. sir.
Senator McAnoo. Now, you have got to consider the refined as

well as the raw sugar produced. If you are allowed to bring in all
refined sugar from Cuba, supposing it were possible, it would have
a very serious effect upon the refining industry in the United States.
Now, you have got to submit to a quota, if the bill passes. What per-
centage of it should be in refined and what percentage in raw
sugar? I mean, what would be fair?

Mr. RoDERSON. Well. I don't know how to answer your question.
When I think a thing i's abstractly and fundamentally unfair, to say
what proportion of that would be fair, I think it is an impossible
answer. You assume, Senator-and I, of course, don't intend to get
into an argument--you assume, when you say we must accept a quota
for the benefit of the industry, I propose to show, if I may that
whether every ton of sugar that comes in from Cuba is refined does
not make any difference to the beet grower. He is not primarily
concerned in whether it comes in refined or raw. He is concerned
in how much sugar comes in from Cuba.

Senator MWAvoo. I am not talking about the beet grower alone.
Mr. RoDERso X. That is the largest part of the continental industry

in the United States.
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Senator McADoo. I am talking about the entire industry, the
manufacturing end as well as the producer of the raw sugar, and we
have got to consider the whole problem from that standpoint.

Mr. ROBERSON. Answering your question as genuinely as I know
how, I think that is a question that ought to be taken care of by the
tariff, and after a hearing, where you have had a chance to present
both sides. and not in this sort of a more or less ex parte presenta.
tion of the witnesses.

Senator MCADoo. Well, if you come down to that, this whole thing
might be considered as a tariff. It has that incidental effect, but we
are not dealing with that. We are dealing here with a very realistic
and practical question of establishing these quotas. Now. it sees
to me, if you consider the quota question at all, it is reasonable to
consider what percentage of refined and of raw should be supplied
from the country which participates in the quota.

Mr. ROBERsON. I don't think it ought to be divided as between re-
fined and raw at all. The quota ought to be established on raw
sugar.The CHAIRMAN. Is it your idea that the differential protects the

refinery in this country?
Mr. ROBERSON. Yes, sir. There is a tariff application that has been

before the Tariff Commission, has been tried and argued, and I
suppose a decision will be rendered, in time, covering the tariff
differential.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean as to the differential?
Mr. ROBERSON. As to the differential; yes.
Senator WALSH. A long time making that decision, argued a year

ago.
Mr. ROBERSON. Well, Senator, may I just say that up until that

time the Tariff Commission did not think that the relation was justi.
fled. What decision they will make in their final report I do not
know.

Senator WALSH. As a matter of fact, you represent the Filipino
sugar-- fining industry, don't youl

Mr. .LoBmso. Correct.
*Senator WALSH. Now 15 percent quota will not affect the business
of refining sugar at the present time; it will prevent an expansion of
the refining business; isn't that true?

Mr. ROBiRSON. If you are going to put on a quota-
Senator WALSH. Isn't that true?
Mr. RoBERsoN. If you are going to put on a quota, I will take 15

percent from the Philippine Islands.
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. RO ERSON. But you haven't given me that. You have taken

it at the figure that is the smallest, whatever is most beneficial to
the American refiner is what has been taken. You take 15 percent
on Cuba, and take the present production of the Philippines-

Senator WALSH. How many tons of refined sugar would you lose,
based upon the importation of last year, by this amendment? Don't
you know that?

Mr. RoBERsoN. Probably 20,000 tons. I wanted, Mr. Chairman,
to call attention and correct what I had started out to show was not
a misrepresentation of fact as to the advantages of the two processes,
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and calling attention to the statement of the counsel for the refiners,
before the Tariff Commission, on April 12, 1932, where counsel said
to the Tariff Commission:

I believe this investigation and its result should be governed by other factors
titan those directly related to difference of cost of production. Therefore, lest
tae trend of this investigation be too closely along the lines of comparisons
of costs of the principal refining units in Cuba with the refineries of the United
States, we will expect to show to the Commission that the competition which
is (destroying the American industiT is the competition of the newer unit.% of
the retlag operation in Cuba rather than the older.

They put on an expert witness, the refiners did, in that case, and
proved, according to that witness, that the American refiner could
not compete with the vegetable processes in these other countries, be-
cause of the various economies in operation, due to the character
of the processes. Now, they have begun to change their mind about
that, since that time, because they have found that the question of
the efficiency of the operation has something to do with quotas and
tariffs, and I would like to say this to the Senator from California,
that as far as the Philippine sugar comes in it is a direct benefit
to the city of Los Angeles. Philippine refined sugar comes into
the city of Los Angeles and other places along the Pacific coast
directly from the philippines coming into the beautiful port that
you have constructed there. before we went there and brought the
sugar in from the Philippines, the sugar that went to Los Angeles
vas made in refineries up in San Francisco territories, plus the
freight rate down to Los Angeles. When we.began to bring our
sugar in, then they cut the price, to weet our price; so I say that we
serve a good purpose up there.

Senator M6Auoo. You think that is the reason we have such good
climate and such good health, then, in southern California f

Mr. ROBERSON. Well, that helps. Mr. Chairman, I would like at
this point, for the purposes of the record, to have handed to the Sen-
ators an exhibit a copy of an exhibit which the beet refiners put in
before the Tariff Commission, so as to show that the importations of
refined sugar-this is their own exhibit-which will show tha iio
refined sugar, in 1932, not a single ton, went into a beet State, vhich
was represented by Mr. Kearney, who testified here yesterday, but
to prove the point-

Senator M,-Awo. California is the second beet State in the United
States.

Mr. RommsoN. Well, it will show there that not a single ton of
Cuban sugar went into southern California in 1982.

Senator MoAoo. Speaking of Philippine sugar?
Mr. RominsoN. No; I was speaking about Cuban importations.

The eastern refiners are not concerned with Philippine sugar.
The CuAImAN. This shows the amount of Cuban sugar that goes

into each State?
Mr. RoBERsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. None of the Cuban sugar has as yet gone to

California?
Mr. ROBERSON. No. None gets into the beet territory. The slight

amount that gets into Michigan is only 24,000 tons, and the State
of Michigan, of course, does not produce enough beet sugar to supply

42331-34----12
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the residents of the State of Michigan, which is a very populou.
State. "

Senator COSTrIAN. When did you start selling Cuban refined in
the State of Colorado. if you recall?

Mr. RoB RsoN. I think Mr. Hershey probably could answer that
question. I don't know that they ever sold there, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead, Mr. Roberson.
Mr. RonEtsoN. Our position, Mr. Chairman, is that the subdivi.

sion of the sugar into raws and refineds would hurt the consumer, be.
cause it would remove the stabilizing and would freeze the stabiliz-
ing effect of the imports of white sugar, and it would help only the
cane refiners of the United States and no one else.

Mr. Chairman, I have here a partial answer to the question which
you asked Mr. Bunker. which I put in before the Tariff Commission;
the earnings of the American Sugar Refining Co., the National
Sugar Refining Co., the Savannah Sugar Refining Co., and the Cali-
fornia & Hawaiian Sugar Refining Co., for the years from 1927
through 1932. I do not think the published figures are available for
1933.

The CHARIMAx. Does that show they made a profit?
Mr. Ronm soN. Yes. sir. 1932-we will take 1932, which is ap-

parently the worst year the American Sugar Refining Co. made
$2.62, earned $2.62; the national made $2.35 per share; the Savan-
nah made-and the Senator from Georgia is to be congratulated-
$6.91 a share. The Senator from California is to be even more
congratulated. The California & Hawaiian Co. made $11.41 per
share. In addition to that, the American Refining Co. retired, called
before maturity, in 1933, $4,000,000 of bonds due in 1937. On Janu-
ary 1, 1934, they called at above par, a million and a half dollars
worth of bonds; and these companies, who are the only ones I could
get statistics on, are the " blue bloods" of the American industry,
so far as we know, have been able to get on very well during thedepression.The CArMAN. Well, put that in the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

American S r Savannah Sugar

Ren r National Sugar Refiningl Corp. California & Ila
common after Refining Corp. earned per share wailan Sugar
provision for of New York common after Ref.Corp.earnedearned per.shav prey. in.. depr. per share cap.
int. dpp. etc. after prove. int. and provision stock after prove.ao pfI. dvi- depreciation for preferred div- Int. dep., etc.
%r dI idends

450,000 shares corn- 600,000 share no 28,272 shares no par 100,000 shares
nmon outst-anding par outstanding outstanding

192a .................... $1.71 0.48 $7.70 ..............
102-----------------------.60 5.6W 11.92 $10.7A
1- .................... - 7.77 4.92 11.40 11.42
1930..................... 5.68 4.01 8.12 11.67
1931................2.23 3.52 8.20 11.93
1932 .......... 2.62 2. 35 6.91 11.41
Source of figures ........ Annual report A nnual report Annual report Stan. statistles

I In 1933 American Sugar Refining Co. redeemed $4.000,000 of bonds due In 1937.
NOT -In 1934 American Sugar Refining Co. redeemed $1,500,000 of bonds due in 1937.
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Mr. ROBERSON. I am sorry, Mr. Chairmnan. that I have lingered
nlong. but I am not quite as'able to get back, after inteiruptions, as
von would be. Something was said about lower transportation costs
'rona Cilba, because yesterday or before the House committee, and
I wasn't quite sure whether Mr. Bunker repeated it here, due to
d(iiper transportation into inland waterway ports. Well, I don't
tlhiik that is a criticism. If the Government is going to build a
wateriway, spending hundreds of millions of dollars to build a
waterway, so that the Ainericart consumer will have a cheaper freight
rate. I do not think you want to turn around, after spending that
moiwoy and take the benefit away from the American consumer by
raisiig the tariff on the stuff that comes by the waterway. Now,
may I call the attention of the coniluittee particularly to this. The
limitation imposed, called for in Senator Walsh's amendment, refers
to (irect-consunmption sugar. Well, lirect-consimiption sugar is a
(liff,,ent thing entirely from refined sugar. )irect-consuniption
sigar is used by tobacco people and ice-cream people and packers
an(d candy manufacturers, and things of that sort, sO when you put
this limitation, as it stands in the bll, on. direct-consumnption sugar,
voi are talkingt about some other things in addition to refined sugar.
T1Ibe Senator from Georgia has one of the very largest consumers
of refined sugar in the United States in his State. Coca-Cola Co.,
I have understood, purchase about 100.000 tons a. year or more of
i'effied sugar. We think that an amendment of this sort certainly
is not helpful to them, because it limits the market as to whether they
cam buy their sugar, and that could be illustrated in many different
ways.

Senator McApoo. Will you give us the definition of " direet-con-
sminption sugar W e all know what "refined" is.

Mr. ROBERSON. Well, "direct-consumption sugar " is sugar that
goes into the consumption of food and food products, whether it
may he in a sirup form or-

Senator McAnoo. Unrefined?
Mr. ROBERSON. Well, it is what you would call " unrefined." It is

something between raws and refined sugar. That may be a very
laymanistic way of expressing it, but anyway it is raw sugar that
had some-

Senator McADoo. Processing?
Mr. RoaERsoN (continuing). Some sort of processing, very fine.

Of course, there are differences in the way raw factories work; some
get up to 98 percent or more, and they wash some of it, that never
has any refining at all, and that gets into industry, and in this quota
here. which is suggested by the Senator's amendment. That in-
(ludes direct-consumption sugar, which would further cut down the
quotas of the refined sugar, and I do not think that ought to be.

Senator McADoo. What percentage of direct-consumption sugar
would you say is imported into the United States? I mean what
percentage of the entire amount of sugar imported, refined and raw,
from Cuba, represents direct-consumption sugar?

Mr. RoBiitSON. I suspect that one of these sugar men here should
answer that. Mr. BunkerI Mr. Fisher, could you tell him thatI

Mr. FISHER. About 50,000 tons, Turbinados sugar, came in last
year. I do not know what the raw sugar was.
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Mr. ROBEUiON. That is more confusing, when you talk about
Turbinados. J)irect-consuinption sugar.

Senator McAnoo. That is all right. In California we speak
Spanish.

Mr. Ron IsoN. That is not the direct-consumption sugar. That
is not all direct-consumption sugar, Senator, is the point I want to
make. I will get that for the record, unless some of you fellows
could tell us.

Senator McAnoo. Could you tell us, Mr. Bunker?
Mr. BuNKER. From the island of Cuba, I think about 30,000 tons

of raw sugar went into direct consumption-that is, curing tobacco
and things of that kind. The direct-consumption sugars which I
think Mr. Robertson refers to includes Turbinados and refined
sugars, pulverized, and above 98 sugar degrees-between 98 and 100.

Senator McAoo. How many tons do you say, of all of those va.
rieties, came in?

Mr. BUNKER. About 50,000 tons of Turbinados sugar last year.
Mr. ROBERSON. Mr. Chairman, may I conclude by asking to put

in as a part of the record, the statement which I have prepared,
taken verbatim from the refiners' brief before the Tariff Cominis-
sion? It can be reduced in size.

The CHAIRMAN. It may be put in the record.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

WHAT THE DOMES=I REFINERS ThIN'.K OF TROPICAL REFINIXx

The following statements are taken from the brief recently submitted t. the
United States Tariff Commission by the domestic sugar refiners and should
carry more weight than anything we can say about the sugar process.

Some of the advantages of refining in the tropics:
1. Smaller capital expenditures by reason of-

(a) Less expensive land, and
(b) Less substantial buildings.

2.. Lower operating costs by reason of-
(a) Lower wages,
(b) Less taxes, and
(o) Savings In raw sugar bags.

Additional advantages when the refinery is operated in conjunction with the
raw-sugar mill.

8. Further reduction in capital expense by reason of equipment made unnec.
essay by consolidation of operations.

4. Further reduction in operating costs by reason of--
(a) Absence of additional supervision, technical, administrative, and office

personnel other than that of the raw-sugar mill.
(M) Lesser number of workmen,
(e) Saving In fuel, and
('d) Other operating savings.

If refining Is carried on in the dead season, the following additional advan.
ages appear:

5. Savings through utilization of plant and equipment which would otherwise
be idle during the dead season.

0. Utilization of personnel which is customarily paid but not fully occulpled
during the dead season.

The following steps normally at the end of the raw-sugar manufacture are
entirely eliminated: The purchase, handling, storage, and marking of raw-sugar
bags; the filling of the bags with raw sugar; the sewing of the bags anml the
warehousing of the raw sugar. The following steps normally at the beginning
of the refining operation are entirely eliminated: The unloading and warehous-
ing of the raw sugar; and, if the sugar arrives in bags, the opening and empty-
!ng of bags and the brushing and washing of the bags for abstraction of sugar
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adhering thereto; the drying and possibly the repairing of tile empty bags; the
handling of the raw sugar into the sugar breakers and its conveyance to bins and
tlence to the mingler.

SUGAR PEOCEsS CORPoATION,
72 Wall Street, Neu, Yorlk.

Mr. ROBERsoN. And also a statement which was made by one of
my witnesses in the House with reference to sirup, calling attention
to the fact that our sirup is not the same thing that they are talking
about.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMNT OF DONALD K. Lutit,, iPRESENTING RImNED SYRUPS, IN., NEw
YouR, N.Y., oN, H.R. 7907

The CHAIIRMAN. We will be glad to hear you at this time, Mr. Luke.
3Mr. l~UxK. Mr. Chairman, yesterday when Mr. Camp was on the stand he

brought tip the question of sugar sirup and discussed the processing tax. The
point that he raised was that under the bill there is no processing tax on sugar
sirlip.

Now, the reason for that is that if you take the President's message and the
bill Itself, the processing tax is based on the reduction in duty on sugar, which
is dutilde under paragraph 501, whereas irtps are covered under paragraph
.501.

Consequently tny reduction in sugar will be offset by the provessitig tax. For
that reason, if a processing tax was levied on sirup, with no reduction, corre-
sponding reduction In tile duties on sirup, it would disturb the present relation.
ship between the two products. And it is for that reason that no processing tax
should be proposed on sirup.

Now, further along in Mr. Ciiep's statement, he spoke of the types of sugar
sirups. Granulated sugar contains sucrose only and a sirup made from granu-
litted sugar or high-test raw sugar is a sucrose sirup.

Tho sirup which we ianumtuneture is an invert sirup whlch is comprised of
stierose, dextrose, mid levIulose ; eid in varying quantities. depending on |h
requirements of the consumer. Our sirup goes to ice-cream manufacturers,
sirup manufacturers such ams fruit sirups, chocolate and maple sirup, and to the
manufacturers of Jams. jellies, and various food products.

Owing to the inherent qualities of invert sirup, its cleanliness, and the vcon-
owles of handling sirup in the f~ietory', weN belleve that food 11ualufatctuu'res Usimig
our sirtip have been able to improve the quality of their produces and to
decrease the cost of manufacture wid as a result Increase the use of their
products.

The CII\AtIIAN. A[r. Luke, If you care to you may file a stateniwnt for the
record out lhing your position and further suggestions.

Mr. LTJit(. I believe that is about all I lhtid intended to say.
Te C11AIRMAN. Very well.

.1P. FLANNAGAN. Wble did you represent?
.ir. LVKg. Refined Sirups, Jin.
The CHAuIRMAN. You may lI( mi statt t'ett with te reporter, if you have

soiciething further for the record.

The C A1r*tAxN-. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF A. L. LITEL, REPRESENTING THE MOUNTAIN
STATES BEET GROWERS OF COLORADO

Mr. LiTiL. I represent the Mountain State Beet Growers of Colo-
rado which includes 13 sugar-beet factories in the northern part of
the State. I am, also, vice president of the National Beet Growers
Association, representing the beet growers of the western half of
the United States. My State, Colorado has 17 beet-sugar factories
and produces more beet sugar than any State in the Union. I appear
to protest against certain provisions of the bill, H.R. 7907, as now
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pre-ented. The part to which we object most strenuously is tile re.
striction of acreage of the beet farmers of the United States, making
no provision for expansion.

'The whole system of our agriculture in our irrigated sections is
founded upon the production of the sugar beet. Through encourage.
ment from the Government, expensive irrigation projects were el.
gineered and constructed and in many cases, financed by Govern.
ment assistance. Our distance from markets of the world has made
it necessary that we produce some crop in concentrated form, ou
which freight charges would not be prohibitive. The byproducts
of the sugar beet enter well into the feeding of cattle and sheep, and
we find it possible to ship the finished animals to foreign markets or
to be processed within our own packing plants to be shipped out
as the finished product.

The production of sugar beets, moreover, requires a large amount
of handlabor and the necessary people are situated within our States
ready to take up the work in the season. Any curtailment of our
acreage would throw a large number of unemployed upon the labor
markets of our State.

Wheat and feeds of all kinds, if produced upon the lands now il
I'eeks. would cause a surplus which would be disastrous to the farm-
ers of our State, for the excess grains would have to N- shipped in
bulk, and a major part of returns would be consumed in long freight
hauls. We cannot produce corn. wheat and barley on our expen.
sively irrigated lands in competition with rain-belt farmers of lowit
and &"ebraska and other corn-producing States.

Again, we question the right of foreign countries or our own
i:-.ular possessions, who pay much lower wages and do not assist in

maintaining our Government, having the first right to our markets.
In the President's message to Congress he mentions the approxi.

mate value of beet asu (ale growers, sugar crop at SO)0O0.). I
ain sure this takes into consideration only the amount paid directly
to the farmers. It takes no account of the millions paid to railroads
fio' transportation of beets, sugar. coal, limerock, and other byprod.
uicts of the sugar beet; neither Is the shipment of the limerock nor
labor hired in the processing of the sugar considered in these figures,
which I would say would be more than double the amount. The.
President quotes those who believe in the free importation of sugar
to the effect that the tariff of 2 cents per pound costs the consuming
public more than $200,0)0,000 for this protection. The facts seem
to miodify this statement. I was here in 1930.-when the tariff was
increased 1.76 to 2 cents per pound against Cuba. At that hearing
we asked for a restriction on production in the Philippines to keep
that lroduetion in line with consumption in the United States. We
argued that without such res'triction. the increase of production in
the islands would nullify all benefits of increase from the tariff.
This has proved to be true, for sugar has sold since that time lower
than refined sugar had ever sold in the United States before. Surely
the consuming public has not been hurt by the prices paid for refined
sugar since tlat time. it being the cheapest food va-uhe of any food
Con. 41odity upon the market today.

I also wish to call attention that, the restriction was not placed
upon the Philippines and they have been allowed to almost double

I
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their production and importations into the United States. Their
purchases of comnmodities from the United States in the year 1929,
just prior to the increase of tariff against Cuba, were '$85,000,000.
Since that time the volume of their exportation of sugar to our coun-
try has almost doubled; but their purchases of commodities from
the United States in 1932 were less than $45,000,000, or about one
half of the former purchases. The quota allowed continental beets is
a reduction of about 17 percent under our production of 1933. 1 do
not find any of the other producing areas taking that much of a
reduction. On the contrary, Cuba has a material increase. To me
this seems an injustice to our cane and beet growers who are helping
to maintain and support our Government. 1 recall that in the year
1917, when the Federal Food Administration knew that production of
stugar had fallen below consumption and the stocks of sugar in this
country were at low ebb, the Food Administrator appealed to the
patriotism of the beet-sugar producer to forego large profits which
could have been secured by charging the high price the sugar mar-
kets warranted. The domestic beet-sugar producers met this appeal
to patriotic spirit and agreed not to charge to exceed 7% cents a
pound, seaboard basis. Not only this voluntary action of beet-sugar
producers meant a saving to the public of millions of dollars, but
it had effect of stabilizing the cane market, which became active in
the latter part of the year, when their sugar became available. And
now again, the beet-sugar farmer is asked to restrict his acreage so
that people from foreign countries and insular possessions may have
the right to the Iiajor portion of our sugar market. I ask you, do
you call this justice to American agriculture?

Never before have I heard of any country asking its farmers to
curtail production of nonexportable, nonsur)lus crops that foreign
countries might enjoy the benefits of its market, and. it seems to me,
it would be a black (lay upon American history if this were put
into effect.

In addition, any reduction in the number of factories or a lack
of demand for fNctorr and fields labor would force hundreds of
our workmnen to leave the towns where they have established their
homes and are raising their families. This shift in population would
necessarily be reflected in the business life of the community. and I
have no doubt that it would be followed by the closing of any num-
ber of commercial enterprises.

In any discussion dealing with the price of sugar, it should be
remembered that problem is larger than merely the cost to the
housewife. In 1932, for instance, when the average price of raw
sugar in New York was less than a cent a pound, Cuba purchased
not more than $28,000,000 of our goods. In 1927. on the other
hand, when the raw price was 2.9MW9 cents, her purchases were
$151,126,000.

I believe that any working man could afford to pay this difference
for the benefits he would receive from the goods manufactured and
exported. Finally, I wish to point out, that for the year 1932, that
about 29 percent f all duties collected were on sugar imports, which
assisted very materially in maintaining the expense of our
Government.
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STATEMENT OF 13. W. GILLMAN, REPRESENTING THE BEET
GROWERS OF UTAH

Mr. GILLMAN. President Roosevelt proposed, and the Congress
enacted the emergency bill-the Agricultural Ad? ustment Act-.
expressly to reestablish prices to farmers at a level that will give
agricultural commodities a purchasing power, with respect to the
articles that farmers buy, equivalent to the purchasing power of
agricultural commodities in the base period. Every nation in the
world recognizes that its own farmers have first claim to the home
market. In the United States that point has been embodied in all
tariff acts, the rights of labor have been protected through our
immigration laws. Now, for the first time, it proposes to revise
these policies. The American farmer is to be penalized so that more
sugar can be brought into continental United States from foreign
countries. If sugar from tropical areas is to be freely admitted to
the United States, to the detriment of the American farmer, then
we might just as well let down our immigration restrictions and
permit the people who produce this overseas sugar to enter the
United States.

Sugar beets compete with none of the continental crops. In Utah
we have from ten to twelve thousand farmers growing sugar beets,
for this fits into their crop rotation plan and tends to maintain the
fertility of the soil. It is a cash crop and has given the farmers of
Utah more money than any other crop grown on the farms over a
period of 30 years. It furnishes more employment than any other
industry in the State. All the coal and lime used in processing the
beets is produced in our State; $40 per acre is paid for freight,
which helps the railroads, as well as furnishing employment for
many of our idle men. The majority of the moncy received by oar
farmers for beets goes to pay debts, such as interest on mortgages.
water assessments, and taxes which go to maintain our schools, roads,
and so forth. Had it not been for the sugar-beet crop in Utah in
1932 and 1933, so far as the farmer is concerned, there would not
have been 50 percent of the taxes paid in the State. We are under
irrigation entirely, with high taxes, and use white American labor
almost exclusively; therefore, it is out of the question for us to
produce sugar and compete with foreign labor, and it is unfair to
ask us to do so. The President's N.R.A. program contemplates the
increased employment of American labor.

We have ample sugar factories all built to process all the beets
we can produce, millions of dollars invested, and the same can be
used for no other purpose. The farmers have their money invested
in their machinery and equipment for the handling of beets which
ordinarily cannot be used for any other purpose. The irrigation
canals anid laterals have been constructed to these farms at a cost of
millions of dollars and under the Government proposal for sugar
beets part of the same would have to be abandoned. The sugar-
beet industry was commenced in Utah in 1891 and has now reached
l)roportions where it affects beneficially every individual in the
State, 75,000 acres being produced in 1933, harvesting from these
acres nearly 1,000,000 tons, and the farmers received for the initial
payment nearly $5,000,000.
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STATEMENT OF 0. 0. (APDEVIELL OF NEW YORK CITY

Mr. CArDEVIEULE. The total sugar contents of molasses, if con-
sidered as "sugar ", is incorrect. Molasses is made up of 50 percent
to 70 percent blackstrap or nonextractable sucrose and glucose and
also extractable sucrose (sugar).

I have the honor to request that the above paragraph C, section 2,
be made to read as follows:

(C) The term "sugar" means sugar in any form whatsoever, derived from
sugsita beets or sugarcane, including also molasses, raw sugar, direct-consumpj-
tion sugar, and any mixture containing sugar (except blackstrap molasses, beet
molasses, and sirups), and for the purposes of section 8a (1) of this act,
sirups. Such mohlsses, raw sugar, direct-consumption sugar, sugar mixture-,
and sirups, included within the word "sugar", as herein defined, shall be
con ,Idered to constitute sugar to the extent of their total sugar contents.

You will note that the paragraph is the same except that I have
added the following "molasses, in which case the blackstrap content
(nonextractable sucrose and glucose sugars) shall be deducted from
the total sugar content."

Reasons: If the blackstrap content of molasses is not deducted
from the total sugar content, this will give an unfair and incorrect
amount of sugar to be charged against the country from which it is
derived by approximately 87 percent. As I have been importing this
molasses from Cuba, where sugar exported to the United States has
been under a quota system for the past several years, the blackstrap
content of the molasses is never considered as sugar, only the ex-
tractable sugar content is credited as sugar quota. To confirm that
"total sugar" content of molasses, if considered as sugar, is incor-
rect and unfair by approximately 87 percent, I'll offer the follow-
ing analysis of molasses: Percent

Solids - - ---------------------------------------------- 82.0
Polorization 8----------------------------------------.8
Purity ------------------------------------------- 62.0
Clerget sucrose ---------------------------------------- 53. 0
Invert (glucose) ------------------------------------- 10.0
Total sugars --------------------------------------- 68.0

S. 2732: 100 pounds molasses times 65 percent total sugars equal 63 pounds
total sugars.

Correct method: 100 pounds of some molasses as above, according to
Spencer's Handbook for Sugar Manufactarers and Chentists. seventh edition,
p. 3S2-383, will yield 33.71# 90' sugar ----------- 33.71# 96' sugars
And 60.78# blackstrap molasses of 38 purity and 50 ler-

cent total sugars, nonextractable sugars (blaekstrap) ---
29.71# total sugars

Unfairness or Incorrect equal -33.71 equal 87 percent approximately.

I invite you to have the above work checked by the best experienced
sugar chemist employed in the United States Government.

If this paragraph C can be amended as I have asked in this letter
and which I have only requested from a standpoint of fairness and
correctness. I can assure you several million "man-hours" work
under the N.R.A. wages, otherwise this work will be done at the mills
in Cuba with Cuban labor.

I trust that you will see the unfairness of paragraph C as written
and that I am not asking for anything other than a square deal
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both for my business and for the country from which the product is
derived, and that you will amend this paragraph accordingly.

The (I]FAIRMAN. IS Mr. Snyder in the room?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes; sir.
The (CH.%n.tA1AN. Mr. Snyder, how long did yon want
Mr . SNYDER. I would greatly require a fair amount of time. It is

now 12 o'clock.
The CH.IMWMAX. Yes.. We are going to adjourn at. 1 o'clock, and

we are going to meet again Monday morning, but we are going
to finish these hearings Monday.

Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir. Ivell, that is agreeable to me.
The CHAIUMA... But we wanted you to be just as concise as

possible.
Senator WALSI. Whom (10 you represent, Mr. Snyder?
The CHAIRMAN. We understand that Mr. Snyder represents the

Hershey people, who are largely interested in Cuba. as I lder.stand
it. Isn't that right?

Mr. SNYDER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.

STATEMENT OF TOHN E. SNYDER ON BEHALF OF THE HERSHEY
CORPORATION

Mr. SN'YDER. 'l'hese are only records, not to be read to the cm.il-
inittee.

I will first dispose of two matters which were the subject of inter-
rogation of Mr. Roberson. Many of these questions have ariseni
out of the Tariff Act of 1930 as you heard by Mr. Bunker's state.
nients. Mr. Roberson also reierred to it, and on this subject of the
refined sugar, and the differentials, and so forth, it was presented
to the Tariff Commission in a complaint which they filed in 1931.

Senator McAmoo. Mr. Snyder, I did not hear *what interest you
represent.

Mr. SNYDER. 1 represent the Hershey interests in Cuba.
Senator McAnoo. Hershey?
Mr. SNymEn. Yes, sir. And I also will speak generally for other

Ciban refiners.
Senator WALSH. What is the official name-Hershey Corporation?
Mr. SNYDER. Hershey Corporation.
Senator WALSH. That is what I thought.
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir. Since the Tariff Act of 1930, we have had

4 investigations, 2 by the Tariff Commission, I by the Treas.
ury Department, through its Customs Service, and last summer we
spent before the Agricultuitral Adjustment Administration. There is
little new to be said in reference to this subject that was not said
before theu. but on the subject. of refined sugar from Cuba, I have
here the report of the Tariff Commission, which was referred to by
Mr. Roberson, and which I desire to place a copy with each member
of the committee.

Senator COSTIGAN. What report is that, Mr. Snyder?
Mr. SNYDER. It is it report of the TUitod States Tariff Conunis-

sion, on the subject of refined sugar and the differences in the costs
of production.
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Senator CosToAN. Issued when?
Mr. SNYDER. July 11, 1932. It is the latest thing on1 the subject.

Since that time the Tariff Commission has completed its full rel)ort.
That report is now in the hands of the proper government author-
ity. but has not been made public.Senator COSTGsAN. Does the present unpAblished report of the
Tariff Commission include also a report on refined sugar?
Mr. SNwYDER. Yes, sir; and makes no change in it.
Senator ('os'IGAN. That is your information?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir.
Senator COSTIGAN. Have you seen it?
Mr. SNYDE:n. I hii'e not seen it.
Senator WALSH. How do yotu know when we do not know? How

(1141 yoU get that information, when none of us have been able to
get it e

Mr. SxDERt. Senator, that is my complaint. Everyone seems to
know what is in it, but those particlurly ijitcres,(l in Ithe trade have
11t seen it. It is 1 l)turpose, while we are in Washington-

Senator WmLsn. Xou al)parently got some information from some
,o)rlee, according to your statement.

31r. SNYDER. O11, ii has been talked about and s)oken about. It is
generally known in the trade, that the report recommends a reduction
in the (111te on sugar, of a half a cent a pol)nd, and restates its
)osition on refined sugar.

Seniator W.uS- r. Evidently the Hershey Corloration has some
Il.i'Mis of coitat.ting the United States Tariff Commission, that we
haVen't.

Mr. S.NYDEt. No; we haven't. We feel-at least I do-that having
been so generally and broadly interested in these discussions oil
,:gigar. which have taken place in Washington, since the fall of 1928,
and continued annually since, over long periods of time, the Tariff
Commission hearings, the Treasury Department investigations, Agri-
cultural Adjustment. we spend most aIl of outr time in Washingtom.

I feel too, that I should be privileged to read that report.
Senator WALSH. I think we ought to have an investigation of the

Tariff Commission, to find out how it is that you can get information
thai we cannot get.

Mr. SNYDER. If you will call in people before you, and will read
the papers-if you will read the New York Journal of Cominerce. if
you will read the New York Times, if you will read the synopsis of
other papers., which contain a synopsis'of this report, you will find
the figures accurate.

Senator WALSH. I do not want to )rolong this discussion, but you
wouldn't make that. statemnpnt before this committee if yon didnt
have pretty solid, inside information.

Mr. SNYxDlER. I have no inside information.
Senator WALSH. You are too honorable to iake that statement

before this committee without having definite information from the
Tariff Commission which we haven't got, and you are a private
concern, operating both in this country and in Cuba.

Mr. SNYDER. I have no private information, but I see in the papers
that the reduction in Cuban duty is going to be a half a cent a pound.
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Senator WALSH. Then you should have prefaced your statement
by saying that you were making it on hearsay, and not with authen-
ticity, when you said the report favored a reduction in the rate.

Mr. SNYDER. Senator, call up anyone interested in sugar, who is in
this audience, a number of them, and they will tell you that they
have the same information.

Senator WALSH. Well, I don't care to prolong this discussion.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Snyder, there is one thing I want to hear..

You have been before the committee many, many times on this tariff
on sugar.

Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir.
The CH1AIRMAN. My recollection is that one of the witnesses called

attention to the fact'that back in 19'25, I believe it was, there was
no importation of refined sugar front Cuba. A chart has been fur.
nished us, showing that last year, I believe, there were 500,000 and
some odd tons. Your statement before the committee, in 1930, when.
we were considering the tariff bill, was that there would be no great
enlargement of the production of refined sugar, that it had then
reached 250.000 tons, and that your people had invested at that time
in this new plant, because you thought it would give better sugar to
you, and bring it up here for your own industry, and so on.
. Now, explain to the committee why this very large increase in
the refined importation.

Mr. SNYDER. At the present time-there was then and there is
now-few refiners of sugar in Cuba, who are refining their sugar
under the same process that is used by the American refiners. hoie
char. We use it. Our processes of refining are in all respects iden-
tical with those of the Aemerican refiners.

Senator COSTIGAN. How does your product compare ?
Mr. SNYDER. It is identically the same.
Senator COSTIoAN. From a sanitary viewpoint, also?
Mr. SNYDER. Absolutely. We will place our refinery, match it

against any refinery in thvUnited States, as to cleanliness and sani.
tary conditions.

Senator McADoo. You find the bone-char method just as econoini-
a.s this suchar process that has been described here?

Mr. SNYDER. The suchar process, as it is now in operation in vtri.
ous localities, with a vegetable carbon, has come into vogue since our
bone-char refinery was established. We had tried, from 1916 on,
various methods of making a white sugar, because, understand, gen.
tlemen, we are not producers of raw sugar.

The raw sugar that you know in commerce we do not make. From
the time the cane leaves the field until the sugar leaves the mill, there
is only one object in view, and that is the production of white sugar,
refined sugar. There is one refinery in Cuba, and, understand, there
are only five that amount to anytlng.

The Arechebala plant at Cardenes has been in operation since
1870 refining sugar. They refine sugar for domestic consumption,
and have done export business, and have done export business to
the United States. They operate identically the same as ours. The
Cuban-American Sugar Co., which is a United States concern, owns
its own sugar mills in Cuba, has a refinery at New Orleans, has a
refinery at Cardenes. We two are the American refiners of sugar in
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Caba. The one plant that I spoke of, established in 1870, is purely
1 Cuban operation.

Now. we were the refiners of sugar in Cuba. Since that time, and
with the introduction of the process which Mr. Roberson has re-
ferred to, it has been introduced at a mill in Cuba known as the
Muybay. No; I don't think they use suehar. They use another
vegetable carbon, but it is the same method. The suchar process is
introduced at the Espana mill and another mill. I can refer to it
in ny notes. I don't think you are particular about the name. I
think that it is the San Augustine, or something of that kind, who
also use a vegetable carbon.

Now, we five are the American refiners of sugar in Cuba. We
ship into the United States.

Senator WALSI. Then, are there any others besides you five
refinint sugar?

Mr. SNYDRR. None that are material.
Senator WALSH. None ?
3r. SNYDER. None that are material.
Senator WALSH.' Entirely American industry in Cuba?
Mr. SNYDER. No; the Cuban-American, and they operate only

intermittently. The Espana mill is probably owned by American
capital. All of the others are purely Culban.

Now. because-and I am emphatic about this statement-the
question was asked by one of the committee this morning of one
of the witnesses, whether this 2 cents a hundred pounds which exists
in the Tariff Act of 1930 was the cause of refining sugar in Cuba,
I will state to you it was not. If you will just reduce the figures to
fractions, 2 cents pe' 100 pounds is one fiftieth of a cent a pound-
no one is going to establish a refining industry on a favor of one
fiftieth of a cent a pound. But what has caused this tendency to
the increase of refining sugar in Cuba, and a number of smaller
mills, to undertake at the mill to convert their sugar into a white
sugar or a direct-consumption sugar, not a refined sugar, if you
please, is the increase in the tariff per pound of sugar, made by the
Tariff Act of 1930. o

To save their necks, if you please, they could not continue the
manufacture of raw sugar, not only because their market for it was
decreasing, but their return was less. Now, you know and I know
that the differential in the refining of sugar between the raw product
as it reaches the markets of the United States, the refining centers
of the United States, and the price of that same sugar as delivered
to the public, the consumer, varies approximately from $1 to $1.25
per 100 pounds.

Now. these Cuban manufacturers of raw sugar, not being able
to produce and sell raw sugar at a profit-and, what is more likely,
tit a loss-sought some way whereby they could put on the American
market a direct-consumption sugar made by one of these vegetable
char processes, which could be attached to the mill and made a con-
tinuous operation, whereby they could obtain for themselves a part
of that $1 or $1.25 per 100 pounds which otherwise went to the
American refiner; thereby saving themselves a loss, because they
haven't made their profit.
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Senator WALSI. In there r words, the tariff act shifted the manu.
tacture or the making of sugar from raw to more refined?

Mr. SNYniwi. Yes, sir; that was it. The 2 cents a hundred had
nothing to do with it.

Senator WALSH. May I ask you now or at some time?
Mr. SxNYDR. Yes, sir.
$enator WALSII. Just how much does your company import to

this country e
Mr. SNYDER. I will tell you accurately.
Senator WA.LSH. And you only import for your own uses, as I

understand ?
3r. SNYDIE. No. We do more than that.
Senator WALSH. You sell out in the open?
Mr. SN-&DER. Yes, sir.
Senator W.LSH. III Competition with the other refiners f
Mr. S'NYl:li. Yes, sir; with the other refiners, and on the same

basis.
Senator W.j.SH. Well, perhaps you will come to that later. Never

mind.
Mr. SxYDE:R. No: I will cover this subject generally, because I may

be telling you something, things you don't want to know, because
I have no prepared statement.

Senator WALsH. Well. how mu(h. then. do you import, of refinedsugar? Y E .I S-n e tt i e3h'.rSxvnt. It is jist as convenient to me, at one time, as another,

to answer your inquiries, because I am here for the purpose of coin-
mniating information to you gentlemen in the drafting of this

bill.
Senator WALSH. We appreciate that.
Mr. SNYDER. That is my sole purpose. Over what period of years

would you want its
Senator WALsn. For the last year, how much?
Mr. SNYDER. Last year? In 1932-oh, you want it in tons? We

brought into the United States 196,000 tons of sugar.
Senator WALSh!. What percentage was that of the total importa.

tion of refined sugar from Cuba to the United States?
Mr. SNYDER. Generally speaking, but not getting io decimals,

you can assume we are responsible for one-half of the refined sugar
that comes into the United States.

Senator WALSH. About 50 percent of it?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Now, go back to the few years prior to 1932, if

you please.
Senator MoAoo. Senator, may I interrupt there for a moment?

What percentage of your importation was used in your own plant?
Senator WALSH. I was going to ask that later.
Senator McAnoo. Oh.
Senator WALSH. All right.
Mr. SNYDER. At the present time we are using in our own plant

in the United States--that is, the Hershey Chocolate Corporation-
annually somewhat in excess of 30,000 tons of sugar.

Senator McAiwo. And you imported 196,000 tons?
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Mr. SNYDER. I haven't the figures together. Yes, sir; 196,000
tools.

Senator McAix)o. And out of that you used 30,000 tons in your
own plants? The rest you sold?

Mr. SNYDER. And the rest we sold to the public.
Senator McAwoo. The remainder you sold to the public?
Mr. SNYDER. The remainder was sold to the public, in commerce

of the United States.
Senator WALSH. Give me your other figures, showing what that

increase has been from year to year.
Mr. SNYDER. I will give it to you in round figures, and not give

the hundreds.
Senator WALSH. Please.
Mr. SNY DER. In 1931, 175,000.
Senator WALSH. 1930?
Mr. SNYDER. 157,000.
Senator WALSH. 1929?
Mr. SNYDER. 150,000.
Senator WALSH. 1928?
M1r. SNYDERt. 135,000.
Senator WALSH. 1927?
Mr. SNYDER. 103,000. 104.000 would be more accurate.
Senator WALSH. Thank you. That is enough.
The CHAIRMAN. It has gradually increased
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Almost doubled 1927?
Mr. SNY ER. There was a gradual increase. Yes; there was a

gradual increase, because there was a plant-bear in mind this situ-
ation. We established this industry in Cuba in 1910, when our
mill was built. We had considerable property scattered around,
which had not been acquired. We operate three mills at. the present
time.

We built a plant. The plant represents a large expenditure that,
together with the necessary lands and the railroad facilities that go
with them, it represents an investment between $50,000,000 and
$60,000,000, all in cash. We first tried various methods of making
white sugar, because there are many ways of making white sugar, but
the so-called direct consumption sugars, we tried the washed sugars,
then we tried the Java process of making sugar. Java sugar-if you.
do not know, I will tell you-is a white sugar. It is not a refined
sugar.

Senator WAsis. I don't really think, Mr. Snyder, the committee
is much interested in the different processes you have tried.

Mr. SNYDER. Yes.
Senator WALsir. The reason for the growth of the importations,

we will take up.
Mr. SNYDER. In 1925 we concluded to put in bone char for all our

operations, and it has operated so, from that time until the present.
Senator WALSH. Well, now, the net result of all this thatyou are

saying to us is this, is it not, that American money has gone down to
Cuba, has been invested there, and has gone into the refining of
sugar and is actually iin competition here in America with the
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American industry, where American money is invested in America,
and where American workmen are employedI

You are actually in competition; isn t that correct?
Mr. SNiiRn. That is true to some extent; yes sir. That is true to

some extent. The extent is not as great as yon believe, but it is true.
Senator WALSH. It is caused, apparently, by the increases that are

constantly being made in the sale of your refined sugar.
Mr. Sz~ymi. But understand this: We built a plant for an esti.

mated capacity, and everything was balanced; but everyhing in the
sugar business is out of balance and has been out of balance for
18 years.le have had crop limitations in Cuba. After the United States

Food Administration gave up its control of the sugar, ,then the
Cuban Government took hold of it; and, since that time, since 1920,
there have been but 2 years when the production of sugar in Cuba
was without restriction. It is under restriction now, under the op.
erations of the Chadbourne plan. We have never utilized yet the
capacity of our mill production. We have not been permitted to,
under the Cuban law. We are under restriction there, and I antici.
pate we are going to be under restriction here; and I say to you
very frankly that I came here for the purpose of supporting this
bill. That is my object, and the reason I am in Washington.

Senator WAaH. And the Walsh amendment?
Mr. Smzaim Pardon me.
Senator WAwsi. And the Walsh amendment?
Mr. SNiF=. I will even support the Walsh amendment, if you

will change that 15 percent to what it should be.
Senator WALsH. Al right. I would like to hear you on that.
Senator HAsTiNes. What should it be?
Senator G oRoE. Yes; tell us that.
Mr. SxmnR. Well, you may say it is selfish. Well, I will answer

your question direct. When you ask a question, I like to have it
answered. It should be 25 percent in place of 15.
Senator HASTINGS. Why?
Mr. SNYn.ER. Well now, I will give my reasons.
Senator WALSH. We may be able to trade before we get through

here.
Mr. SNYDE. Yes. I will give my reasons for it.
Cuba, last year-well, I will first state this: Last summer, as

Senator Hawes said, we spent the entire summer in Washington,
holding hearings from June to September, ending up in the stabiiza-
tion agreement which, when it was completed, I felt, not only for
our interests, the interests of Cuba, but the interests of the whole
American people, I felt should be -not put into effect, because there
were only two things right about that agreement--one was the open-
ing paragraph, which said, "This agreement witnesseth 1" and the
other one was the closing, which said "In witness whereof we have
hereunto set our hands and seals." Everything else in between was
wrong, as finally produced, and it was rejected; but there was a
delegation here from Cuba at that time. They presented their
figures, what allotments they should have, and they set out in pam-
phlet form and in great detail -the commercial relations between the
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United States over a period of 30 years. ThIey asked for a miniunm
quota of sugar of 2,000,000 tons, of which 000,000 tons should be
refined sugar.

The CHAIRMAN. From Cuba?
Mr. SxYDERt. From Cuba.
The CHAIRMAN. W1ell, you never have had that much from Cuba?
Mr. SxyDEit. No, sir; but I ant telling you what they asked for.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure the committee wants to be fair to every

industry.
Senator WIALSu. That is right.
The CHIAINUVAN. They don t want to destroy the sugar-beet in-

dustry or any of your refiners' interests, or any of the interests that
are in Cuba.

Now. there is a tremendous increase from 1925 up to 1933, from
1,182 to 439,000 long tons. That is the big increase. There has
been a perceptible increase from the Philippines, from 2,647 to 61,000.
The others have been immaterial. Of course, from Hawaii we do not
couhit. Outside, from other foreign countries, there has been an
increase of only 6,000 tons, I think a total of 626,000. Cuba fur-
nishes 439,000. Now, what would you suggest as a fair basis, on
the proposition to keep in status quo, without having before us the
proposition that is going to increase, and knock out all the refiners in
this country h?

Senator WALSH. Or do any injustice to any interest, in Cuba or
elsewhere?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SNYDFR. I was asked the same question before the House Com-

mittee yesterday morning.The CHAIRMAN. Yes. $Wel, give us the answer again.
Mr. SNYDER. I feel that the same provision that applies to the

islands, in Senator Walsh's amendment, should be applied to Cuba.
That is, the 1933 imports; and that, I think, is fair.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, first, we have got to deal with the Philip-

pines, too, on this, haven't we, Mr. Snyder I
Mr. SNFYDE. Yes.
The CHAMMA. Well, you say for the 1933 imports. That is

489,000 tons. I understood you to say to Senator Walsh a moment
ago 600,000 tons.

Mr. S ;YER. That is what the representatives of the Cuban Gov-
ernment in Washington presented to the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration in their communications, a copy of which I have
here.

Now, what I am doing, I am making an abatement from that, and
I would suggest I realize the position of the American refiners, and
I will very frankly say to the members of this committee that when
we started refining sugar in Cuba, and I will stand by the general
statement that I made at that time, Senator, and that is this-there
cannot be any general refining of sugar in Cuba. That is, no one
can go to Cuba and establish a refinery and expect to do a successful
business. The reason of it is this: The island is over 600 miles long.
It is only 80 to 60 miles wide, and the transportation of sugar through

4233184-----18
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that island by railroad transportation is simply out of the question.
It is cheaper to ship it to the United States.

In Cuba you would only have Cuban sugar to rellne, whereas the
United States market absorbs large quantities of other sugar which
are not Cuban.

The CHAIRM*AN. You do not ship your sugar to any other country
except the United States?

Mr. SNYDER. The proper answer to that question is no. We
have at times tried to ship sugar to South America. We have at
times shipped sugar to Africa, but as an item of commerce, the
quantity is just immaterial. It is not to be considered.

Now, that amount asked for by the Cuban representative, of
600,000 tons, is 40 percent of the quota that is allowed in this bill to
Cuba. The l)resent production, the 1933 imports into the United
States, would be somewhat over 25 percent. If you feel that you
must make some reduction, 15 percent is absolutely too low, but it
should be between 20 and 25 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. You would have no objection if the committee
felt that the status quo should be maintained?

Mr. SNYDER. None whatever. I stated that to the House com.
mittee. This is an emergency measure. The country is operating
under emergency conditions, we are familiar with that, and we
realize the problem that you have, and we do not want to do any-
thing on our part, and l am sure that Cuba does not want to do
anything on its part. I have no objections under ordinary circum.
stances to going out in the American market, with the United States
refinance. We do not undersell them. We must sell our sugar at
the best price we can obtain for it, and we sell it at the best price we
can obtain for it against their competition.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you-
Mr. SNYDER (continuing). We are not price-cutters.
The CHAIRMAN. You are an expert, because you are the only man

I have seen get Senator Smoot on this proposition.
Mr. SNYDER. I feel highly complimented.
The CHAIRIMAN. You almost won me over in those controversies-

but it looks now as though Senator Smoot was right. [Laughter.]
The CHAIR-MAN. Is the differential now in the law sufficient to pro.

tect the American refiners?
Mr. SNYDER. In law; yes it is.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think they need any larger differen.

tial? I may say that I have had a good deal of doubt about the
proposition, but no one seems to get together on what the true
figures are o.f the actual cost differences.

Mr. SNYDER. Well, we furnished them. We furnished them to the
Tariff Commission.

Senator COSTIGA. You agree with the conclusion of the Tariff
Commission?

Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir; because I advocated that position before
the Tariff Commission. It was my duty to be there, because we had
been attacked, but if you will pardon me, I would like to say-,and
I know it is an interesting question-I would like to say something
with reference to the 1930 Tariff Act, not on a discussion of the
tariff, however.
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The 1922 tariff provided this differential, 96-degree sugar was
$1.76. The duty on refined sugar was--no; I said 1.76. It is 1.7648,
because you are going to subtract something in a moment, and you
won't get the right answer. The duty on 96-degree sugar was 1.7648.
The duty on refined sugar was 1.912. The difference between the
two is .1472. That was the difference in the 1922 Tariff Act between
96-degree sugar and 100-degree sugar.

Under the 1930 Tariff Act, the duty on 96 sugar was increased
to 2.00. or 2 cents a pound.

The CHAIMAN. Sold in Cuba?
Mr. SNYDER. I am speaking only of Cuba, because to speak of the

others would confuse it.
Senator COSTIGAN. That, is on the 96 degree.
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir. On the 100-degree sugar it was 2.12. You

see the difference bt tween 96 and 100 in the one case. In the 1922
Tariff Act-

The CHAIRMAX (interrupting). It seemed to me that was a reduc-
tion of the differential.

Mr. SNYDER. It was.
The CIIAIRMAN. And I went to Senator Smoot and told him that

we were perfectly willing to reopen the proposition and to modifythe thing, but he was afraid to reopen it, because he had had so
many scraps on tht variation.

Mr. SNYDER. I understood that was the situation at the time. I
tried to keep myself fully informed of it, and notwithstanding what
Senator Walsh said, I had no inside information. I could figure out
the situation for myself. But you will bear in mind this, that that
was Senator Smoot's amendment. It was Senator Smoot, after your
amendment had been adopted by the Senate-I mean Senator Har-
rison's amendment had been adopted by the Senate, it became Sen-
ator Smoot's obligation, as he saw it, above others, to substitute
something higher, and he drew up his amendment and this is the
amendment that he drew up that produced this result.

The CHAIRMAN. Now. let its take the other end of it. Suppose
that this reduction is to be made on the recommendation of the Tariff
Commission from 2 cents on Cuban down to 1.57-isn't that correct?

Mr. SNYDEn. 1.53. as I understand it.
The CHAIRMAn. Down to 1.53. What results do we get V Will

'hat be an increase in the differential?
Mr. SNYDER. I don't know. That is one thing I would like to

,now.
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't that carry with it a slight increase in

the differential.
Mr. SNYDER. I think it would.
The CHAIRMAN. I should think so, but I am not sure.
Mr. SNYDER. I think it would produce that result, and for that

reason I am very anxious to see the Tariff Commission's report. I
ave it by hearsay. Now. when we go before the Tariff Commis-

sion--bear in mind this, the refiners make this statement and in
hat I will corroborate them-to produce 100 pounds of refined sugar
in their refineries, they require 107 pounds of raw sugar. On that
.07 pounds of raw sugar, they pay a duty of $2.14, whereas we bring
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in 100 pounds of refined sugar and we pay a duty of $2.12; in other
words, there is that favor to us of 2 cents per 100 pounds. I tell you
definitely we (lid not want it, but Senator Smoot under his amend.
ient gave it to us.
The CHAIRMAN. He did not want to give it to you. It was just

a case where he was afraid to open it up again, and I do not blame
him. But let me ask you now. If we reduce this from the 2 cents
to 1.53, the 1.53 would be on the 96-percent sugar.

Mr. SNYDER. I understand so.
The CHAnMAN. What would that be? Because you can figure

those things and I cannot-you are an expert and I am not-what
would that be on 100-percent sugar at the basis of $1.53 on 96-degresugar ?Mr. SxYD. Is the report going to recommend a reduction in the

increment for each degree?
The CH, IRMAIK. All I am tyin.g to get at is if that is an increase

in the differential. That would low it.
Mr. SNYDER. If the increment for each degree remains the same

then it would be against us-yes; then it would be against us. I
know you want to be accurate and I do not want to iay anything
offhand, but what I will do, I will make that calculation, Senator
and submit it to you, because standing on your feet, there is not
anywie-aud while the Senator has complimented me as being an
expert and I was rather familiar with the sugar duties, I will not
undertake to answer that by standing on my feet, by mental
arithmetic.

Senator COSTIOAN. Mr. Chairman, the current reports are that the
Tariff Commission has recommended a reduction of one half cent,
and the figure 1.53 is based on the assumption that the possible
processing tax may be 47/100 of a cent.

Mr. SNYDER. Then, will you allow me to continue with what I
was going to say, because I was asked whether under the law as it
stands, the refiners are protected. I say to you that they are, and I
will also say to you that they are protected however, to the extent
of 2 cents less than they were before. he reason for that is
this-

The CHAI1RAN. Not 2 cents.
Mr. SNYDER. Two cents per 100 pounds. The reason for that is

this: While they consume 107 pounds of 96 sugar to produce 100
pounds of refined sugar, in their communications to you, and I have
never seen them at any one time explained thoroughly-possibly they
thought I would not draw your attention to it, but I feel it my duty
to do it-but that 7 pounds is not lost. One pound of it is, because
1 pound is pure moisture and goes off in the air, but they have 6
pounds of by-products for whatever use they choose to make of it,
and if they choose to make nothing of it, they have molasses.

The CHAIRMAN. Most of them make something out of it.
Mr. SNYR. Oh, yes; they all do it. Now, they have those 6

pounds out of which they make something. That 6 pounds, while we
do the same thing in Cuba, ours is in Cuba and theirs is in the
United States. Their freight and transportation and duty are paid.
Ours is down there, and if we want to make any use of it in the
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United States, we must pay freight,. we must pay duty, and any
other expenses incidental to bringing it into the United States.
That alone is sufficient to much more than overcome the 2 cents, but
then in addition, they get something-it does not sound important,
blut it is. The man who makes that sugar down in Cuba packs it
in a bag, sends it up to the United States. He buys the bag for that
purpose. That bag costs the man in Cuba anywhere from 20 to 80
cents. It reaches he United States as it comes in duty free, by the
way-although it is made of burlap-it is not subject to processing
tax-he has that bag. Of course it is not a brand new bag, and itis not worth 20 to 30 cents any longer, but he takes it off and he
washes it up, and he disposes of it, and it has a ready sale in the
market anywhere from 6 to 10 cents.

So you see between the other things he gets much more than over-
,omes that 2 cents; so I say to you, as the law is written, he is
protected, but I also frankly state to you that he is protected 2 cents
ess than he was before.
Senator WALSH. In other words, your judgment is that to protect

'e American refining industry against future growth and imports,
i is better off to have a quota restriction than to fight over the
iifterential.
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir. He is bitter off.
The CHAIRMX.N. Would you mind putting into the record-we

asked these other refining interests to put into the record their earn-
ngs, and so forth. Would you object to doing that as far as you are
oncerned?
Mr. SNYDER. Not at all.
The CHAIRMANv. And if you could separate it from your chocolate

nd candy industry and the other?
Mr. SNYDER. Senator, the two businesses are entirely distinct. The

no has no connection with the other.
The CHAIRMAN. We are not interested in the candy and chocolate.
Mr. SNYDER. We deal with each other at arm's length.
I have criticized sometimes the business methods of the refiners
d certainly do sometimes criticize the methods of the raw beet
?ople. I have no desire to do any injury to the raw beet sugar
ople of the United States. I do not suppose I am going to get
ie opportunity to discuss that, but they do foolish things. They
re always, and invariably they sell their sugar tinder the mar-
t. Senator Smoot complained about it at these hearings. The

mineral price is 20 cents under the market for cane sugar. They
?m to have a sense of inferiority, and they must sell at less, and
ving that sense of inferiority they come in here and ask for
'otection.
Let me tell you something, and this is not an exaggeration; it is
fact. We use sugar. We have used beet sugar, and when I tell
an that the Hershey Corporation in Cuba will not sell to the Hershey
ioolate Corporation in the. United States sugar at the prices at
ich the beet sugar people will sell it to us at-

The CHAIRMAN. They cannot reach Philadelphia. for instance,
:h the sugar-beet sugar-can they That is too far. There is a
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certain place to which they can ship their stuff and sell it in compe.
tition, and they cannot go beyond that point.

Mr. SNYDER. At the present time, Senator, they are all over the
United States. I do not know whether it was stated here-if not it
was stated at the House hearings yesterday or the day before-the
beet-sugar people are selling sugar in New England. and I will state
to you that we-I say now the Hershey Chocolate Corporation-that
we have bought beet sugar within 30 days delivered in the eastern
territory at the price of Cuban rawls, duty paid, and that is 3.30.

Senator WALSH. The Senators from the beet-sugar States should
take notice.

The CHAIRMAN. That draws sympathy from this committee, I
should think, to the sugar-beet people, that they are selling 20
percent less.

Mr. SNYDER. They have my sympathy.
Senator COSTIGAN. There is no chemical difference between the two

sugars, is there?
Mr. SNYDER. None at all. They are both sucrose. The chemists

will tell you that sucrose from beets and sucrose from cane-
The CHAIRMAN (interrupting). Don't you think you have made

the high. points and can put the rest into the record? We want to
hear one more gentleman.

Mr. SNYDER. If you will let me say one more word. I will stop. If
I can give the committee the information, I have lots of things I
can tell you.

The CHAIRMAN. I know you can give us a lot of information.
Mr. SNYDER. I want to draw attention to the weakness of Senator

Walsh's amendment, because I appreciate, Senator, your desire to
be fair.

Senator WALSH. I am very glad to have you do it.
Mr. SNYDER. In 1930 at the tariff hearings, when I was having

considerable trouble with Senator Smoot's view, you came to my
assistance on several occasions, and I have always appreciated that,
but I do not appreciate this amendment you have in mind.
[Laughter.]
. You speak there of direct-consumption sugar. Now, direct-con.

sumption sugar and refined sugar are just two entirely different
things. You have seen the statistics and all of the refiners' statistics
I have seen, the reports of the American Sugar Refining Co., and
Mr. Bunker's tables, etc.. apparently are correct, but there is only
one gentleman in the United States who I believe can answer thit
que ,tion, and that is Mr. Fischer, and he is sitting back here. He is
the sugar statistician for the sugar institute. I want to say to you
this-that there was less refined sugar came into the United States
in 1933 than did in 1932.

Senator WALSH. You have not those figures officially yet, have
you?

Mr. SNYDER. Not officially; no. But I have the correct figures,
and unofficially I will put them on record.

Senator WALSH. Please give them for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Less in 1933 than 19321
Mr. SNYDER. I am telling you refined sugar.
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The CHAIRMAN. Then this chart is all wrong.
Mr. SNYDER. But there was a substantial increase in turbinado

sugar. Turbinado sugar is sugar that can be made at any mill.
Any mill can make it. It does not require a refinery. And direct-
consumption sugars coming into the United States, if you go over the
figures of Willette & Gray, year after year, as far back as you want.
you will find that sugars for direct consumption both raw and
refined brought into the United States. It is a distinct thing in the
trade and commerce and in manufacture and use.

Senator WALSH. What does the word "turbinado" mean?
Mr. SNYDER. A turbine is a thing that rolls around. It means

something that is washed.
The CHAIRMAN. Must you have those sugars in certain trades?
Mr. SNYDER. They use them.
The CHAIRMAN. Do those that are refined in this country answer

as just as good a substitute?
Mr. SNYDER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, these are necessary?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes. Take all the great tobacco interests in the

South, the tobacco manufacturers, in putting up their various grades
and kinds of tobacco, they use the sugar.

The CHAIRMAN. Your estimate of that character of refined sugar-
whether you call it refined or raw or semiraw or whatnot--how
many tons are there annually imported? If we should put a limita-
tion and should take all that was adequate, what would be the amount
that you would suggest on that?

Mr. SNYDER. I can only state to you that in 1933 there came in
from Cuba 46.000 tons of this turbinado sugar.

The CHAIRMAN. Did any come in from any other country?
Senator WALSH. Is turbinado sugar produced in this country at

all?
Mr. SNYDER. No.
Senator WALSH. To get that kind of sugar, you must get it in

Cuba?
Mr. SNYDER. I would not say that some mill in Louisiana does not

produce some of it, but what Louisiana makes is really a sugar for
other purposes and a somewhat higher grade.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there a likelihood for the production of that
character of sugar to increase iw' production?

Mr. SNYDER. I would think so.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if there were a limitation made,

you think that should be put into a separate category?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes; I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. But a limitation should be placed on that
Mr. SNyDER. Yes, sir.
The CrAIMAN. Whether 45,000 or 50,000 tons, you would not say?
Mr. SNYDER. Whatever would be a proper amount. I would be

Jlad to go over the figure.
Senator WALSH. Will you suggest an amendment to me, with the

chairman'ss permission?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes; I will be very glad to discuss it with you. I

,now you cannot have all of those figures.
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Senator WALS1. Such amendment as you think should be properly
inserted in this bill, leaving the percentage for us to determine.

Mr. SNYDER. In 1932, wtich was only the year preceding, there
were only 15,000 tons of these turbinado sugars that came in. It sim.
ply indicates that the manufacturing interests in the United States
in which I include tobacco, foodstuffs, canners, packers of fruits, and
all those things that use sugar are seeking something to get away
from the higher-grade refined sugars, and which answers their pur.
poses perfectly as well, because you can realize, Senator, that a man
putting up tobacco, if he is going to use sugar, he does not want a
refined or granulated sugar like you have on your breakfast table.
He wants a sugar, and the off color of it makes no difference to him,
because it is going into that tobacco. It is going to be blacker than
it was when he gets it.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much. You are so entran.
ing there that you take up more time than we wanted to give. Mr.
Mead.

Mr. MEAD. Mr. Chairman, it is reaching the time of your adjourn.
ment. I know you are all tired. Woufd it be just as convenient
for you if I went ahead on Monday? I certainly cannot finish
what I have to say in 10 minutes. [ think there are one or two
others that have something to say.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to get this time arranged. We are going
to close the hearing on Monday. and we are going to have the Sec.
retary of State down here MWnday, and consequently we want to
get to some definite conclusion on time. How much time do you
think you want?

Mr. MEAD. I think I could finish in 25 minutes.
Senator COSTIGAN. Do you represent Hawaii?
Mr. MPD. I am the only witness for the Hawaii sugar people.
Senator COSTOGN. I have a radio message asking this committee

to extend courtesies to their representative.
The CITAIRMAN. We know that Mr. Mead is an important wit-

ness. We only want you to realize our situation and to get in what
you have to say in as short a time as possible.

Mr. MEAD. I understand that thoroughly and I will make my re-
marks just as brief as it is possible to make them. Before the louse
committee, day before yesterday, I think I had asked for 30 min-
utes. Possibly I can cut that down.
The CHAIR31AN. Mr. John W. Lowe. Is he in the audience?
Senator WALSu. Mr. Lowe is here.
The CHAIRMAN.'. Do you want to be heard now, Mr. Lowe?
Mr. LOWE. No. I represent an interest fully as large as that rep.

resented by Hershey. I cannot present it properly in the brief tine
allotted, and I feel that I should have fully as much time a has
been extended to Mr. Snyder.

The C IATIMAN. Whom do you represent?
Mr. LowE. I represent the Revere Sugar Refinery of Boston,

which refines some 200,000 tons of raw sugar per year, and I repre-
sent the United Fruit Co.
Senator WALSH. I know the chairman will take good care of y.ou.
The CAIRMAN. We will try to give you as much time as possible,

but we cannot hear you for an indefinite time.
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Mr. LOwE. I understand that.
Tie CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Yates )resent?
Mr. YAm. I will ask leave to file a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Give it to the stenographer. Mr. E.

W. Camp.
A VOICE. Mr. Camp did not remain. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Capdeville?
(No response.)
The CHAAIMAN. Mr. Fowler, I understand, wanted 2 minutes.
Mr. FOWLE. Yes, sir.
'ihe (CIJAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Fowler. You represent the Black-

trap ,Molasses Association.

STATEMENT OF H. H. FOWLER, REPRESENTING THE BLACKSTRAP
MOLASSES ASSOCIATION

Mr. FOWLER. I wished to file this brief.
I want to suggest an amendment on behalf of the Blackstrap Mo-

lasses Association which represents approximately 60 percent of the
importers, handlers, and consumers of that commodity.

i think' this amendment is not a. matter of controversy, and I
think that. the definition as suggested requires some change merely
because of the inadvertent addition of the phrase or the clause:
"And the total sugar content of which does not exceed 55 percent."
You will find that in section 2 of subdivision (d) of the act.

Now, the purpose of our amendment is to eliminate from the defi-
nition the sentence which would limit exempt blackstrap molasses to
that portion of the by-product so-called, the sugar content of which
does not. exceed 55 percent.

I might say a word to give the background and picture of the
blackstrap molasses situation. Blackstrap, or waste molasses, is a
by-product of all cane, and in some beet sugar mills. It is sometimes
called beet molasses if it is a by-product of the beet sugar extraction.
It constitutes the residue after all the extractible sugar has been
obtained. It is wholly unfit and is not used for human consumption.

The amount of sugar contained in this waste molasses varies, de-
pending upon the type and efficiency of the mill, and although the
average sugar content of this waste molasses-sometimes-the aver-
age sugar content is under 55 percent, and some portion of the com-
modity may range well over that figure. The important fact to
be noted here, I think, is that when sugar has been extracted front
cane to the limit that the plain and ordinary processing affords, the
remainder of the juice is called blackstrap molasses, and it is unfit
for further extraction of sugar on a commercial scale, and it is put
to uses that come within the definition, "Not used for human con-
sumption or for the extraction of sugar to be used for human con-
sumption."

And may I make this point clear, that this product has three very
definite uses, all of which alike do not compete with sugar as it is
defined in the act.

Senator WALSH. Have you submitted this material to the Depart-
mnent of Agriculture?

Mr. Fowls. I have.
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Senator WALSH. What is their attitude?
Mr. FOWLFI. They have approved our attitude.
Senator WALSH. Why need you do anything more?
Mr. FOWLER. Because I was afraid that I would not have the

opportunity to make this suggested amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. We have Mr. Weaver sitting right here for the

purpose of taking all these things in.
Senator WALSH. They approved of it, and you have your brief,

you are well taken care of.
Mr. FOWLER. I hope so. May I just conclude my statement then

by saying that it seems to me "that the committee and the purpose
of the bill is not to strike at blackstrap molasses in any respect, that
inadvertently the extra sentence was added. " U p to a 55-percent
sugar content." That definition which is intetlded is "Molasses, a
by-product not to be used for human consumption or for the further
extraction of sugar." With that definition. the enforcing authoritie*
can administer this act and leave out of the purview of the act
that particular waste by-product which is not intended to come
within the meaning of the act as suggested.

I will submit my statement, if you genlenien would be kind
enough to look over it.

I have also submitted copies of it to the Agricultural Adjustment
authorities, and I think they have taken the suggestions up.

I might say that I appear this morning only to make sure that it
receives the committees attention. Thank you very much.

(The following is the statement submitted by Mr. Fowler on
behalf of the Blackstrap Molasses Association.)

M|EMOHANDUM P'ROi'OSAL AND AMENDMENT TO THE DEmNITION OW " BLACKSTRAP
MorAssEs ", FiLED ON BEHALF OF THE BLACKSTRAI' M1OIAssES ASSOCIATION

MEMORANDUM POPOS[NG AN A.MENDIMEKNT TO Tim. DFNIIN O LACdSTIIAP
M OLA SSES

I. On February 12. 1034, Heitator (, stigan iuiroduced a bill, S. 2732, which
proposed the inclusion of sugar beets and sugarcane as lasic agricultural
commodities under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. and for Other purposes.
In section 2, subsection (D), the following definition was submitted:

"ID) The term ' blackstrap molasses' means the commercially so designated
'byproduct' of cane-sugar industry. not used for Iuman consumption or for the
extraction of sugar, and the total sugar content of which does not exceed 55
per centulll."

On behalf of the Blackstrap Molasses Association which represents alproxi-
mately 60 percent of the inmorters, handlers, a it ciansumers of the commodity
defined, the following amendluent to the above definition Is submitted:

"The term 'blackstrap molasses' means the commercially so designated
'by product' of the cane-sugar industry not used for humnan consumption or
for the extraction of sugar to be used for human consuinptio..."

The purpose of the proposed amendment is to eliminate from the definition
the sentence which would limit exempt blackstralp moIsses to that iortion
of the byproduct so called, the sugar content of which does not exceed 55
percent. It should be noted that the definition of "beet molasses" contained
in subsection (E) of section 2 eont'ns no such limitation and that the defi-
nttion proposed would corresponl substantially to that of beet molasses.

1I. Blackstrap or waste molasses is a byproduct it all cane and in some
beet sugar mills. It constitutes the residue after all the extractable sugar
has been obtained. It is wholly unfit for and is not used for human con-
sumption. The amount of sugar contained in this waste molasses varies,
depending ulion the type and eflcle .ey of the mill employed In extracting
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the edible sugar. Although the average sugar content of this waste molasses
is under the 55-percent Itmit, some portion of the commodity may range well
over that figure. The important fact to be noted is that when the sugar
has been extracted froju the cane to the limit that the plait and ordinary
processing afford the remainder of the Juice is called blackstrap molasses, is
unfit for human consumption or commercially unusablie for the further extrac-
tio1 of sugar, and Is put to uses which come within the definition "not to be
used by human consumption or for the extraction of sugar to be used for
human consumption."

Prior to 1905 this illdilble waste product constituted merely a problem in
waste disposal and was actually a consilerable nuisance to sugar mills in
tle various produclg areas. Since that time it has become a most useful
byproduct of the sugar Industry. It now furnishes a vital constituent in the
production of cattle tilid dairy feeds In the United States, and, in the form
of i .dustrial alcohol, has become indispensable for ninny industrial processes.
Its utilization in these forms has resulted In the development of a large
domestic industry which is completely dependent upon the availab.lity at a
reasonable price of tils former waste product. (See Spencer, A Handbook
for (aie Sugar Manufacturers, passim.; Summary of Tariff Informa tion,
1929. Schedule 5, Sugar, Molasses and Mrrnufacturers of (compiled by tile
U.S. Tariff Commission, 1929), pp. 084-990; Tariff Readjustnient-1929, Hear-
ings before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives,
70th Cong., 2d sess.. Volume V, Schedule 5, Sugar, Molasses and Manufacturers
of, pp. 3356-3368; Tariff Act of 1929, Hearings before a- Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Finance, 71st Cong., 1st sess., Schedule 5. Sugar. classes
and Manufacturers of, pip. 316, et Fee.)
The domestic consumption of blackstrap molasses over the last decade has

averaged 313,180,379 gallons annually. From 85,000,000 to 00,000.000 gallons
annually have been consumed in the manufacture of domestic cattle feed. 60
percetat of which contains blackstrap molasses its an essential basic ingredient.
Over 60 percent of all the blackstrap molasses consumed In the United States,
is employed in the manufacture of industrial alcohol. Tie hulk of the re-
inainder is utilized in the production of yeast and vinegar. It has been esti-
mated that approximately 15.000,000 gallons are used annually in the manu-
facture of these products.

It should be noted that in none of these forms of utilization does this com-
modity compete with sugar as it is defined in the act. This is the explanation
of the exception of these waste products from the purview of the act.

III. The purpose of subsection (D) of section 2 is to exempt from the pur-
view of the act the molasses byproduct of cane-sugar extraction not used for
human consumption or for the further extraction of sugar.
The draftsman faced a problem due to the existence of a nmolasstus coprodlet

of cane .sugar which may be used for human consumption and for the further
extraction of sugar. Tle implied purpose of tile act is to exempt the one
eind include the other. The problem is set up In clear relief in the following
quotation from the Sunmary of Tariff Iuformatton, 1929, Schedule 5. Sugar,
Molasses, and Manufacturers of (compiled by the U.S. Tariff Connissi,a,
1929), pp. 984, 985:

"De-orptio& id tus s.-Molasses is either a byproduct or a coproduct of
tie sugar industry. It i. what remains of the juice of sugar plants after the
principal Impurities have been removed, tile Juice boiled down, anid a part of
tile sugar crystallized and removed. Some molasse.4 is also obtained as a
byproduct when raw sugar is reduced to the refined state.

"Molasses is roughly classed as edible or as blackstrap (inedible). Prac-
tically no beet mola.ses in time natural state is edible. If cane miolas:es con-
talus sugar which could be removed by further concentration of tire molasses,
the residue is a coproduct with sugar and generally is edible or is ued for the
further extraction of sugar.

If all of the sugar whiih can be separated profitably has been removed
from tile concentrated juice, the molasses Is a byproduct called blackstrap,
waste molasses or industrial molasses, and is usually unfit for human con-
sumption or for the further extraction of sugar. Blackstrap carries a lower
rate of duty than does edible molasses, providing the importer declares that It
Is'not imported to be commercially used for the extraction of sugar, or for
human consumlptio).
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"Beet inolashs and cane molasses not suitable for human food (blackstrap)
are used in the manufacture of industrial alcohol, as an ingredient of cattle
feeds, and, to sonme extent, iII the manufacture of yeast, vinegar, and other
products."

The probable purposes of the 55 percent limitation is to set up a method of
identification of the molasses that is not used for human consumption or for
the further extraction of sugar.

This limitation seems undesirable because it will result iii the inclusion of a
sizable proportion of " blackstrap molasses" or molasses not used for human
consumption or for the further extraction of sugar, within the term "sugar."
This Intlusion will mean that the manufacturers and consumers of this com.
nodity in a large domestic industry will ]lve to carry a processing tax, a

result unlitenled and beyond the purpose of the act.
"Tests aade by three of the largest users of blackstrapl molasses disclose

that over a period of the last 5 years tile yearly points of highest sugar content
averaged were 04 percent, 62 percent, and 59 percent, respectively, for the
three companies."

Certain peculiar conditions amke this result extremely undesirable. It is
well known in tile Industry that any marked increase in tile price of black.
strap molasses-such as might be produced-would result in an Increased syn.
thetic production of industrial alcohol, a competition restrained only by the
cost of productive machinery. To encourage this competition is to inJure the
sugar farmer lit his reliance on Income from the blackstrap molasses Industry.
Furtl:ermore. any )rice increase will be reflected in the cost of cattle feed, a
staple and necessary product for the farm. The very presence of the exemp.
tion. is ample evidence of the desire of the -framers of this bill to avoid any
such inJur y to this Industry. The important and determining characteristic is
not sugar content but utilization. The sugar content of the commodity is of no
importance as long as blackstrap molasses is not used for human consumption
or for the exiriction of sugar for human consumption. The definition sub.
mitted draws the hibie of dist action accordingly to the purpose implicit in the
exemption.

IV. It is submitted further that the Identification of molasses intended to
be exempt can be aceolnlplished with greater facility and fairness by administra.
tll rather than legislation. The inclusion of this yardstick of sugar content
as t matter of legislative definition commits the administration to a policy of
taxing a sizitble proportion of a commodity that Is beyond the intention and
paurvlew of the legislation. It sets up a "rule of thumb" that will be unwieldy
aw( expensive ias a matter of administration. It will meam that a testing up-
paratus will have to be provided for the domestic production of this coin.
modify.

The motive of this limitation seems to be to prevent the escape from the
purview of the act of molasses which might be utilized for human consumnptionl
or for the further extraction of sugar because of ite high sugar content. Tile
protection afforded by such a limitation is illusory because molasses having a
sugar content below 55 percent could be utilized for human consumptiona mid
the further extraction of sugar. See Summary of Tariff Information, 1929,
supra, on page 84, where duties are set up for edible molasses whose sugar
content may go as low as 48 percent. The tariff authorities have faced at
analogous situation because of a provision that blackstrap is to carry a lower
rale than edible molasses. They allow the lower rate providing the Importer
declares that it I; not imported to be commercially used for the extraction of
sugar or for huanian consumption. See Summary of Tariff Information. 1929,
supra. at page 84.

It 4,; subli'tted Ihat -amiln!trative officials can aceonmplish tl result
desired by the franmors of the act through administrative regulhtitls and Ieth-

otis of determination of whether or not the comimercially designated byproduct
of the can-sugar Industry Is umd for human consunptlion or for the extraction
of sugar. It should be possible to administer an act containing the amended
definition so as to effectively reach and include all liolasses which is used
for functions comparable or competitive with sugar. At the same thie the
administration could carry out tie purpose of the exemption effectively and
fairly by leaving outside the Agricultural Adjustment Act a byproduct of the
processing of sugarcane which is not used for human consumption or for the
further extraction of sugar.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. H. R. Bishop. Do you desire to put into the
record some statement?

Mr. BISHOP. I would like to put in a statement, and to be heard
for about 2 minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, we will hear you for 3 minutes.

STATEMENT OF H. R. BISHOP, OF THE FIRM OF BUCKLEY &
BUCKLEY

Mr. BxsixoP. I represent certain raw-sugar producers of Puerto
Rico and the Puero Rico Sugar Refinery, the largest refinery in
Puerto Rico.

I just have a few points I wish to make orally, and one of them
is that Puerto Rico is a part of the United States, and that the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration and the N.R.A. apply to
Puerto Rico. The question was raised before the House as to what
extent the people of the island were willing to go under the N.RA,
and I wish to tell this committee that about four months ago the
N.R.A. sent a deputy administrator down there. What he has ac.
complished, I do not know, but the people have been cooperating
with him and they are willing to cooperate with him. The ask ne
exemptions from the provisions of the N.R.A. any more than any
other part of the United States would.

As to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, they are also
paying whatever processing taxes have been placed on the products
which they have.

I wish to make one or two more points.
One is that the sugar industry is the backbone of the economic

life of Puerto Rico.
There seems to be a conspiracy on the part of the witnesses here

to turn this committee into economic chiropractors, but that is the
best way to express it-that it is the backbone and economic life of
the island.

Puerto Rico is the sixth best customer of the mainland of the
United States, the sixth best world customer. It is the first cus-
tomer in Latin-America sections. That, too, takes in Mexico and
the Caribbean countries in South America, too.

The third point that I wish to make concerns quotas. The Presi-
dent's quota of 821,000 for Puerto Rico. Senator Vandenberg made
the point on the Senate floor that that penalized them 1,60,000 short
tons instead of 50,000, as was apparent from the allotment that was
given them in the sugar agreement. Mr. Jose L. Pasquera, former
Resident Commissioner of Puerto Rico, who has just come to Wash-
ngton, informs me that the present estimated crop for this year
1983-4, will be 1,100,000 short tons. Those are not official figures,
but it will be in the neighborhood of 1,000,000 tons, which means
that this quota would penalize Puerto Rico in the amount of approx-
imately 30 percent.

One other point, and that is this: Puerto Rico should not be con-
sidered with a foreign country. As this act is drawn, it is placed
with foreign countries, and those insular possessions to which the
Original Agricultural Adjustment Act does not apply, and I wish to
file this statement with certain amendments that I propose, and I
thank you very much.
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STATEMENT MADE BY H. R. Bishop, OF THU FIRu OF BUOKLEY & BUCKLEY, ON
BEHALF OF CENTRAL CARIeR, CORPORATION AzUCARERA SOURI SUBICA, CENTRAL
BOoACHICA, CENTRAL MERCEDITA, CENTRAL SAN FRANCISCO. PORTO RICAN
AMERIcAN SUGAR R$INEary, INC., SUCCeosiON SmALLES (ALL OF PUERTO
Rico)

Puerto Rico has no representative in the Senate-no Senator to protect its
back-home interests-and if the Senate bill before us is enacted into law, this
committee as a whole and the Senate as a whole must recognize the political
status of Puerto Rico, must recognize itr economic and trade value to the
continental United States and act in a mostsympathete mamer toward the
island and must not act in any way that will bring about economic chaos in
the Island. The farmers of Puerto Rico anxiously await your decision, for
until the decision is known they are in the position of not knowing where .heir
future existence rests. These farmers, these producers, represent a goodly por.
tion of the island's population.

Puerto Rico has been a part of the United States for 36 years. The people of
the island are American citizens. The island itself, for all economic and p0.
litical purposes, is an extension of the United States. It is as much a part of
the United States as New Jersey, New York, or Connecticut. Its people are
proud of their status, proud to be under the United States flag, proud to remain
there and anticipate a future statehood. The 1,600,000 American citizens on the
island have been educated and trained in American principles and ideals. The
people of the island will stand or fall with the United States. will take the bad
with the good and expect in return to receive conscientious treatment at your
lands.. Congress saw fit to extend the Agricultural, Adjustment Act and the National
Recovery Act to Puerto Rico. This fact is not true of all of our other insular
possessions. Tlese acts are. in effect In Puerto jRlco and every effort is being
made to meet 'the- requirements' -6f this new legMkion.' .

There are just a few patent facts which I would like to leave with you for
your kind and earnest consideration:

1. Puerto Rico is an integral part of the United States and in the proposed
legislation before us must be considered on that basis. Any consideration
shown continental sugar interests must be in a similar manner extended to
Puerto Rico.

2. Puerto Rico must be dealt with in a sympathetic manner by the Congress
of the United States. Its entire fate and future rests in the hands of the
Congress of the United States and while removed many miles from the situ$
of where its fate is being considered, at no time must its physical existence
be lost sight of, for you are dealing now with the economic future of a most
important part of the United States. I might state at this point that the
sugar industry is the economic backbone of Puerto Rico.

3. Puerto Rico is the sixth best world customer of continental United States
and I emphasize the word "world."

4. Puerto Rico is tihe best customer we have in our Latin American trade-
and that includes Mexico, Central and Sojuth America, and the Caribbean
countries. In order that Puerto Rico may continue in this position as an ex.
tremely valuable customer of cntinemta, ,Uajted States, her sugar ludusty.
must not be restricted to any great extent for as heretofore stated the sugar
Industry is the economic life blood of the island.

5. Practically all of the trade of Puerto Rico is carried in ships flying the
United States flag.

6. On February 15, 1934. Senator Vandenberg stated on the floor of the
*Senate that Puerto Rico is not penalized 50,000 short tons in the President's
allotment of 821,000 short tons, but is penalized on estimates of the 1933-34
crop at 160,000 tons. There is present in Washington. and lie is ready to
testify before this committee, Mr. Jose L. Pesquera. former resident commis-
stoner of Puerto Rico, who has been sent up here by the farmers of Puerto
Rico and he has information in his possession to show that the 193.3-34 crop
is estimated at 1,100,000 short tons, therefore Puerto Rico would be penalized
over 270,000 short tons by the President's allotment of over a 30-percent
sacrifice.
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Puerto Rico graciously accepted at a great sacrifice 875,000 short tons of
sugar under the sugar stabilization agreement considered last autumn but
which was rejected by the Secretary of Agriculture. Now under the Presi-
dent's message 50,000 more short tons would be lopped off the quota of Puerto
Rico and if this is done it will severely handicap the future of the Island and
give rise immediately to fear and apprehension among the farmers and
producers of the Island.

7. In no event must Puerto Rico le grouped and considered with a foreign
country. It must be constantly borne in mind that Puerto Rico is a part of
the United States and you are dealing with the future of American citizens.

8. If quotas are to be fixed under this legislation, Puerto Rico must be given
a fair quota and in arriving at a quota', consideration must be made for those
years in which Puerto Rico suffered disastrous results to its sugar crop through
hurricanes and tornadoes. We do not believe that the figure of 821,000 short
tons named by the President takes this fact into consideration.

9. Whatever is collected in the nature of taxes to be levied on sugar from
Puerto Rico should be, by a specific mandatory provision in the law to be
enacted, returned to Puerto Rico for the general benefit of agriculture in the
island.

10. Lastly, please allow me to emphasize the fact that in Puerto Rico you
have an insular possession that must not only be considered in an agricultural.
sense but must be dealt with in the light that the contiguous position of the
island makes it a most important factor in problems that concern our State
and War Departments.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL 2732

1. Section 3, page 0, add new paragraph (7) :
"The word ' domestic' as used herein means those areas of the United States

to which this act is made applicable by section 10 (f)."
The purpose to be accomplished by this amendment is merely one of defini.

tion and is submitted for that purpose.
2. Section 3, page 4, line 8, strike out the words "Territory of Hawaii."
Line 9, strike out the words "Puerto Rico."
The reason for proposing this amendment is that Hawaii and Puerto Rico

are two insular possessions to which the Agricultural Adjustment Act is made
applicable by section 10 (f). They should, therefore, not be grouped with
foreign countries and those insular possessions which are expressly exempted
from the provisions of the act.

3. Section 3, page 4, after the comma following the word "Florida ", insert
wherever such word appears in said section the words "Territory of Hawaii"
and "1 Puerto Rico."

The reason for this amendment is similar to the reasons given for thi second
amendment. Since Hawaii and Puerto Rico are together with the continental
areas included as parts of the United States to which the Agricultural Adjust-
went Act is applicable, this grouping should be maintained tn any amendment
t o t h e a c t . . .. . -. . ... . .. ..

4. Section 3, page 4, line 2, after the comma following the word "consumers ",
add the following words: to and so a'flot'to prejudice, and to safeguard tbe
interests of sugar producers in the mainland and possessions of the United
States."

This amendment Is proposed ii no spirit of selfishness but merely to insure
that proper consideration be given to the interests of the United States and
its possessions as against the interests of foreign countries.

5. Section 3, page 4, line 20, substitute colon for semicolon following the
word "allotments ", and add:

"Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture shall make no orders or regu-
lations which would prejudice the interests of sugar producers in the insular
possessions of the United States, to the benefit of sugar producers of foreign
countries."

This amendment is proposed for the purpose of making certain that no unjust
discrimination is made in favor of any foreign country to the detriment of the
insular possessions of the United States.
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0. Section 3, page 5, line 12, substitute a colon for the period following tlhe
word "allotments" and add:

"Provided. That the Secretary of Agriculture shall make no orders or regu.
lations which would prejudice the Interests of sugar producers lit the insular
possessions of the United States. to the benefit of sugar producers in the Con.
tinental United States."

This amendment is considered necessary in order to make certain that thie;
Interests of the insular possessions of the United States will not be prejudiced
in order that the continental areas may be unduly benefited at the expense of
the Insular possessions.

7. Section 8, page 7, line 24, after the words "Philippine Islands ", add the
words "Puerto Rico."

This amendment is proposed becausew it Is believed that any processing tax
paid upon Puerto Rican raw sugar processed in the United States should be
expended for the general benefit of agriculture in Puerto Rico, rather than
placed in the general fund to be distributed by the Department of Agriculture.

8. Section 3, page 5, line 2, add the words "the planting or" after the
word "to."

This antendment is proposed in order to give the Secretary of Agriculture
the necessary discretion to take into account hurricanes or other calamitous
happenings which might destroy or Injure a crop.

9. Section 3, page 4, line 14, strike out the words "1925-1933" and insert in
lieu thereof " beginning July 1, 1925, to July 1, 1933, inclusive."

This amendment Is proposed because It brings the crop years to date. It fur-
ther places the periods involved on the same basis as those that we dealt with
during the long negotiations before a sugar stabilization agreement.

10. Section 3, page 5, line 6, strike out the words "1925-1933" and iusert il
lieu thereof, *' beginning July 1, 1925, to July 1, 1933, inclusive."

This amendment Is proposed because It brings the crop years to date. It fur-
ther places the periods involved on the same basis as those that we dealt with
during the long negotiations for a sugar-stabilizetion agreement.

11. Section 3, page 5, line 8, strike out the words "most representative" and
insert in lieu thereof the word "maximum."

This amendment would give an average of the maximum production and
that way the rights of no United States producer could be prejudiced.

12. Section 3, page 5, line 11, after the word "readjust", add the words
"but not lessen."

This amendment Is proposed for the reason that the proposed act as it now
reads would permit the Secretary of Agriculture to readjust quotas in tiny
way he saw fit. It would not be well to permit him to lessen any quota once
assigned, because of the hardship it might work on some area which w would
have planted its crop In accordance with the quota assigned.

13. Section 3, page 5, line 12, strike out period and add:
"Provided, That with respect to any sugar-producing area of the United

States or its possessions which, during the respective years beginning July 1,.
1925, to July 1, 1933, inclusive, suffered from hurricanes or tornadoes, with
consequent injury to and loss of crops, the Secretary of Agriculture shall use
the two maximum production years in the respective years referred to In
determining such quotas."

This amendment is proposed in order that consideration be given those areas
that suffered from hurricanes and tornadoes in determining quotas.

14. Section 8, page 7, lines 20, 21, and 22:
Line 20. strike out the word "the" following thq word "that."
Line 21, strike out all of line 21.
Line 22, strike out the words "to decree that all or part of" and add the

word "all."
This amendment is proposed so as to provide for a mandatory provision under

Ihe law for the return to Puerto Rico of all taxes collected on sugar from Puerto
Rico.

The CHARM5AN. The statement of Jules M. Burguieres is directed
to be placed into the record.
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STATEMENT OF JULES M. BURGUIERES ON BEHALF OF THE
FLORIDA SUGARCANE INDUSTRY, APPEARING FOR A COMMIT-
TEE OF THE STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, APPOINTED BY
THE GOVERNOR

Mr. BUItGUIERES. The Florida sugar industry is beset by the ills
occasioned by the depression and is in favor of a plan that will assure
)arity prices prevailing before the World -War. To that end it is
willing to cooperate along lines that will mean an adjustment of the
conditions that will bring about a proper relief to the domestic sugar
industry, without sacrificing the principle of United States markets
for the United States producers.

lhe Florida sugar industry believes that insofar as the establish-
ment of quotas for the domestic industry are concerned due regard
should be given to the position of the Florida industry as already
.et forth in hearings and statements before the Department of Agri-
culture, and respectfully calls attention of the Congress to the great
exl)enditure over many years and the investment already incurred,
the present production from which is not the correct basis in any
proposed plan of allotment.

The CHAIn-MA. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock Mon.
day morning, Feb. 26, 1934.

1Whereupon, at I p.m., an adjournment was taken as above.)

42131-34-14





TO INCLUDE SUGAR BEETS AND SUGAR CANE AS BASIC
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES UNDER THE AGRICUL-
TURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1934

UNIT STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Waslitngton, D.C.
The committee met, at 10 a.m., in room 312, Senate Office Building,

Senator Pat Harrison presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,

Barkley, Connally, Costigan, Clark. McAdoo. Byrd, Lonergan,
Keyes, La Follette, Jr Hastings, and Walcott.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Mead in the room? Mr. Mead, how much
time do you think it would require you?

Mr. R.,D.AMaD. I can finish, Ithiuk, Senators. in a half an hour.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think that you could finish in less

time than that?
Mr. MEAD. I do not think so. It may be possible.
The CHAiRM.%N. Didn't you appear before the committee of the

House?
Mr. MEAD. I appeared before the committee of the House, and

occupied about 25 minutes there--25 to 30.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope that you can finish within 20 minutes.
Mr. MEAD. I will finish just as soon as I can, Senators.

STATEMENT OF R. D. MEAD, VICE PRESIDENT HAWAIIAN
SUGAR PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. MEAD. My name is R. D. Mead. and I am the vice president of
the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association. which is a voluntary
coopei'ative organizaiion of all of the siigar plantations and sugar
producers of the Territory of Hawaii.

In order that there may be no confusion in the minds of the
members of the committee, I desire briefly to touch upon the status
of Hawaii. Hawaii is incorporated Territory of the United States
and an integral part thereof. It was so declared in the treaty be-
tween the Government of the United States and the Republic of
Hawaii, in 1897, reaffirmed by an act of Congress and by decisions
of the Supreme Court. Thereafter Hawaii was organized as a Terri-
tory of the United States, and now occupies the same status as many
of the Western States formerly occupied. Utah, Colorado, Wyo-
ming, Montana, Idiho, New Mexico. and Oklahoma were all incor-
porated Territories of the United States. and occupied the same
position, at one time, that Hawaii now ocupies.
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Senator KI.G. I think there is no controversy about that, Mr.
Mead.

Mr. MEAD. Yes. Well, the-
Senator KixJ. May I say that I was the one that offered the first

resolution in Congres. whiin I was a young chap, for the annexatio.n
of Hawaii, in 1897.

Mr. MEAD. Well. you have always been very friendly toward
Hawaii, and we tremenlously appreciate it, but the point I want to
make is that in flis legislation, and in any general legislation of
Congress, there cau be no discrimination against the Territory of
Hawaii. ,The same yardstick that measures any adjustment of this
sugar problem must be ap plied to Hawaii equally as it is applied to
any part. of the United states. I shall also touch briefly upon the
difference in the status between Hawaii and Puerto Rico, and the
Philil pines. Puerto Rico and the Philippines are territory of the
United States, but are not incor porated territory. Congress has
1iinlited power over those islands. You may place any tax you
please upon their products. You may put import duties ul)on-their
products. You may eliminate them as a part of the United States,
if you see fit. The Constitution and laws of the United States apply
to Hawaii. without. question. So for as Puerto Rico and the Philip-
pines are concerned, they apply only insofar as Congress applies
them.

It was not long ago that. a Puerto Rican, who was a citizen of the
United States. demanded a jury trial, relying upon his constitutional
rights. The iiprewm, Cou:t held th:A he was nct entitled to a jm'y
trial because the Constitution in that particular had not been applied
bv (ongxess to Puerto Rico, so there is a wide difference in the status
of the rerritory of Hawaii, incorporated territory, and an integralpart of the ITnited States; and Puerto Rico and the PhWippines,
possessions of the United States. Hawaii is strictly an agricultural
country.

We have two primary industries, sugar and pineapples, of which
sugar is predominant. Our plantations are capitalized at approxi-
mately $165,000,000. We have nothing, or comparatively nothing
in tie way of bond issues and preferred stock. It is all American
capital, and the plantations are all owned, controlled, and operated
by Americans.

Senator Kix.o. That German company was fully liquidated in your
country?

Mr. MEAD. It was fully liquidated, yes, sir; during the war.
We have on our plantations approximately 54,000 laborers, em-

ployees, a total population, however, living on the plantations and
in the plantation houses, of about 101,000. It varies, 101,000 to
102,000 people. Their earnings average around $1.80 per day, in
addition to which we furnish them with houses, hospital, and med-
ical treatment, fuel. and water without charge. That is estimated
by the Department of Labor to be about $28 per month cost to the
plantations per laborer, so that we are paying to our laborers, in
Hawaii. a far greater Wage than the average farm laborer on the
mainland.

Senator KixN-o. How do the costs of living there compare with the
costs of living here?

I 1
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Mr., EA. The costs of living are far less. In addition to these
things, where there are plantation stores-and nearly all of the plan-
tations have them-the laborers are allowed to purchtase their staples
at cost.

Senator KiNG. Are they compelled to'?
Mr. MEAD. No; they are, not. We provide them with continuous

employment through ihe year. There is no such thing on the )lanta-
tions as seasonal employment and the discharge of men at the end
of any harvesting season. They go right through. For some time
past, we have been not experimenting, but we have been trying to
make conditions upon the plantations so 'ery attractive to the
younger generation as to start a movement from the cities back to
the soil, to reverse the process which has been going on for many
years on the mainland, and we are meeting with considerable sue-
cess, and eventually hope to be able to have an entirely resident popu-
lation on the plantations, without the shifts which we have been
suffering front for so many years.

The plantations had been very carefully financed. When there
had been prosperous years, they have retired their bonds and laid
aside reserves, so that when tile lean years have come along, as they
have more recently, we have been able to make some slift return
to our stockholders, in the way of dividends.

Senator COSTIOAN. Mr. Mead, have you any figures showing the
average wage paid to the workers on thie plantiations?

Mr. MEAi). Yes. The figures which the plantations themselves
have given me, and which I know about, are a little bit higher than
the statements in this report which I am referring to. It is a report.
on labor conditions in the Territory of Hawaii, 1929-340, by the
United States Department of Labor, Bulletin of the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics, No. 534. I will read two or three para-
graphs of this, Senator Costigan. This is the official report. its I
say, of the )epartment of Labor:

'I'Jie IVOlge earnings of those doing the Sht-i1-tr'lmt tractat work, was
$1.85 per 411y. for adult males. The average earnings of 14)Img-term .outra(tors
was $2.07 Ier dty for adult imules. TIe aveilge earnhiigs ot day hlarers.
ranged by kinds of work, frolll $1.08 to $3.53a per ih1y. for adult niftnh. The
-lbove rittes do not include thi(e rental value 4)f homes 1 4r the value oe fuel.
water. Illeli'atl antd hospital mervhes. furitslised Iby t h t. 11ttati Otis without
('(1st to tile (111iloyees.

Now, if this is not in the rel)ort-
Senator ('TsTIAN. The number of days is not given?
Mr. MEAD. No. The number of days is not given. thought there

ore tables in this rel)ort, which I will not try to) present.
Senator CoNrIOAN. It represents short-tei'm contracts?
Mr. UEAD. Well, you see that needs some explanation. Practically

all th work on our plantations is pieces v'k. I suppose that not
over 5) percent of our laborers are on a daily wage basis. We con-
tr(act for the work, as you would contract for the building of a
house, and the laborer earns what his industry bring.- him, particu-
larly in the (ultivation contracts and the harvesting contracts.

Senator CLARK. How many sugar plantationsm are there in Hawaii .
Mr. M EA. There are about 42, Senator?
Senator CLAIM. What is the average acreage ?
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Mr. MEW). Well. I do not know., sir. what the average acreage
wouldI be. Th'lere is altogether I)Ialltedl in sugarcane about 2,50.000
LWcreS, of whielh about 130',000 are harvested every year. Iii addition
to these employees who are directly engaged in the production of
sugar, there tie probably 100,000 more people in the territory wo
tire directly or indirectly dependent upon the sugar industry. Fur.
thermore, we have at ('rockett. Calif., a refinery owned by 33 of
the plantations of Hawaii. producing approximately 80 percent of
the total quantity of sugar. which employs 1,500 men and women,
and sports the village of Crockett. having a population of approx.
imately 5,0(X). The ba.ic wag rate in that refinery is 50 cents all
hour. which is higher. I believe. than any basic wage fixed in any
N.R.A. code.

Senator CLArIK. Can you tell us. Mr. Mead, what l)roportion of the
Hawaiian sigar is refined in that refinery?

Mr. MI%,%D. I believe that we refine about 600,000 tons, or 550,000
tons to 600,000 tons in that refinery. One hundred and twenty thou.
sand tons, I believe, Yo to the Western Sugar Refining Co. in San
Francisco, and the baiiane of it comps East, to the eastern refineries.

Senator BAIRKLEY. Whlat l)prl)UrtiOnt would that be of the total
Hawaiian l)roduction?

Mr. MEAD. 11e total priditCion of Hawaii is around it million
tons. Our average for th Ie l-t 3 years has been 1.018.()00 ton. and
if 6(10,000 toils go to Crockett. it WYould be about 60 percent.

Tile CLXIIIMAN. IS any of it refined in Hawaii?
Mr. h:4AD. We refine none of it in Hawaii. The Honolulu plan-

tation lilts a bone-char refinery and produces about 40,000 to 45.000
tons of refined sugar.

The CAHAIMAN. IS that a new institution?
Mr. MEM. NO: it is not a new institution. The Honolulu planta-

tion wits *,stablished. if I atm correct, around 1900, somewhere in
that vicinity. establishing from the very beginning a refinery. I
woild a Zso cal yolur attention to tile fact that all of Our sugar and
all of the shipmnients frt'( the nailahnd to Hawaii are carried in
Almlericall vessels. It lilts been one (of the greatest incentives toward
the. building ili) (if ali American merchant marine. The l)aynetnts
to rail alld waiter carr-iers ill 19432. for Hawaiian sugar, raw and
refined, was ve'y cloe to 0 .i)0.0)0-$8.8{)0.000 and some od(.

I would like nyow. M t. to speak on the bill itself. I
have been unable to find any relation between the recommendations
in the Presideitt's message. Insofar as quotas are concerned, and the
bill itself, and I wishi it might be understood by theit members of the
committee, and particularly by Senator Costivan. that in criticizing
the bill I ami not in any way offering any criticism of the Senator.
His knowledge of the sugar business is too great, and his keen and
analytical mind, I am sure. would never have'led huim to have written
some of the provisions of this pendinig measure. I cannot imagine
that he lilts done so. The President's message states:

TIh(' See-ttl'y of Agrivulture slifllht be givon authority to Ilcense rtflners
111141 iI1hl)Ol'I's 1t11d dlelll11thrs I. buy aitl sell sugml from til vrl iotus lrodu lng
Illt'e* , onily il the lI1(411.t4-ti4on which leealtw latiii'ketligs of such treals hear
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to the total United States consumption. The average marketings of the past
3 years provide, on the whole, mn equitable basis.

The average marketings of the last 3 years, on it raw sugar basis,
consumed in the United States, were-I will go in the order in which
they are on this table-for the beet area, 1,342,500 tons; for con-
tinental cane, 227,000 tons; for Puerto Rico, 817,000 tons; for Ha.
waii. 935,000 tons; for the Philippines, 1,032,500 tons; Virgin
Islands, 3,500 tons; Cuba, 1,934,500 tons.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me see that.
Mr. ME'An. This is the raw-sugar basis, as you understand. The

only instance of a reduction of our marketing is in the case of
Havaii. The President's message speaks of 935,000 tons, antl our
nmarketings, deliveries on the continent, were 993,500. Everyone
else. ever' other area, gets a boost, antl we get a reduction.

The bill itself provides that the Secretary of Agriculture may
take any 3 of the last 8 years of deliveries, by any of the producing
areas in the United States. Those 3 years, in Cuba. of those 8 were
the highest amounts of sugar. the largest quantities of sugar, that
Cuba had ever shipped to the United States. If we should take the
average of the years 1926. 1927. and 1929 for Cuba. we would have
an allotment to Cuha of 3,680.0(0 tons. That is what the Secretary
of Agriculture could take as the Cuban quota. under the powers
which you propose to give him in this bill. By taking any 3 of the
last 8 years-and Mr. Tugwell and Mr. Ezekiel and all the other
members of the Department of Agriculture stated that that was the
object, to take any 3 of the 8 years-not the last 3 years. as the Presi-
dent states, but any 3 of the 8 years-you could give Cuba more than
half of what we now consume, and you could reduce the rest of us, in
the case of Hawaii, to 750,000 tons; the beet area to a million tons;
Puerto Rico to around 500,000; and the Philippines to 450.000. That
would be the result, if the Secretary desired to exercise the powers
which this bill proi)oses to give him; and I say that it is wrong.
You have got to fix definite quotas in your measure in order that the
various producing areas shall know 'What they can market in the
United States in any year.

The CHAIRMAN. So far as Hawaii is concerned. Mr. Mead. it is
pretty well stabilized as to what they produce, isn't it?

Mr. MEAD. Yes. Since 1928 our production has been very well
stabilized.

The CHAIRMAN. Pretty well stabilized? And the only influence
upon your production is the seasons?

Mr. MEAD. Yes; seasons, and better canes and better methods.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MEAD. But the area under cultivation in Hawaii. the sugar-

cane area. is stabilized. We have no more acreage. In Hawaii it
takes us 24 months to produce a crop. We are now planting and
ratooning the cane which will come off in 1936. We will be given
a quota for this year, under the powers of the Secretary. an(d then
comes al~ng 1935, and the Secretary says, "Cuba wants another
million tons market in the United States. They will buy a few
more pails of lard and a couple more hunks of side meat, and we
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are going to give them a million toins. Your production is going
to be cut down. Your marketings are going to be cut down to
700,000.",

We have cane in the ground to produce 1,080,000, or, say, 1,060.000
tons, which will be our crop for this year. The money, thie Iabor,
all the expense of producing that, has gone into the crop, and we
are simply to wipe that out and abandon it. We cannot harvest the
cane. We cannot market the sugar from the cane. That. gentle.
men. may very well cause bankruptcy for several of the plantations
that I could name you right now. It would be a itost disastrous
thina-most disastrous. It just cannot be done. Our reconnenda.
tion is that the quotas shall be fixed and determined in the bill. with
a provision that in the event of any increases or decreases in coll.
sumption that the quotas shall be increased or decreased pro ratil
among all the producing areas.

If you can give us a definite, fixed amount that we can rely tipoi
from year to year, then we will know how to plan our crops a1
know what we can do. You must also, it seems to me, provide for
reserves for sugar. In the event of a crop failure in Cuba. or any
other producin& area, serious enough to materially reduce produe.
tion, you woulM then have a run-away market, without: questioOl.
You must have some cushion to take up any crop failure which may
occur during any of the periods where quotas are fixed.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, on that suggestion, how mtitich would
you fix as a quota for Hawaii?

Mr. MEAD. A quota for Hawaii?
Thie CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MEAD. Well, Mr. Chairman, we are facing, here, a condition

and not t theory. You know and I know, and all the rest of us
know that the conditions in Cuba are such that something must be
done. If something is not done to restore Cuba, we will have
anarchy there and i. de Cespedes' administration would not be worth
at plugged nickel, and there will be United States intervention, which
we all wish to avoid. Now, it is not pleasant to say that we will
sacrifice anything. It is not at all pleasant, and it. is not at all
satisfactory to is to do so. but we will take the President's quotas if
tliey are al~plied to all other producing areas, with the provision that
incfists or decreases shall be taken up pro rata. In that, I say
that we are suffering the greatest decrease, on the average of the
3 years. The big quota of 1,450,000, mentioned in the President's
latessage, is 100,000 tons more than the average of : years. The
Cuban quota is-the Senator has the figures-the Cuban quota is
larger than the average of the 3 years, by some thousands of tons,
I do not know just how much, and the Hawaiian quota is 60.000 tons
lenss than its average over the last 3 years. If this bill goes through.
giving the Secretary these powers, it is a direct indication to eveLrv
American producer to salvage his property and go down to Cuba,
where he is going to get preferred treatment-a direct invitation.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, how do you assume that the Secretary, in
exercising the authority to fix quotas, would do otherwise than as
suggested by the President in the quotas which you have mentioned

Mr. MEAn. If he will do that, that is quite satisfactory, but that is
not the bill. The bill says he may take any 3 of the last 8 years.
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Now, under that provision, sir, he can give Cuba 3 680,000 tons,
taking the 3 highest years of exports from Cuba that Cuba has ever
known.

Senator McADoo. Mr. Mead, suppose the quotas that are men-
tioned in the President's message, here, were established as the basis
in the bill; would that, in your opinion, be satisfactory.

Mr. MEAD. Not satisfactory, sir, but as a compromise; yes.
Senator CLARK. Well, Mr. Mead, as I imderstand it your complaint

is that the President, in his message, recommends a quota for Cuba
of 1,944,000 short tons?

Mr. MEAD. Yes.
Senator CLARK. Which is on the basis of the average of the last

3 years?
'Mr. MEAD. Yes.
Seliator CLARK. But that this bill would authorize, in the discretion

of the Secretary of Agriculture or some other bureaucrat down there,
an allotment to Cuba of 3,000,000?

Mr. MEAD. Three million six hundred eighty thousand tons. Ex-
actly. that is what I am objecting to.

Senator COSTIGAN. And your comments. are based on the assump-
tion that he will use to the extreme the discretionary powers vestedin him?

Mr. MEAD. Exactly. I don't say that the Secretary of Agriculture
would be unfair. I am not criticizing him, but I say that when you
lxut powers like this in a bill, you must assume that they will be
exercised, otherwise, don'tpftt them in the bill.

Senator COSTIGAN. That assumption, however, is inconsistent with
the Presidents message, is it not, 0r. Mead?

Mr. ME:AD. It is inconsistent with the President's message, sir, but
it is directly in line with the testimony which we had before the
House connittee by the Department of Agriculture experts.

Senator (OSTIOA.N. You mean as to the powers vested in the See-
retary'?

Mr. MEA). Yes.
Senator CosrrWAX. Or as to the manner in which the Secretary

intends to use them?
Mr. M3EA. They said distinctly that they would take any 3 of the

8 years which they chose to take. Now, what other assumption can
you go upon thai that they will take the best of the 8 years for
Cuba. especially when we have Dr. Ezekiel on the stand, who told
us of'the thousands. millions of acres of American production that
woull be taken by Cuba? Mr. Weaver was not confused when he
gave his testimony.

SL-nator BAnKILIY. If the President's suggestions shall not be writ-
ten into the bill so as to fix by legislation a definite quota, what would
he your reaction to the suggestion that instead of giving them a
)eriod of 8 years you cut down the period to 3 or 5?

Mr. MEAD. If you cut down the period to the last 3 years. that is
Satisfactory to ille.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, if you cut it down to the last 3 years,
those were the 3 years in which we had the greatest production in the
United States '

Mr. MEAD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And also in Hawaii, I think.
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Mr. MEAD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRM.AN. And showed the smallest production in Cuba?
Mr. MEAD. Yes, sir-and shows a marked reduction from the beet.

sugar tonnage.
The CHAIRMAN. A marked increase in the sugp~r-beet production?
Mr. MEAD. Well, if the President's quota is 1,450,000, that is an

increase on the sugar beet?
rthe CHAIRMAx. That is an increase.
Mr. MEAD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. 1933, beets, 1,366 000 short tons produced, and

that was the largest that had been' produced, according to these
figures or any figures that I have seen.

Mr. W{EAD. Yes; that is correct. The amendment which we pro.
pose is as follows: To ameixd section 3, on pages 4 and 5, by striking
out, after the word "respectively ", in line 10, on page 4, the re-
inainder of such section, to and including line 18 on page 5, and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:

And/or from marketing in the current of, or in competition with, or so as to
burden, obstruct, or In any way affect interstate or foreign commerce, sugar
manufactured from sugar beets and/or sugarcane produced In the continental
United States beet-sugar producing area, the State of Louisiana, the State of
Florida, and any other State or States, in amounts in excess of the following
quotas for each 12 months hereafter beginning February 1, 1934-

Or any other time you may fix-
until such time as. pursuant to section 13 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
title I thereof shall wholly cease to be in effect, or be terminated with respect
to sugar as a basic agricultural commodity, to wit:

Ton&
(lontinental beet rea ------------------------------------- 1. 450. 04)
Lonislanma and Florida -------------------------------------- 260. 000
Hawaii ------------------------------------------------- 35, 00,)
Puerto Rico --------------------------------------------- 821,000
Philippine Islands ---------------------------------------- 1, 037, 000
(uba ------------------------------------------------- 1,944.000
Virgin Islands --------------------------------------------- 5, 000

The quota of each producing area shall consist only of sugar produced i
such area directly or Indirectly from sugar cane or beets grown in such area
and shall be computed on a raw-sugar basis of short tons of 2,0OO0 pounds.
Pro.vided, that all direct consumption sugar imported into continental United
States from any area outside thereof shall be charged against the quota for such
area at the rate of 107 pounds of" raw sugar for every 100 IMunds of direct
consumption sugar.

The Secretary of Agriculture may, by order or regulations, allot such (luotas
from time to twe among the processors, handlers of sugar, and others. and
from time to time readjust such allotments; provided, however, that nothing iII
this act contained shall be deemed to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to
require that the quota of any sugar beets or raw (-te sugar produced by any
producer or group of producers and which can be processed or refined at taiy
lrovessing plant or plants. or any refinery or refineries, owned or controlled by
him or them, shall be sold or delivered to, or shall he processed or refined at.
any other processing plant or refinery unless the said producer or group of
producers shall so consent.

That is to cover particularly our case. Of course, it covers all cases,
but particularly our own refinery. The California-Hawaii refinery is
just as much a part of the Hawaiian sugar industry as any of the
pumps out there, for instance, on the plantations. It is owned and
controlled by them. and we wish to have the privilege of processing,
refining our own sugar in our oWn plant, without its being allotted to
some other refinery.
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If the Secretary of Agriculture at any time after this act takes effect shall find

tMat due to changes in production or coiisURtnl0ti of sugar the total quantity of
sugar available, for consumption In continental Unitel State Is Inadequate or
excessive, he nay pro rata increase or decreat'e the quotas of all areas its fixed
III the preceding puragraplh InI order thtit a proper total quantity of sugar may
thereafter be available for consumption, and for like cause may from time to
time thereafter in like manner change such quotas.

Those are the principal amendments which I have to suggest.
There are other amendments which should he considered by the con-
inittee, such as having reserves set up to take care of a situation so
that there will be no run-away markets; to take care of crop pro-
ductions; but those are the pr-incipal things, that goes to the gist
of it, atd in rewriting the bill. I have no doubt that Senator Costigan
and others wll' find that there are other amendments which they will
consider quite as essential, but I do insist that the quotas shall be fixed
and determined, so that there can be no question as to what we can do
with the cane after we plant it, whether we are going to be able to
harvest it and market it, or whether we have to throw it away. I
think that is all, Mr. Chairman, that I have to say.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
'1. MEAD. I have tried to restrain myself.

Senator COSTIGAN. Mr. Chairman, may I at this time offer for
the record a radio message received by me on February 14, from Mr.
J. W. Waldron, vice president and trustee of the Hawaiian Sugar
Planters' Association; also a memorandum received by air mail, as
indicated in the radio message: the lmemorandum dealing with sug-
gested sugar quotas as outlined in the message of the President to the
Congress?

The CHAIRMAN. Withoilt objection. they will be placed in the
record.

HIONoLU'LU. February I4I, 1934i.
Senator COSTIGAN.Senate Offlies ftilding, Wlonhingtou. ID.C.:

Union receipt of President's inessage I sent you a letter by air mal which
should arrive Saturday morning setting forth our views. Have now seen text of
bill an(l understand there is a hearig Frihay. Would like to stress to you
the following: (1) Hawaii an Integral part of United States and therefore
entitled to saime treatment as continental producers; (2) the fact tht quotas
should be fixed on average of the ltst 3 years' production and not be subject to
chauige by Secretary of Agriculture. especially is our crop of 1935 is already
growing and part of 1936 started: 43) neessary adjustment to mieet ineremald
consumption to Ie prorated among donwstic producers ind decreased con-
sumption be l'rorated among till. lIf hearings extended and car arrive in time
some of us hope to come to Washbigton. Meanwhile, trust you will extend all
courtesies to our representative. My excuse for troubling you is the vital
imlortatce of this matter to Territory o'f llawali.

J. W. WALDRON.

MEIEMO ON TIlE SUOGESTEiD SUOAR QUOTAS AS OUTLINED IN THE MESSAGE OF THE
PREI5IENT TO THE CONGRESS

Quota.-The following temporary quotas are proposed (all short tons of
2,00) pounds) :
Continental beet sugar ------------------------------------ 1, 450, 000
Loulsina and Florida ..----------------------------------------- 260, 000
Hawaii --------------------------------------- 935,000
Puerto ico ---------------------------------------------- 821,000
Philippines --------------------------------------------- 1,037, 000
Cuba ------------------------------------------------- 1,944, 000
Virgin Islands ... ------------------------------------------ 5, 000

I
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United States beet sligar.--Beet sugar' produced in the United States is at.
lowed 1,450,000 short tons.

It is estimated (Willett and Gray) that the 1933-34 production will be
1,450,000 long tons or 1,624,000 short tons This is the largest crop by 244,000
long tons that the domestic beet sugar industry has tver produced, the next
largest crop being 1,206,356 long tons, or 1,351,454 short tons in 1932-3.

Beet sugar is planted every year, so that the announcement is In ample time
for this year's (1934) planting. The proposed quota for beets is therefore i
liberal one considered on past performances, i.e. it is above anything heretofore
produced excepting the present crop which is now being manufactured;

Louisiana and Florida.-Allowed a quota of 260.000 short tons.
WThe crop of 1932-33 was (Willett and Gray) Z31.035 long tolls or 258.759

short tons.
The estimated production (Willett and Gray) for 1933-34 Is 225,000 long tons

or 252,000 short tons.
It would seem from these figures that the quota of 260,000 would take care

of these crops, but In fairness it must be stated that Touisiana has produced
In 1913-14, 2U8,337 long or 300,537 short tons.

Puerto Rco.-Allowed a quota of 821,000 short tons.
The crop of 1932-33 was 744,918 long (Wllett and Gray) or 834,308 short tons.
The estimated crop of 1933-34 (Willett and Gray) is given as 876,000 long or

981,120 short tons.
'It would appear that Puerto Rico will suffer by a decrease of the lreseit

crop of 160,000 short toms. One, of course, must loint out that Puerto Rico has
great advantages over Hawaii inasmuch as it does not pay Federal income
taxes, and has all custonla revenues returned, etc. The eurtailent or loss
of 160,000 short tons will, of course, be a serious inatter as the crop of
1082-33 was daniaged by it cyclone and was 141,000 long tons less than that
of 1931-32.

Virglia 181slds.-Allowed a quota of 5,000 short tons.
The 1932-33 crop was 4,230 long (Willett and Gray) or 4,737 short tons.
The estimated production (Willett and Gray) for the 1933-34 crolp is 7.000

long or 7,840 short tons, so that the Virgin Islands will suffer.
Pldllppines.-Allowed a quota of 1,037,000 short tons.
The Philippines have been constantly increasing their crops during the past

10 years; In fact, It i8 their increase which has done more than anything else
or anyone else to ilncrease the sugar produced under tile flag of the United
States. They have been constantly warned what would happen, but have always
stated that their last crop was the limit of production possible. General Wood,
in one of his last speeches, said: " Tie Philippine Islands can produce 3,000.00W
tons of sugar."

The production has been (Willett and Gray)

Production , Consumed In theYeaI U {nited st ates

Long tons Short tons Long tons Short tons

1913-14 ....................................... 232761 20,092 1................
1925-26 ................................................. 430, 705 489,109 312,723 :350, 249
1926-27 ....... ........................................ 584,238 654,346 434,542 1 486,687
1927-28 ................................................. 622,704 697, 428 470,071 533,199
1928-29 ............................... .............. 740.987' 829,905 1604, 501 677,041
1929-30 . .. ................................ 773. 674 800.,514 0171,296 1 751,851
1030-31 .............--------------.. 782,322 876,200 4179,968 761, 564
1931-32 ................................................ 982,776 , 100,709 869, 309 1 973.693
1932-33 ................................................. ,145 341 1,282,781 11035,738 1,160,026
1933-34...................................................400,000 1,;80. .................

I Estimated.

It would seem that. wille the allotted quota will not take care of the 4,stiniated
cropo of this year by it lrge margin, that the quota allowed Is more than gen-
erous Considering that the Phillipplnes have all the advantages of tariff but
none of th- disaIva ntagtes which United States beets. Louisiana and Florida
and Hawaii cane have. viz: Ileavy income taxes, all duties on illlorlts, bags, ete.
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The Philipphies ship their sugar under any flag and it Is reported they
get a rate from the Philippine Islands to New York at a rate very little in exess
of that from hiawai to San Francisco.

Uaba.--There 1as been so inneh misleading propaganda ini relation to 4 1tloa
sueh as " Cubit won the war with its sugar", -Cuban sugar production was
increased at the insistence of the United Stil tvs." These statements irT not
true.

We have the folitving production on1 thte isltad (AN. & (.)
Loft),!/ tolls Nt n R l

1913-14-.-------........2. 507. 7.32 1917-18 '.... .. 3, 446. 083
1914-15 --------..... .---- 2. 5112. 637 1918-:1. . --. . 171.77o

--------------- 3,007, 915 1122-23 ------------------ 3, 002, 11)
1910-17 ------------------ 3, 4 23, 720 19124-25..... _-......-5, 125. i1740

With one intervening year, 1024, ('uliat increased its crop neily 50i percent
and it doing so cut the price of sugar fioln 5.24 evils to 2.56 (eltsi. tir O\vtQV
60 percent.

('uba plays up the immense loss (of trade 'ili the United States. always
citing the year 1920 which is knowit in ('uba as "the year or the dance of the
millions ", a year when sugar averaged 1.3355 cents per pound. reaching a high
of 20.58 cents per pound. In that year Cuba's business was:

Exports to United States ----------------------------------- $26. 859, 000
Imports from United States--- .. ----------- 404, 386, 000

Balance in favor of Cuba -------------------------- 222, 478, 000

Insofar its one cnn, asce'taini from official figures. the Cubans, from 1904 to
1932, inclusive, a period of 29 years, have a balance of trade in their favor of
th, immnise sum of $2,336,795,40). or. an average of $80.000.4100 per annum.

We believe that the very bt-st way to heIlp Cubit is it on1 Uianner to return
to them the $10 per ton preferene witich they should have eijoyed under their
preferential tariff. Cuba needs help, it is true, but should a iome.stic industry
be sacrificed to give that help? If the sugar duty against the world, 2,5 cents
per pound, is lowered always rentember the 3,000,000 or so tons lin Java just
waiting to be sold at almost any price. Give Cuba a preference, lut see she
gets that preference as what she has done in the past is just to lower the duty
by the amount of the preference.

Hawai.-Allotment 935,000: The production of Qte Hawaiian Islands has
been during the past 3 years:

" Willett & Gray- Hawaiian
, Sugar

Planters
Long tons Sblort tons Association,

short tons

1931 ........................................................ 89,544 960,289 993,787
1932 ................................................ I 1915,493 1026,362 1.025,364
133. ............................................ 924,595 1,035,549 1,035,848"€ tat~l~h''.''"';;; " '"' ; t ,0L29,280 1,050,000
1.934 (established).......................................... 1,0 10228 1,00 O

Tile proposed quota cuts into Hawaii to the tulle of, say, 100,000 tons, which,
with sugar at 3 cents per pound, means $6,000,000-less income to the Territory.

Hawaii is an integral part of the United States and is entitled to the same
treatment as that meted out to continental beet or cane sugar.

Beet sugar has a quota exceeding its highest production excepting the 1933-34
vrop.

Louisiana and Florida has a quota exceeding its estimated crop of 1934.
Why should Hawaii, who pays all the taxes paid by the beet States, Louisiana

and Florida. whose contributions to the United States Treasury has consistently
been greater than that of 18(?) States, be treated so differently? Is It fair or
just to so treat us? We clali It is not.

I United States entered the war Apr. (, 1917.

I
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Ili what manner will it help to cut ttawaii $6,000.000, plus taxes, etc.. thereotl,
with tile consequent loss of trade, wages, etc., in order to give It to Cuba and/or
the lVhililines? l)oes flot ('Ihatity begin at home?

Beet sugar is llanted every year. so any size crop can be planned for.
Hawaii's crop of 11134 was started in 1932. and we have in the ground today

three crops growing. viz. the crol of 1934, 1935, and 1936.
Our increased yield has nfit roeant increased acreage, as we have reached the

litlit of livailble atreage years iago. It has beei brought about by better
tntethods 4)f cultivation, fertilizatiol. etc.

Ilith latter of quotas allowed we feel we have been unjustly disc'imiated
agahst as tn integral Imirt of tit' United States.

We ulnllerstilld there is it clause iit the bill which gives tie Secretary of
Agriculture the choice of a iy years between 1925 and 1933. It' this h, sil. lie
cal cut Htawaii to 800.0(KI short tons, the beet to 933,000 short tons, and lncrt'ea4e
for decrease niiy qtiot lie mlay wish.

Wie cannot (iscuss the processing tax because me does not at this writing
uider'stailld just what is liianine(I. But why should HIawaii be exchlded frolin
Its benefits? Could one lolnt out that sugar is one of tie chealest conmmiiodities
in the world? It reached "i all-time low of 0.57 cents, or 2.57 cents duty paid,
lit 1932, so one cannot t quite understand tie reference in tile President's nessa:tge
to) helling the consunier. whell the consumer bits been buying sugar lower during
the past few years than ever before In history.

Qiotas mid colmumltiflil)I.-Wtllett & Gray give the consunltio of sugar In
flip United States during the past 3 years:

Long tons Short tons

1931 ................................................................. ........... 5, 475,204 6,132,228
1932 ............................................................................ 5,213,901 5, 39,636
1933 ............................................................................. 5,270, 366 5, 902, 810

Total ..................................................................... 15, 959, 531 17,874, 674
Average .................................................................. 1,319,844 5, 95S, 225

Tie beet sugar is refined and( a certain amount of the above tonnage also
enters in the form of refined sugar. If we allot these sugars a tonnage of
1,500000 long or 1,680,000 short tons then about 4,278,225 short tolls would
be Iii the form of raw sugar which would have to be refined, so we would
have in terms of 000 sugar.
Average as above - ----------------------------------------- 5, 5. 225
Add 7 percent on raw sugar -----------------------------. 2 9), 475

Consumption otl raw basi ------------------------------- 6 257, 700
Allotment ---ol)OS- -...---.------------- , 452. 000

Allotnent Over (ll.,ulirti~ln-... ... .. - - - - - ...... 194, 300

Or tlin average of 194,300 tons which would further cut ]fawaii's tonnuuage
ai'ound 31 J('reent or 29.050 short tons. or reducing our quota to 907,000 short
tons or 143,0N00 short tows less than the estimated crol) we are now litar%'esting.

Senator Cts-r'i'.\.N. M'. Mead. do you wish to comllf-nt o this
message or this memorandim ?

M'. MEA . NO, sir; I do not, at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lowe. how much time do yoU desire?
-Mr. Low. I think I have boiled this down to a point where, with.

out initerl'uiptioti. I can get throluh'h in less than 20 minutes.
The (flu1 1.uM%. Very well. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. LOWE. JR., MANAGER OF THE REVERE
SUGAR REFINERY OF BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. 1)wl":. My 1111111e is John W. Lowe. I am the nillager of time
Revere Sugar ]fiery of Bo stone. I mepresel)nt the Revere Stltgar
Refinery and its pare t coipan ,NI. the Ulnit(d Fruit Co.
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We have invested in the sugar business in the United States,
Cuba, Honduras, and Jamaica, substantially over $60,000,000. My
jol) in the sugar business, for a, little under 25 years, has been to
exercise control and to actively participate in the production of
approximately 6,000,000 pounds of refined sugar. In the past few
months there have appeared in the press and in magazines and
articles statements to the effect that the United States sugar refiner-
ies were a backward and unprogressive group; that we use antique
and obsolete processes; and I do not believe it would be necessary
to answer these statements, if it were not for the fact that they have
found their way into at least one important department of this
administration.

Mr. Chairman, for '24 years my "bread and butter" and that of
my aSsociates has beei "to examine carefully-and I have had con-
tinually under my supervision-and I am a chemist-a laboratory
of between 10 and 30 men to examine carefully into every conceiv-
able process, and to do everything that we can to reduce our costs,
to ai opt new processes when they are shown to be true and good
Processes.

The statement was made here Saturday that some of these new
processes will save us, if we would adopt them. somewhere between
2-0 and 30 cents a hundred pounds. Gentlemen. anybody who can
prove to us that he can save us, not.20 or 30 ('ents it lhunded pounds,
but 1 or 2 cents per hundred l)ounds, has a customer right here; he
is just the man we are looking for; but we do not buy these processes,
and I do not invest my company s money oi the basis of advertising
claims or sales talk. Enough claims have colie over my desk during
imy experience, in regard to new processes, fuel savings, so that if
thy'r were true we should use our boiler house as a coal inijie. and
it Would cost us nIuch less than nothing to produce oulr refined sugar.
We settle these things on the basis of the scientific. substanitiated
evidence in exactly the same way as Mr. Roberson would settle a
legal matter.

This controversy in regard to l)rocess is a rather siml)le one.
Gentlemen, the entire (Vost-this is a rough estimate-of time bole
black part of our business is about .5 cents. per 100 l)ot(I.k and this
includes taxes, delreciation, and all proportiona te ('osts. I ai just
old fashioned enough, unprogressive and backward enough, to find
it difficult to believe that you can save 30 cents out of a nickel. It
cannot be done. This wfiole question is a question of geography,
niot of process-of chea) labor, of cheap land. of cheap buildings,
of building loss, of food reglationls; amd I want to ma1ke the con-
sidered anl unqualified statement that the cane-sugar refining indus.
try of the United States is, in the judgnient of those who are
COmIlJ )etent to judge, the most advanced, the nIost progressive unit
ill t he world, and our plant is visited every year by skilled d tech-
niciams from all over the world, and they comne, back -very year, and
Wll plant is about the average of the rest of tie sugan refineries
and anybody with a new process that can save us 1 cent a hllndred ,
if li can prove it, I want hini to come to me. and coeic to tue first.
because I want to get the jun1) on our competitors. And that. for
the process.

I
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Last suimmier our colniany oined the N.R.A., and we went into
it 100 percent. I hired, I think, 118 men in our plant in Boston. I
increased their wages 20 percent, which is roughly 25 percent more
than the N.R.A. required. We advanced many salaries, particularly

of those in the lower brackets, 10 percent or more.
Now. gentlemen, we took the step in the hope, in the belief, that

the stabilization plan was gonig through, and I figiured that ouir
company, this actual labor, extra labor, and the extra cost of' the.
N.R.A., would, il fily jldhlnenit, lintint to albollt $1.0()0 a day. or
$350,000 a yeat aii(l I w1s Wl'onr. It Ulliiltlt,5 to al)oli ,.$,50) a
day and about a half a million dollars a year; and t tliiiik it, is
perfectly obvious that an in(histry in) tlis vouintry Iaying hlo"0s
wages cannot compete with an industry elsewhere paying wagr s, we
will say, of one fiftil, possibly one tetlh, 41 wIhi we pay. It just
cannot be (lone. We have no tariff protedttion. We have :i -Ilbsidy,
as Mr. hershey's man brought out. Now, I lave givvit ll' von.timy
two soltitionls of our problems. Our conipanty hits tlirovi' II1) the
sponge, practically, in this light, alld I have' told tl-il tllt 1 4.1-e
are only two ways otit for thenm-one, quit the N.R.A., and, two,
taking s'teps to lallon 0ou1r Boston op~er'atioIn anid Itiove it to ihe
Tropics. And I don't walt. to See either 01We of timoe tliius 41lue
I have been brought uip with these inen. I hatve hi red adl 4d t heil,
I have worked with them. id I. plhi-y with them. I hove New Eng-
land, and I love the men i work wit'h. Many of thll have VwP(PIid
with o1r. con|pIiniy for over 50 Years. 'his l.I whol. (Iiestio is n1ot
-one of process, oif tariff, or anytlhing (lse. It 15 a ll,.t.i4P;i of
whether or not this American indtistrv is going to live or I.. into
some other geographical a rea.

The CIIAIRAMAN. Have you any objection to putting into the- r,,.,d,
Mr. Lowe, a financial statement of your organization?

Mr. LowE. No, sir; insofar as our total sugar business is eo.-
cerned. I want to state briefly, and I am closing, our coipalny'
position in regard to the President's message and the Walsh amend.
ment. We believe that the Department of State, and the other in-
terested departments, and the President, have handled a very diffi-
cult problem in a most courageous way; and we are 100 percent in
favor of the principles and the quotas set forth by the President, plus
the Walsh amendment. We are for it 100 percent. W e believe that
it is the only possible solution of the sugar problem at this tinie.

I would like to submit a brief, a memorandum in support of the
position I have taken and I would also like to submit a mnemoranduio
of the Pennsylvania Sugar Refining Co., signed by Mr. W. R. Hood-
less, their vice president and general manager, in which he shows
that the total cost of the bone-black process at hisplant is something
under 5 cents per 100 pounds of refined sugar produced.

The CHAIRMAx. They will be incorporated in the record. 'i'hank
you very much, Mr. Lowe.

STATEMENT SUBMITIED BY MR. JOHN .OWE, (NERAL MANAGER OF IREVEIII SUGAR
ItEfINEIRY, BOSTON, MASS.

The Revere Sugar Refinery, owned by United Fruit Co., has been established
In Boston for about 75 years. It Is not one of the largest refineries in the
United States, but It is larger than thIe biggest refinery In Cuba-Hershey.
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My company is entirely in sympathy with the President's message on sugar ,

and believes that the quotas he has proposed, subject to the Walsh amendment
limiting importations of direct-consumption sugar, are the only fair and prac.
tical solutions of the sugar problem at this time.

As to the Walsh amendment, I wish to emphasize that the question at issue
is the extinction or not of a large American industry by substition for it of
plants and cheap labor in the Tropics, particularly Cuba.

I would illustrate the situation by relating specific facts regarding our com-
pany. We have our refinery in Boston and raw-sugar mills in Cuba. Last
Augtlt our refinery voluntarily signed the President's reemployment agreement
and came under N.R.A. The number of our employees was raised 80 percent;
wages were also increased; salaried persons under $3,000 were raised 10 per-
cent. These steps and the President's recovery program are costing our com-
pany about $1,500 per day. In November we began to fear that our sugar
problem was not going to be settled, and we regretfully concluded that under
such circumstances we would have to begin curtailment of our Boston opera-
tios and install refining plants in Cuba. We went ahead and appropriated
about $50,000 for initial expenditure to that end. We suspended plans to spend
$300,000 on new construction In Boston. The sugar bill with the Walsh amend-
ment will make it unnecessary for us to go forward with our Cuban plans; It
will save our Boston plant and the American jobs which it represents.

Another matter I wish to dispose of is the baseless charge that American
refineries are obsolete. The charge originates with sellers of a patented
vegetable carbon process, and is sales talk.

During my experience in the business of refining sugar, extending from 1910
until the present, I have devoted a great deal of time and investigation to the
relative merits of the boneblack process anid numerous other processes which
from time to time have come to my attention. Insofar as I know, no process
offering any economy has escaped investigation n by myself or my associates.
These Investigations have not been peculiar to the companies with which I
have been assweiated, but tre a common and regular part of the work of the
technical staff's of the entire catie sugar refining industry, not only in the United
States, but lIn Canada, Australia, (reat Britain, and other countries. My
training and experience for the lirst 10 years in this industry has been in
the development of technical control, and all operations connected therewith,
and for the past few years a general supervision of all phases of our business.
I have never found that any of the many processes which have been proposed
for refine g are, from the standlpoint of initial Itnstallation costs, operating
costs, or technical results, equal to the boneblack process.

Witlhn the last few years I have had independent engineers make two
estimates on a 200-tom white sugar installation, using-p one case boneblack,
and in the other case vegetable carbon, and the initial investment was about
the same in each case. When our company recently took steps contemplating
Installation of refining unit in Cuba, boouse of the critical situation in which
our Industry finds itself due to loss in volume to Cuban refiners (who are
not operating under the N.R.A.), we decided to install a boneblack unit
because in our opinion the initial cost and operating cost will be less, technical
results will be better, and the product will be of a uniformly higher quality.

My company has sent men to various plants in the tropics and elsewhere, and
our laboratories have carefully investigated the merits of many processes. We
hold no brief for any process. We are not prejudiced in favor of any process.
We have a laboratory of 15 men continually employed in an effort to better
what we have, or to adopt any methods which may be shown to be better
than what we have. If there is any process better and more economical than
boneblack, we would adopt It.

The charge that the boneblack process is obsolete comes from people who
have an alternative process to sell, and is repeated by people with no practical
knowledge whatever of what boneblack processes are or do. It arises from a
confusion na to Just what the issue is in our industry. The real question In.
volved is not a process or method. To my mind, the method of producing sugar
by one process or another is not an important issue financially, either from
the standpoint of initial cost, operating cost or technical results. I do not
believe there is a difference in costs amounting to anything like 5 cents per 100
pounds of production between any of the generally used processes of refining
sugar. The question involved is one of geography and not process. The ques-

42331-34----15
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tions of relative labor, fuel, and land costs and building laws, and tariff ad.
vantages are the issues, and involve substantial differences in net financial
results.

The proponents of the various vegetable carbon processes have something to
sell. If they can (as In fact they do) incorporate in their sales talk, and
link up as advantages of their process, the inherent advantages of refining
with cheap foreign labor in tropical islands. fuel, land cost, and so forth, and
thus confuses the real issue, it furthers their purpose.

Under the boneblack process, the boneblack is used over and over again.
The boneblack replacement cost (and by this I mean the amount of new bone.
black which has to be purchased each year in the sugar refineries) amouits to,
in our plant, about 1 cent per 100 pounds, of refined sugar produced. It is
therefore obvious that it' these vegetable carbons (which it is claimed would
save us so much, could be sold to us for nothing, then the maximu saving
would amount to 1 cent per 100 pounds of sugar produced. In fact, however,
these vegetable carbons cost in the neighborhood of $250 per ton, as compared
with about $100 per ton for boneblack.

It is argued by the vegetable carbon people that the lower replacement cost
in the boneblack process is more than offset by the larger quantity of bone.
black which has to be used in that process as compared with the quantity of
vegetable carbon used in the vegetable-carbon process. Our experience is to
the contrary.

I am satisfied that in a United States sugar refinery using tie boneblack
process the total costs of the boneblack process per 100 pounds of raw sugar
melted, including proportionate part of taxes, depreciation, overhead costs,
repairs, and maintenance, and every conceivable item relating to this part of
our operations, are about 5 cents per 100 pounds. It is, therefore, obvious
that any process, if cheaper or better, can only save a part of this total cost,
and obviously can save little or nothing in taxes, overhead, repairs, and main.
tenance, operating costs, fuel, and many other items.

There is nothing new whatever in the vegetable-carboi process. It is old.
And the vegetable carbon known as " suchar" is only one of many such articles
on the market. All of them at one time or another have been experimented
with by the reftners of the United States and rejected as inferior to boneblack.
A gentleman stated at the hearing on Saturday, February 24, that his process
could save the domestic refiners 30 cents per 100 pounds. The refiners' melt is
8,000,000,000 pounds. If his patented process could save the refiners one thir.
tieth of the amount he claims, or only I cent per 100 pounds, the refiners could
not afford to be without it. It would save them $800,000 a year. Yet for all
his claims as to the value of his process, he has succeeded in putting it into
only one refinery in Cuba.

The most recently built large sugar refineries (the Texas City plant at
Texas City, the American Sugar Refiuing Co.'s plant at Baltimore, and the
Hershey plant in Cuba) are boneblack plants. The greater part of refined
sugar now produced in Cuba is produced in the two largest refineries, which
ard boneblack refineries, namely Hershey and Arechmbala. Practically all of
the refined sugar produced in the United States, and so far as I know, all that
produced in Canada and England, are produced by the boneblack process.

The sugar-refining industry is a highly competitive industry, each unit of
which has a highly trained technical staff, and these conditions alone should
ref'ite the frequently seen statements made by economists and others ignorant
of the business, that we use obsolete methods.

It Is my opinion that if some of the proponents of these various processes, or
the men who have written in criticism of the domestic refiners, could be exam-
ined as to wlfat, if anything, they knmow about the relative merits of the two
processes, and asked who told them, they would be very much embarrassed
and unable to make any satisfactory statement or give any support whatever
to their literary efforts.

Prof. Mordecai Ezekiel, economic advisor of the Department of Agriculture,
who stated several times to the House Committee on Agriculture that lie was
not a sugar expert, included in a magazine article published by him a few
weeks ago. a statement to the effect that the process of tile domestic refineries
is obsolete. By his own admission Professor Ezekiel appears to have no expert
knowledge of the subject, and I am sure he would readily admit that lie had
never personally verified his statement before making it. While I do not doubt
that Professor Ezekiel gave currency to his statement in entire good faith, I
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likewise have no doubt that the source of his information may be traced
directly or indirectly to some person having a financial or other interest in
discrediting the domestic sugar refining industry in the interests of refining
sugar in Cuba or the insular areas.

Our refinery, and most of the refineries in the United States, are continually
visited by representative technical men from sug&r refineries situated all over
the world. In many instances these visits are repeated yearly. The obvious
reason for this, in my opinion, is that the United States cane-sugar refining
industry is generally considered by the majority of the sugar refining industry
of the world, as preeminent in its attitude toward adopting new methods and
processes, when, as and if such are shown to be fundamentally sound.

Memorandum showing 1933 costs of bone-clr processing iib the 8ugar-refliig
operatiom8 of the P nnsylvan4a Sugar (Jo., PhiladelpW, Pa.

Total cos8t
Replacement of bone char -------------------------------- $03, 148.91
Fuel -------------------------------------------------- 38, 748. 68
Labor ------------------------------------------------- 4,281.10
Repairs and maintenance ---------------------------------- 2,194.57
Depreciation (building and machinery) ----------------------- 83,941.03

Total 1933 cost of bone-char processing ----------------- 283,300.29
As the total melt of raw sugar was 280,500 short tons the cost of the bone-

char processing was $0.985 per ton, or $0.04976 cents per 100 pounds of sugar
melted.

The CHA1IMAN. Mr. Capdevielle. I understand, Mr. Capdevielle,
ybu just wanted a few minutes?

Mr. CAPDEViaLE. That is all.
The CHAIRA1N. Very well. You are a molasses broker, a repre-

sentative of the molasses industry?
Mr. CAPDEVIELLE. Yes, sir. I represent not the molasses interests,

but only myself.
Senator McADoo. I did not get the name, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CAPWEVIELLE. My name is C. C. Capdevielle, 82 Beaver Street,

New York City.
Senator McAnoo. From Louisiana?
Mr. CAPDEVIELLE. Originally; yes, sir.
Senator McADoo. Where, now?
Mr. CAPDrJTLP. New York and Habana.

STATEMENT OF 0. 0. CAPDEVIELLE, MOLASSES BROKER AND
IMPORTER, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. CAPIEVIELLE. I did not expect to be in Saturday, and so I
filed a petition to have the use of the word "sugar in paragraph
(C), section 2, amended, in order to apply to molasses, because
molasses, as I import it from Cuba or the tropics, is of three kinds.
One is an "invert" molasses, one is a blackstrap, and the other is a
hith-grade molasses that contains from 50 to 75 percent blaekstrap.

senator BAmsse. What is "invert" molasses s
Senator MoAnoo. Yes; what is it, for my informationI
Mr. CAPDE.VIEL . Well, an "invert" is molasses in which the sugar

content is higher than the blackstrap, but has been inverted so tfiat
it will not crystallize, and can be used only for distilling purposes,
and not for human consumption. This high-test molasses-m-I mean
the regular molasses, that I have reference to, with reference to the
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term "total sugar content ", to be considered as sugar is not correct
or unfair by approximately 87 percent. I have got an illustration
and a deAnition of everything there, and it is all for your own ob.
servation.

The total sugar content of molasses, If considered as sugar, is incorrect.
Molasses Is made up of 50 percent to 70 percent blackstrap or nonextractable
sucrose and glucose, and also extractable sucrose (sugar).

I have the honor to request that the above paragraph c, section 2, be made
to read as follows:

Page 2, lines
13 The term "sugar" means sugar in any form
14 whatsoever, derived from sugar beets or sugarcane
15 including also molasses, raw sugar, direct-consump-
10 tion' sugar, and any mixture containing sugar (except
1" blackstrap molasses, beet molasses, and sirups), and,
18 for the purpose of section 8a (1) of this act, sirups,
19 such molasses, raw' sugar, direct consumption sugar,
20 sugar mixtures, and sirups, included within the word
21 "sugar", as herein define(], shall be considered to con-
22 stitute sugar to the extent of their total sugar contents
23 except molasses, In which case the blackstrap content
24 nonextractable sucrose and glucose sugars "shall be
25 deducted from the total sugar content."

You will note that the paragraph is the same except that I have added lines
23, 24, and 25 to the paragraph as originally written.

Reasons: If the blackstrap content of molasses is not deducted from the
total sugar content, this will give an unfair and incorrect amount of sugar
to be charged against the country from which it is derived, by approximately
87 percent. As I have been importing this molasses from Cuba, where sugar
exported to the United States has been under a quota system for the past
several years, the blackstrap content of the molasses is never considered as
sugar, only the extractable sugar content is credited as sugar quota.

To confirm that "total sugar" content of molasses, if considered -as sugar,
is Incorrect and unfair by approximately 87 percent, I'll offer the following
analysis of molasses:

Percent Peroea
Solids -- ----------------- 82. 0 Clerget sucrose ------------- 53.0
Polorivation --------------- 50. 8 Invert (glucose) ------------ 10.0
Purity --------------------- 62.0 Total sugars ---------------- 03.0
S. 2732:100 pounds molasses times 03 percent total sugars equals 63 total

sugars.
Correct method: 100 pounds of same molasses as above. According to

Spencer's Handbook for Sugar Manufacturers and Chemists (7th ed., pp.
382-383)t, will yield 33.71 percent no. 960 sugar, and 60.78 pounds blackstrap
molasses of 38 purity and 50 percent total sugars. Nonextractable sugars
(blackstrap), 29.29 pounds total sugars.

83.00-33.71.Unfairness or incorreot-A'-- -87 percent approximately

(I invite you to have the above work checked by the best experienced sugar
chemist employed in the United States Government.)

Conclusion: If this paragraph C can be amended as I have asked in this
letter and which I have only requested from a standpoint of fairness and
correctness, I can assure you several million mian-hours' work under the N.R.A.
wages, otherwise this work will be done at the mills in Cuba with Cuban labor.

I trust that you will see the unfairness of paragraph 0 as written and that
I am not asking for anything other than a square deal both for my business
and for the country from which the product is derived, and that you will
amend this paragraph accordingly.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Judge CRIsP. Mr. Chairman, on Saturday, Mr. Snyder advised

you that the best qualified man, as to statistics on the sugar business,
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was Mr. Fisher, a statistician of the Sugar Institute. He is here,
and I ask that he be heard for 3 minutes.

The CHAMRMAN. We will hear Mr. Fisher for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF EVAN FISHER, OFFICE MANAGER SUGAR
INSTITUTE

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, on Saturday, Mr. Snyder stated that
he believed there had been less importation of refined Cuban sugar
in 1933 than in 1932. 1 do not know where Mr. Snyder got his
figures or his information, but that seemed to cast some doubt on the
figures that had been submitted to you gentlemen, and I believe that
the record on that point should be corrected. We have used, in pre-
paring those charts, the figures taken from the customs house in New
York City. The figures for 1933 are not yet available in printed
form, and we have had to go to the customs house and compile those
figures from the custonis blotters, taking them off month by month,
and totaling them up. This work has been done by two statisticians
employed by my office and has been carefully checked. If I may,
I wouid just like to refer first to 1932.

le CHAIRMAN. Is this the chart that you are speaking of?
Mr. FISHER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The United States Cane Sugar Refining Co.?
Mr. FISHER. No, sir. We did not prepare that chart in my office,

although I believe that the basic figures in that were obtained from
my office. The one that I referred to was the one with the map of
the United States, and the lines that go up the side.

Senator COSTIOAN. Mr. Chairman, should not the chart be identi-
fied, in order that it may be connected with the testimony of the
witness?

The CHM IMAN. Yes. I think it would be very well to show that
you are talking about a chart which we will mark "Chart A."0 Senator CIARK. Is that the same chart that was referred to the
other day?

The HilAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. FISHIER. I would like to read the figures for the importation

of refined Cuban sugar for 1932 and for 1933, in order to clear up
this point that Mr. Snyder raised. I am going to read these figures
in pounds, because there seems to have been a good deal of confusion
between "long" and "short" tons, not so much in this hearing.

rie CHAIRMe1AN. Won't you also give that in long tons. so we can
see how this chart is in error, if it is?

Mr. FISHER. I can work them out for you in long tons. I haven't
got them worked out here.

The CHAIMAN. Very well.
(The matter referred to above is as follows:)

TUE SHOREITAM,
WPaslington, D.C., February 26, 1931.

Setorl|O. I'AT IIARISOX,

Scttc O71cc Building, lva8hhlgon, D.C.
My DEAR SENATOR: During my testimony this morning, you requested me to

convert the figures for Cuban imports which I gave in pounds into long tons
so that they might be compared with tn exhibit submitted by the domestic
refiners.
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The attached memorandum gives these figures in long tons. You will note
that for the years 1925 through 1930, Inclusive, there are slight discrepancies
between the figures In my testimony this morning and those in the chart. I
have made inquiry regarding the source of the figures used in tile chart and
find that for these 6 years the figures in the chart were taken from a tabulation
submitted by the Tariff Commission to the Ways and Means Committee. I ar
not positive but I believe that the Tariff Commission used figures compiled by
Willett & Gray for this tabulation.

My figures compare very closely with those in the chart in 1931, 1932, and
1933. The discrepancies here are due to the fact that the chart was compiled
by adding up each year the monthly figures reported by the customhouse in
New York, while the figures that I have used are yearly totals and have been
corrected In some instances.

I trust that this explanation will be satisfactory and would be glad to furnish
any further Information which you may desire.

Respectfully yours,
EVAN FISUE&

Statement of Insports of Cuban reliwd sugar Into United State8 izcctrdig to
Un4ted State customs statistics, Oustomhou8e, New York

Long tons Short Long tons Short
Pounds (2,240 (2,000 Pounds (2,240 (20M

pounds) pounds) pounds) (2,000pnndspoundo)

1025 ............. 168,225 75 84 1930 ............. 535,469,322 239,048 207, 73
1920 ............. 133,063,769 59,403 06,531 1931 ....... . 719,008,033 320,985 359,01
1927 ....... . 187,600,737 83,753 93,803 1932 .......... 14,434,077 408,230 457,217
1928 ............. 398,125,231 176,842 108,062 1933 .........- ... 932,487,340 410,289 468,243
1929.......... 848,005,027 244,645 274,002

Mr. FISHER. In 1932 the imports of Cuban refined sugar were
914,434,077 pounds; in 1933 the imports were 932,487,340 pounds.

Now with that figure, and used-on that chart that has just been
marked "Exhibit A ', in the year 1933, we also included turbinados,
so called, which are sugars testing above 98 sugar degrees, in the
amount of 52,901,099 pounds.

Senator WALSH. What yoar was that?
Mr. FIshiER. That was in 1933, the last year that is given on that

chart. The chart has the years 1926, 1929, and 1933.
I would also like to correct one other statement that I made Sat.

tirday in reply to a question asked me by Mr. Roberson. He asked
me the importations of turbinados, and I told him, hastily, that it
was 50,000 tons, approximately. I was thinking of this 52,000,000
pounds, and forgot to divide by two, and I apologize to you
gentlemen.

The CHAIRMAN. So now the correct statement is-
Mr. FIsHER. The correct statement has just been put into the rec-

ord, and I'would like to have this brief memorandum in.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, sir.
Mr. FiSHIER. Mr. Snyder, of the Hershey Corporation, testified at

the hearing, February 24, that importations of Cuban refined sugar
into the United States were less in 1933 than in 1932. He did not
state his figures or the source of his information, but did indicate that
I could give the correct figures. As Mr. Snyder's statement appeared
to cast some doubt upon figures submitted by the domestic refiners for
those years, it is very desirable to clear the record on this point.
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The figures for Cuban importations used by the refiners in com-
piling the charts submitted to the committee are correct; they are
official Government figures. They were obtained from the custom,
house in New York by two statisticians in my office and have been
checked carefully. These figures are not yet available in published
form, and we were forced to take them from the original entries in
the customs blotters.

The Cuban sugars consumed in the United States which are not
processed by domestic refiners fall into three general classes-refined
sugar which is 100 degrees sucrose which has-been put through a re-
fing process similar to and comparable with the process used on
the continent; raw sugar which is sold direct to manufacturers for
curing meat and tobacco; and in between these two extremes the
so-called "direct consumption" sugars, which consists of a hetero-
geneous variety of sugars which have been processed beyond the
raw state but have not been completely refined. These sugars usu-
ally test above 98 sugar degrees.

Statistically we can trace from the customs blotters the 100 degree
sugar and the "direct consumption" sugars less than 100 degrees
and above 98 degrees as the customhouse keep their entries by
sugar degrees. The refiners who use Cuban raws tell me that these
raws practically never test over 98 degrees. It is therefore apparent
that the sugar testing above 98 degrees is for direct consumption.

The following figures are the statistics from the customs blotters
for refined Cuban sugar and for direct consumption sugars testing
over 98 degrees but below 99 degrees:

Imports of uban etgar in pounds

Imports ofImports of su in Total import

Year refined sugar over 980 buttimprts990 to 1000  not over 990 testing over 98(turbinados)

192 .................................................... 18,225..... ................
101.................................................... 133,003,769..... ................
1927 .................................................... 187,06, 737
1928 ..................................................... 39, 12,231................ ......
1029 .................................................... 548,005,927
1930 ............................................ 835,469,322..... ................
1931------------------------------------.....719,008,033 12,712,988 731,721,99
1932 .................................................... 914,434,077 33,39,074 073,1i1

1933------------------------------32,487,340 52,901,M0 8,8,31033 .................................................... 932 W87 38840

NOTE.-Prior to 1930 figures for 980 to 990 sugar are not available.
SOURCE.-U.S. Customs Statistics.

The figures above are given in pounds rather than tons in order to
avoid any possible confusion between long tons of 2,20 pounds each
and short tons of 2,000 pounds each.

It is impossible to determine from the customs blotters how much
Cuban raw sugar went into direct consumption, as they show only
total imports of sugar for each degree. However, Willett & Gray,
the widely known sugar statisticians, report that in 1933 Cuban raw
sugar in the amount of 13,460 short tons of 2,000 pounds each went
into "direct consumption."
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I would like to correct the statement I made at the hearing on the
24th in response to a question asked me by Mr. Roberson. I stated
that the turbinados brought in from Cuba amounted to about 50,000
tons. This is not correct. I was thinking of the figure of 52,000,000
pounds and neglected to divide by 2 to change to tons.

At the end of the year 1938 my office obtained reports directly
from the importers of Cuban reined sugar, as to amount of imports.
tons thereof in that year. These reports showed a total somewhat
higher than the customhouse figures given above.

I compiled thefigures used on the charts submitted by the refinerm
They show larger importation- of Cuban refined sugar in 1983 than
in 1982, and I believe them to bI correct.

I would like to correct the record on one other point. The state.
ment has been made here that Cuban refined sugar does not com.
pete directly with beet sugar. This statement is not correct. In
1933, 4.72 percent of the sugar in Illinois was Cuban refined. Illi.
nois takes more beet sugar than any *ther State in the Union. Cuban
refined was also brought into Texas, Michigan, Ohio, Arkansas, Wis.
consin, Indiana, and Oklahoma, all of which are large outlets for
beet sugar. It is also a fact that beet and Cuban sugar are both sold
in New England, New York, New Je-sey, Pennsylvania, and many
other States. As a matter of fact, any Cuban or other offshore
refined sugar brought into this country actually competes with beet
sugar. The United States sugar market is like a bag full of water;
if you poke it in here it bulges out somewhere else. The domestic
refiners are pushed farther west as the offshore sugar usurps the
seaboard market, and that pressure is felt by the beets.

The domestic refiners are placed at a further disadvantage with
their Cuban competitors due to the President's recovery program
and the N.R.A. I have collected figures from refiners on this point,
and the figures received, which cover 68 percent of the industry, show
an inc rased cost on this account of 131/2 cents per 100 pounds of raw
sugar Lvelted.

There is one more point that I would like to correct. The state.
ment has been made here that there is no competition between Cuban
refined sugar and beet sugar. The figures for 1933 show that 4.72
percent of the sugar used in the State of Illinois is Cuban refined
sugar. Now Illinois takes more beet sugar than any other one State
in the United States. It takes three quarters as much sugar as the
11 Western States.

The CHAIRMAx. That is due to its proximity to the sugar-beetindustry?Mr. Fs . Yes. It is one of the chief outlets for the sugar-beet
industry. Cuban refined sugar was also brought into Texas, Mich.
ian Ohio, Arkansas, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Oklahoma, all of
which are responsible for, or are used as an outlet for the beet.
sugar group. As a matter of fawt, any Cuban sugar, or any other
sugar coming into the United States, will compete with the beet
sugar, either directly or indirectly. The United States sugar market
is just like a bag full of water--if you poke it at one place, it bulges
somewhere else. As the United States refiners are driven out of
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their seabord markets, they go farther west and compete with the
sugar beets, due to the Cuban sugar that is brought in to compete
with them.

Mr. Lowe, in his closing statement, stated that the N.R.A. and
the general recovery program had increased his costs. We obtained
figures from about 68 percent of the sugar.refining industry. We
could not get it from all of them, on such short notice, and those
figures showed that the cost of fuel, boneblack, packages, labor,
incidentals such as cornstarch that goes into powdered sugar,
chemicals, various other things that go into the sugar refining
industry, have increased the sugar refiner's costs 18Y2 cents per
hundred pounds of raw sugar refined.

Senator McADoo. I did not get that figure.
Mr. FIsitER. Thirteen and a half cents per hundred pounds of

raw sugar. Of course, the N.R.A. has not been in o erition very
long, but those are based on the first 7 months in 1933, refigured
ongresent costs of labor and materials.

Senator MADo What is the increase in cost, due to N.R.A., ifany. .
Mr. FISHER. Just the N.R.A.? Well, it is very difficult, Senator

to separate that from the increased cost of packages, fuel, water, and
all these other things.

Senator McAnoo. What have been the increases in labor cost?
I mean, considering new employments, and the reduction in hours?

Mr. Fisur.n. I haven't the figures here. It is about 3 cents. You
also have, directly chargeable to the N.R.A., pretty neai 2 cents,
in processing taxes on cotton bags, and the compensatory taxes on
burlap bags.

Senator COSTWXOA. Have you any figures ns to the increased num-
btr of employees under the N.R.A.?

Mr. FIsHER. No, sir; we haven't. That is very difficult to get,
because it depends somei .4, tl, utof the refineries. Now,the,-. '& ti : jslck, and the output
since the N.R.A., the ...... . r ndte utu
of the refineries i§- ., 4 6mlL .o try to compare
that with the moAt output was up,
it wouldn't trul e in in N ich woulnaturally be Mora. labor, undt e h *.cried, than
under the lo ,upt

The CITA1n-k I _u pt
date, on the,' . countries
and in the S .

Mr. Fisi~~0 sir.
The Cii,, 0 '.'Yu h *tw. ipres? ,

Mr. Fx 4 i.~ver 041
The Ci-t,

The CHAA A yot chTa14
Mr.Fiiri'.Y. ~i; f ma ~ 6hat statr*o 'the record.

The CHAMAIR. atsir. It "...e filed..
Mr. Miles, the ' ttee will bi id to hea '. for 5 minutes.
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STATEMENT OF X. E. MILES, 0HA4I1 N OF TIE FAIR TARIFF
LEAGUE

Mr. MiuEs. Mr. Chairman, the patience of the committee reminds
me of the patience of God but I will try not to tax it. I will just
run over a few things, ana take the time you think I should take.
Stop at any moment. Let me say just a word, as you have heard
froh Hawaii just recently. I sum up Hawaii just in a dozen words.
The Tariff Commission, in 1923, said that the cost of producing
sugar in Hawaii was a half cent above Cuba. That figure will be
revised, and has been, by the Tariff Commission at this time. I
would not expect much change in the figure. When we think of
the islands, if the present situation continues through the year, the
islands will take 186 million in gold dollars from the poorest people
in America. Just set the two facts opposite one another. We
give to the islands--did give to the islands, last year, 87 millions
in tariff bonuses and other products received from them. The total
given the islands on that basis is $200 000,000. 1 can see no fair.
ness in talking details, too much. Tender God, the administra.
tion will know what to do, and will be generous. This is a miracle
bill. I have not seen such a bill in mY 80 years around here. A
gentleman said recently that you could not make 30 cents answer
or a nickel. You cannot, but this bill does.
These people were down here, the sugar growers, last summer,

and wanted $150,000,000. Pardon, I guess it was nearer 120 mil.
lion, but actual figures running from 95 million to 150 million,
figures made by the best experts in the Federal Government.
This bill substitutes, for their desire of 150 millions, a few
months ago, a bare $6,00,000, and gives them a very considerable
increase in their price. I forget just the figure. And it leaves, in
the pocket of the Government, for the use of adjustments with the
islands and others, $67,000,000. It therefore saves, in the sense
in which I have expressed myself, 100 millions from the other plan,
and adds 67 millions.

Senator CLARM. Mr. Miles, may I ask how you get at that figure
6 millions? Is that the.precessing tax to which you are referring

Mr. Mmu. If you will let me make my general statement, if it
is 5 minutes, I have got these figures from, as I say, the best ex-
perts I can find, and not one, but many, in the Federal Government.
I will tell that, right now. The towers in the United States get
one tenth of the tariff-only a measly tenth. The wickedness of our
sugar legislation for 20 years has been that there seemed to be no
guide;. tat. we cast our bread upon the waters, when we might
have given it speCifically. We scattered the consumer tax of $800,-
000,000, when a fraction of that would have accomplished the samepurpose, better than the total sum accomplished it; and as I
understand, 22 Senators, in 1930, the best friends the farmers had,
and so recognized by the farmers, tried desperately to get the present
method substituted for the tariff.

The CHAIMAN. The present methods What do you mean by
thresent method?

M7,L . The method of general tariff allotments of 2 cents a
pound, and as that comes up, let me say that I do believe there is no
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use in anyone wasting anybody's time in saying that our island
possessions are our equals in law and in will, we are to be just as
generous to them as to everybody. Everybody knows that, but I
submit that their rights are rights in equity and not in dollars.
They are entitled, by the only principle we know, to the difference in
cost in their various areas and the cost in Cuba. Well, Hawaii's
cost is now as it was in 1923, a half a cent above Cuba, it is en-
titled to half a cent, and it is a robbery of the poor of America to
send them 2 cents. Now, whether that half a cent, under protection,
makes them as comfortable as they should be, is entirely another
thing. You quit protection and take up the "new deal', and the
right to live, and that sort of thing. But I do beg you to consider
the equity in respect to each area. If you don't then you have got to
give a high tariff, 150 percent or so, to maintain the interests in the
United States, and then you give the island areas at least twice
what the principal protection would permit. You fill their pockets
with money that they cannot justify. Well, the growers in this
country get one-tenth that the amount that Congress has given them
through the tariff for the maintenance of their industry. I take it
that the purpose of the tariff is to give sugar production to conti.-
nental growers. If that is the purpose, we are spending $1,000,000
every working day to get $100,000 worth of sugar grown in the
United States. I am not saying that we should not take money
from every poor pocket in America, including the unemployment
and those who are maintained by charity, to get the $100,000 worth
of sugar grown in the United States. I am saying this is a ridicu-
lous method because this method is so infinitely better.

Senator XcADoo. You are speaking of the quotas now proposed
by the President?

Mr. MiuL Yes, sir.
Senator McApoo. As being betterI
Mr. Mmas. The methods ofith,
Senator McADoo. Yes.
Mr. Mbus. But to between-
Senator McADoo. tter than the

other methods?
Mr. Mxtzs Ye ubmit that

it may not be fa astuse epression
crop in the Un I OrPs. pers,
the country n

Senator BA bill as
a substitute ri

Mr. MAmst
Senator B For th
Mr. MiLs. thing

in the world insteadof 2 cents a ieasury

only a part a omplish
more than the I

Senator BA rid ariff made
on sugar ?

Mr. Mmu. Well, t increases the
protection of the r must act upon
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the findings of the Tariff Commission, that 11/ cents or thereabouts,

is a full measure of the difference in cost of production, here and .in
Cuba. We must rectify the said, where it is said by the Comnis.
sion to be incorrect, but not for the world would I take the tariff oft
sugar at this time. Not for the world would I do anything else than
increase the profits of our domestic growers.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, if I got the gist of your argument, youwere condemning the present policy of paying off some 800-odd mil.
lion dollars a year in the tariff and subsidy, Whatever you called it,
to produce a small amount of domestic sugar, you thought this
method was better. I wondered if you had in mind to substitute this
method entirely for the present?

Mr. MiLis. Not entirely. I would have the tariff measure the dif.
ference in the cost of production between the islands and Cuba
amply and generously, and then I would take this new method o
benefitting continental growers, better than you could, unless you
made the tariff 400 to 450 million dollars a year.

The CFARMMAN. I understood you, Mr. Miles, to say the grower
now gets one tenth out of the tariff.

Mr. MirS. One tenth and there is no-
The CHAI MAN. If it was reduced to what the Tariff Commission

has recommended, and the actual grower is given the benefit of that,
it will give them the increase-the grower will get an increase?

Mr. MuVizs. If the tariff is reduced to half a cent, the consumers, or
the Treasury of the United States-and I would like to confuse the
two; what goes into the Treasury goes to consumers in the adjust.
ment of their taxes-a consumer tax in that sense is saved to the ex-
tent of $75,000,000, and $6,700,000 accomplishes what the $75,000,000
accomplishes.

The CAIRMAN. Well, this difference is supposed to be given over
to the grower, the continental grower in this country, to the process.in taxIrn. M.Es. I think you will find that you cannot give it all over,

or the price would go, I don't know where--$10 a ton for beets, or
something, and I don't feel that-give them a very generous mathe-
matical consideration.

The CHAIRMA*N. All right.
Mr. Mns. But $6,700,000 given to the growers through the proc.

essing tax reduces the consumer tax $75,000,000, and then you get-
or, what to me is next to it-puts $75,000,000 in the Treasury of the
United States for the common use; and then giving them only one
tenth of the amount now given, you have left nine tenths, with which
to be generous, and then take each island on it merits and be gener.
ous with it,.and don't here figure out the nickels or the dollars and
the millions. The importance of the industry to the United States
has been grossly exaggerated. I don't like to say that here. I am a
protectionist, if there is one living, and have given 80 years of my
life to protection of American industry, with the help of 200 of the
best experts here, including a good many in Europe; But we have got
to see things in perspective. The best experts in America-we, I
gued, all study-tell us that we would have more agricultural land
in production if we grew no sugar than we have now. It is not a
foolish statement. Whatever you do with it is another question.
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I have here a budget from the College of Agriculture, Fort Col-
lins, Colo. It shows the use of 160 representative grades, in Amer.
ica's greatest sugar district. Only 17 percent of that district is in
sugar. No man ever lives by 17 percent of his property, the use of
it. It shows that 28 percent more in the sugar districts of Colorado
is made by fattening 109 steers, than in the use of the average acre-
age of sugar beets. I have another budget, prepared last February
showing that you can grow other crops, in the judgment of a goo
many people, in this best of American areas. You can grow other
crops to as good advantage as you can grow beets. I think every.
body out there knows that the last few years potatoes, that did not
get any production at all and were more profitable than sugar
beets--and yet sugar beets never had such a chance for relative profit
as the last 2 years, for absolutely abnormal reasons. I have a state-
ment froi the best experts in America, in your own judgment as
well as mine, that Cuba is using 817,000 less acres of America's best-
tilled land than she used in 1928, and there is every reason to believe
that if we quit sugar-if we turn over to Cuba a very large produc-
tion of sugar, she will use, if we turn over enough-she will use all
those 800,000 acres; very likely 900,000 acres, and possibly a million
acres now plowed under and rented, as it were, by the Government
for disuse, and the cost of $10 per acre, $10, 0

You heard yesterday that the income from beets is $35 an acre.
It is perfectly proper to use that language, and you cannot use any
other, in ordinary conversation. I did not use that language. They
never got anything like $35, as I judge, from beets. They got just
one half of that from beets. The beets, as beets, gave them $17.50,
instead of $3, but attached to the beets was the right to take another
$17.50 from the poorest people in America. i do not question at
this moment the propriety-I would question it-of taking that $17,
but one half of the $85 was a contribution in the tax from the
pockets of the poorest people in America; so they got from their
acreage $17.50 for beets which is not a profit--a great loss-and
they got $17.50 in tax. That is not the end" of it. That is the grow-
er s account. The consumer's account is far different. The con-
sumer paid $17.50 for those beets, international basis, raw, delivered
in New York harbor or New Orleans, or any Atlantic port. The
consumer paid for those beets what he could have bought them for,
elsewhere, $17.60. He paid another tax, a consumer tax of $17.50
making the $35, and then in addition, he paid another $17.60 to the
processor, who processed as cheaply'-in a few pennies; I couldn't
gat down to nickels--but substantially processed as cheaply as the
Atlantic Seaboard refiners, so the consumer paid for $17.50 worth of
beets, $62.50. This miracle bill, as I choose to call it, does away, as
far as it goes--it does not go far enough-it does away with that
situation, It introduces into the tariff program of the United States
the most honorable and just and fair calculation that ever has been
made on an American commodity.

The CirKAnxA. Mr. Miles, have you a further statement there?
You have had 10 minutes. If you have a statement, or if you want to
extend your statement, we will be very glad if you will give it to the
stenographer.
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Mr. MiLS. May I say one word only? I am very grateful, sir.
Ohio wants sugar beets. The consumers in Ohio spent last year in
the tax or gratuity $16,000,000. The farmers of Ohio spent $2,400,000.
They got a crop of $860,000, international basis, and the situation
in Michigan is not much better. The people in these States do not
know the cost of the other tax and the saving under the present bill.

Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Miles, in what capacity are you testifying,
for the record?

Mr. Mirs. As chairman of the Fair Tariff League. It is an
organization that is directed; two thirds of the members of com.
mittee are the foremost representatives of agriculture in the United
States. You could almost call it a farmer organization, which leads
me to say that they want me to make this statement, and the present
sugar tarff, if I may so call it is costing the farmers of the United
States $78,000,000 a year. It as cost them $1,800,000,000 since the
experiment began. It has cost the general consumers of the United
States $8,000,000,000 to get a crop that a little while ago was worth
$81,000,000.

he CHAUIXAN. Thank you very much.
I have here telegrams from the Governors of Wyoming, Nebraska,

Colorado, and Utah, which I desire to have placed in the record.
(The telegrams referred to are as follows:)

[Telegrasms

CHYEMNN, WYo., Febrnwry 14, 1934.

Senator PAT BAuisoN,
Chairman Fia#e Oommitee, Utnted States Senate,

Washington, D.O.:
Understand your committee has under advisement bill proposing to allocate

sugar production and imports and am advised that under pending proposal it
will be necessary to curtail sugar-beet acreage in this part of country by 17 to
20 percent. This would work very serious hardships on farmers of western
United States, particularly in irrigated districts. Sugar beets are not only an
adaptable crop but have been source of the only dependable cash revenues for
our farmers for years. I believe in all fairness and justice that the quota of
tariff-exempt sugar from Philippines should be held to lower figures in order
that our sugar beet growing sections may be permitted to produce at not lea
than present levels. Trust you will give this earnest consideration.

LzeSs A. Mum, Goirnor of Wyonft.

LINcoLN, Nuuu, February 21, 1984.
HOn. PAT HARRISON,

United States Senate, Wosh4niton, D.O.:
I have just sent the following message to President Roosevelt which I hope

that you cah use to protect and promote sugar protection so that the American
farmers will be given a preference in their home market in place of being
discriminated against by curtailing their production:

"Nebraska as a State is vitally Interested in the production of sugar beeti.
We cannot afford tO hAve the ton production reduce 3. It should be increase.
It is a cash crop and all of the farms producing su'ar beets have been planned
and equipped and are manned for sugar-beet proea-ction. The sugar produced
in United States is only a fourth of the amoux.% of sugar consumed and it is
impossible to c6nelve,as a business proposition as it affects our State and our
'Nation why oui quota is not increased aid our people enabled to get some
benefit from their home markets.. I sincerely hope -that the importance of our
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people of saving this important agricultural crop will not be jeopardized or
overshadowed by demands of capital invested on foreign shores. We are
cooperating to the limit in all efforts of your administration to restore pros-
perity and to bring peace and comfort to the toiling masses. It would destroy
the inestments of those engaged In sugar-beet growing and beet-sugar mann-
facturing, and it would bring hardships and discouragement to our people if
our great and powerful Federal Government should permit our people to be
discriminated against in fixing the quota of sugar so that our people would be
deprived of sharing in and enjoying the fruits of their frugal efforts."

CHALs W. BuYAN, Goawrnor of Nebra'ka.

DENVEB, CO., ZOebru y 19, 193/,.
Hon. PAT HAUBOSN,

Senate Olfe Bulfdti, Washington, D.C.:
Have wired President Roosevelt mind Secretary Wallace today urging that

sugar-beet acreage in continental United States be not curtailed. Many ml.
lions in investments in farms, factories, and city properties almost wholly
depend upon this industry. While of tremendous importance in beet-growing
areas, total of sugar produced is not material in national consumption. Western
States demand right to continue normal agricultural program without unreason-
able limitation. Sincerely hope your committee will consider tremendous
Importance of this industry to beet-growing areas before concluding finally.

ED 0. JOuNSON, Goverwor of 0o1orado.

SA=T LAKU CITY, February 17, 1934.
Hon. PAT HA SON,

United States Senate:
Utah Is very deeply concerned in the proper solution of sugar question.

permit me strongly to urge that no action be taken that will curtail present
beet sugar production in continental United States. This State relies in large
measure on sugar to make advantageous use of many Irrigated tracts of land
and to keep a balance of trade through export of sugar that enables us to
purchase manufactured goods from other parts of the United States; to the
extent sugar production in the United States is curtailed in the interest of
foreign production, the industries of the whole country will be adverselyaffected. afed H a H. BLOOD, Govertor.

The CHAIRAN. I have here two letters from the Secretary of
War, dated February 15, and also two letters from the Secretary of
War, dated February 19, enclosing certain communications received
relative to the proposed sugar bill, which I desire to have copied in
the record.

(The letters referred to are as follows:)
WAH DEPARTMENT,Waalngton, F~ebrur 15, 1934.

eon. PAT HAISON,
Qkatrman Finance Committee,

United States senate, Waalington, D.O.
-bEA SENATOR HARRISON: I am pleased to transmit herewith for the informa-

tion aWd appropriate consideration of your committee a copy of a self-explana-
tory radiogram dated February 9, 1934, received in the Bureau of Insular
Affairs of, this Department from the Governor of Puerto Rico, relative to sugar.

'Sincerely yours,
GFOam H. DnAN,

Secretary of War.
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(Translation of cablegram received Feb. 10t 19841

SAN JUAN, February 9.
C3oxt

Bureau of Insular Affairs, War Department,
WashTington, D..

President's message to Congress, transmitted your 42, has been considered
in conference with sugar producers of this island who give arguments set down
belw, which are referred to Secretary of War for his information, and such
action as he deems appropriate.

Sugar producers here are extremely dismayed at low quota proposed for
Puerto Rico. Sugarcane agriculture and cane-sugar production are the back-
bone of the economic structure of Puerto Rico and the main source of living
of Puerto Rican laborers. Considering the Puerto Rican sugar production
in 1932, which was over 992,000 short tons, the production in 1933, which was
over 834,000 short tons, in spite of the severe damage caused by the hurricane
that visited us that year, and considering the conservative estimate of a
production of 1,000,000 tons in the present crop, that we consider a normal
crop for the island, it is hardly fair to receive a quota for export from
Puerto Rico to continental United States of only 821,000 short tons which
means a reduction of about 18 percent of the average of these three crops.
When the sugar producers of Puerto Rico accepted a quota of 875,000 short
tons for export to continental United States, plus the islands consumption,
under the sugar agreement approved by the producers and discarded by the
Government, such was done at a sacrifice to the general welfare of the island
and its Inhabitants due to the spirit of cooperation towards the national
Government and its proposed plan for general reconstruction. During this
same period the exportation of Cuba to continental United States has been
as follows: Year 1932, 1,647,248; year 1933, 1,495,992, and for 1934 an estimated
crop of two million tons which discriminates in the proposed allocation of
quotas against Puerto Rico in favor of a foreign country.

As supplementary data the attention of the administration is called to the
following facts: Cuba exported to the United States In the year 1932, 56
percent of its total sugar production; in the year 1933, 65 percent of its total
sugar production; and this year, according to the proposed quota, Cuba would
export 97 percent of its total sugar production, while Puerto Rico would only
export 82 percent of its total sugar production. Consider that if producer has
to pay processing tax it would mean ruination to Industry. Puerto Ricans at
present are burdened with processing taxes under the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration and also with increase in prices of goods imported from main-
land due to the effects of National Recovery Administration. These are taxes
paid by Puerto Ricans as consumers of American goods. If sugar becomes a
basic commodity under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, it should
be entitled to all benefits that the act carries; that is, processing taxes im-
posed on finished products to be distributed among the sugar growers and
charged to the consumers, as in the case of cotton, wheat, and other basic
commodities. We beg to remind the Administration that sugar is the cheapest
staple food product available to the American consumers. A reduction of the
Puerto Rican quota and a decrease in the duty mean a reduction on our
purchasing power. Puerto Rico occupies sixth place as an Importer of Ameri-
can goods. As American citizens, we request that the Puerto Rican quota be
increased to 900,000 tons in consideration of recent hurricanes and. overpopula.
tion, factors mainly responsible for our present economic distress.

Realizing that sugar Industry Is the mainstay of the Island, and that other
agricultural products are at present In a state of practical bankruptcy, in.
eluding coffee, citrus fruits, tobacco, and cotton, I commend the arguments
of sugar association to your serious consideration. Should there be lack of
clarify as to basic facts or figures, please enlighten me.

BLANTON WrivNs'.
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Wax Dw wrw
Washington, Febrigy 15, 19,4.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Finance nomm4ttee, United States Senate,

Washington, D.C.
Da SENATOR HARRsoN: I am pleased to transmit herewith for the infor-

mation of your committee communications received in this Department, as listed
below, relative to the proposed bill (S. 2782) on sugar.

Sincerely yours,
Gmomna H. DmaN,

Secretary of War.

WASHINoTON, D.C., February 10, 1984.
Hon. Gwoso H. Daer,

Secretary of War, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sm: I enclose herewith copy of a letter which I forwarded today to

the Agricultural Adjustment Administrator in connection with the proposed
bill making sugar a basic commodity and fixing the Puerto Rico sugar quota.

You will see from my letter the injustice toward Puerto Rico, if no adjust-
ment can he made on account of the hurricanes in Puerto Rico, and I wish
that you would kindly use your good office in seeing to it that the bill be ade-
quately changed before being introduced to take care of the Puerto Rican
problem.

I understand the bill is still being changed today, and in view of the 'urgency
of this matter I wish that you would kindly see to it that my proposed change
ahdo) be made.

Thanking you in advance for your courtesy, I remain,
Very sincerely,

JOHN BASS,
Representing the Puerto Rico Sugar Producers Association.

WAsHixoToN, D.C., February 10, 1984.
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ADMINISTRATnON,

Department of Agrtoulture, Washington, D.C.
GENTtEMEN: With further reference to the personal conversation I had with

your Mr. Weaver and Dr. Bernhardt this morning in connection with the
Puerto Rico sugar quota, I would like to again state to you the point of view
of the Puerto Rico Sugar Producers Association, which I represent.

As you know, Puerto Rico has been visited by two very severe hurricanes,
one in 1928 and one In 1932, which severely affected the crop outputs for 1928
and 1933. The effects of these hurricanes were so disastrous that the Puerto
Rico sugar industry and, as a matter of fact, the entire island has suffered
severe financial losses, which we all feel we are entitled to make up in years
to come. It would be unfair and unjust and discriminatory if the Puerto Rico
sugar producers should have to suffer for such catastrophes for which they
were not responsible, and it would be just as unfair to give the other sugar-
producing areas the benefits of any such catastrophes by cutting down the
Puerto Rico quota to the advantage of the other producing areas. In other
words, If the other producing areas' quotas should be based upon an average
of the 3 years taken out of the last 8 years, of which the last & years are the
highest ones, ten it would be unfair to cut out the 2 hurricane years when
considering the Puerto Rico quota, especially so when one of these hurricane
years falls into the last 3 years, showing the highest production in the island,
the same as in other areas. For that reason I feel that it is only fair and
Just that a provision be made in regard to Puerto Rico whereby the delivery
figures for Puerto Rico for 1929 and 1938 be based upon what would have
been a normal figure rather than be based upon the actual production figures
which naturally were considerably reduced on account of the hurricanes.

A readjustment of these individual years could easily be made by taking
the official estimates of these crop years made prior to the hurricanes by the
Department of Agriculture In Puerto Rico or by the Puerto Rico Sugar Pro-

42881-84----16
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ducers Association, or both, in wlich event it will be quite clearly shown that
Puerto Rico would have supplied the continental United States in 1933, not
with 791,000 short tons raw sugar value, but with at least 910,500 short tons.
The mere striking out of the actual delivery figures for 1983 would not be fair
in view of the above-mentioned arguments, but I feel that it would be fair to.
substitute the actual figure for 1933 with the estimated normal deliveries for
1933, thereby giving Puerto Rico the same privileges of including the three
large crop years in their average as is being given to other areas. I, therefore,
would suggest that you recommend a provision In the proposed bill reading
approximately as follows:

"Since some of the Puerto Rico crop years have been abnormally affected by
hurricanes and the inclusion of these abnormal figures in the 8-year average
would be misleading and cause undue hardship to Puerto Rico, such actual de.
livery figures for these hurricane years shall be increased by the amount of the
estimated crop damage as approved by the Secretary of Agriculture."

I wduld highly appreciate if you would recommend the inclusion of such
section in the proposed bill before same is submitted to Congress. I am quite
sure that in view of the fairness of this request no other area will have any
objection to the inclusion of this section in the bill.

Thanking you in advance for your courtesy, I remain,
Yours very sincerely,

JOHN BASS.

BUoxLmY & BUOKLEY,
Wa84hifgton, D.O., February 18, 1934.Brig. Gen. Ca F. Cox,

(Thief, Bureau of Insular Affairs, War Department,
Walngtoo, D.O.

MY DEAa GENEJAL Cox: I presume that you have received a copy of the
sugar control bill, but in the event that you have not, I enclose a copy herewith.

This bill is quite antagonistic to Puerto Rico, and in section 8 accentuates the
fact that it is to protect the domestic consumers and producers with the
inference that domestic means contitental.

I am suggesting that this word "domestic" occurring in section 3 be changed
to read "United States ", and that section 8a (A), which is amended by see.
tion 8, should eliminate "Puerto Rico" from paragraph (A), and place "Puerto
Rico" in paragraph (B). Furthermore, in section 8, the coverage into the
insular treasury should be provided for by putting in the words "Puerto
Rico."

Certain governmental aspects to this bill are interesting to my clients in view
of the fact that they are heavily prejudiced by the application of the processing
tax and N.R.A. provisions to goods purchased in Puerto Rico.

In connection with this latter aspect I sent a cable to Governor Winship, copy
of which is enclosed herewith.

I would be happy to know Governor Winship's views on this bill as soon as
practical, and would suggest that cable advices on this situation would be of
considerable importance, as the bill will undoubtedly be brought forward very
quickly.

Very truly yours,
DAVID A. BUCKLY. Jr.

I Telegram I
PoNon, P.R., Februiary 13.

0im Bu=Au INsuLA& AJFAns,
Washington, D.C.:

Agricultural Association of Puerto Rico claims for its membership equal
rights with other American farmers. Sugar production is most highly devel.
oped industry in Puerto Rico and deserves friendly cooperation of continental
farmers, whose products in form of flour, meal, rice, lard, meat, butter, etc.,
are consumed by cane farmers.

FARM LOCAL Assoom toN or PoNOa
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.. [Telegram]

SAN JUAN, PR., Febnrat, 14, 1984.BURElAu I[NBUL AFMAZtS,
Washington, D.C.:

San Juan Rotary Club endorses cable of Puerto Rican sugar producers rela-
five proposed sugar quota and urges favorable action thereon; details air mail.

HA~wvu, SecretarV.

(Telegram)

SAN JUAN, P.R., FeObar 18, 1934.
cm.' oF Bummu op INsULAR AFAwI,

War Department, Washington, D.C.:
Senate of Puerto Rico protests against discrimination made cane and sugar

producers of Puerto Rico as foreign sugar producers, as proposed in sugar
control bill introduced by Representative Marvin Jones, which, in section 8 (A),
includes Puerto Rican producers jointly with Cuban and other foreign producers,
instead of including them in section 8 (B) with American producers.

The Senate of Puerto Rico also protests against bill introduced in the Senate
by Senator Costigan of Colorado, on which hearing will be held Friday, Febru-
ary 16, before Senate Finance Committee and which contains identical discrimi-
native clause. So far Puerto Rico has suffered all the encumberances of the
AA.A., which has highly increased the cost of living. We, therefore, request
that Department to protect the interests of Puerto Rico on all legislation affect-
ing sugar. Our request rests upon the policy of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, which properly includes Puerto Rico producers with American producers.
Such discrimination would tend to increase unemployment. We beg to remind
you that Congress has made us American citizens and that we expect the same
treatment in all aspects of life that is accorded to citizens born in continental
United States.

RAIAmL MAM=Nu NADA,
President Senate of Puerto Rio.

WAR Dn, xuq, m

Ron. PA&T HAWsON, Washington, Februau 19, 194.

Chairman Pinanoe Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D.O.

DaAs SaNAToR HARwsON: I am pleased to transmit herewith for appropriate
consideration a copy of a cablegram received in the Bureau of Insular Affairs
ofthis Department from the speaker of the house of representatives, I .gislature
of Puerto Rico, dated February 15, 1984, relative to the proposed bill 2782)
on sugar.

Sincerely yours,
Gmoxom H. DnN,

Secretary of War.

BUAU or INSULAs ~r~ SAN JUAN, P.R., PebrtaarV 15, 1984.

Washington, D.O.
House of Representatives of Puerto Rico request that Puerto Rican cane

growers and sugar producers be included among domestic sugar producers and
that in any sugar-control bill introduced in that honorable body they be consid.
ered as continentals with all benefits derived from these laws. Puerto Rico has
accepted all the obligations imposed by the N.R.A. and A.A.A. laws which have
greatly increased its cost of living. We therefore ask that in legislating on
sugar, our principal product, there be given to the growers of sugarcane and
producers of sugar in Puerto Rico same treatment as is given to continental
growers of beet and sugarcane and producers of sugar. We demand this
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within the spirit of the Agricultural Adjustment Act which properly classift
the producers of Puerto Rico among American producers. The proposed dft
crimnation between foreign continental producers would aggravate unemployed.
ment in this island.

MIGUEL A. GARCIA MENS, Speaer.

WAB DEPARTMENT,
Washington, February 19, 19*4.

Hon. PAw HAWalSON,
Ohairman Finance Oommittee, United States Senate,

Washington., D.O.
DM SRNATOR HAR soN : I am pleased to transmit herewith for the inform.

tion of your committee a copy of a cablegram received in the Bureau of
Insular Affairs of this Department from the Puerto Rico Sugar Producer.
Association, dated February 15, 1934, relative to the proposed bill (8. 2732)
on sugar.

Sincerely yours,
Gsoxou H. DEsN.

Secretary of Var.

SAN JuAN, P.R., Pebruary 15, 1984.
Brig. Gen. Cm F. Cox,

Chief Bureau of Insular Affairs,
Washington, D.O.

There are 42 sugar centrals in Puerto Rico. One of these has not operated
since year 1930. Five others are in receivership and have been ordered sold
at public auction. Only one bid was received and the court is now consider.
ing whether to accept this offer of $8,500,000 for five centrals with creditors
for about $18,000,000 or order another auction. If proposed drastic limits.
tion is imposed, other centrals will probably be forced into liquidation. Ths
will certainly be the case If a processing tax is levied which cannot be passed
on to the consumer.

RAMON ADOY BENITEZ,
President Puerto Roo Sugar Producers Assooiaton.

WAR Du)PZPVrT,
Waslfngton, Pebruaty #6, 1984.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Finance Oommittee, United States Senate, Wastfington, D.O.
DwA SzNATOR HAI soN : In connection with my letter of February 15, 1i

I am pleased to transmit herewith for the information of your committee
'letter received in the Bureau of Insular Affairs of this Department from the
Rotary Club of San Juan, P.R., dated February 19, 1984, relative to the proposed
bill (5. 2732) on augare

Sincerely yours, GOn. H. DariN,
Secretary of War.

Tnm Rousta CLUB or SAN JUAN, P.R.,
February 19, 19*4.

Tu BUVaAV OF INSULAR ArnrAmS,
Washington, D.C.

Bus: At the regular meeting of the San Juan Rotary Club, held February 18,
the question of the proposed sugar quota for Puerto Rico was discussed, and te
following cable was sent to you:
." San Juan Rotary Club endorses cable of Puerto Rican sugar produce

relative proposed sugar quota and urges favorable action thereon. Details
mal.t

Puerto Rico is dependent mainly on agriculture, and sugar is its princial

crop. The possible production in years when the island has not been visited
by a hurricane is around 1,000,000 short tons.
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The commerce of Puerto Rico has grown since the American occupation, until
the island is now the heaviest purchaser of goods from the United States in all
Latin America and is the seventh largest customer of the United States In the
whole world.

The island Is greatly overpopulated, and the economic conditions are such at
the present time that 192,871 families are receiving aid from the Emergency
Belief Administration.

The proposed quota for Puerto Rico of 821,000 short tons, which would mean
a reduction of about .8 percent from a normal crop, would have an economic
effect on the Island similar to that caused by the devastating hurricanes of 1928
and 1932.

We respectfully call these facts to your attention and urge their favorable
consideration.

Very truly yours, ZMTBU J. Ehavur, 860'eka~rV.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL H. 3CALONEY, A APRE ENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS ROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Mr. MALONEY. I appreciate very much the opportunity to present
some views relating to sugar legislation as proposed in what is
known as the Costigan bill.

I may say that I have the honor to represent the Second Congres-
sional District of the State of Louisiana, which State is interested
very much in the sugar industry from the standpoint of growing
cane and the refining of imported raw sugars.

In my district there are considerable small farmers who grow
cane. They have been looking forward with much encouragement
as it has been the policy of our Government to give so much atten-
tion to the help of the farmer that he would finally be reached and
receive substantial help

The sugar industry has been one that Louisiana has been engaged
in for many, many years. The planters have gone through many ups
and downs and within the last several years the hardships upon this
industry have been almost unbearable. However as stated, they
were looking forward with much encouragement to better conditions,
particularly since our great President has indicated a sympathetic
feeling regarding the sugar farmers. To more clearly emphasize
this, quote from a telegram that was received by one of my constit-
uents from the President on November 7, 1932:

Of course It Is absurd to talk of lowering tariff duties on farm products. I
declared that all prosperity In the broadest sense springs from the soil. I
promised to endeavor to restore the purchasing power of the farmer dollar by
making the tariff effective for agriculture and raising the price on farm prod-
ucts. I know of no excessive high tariff duties on farm products; I do not
intend that any duties necessary to protect the farmer shall be lowered; to do so
would be inconsistent with my entire farm program and every farmer knows
it and will not be deceived.

FxAwN= D. Roosvw.
So, gentlemen, you can understand how these producers feel when

they read the testimony of some of the governmental witneses re-
lating to the sugar industry as it applies to this country.

Without taking up too much time, may I just say this, that I
feel the sugar growers of my district are agreeable to seeing sugar
made a basic commodity for the purpose of stabilizing prices in
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equity to the farmer for his work and with equity to the consumer,

I also wish to say that in the refining of imported sugars the tariff as
applied to raw and refined sugar is not fair to the American labor
or to the American industry and this should be readjusted so that
the benefits would come to the home labor, and to do this under the
suggested legislation, it is probable that the refined sugar from other
countries should be limited to practically a minimum.

For instance, to stabilize prices, we curtail the production of com.
modifies of which we produce too much and here, sugar, on the other
hand, that we do not produce enough of, we attempt to curtail pro.
duction in this country and import the balance of our requirements.
This, to me, is inconsistent and out of harmony with the assumed
policy giving help to the American farmer and labor.

There is another matter that I may call to your attention; that is,
the Government is lending much money and some of which to the
sugar planters and unless the legislation is considerate in reference
to the sugar planters this is not going to be a satisfactory financial
investment.

I feel that you gentlemen are going to give this matter your very
earnest consideration and finally approve legislation that is going to
be equitable.

I wish to thank ou for the courtesy extended.
The CHAMMAN. ls there anybody in the audience now that desires

to insert in the record any statement touching this matter and giving
his views?

Mr. MEAD. Mr. Chairman, there have been many references to the
so-called "stabilization" agreement which the producers worked on
during the spring and summer. If you would care to have it, I would
be very glad to introduce it in the record as a part of my testimony.

The -AIMAN. You may put it in, but the committee was going
to get that from the Tariff Commission, Mr. Mead.

Mr. MoAD. I will produce the one which we all signed, and sent to
the Secretary of Agriculture.

Senator COsTIAN. 'It was suggested to me yesterday that Mr.
Kearney, representing the beet growers, might desire to make a brief
supplemental statement this morning.

The Czwm AN. Mr. Kearney, do you desire to make a brief
statements

Mr. KILArnr. Mr. Chairman and Senator Costigan, after discus-
sion with my people they decided to let the matter stand.

The CHAfiA. The committee will go into executive session, and
I hope the audience will clear as quickly and as speedily as they
can.

Mr. H. R. BISHOP, of the firm of Bucldey & Buckley. I request
the privilege, Mr. Chairman, of filing a short additional statement.

The CHAIRMAN. You may.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMESNV SUBMIT BY H. R. BIsHaop o Ts MuIRM or Buoxr.z & Buoan

I am appearing in these proceedings on behalf of the Puerto Rican American
Sugar Refinery Corporation among others, and in this particular, in view of
the remarks by refined-sugar representatives, I wish to call attention to the fact
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.that these particular groups in addition to their refined business in the United
States, have extremely large interests for raw-sugar production in Cuba. For
example, the American Sugar Refinery Co., which is the largest sugar refinery
in the United States, holds Central Cunagua, 1 of the 3 largest centrals in Cuba,
besides other extensive raw-sugar interests in Cuba.

The United Fruit Co., which owns the Revere Sugar Refinery Co. in Boston,
is likewise the owner of Central Boston and Central Preston, two very large
centrals. The Cuban American Sugar Co., which holds the Gramercy Refinery
in Louisiana, is 1 of the 2 or 3 largest raw-sugar production companies in
Cuba.

The American Sugar Refinery, mentioned above, owns 25 percent of the Na-
tional Sugar Refinery in the United States. The committee is taking into con-
sideration the aspects of sugar-refinery Interests in the United States, and
should also consider the great benefit which will flow to them from their
ownership of raw production in Cuba.

STATEMENT BY TIlE BALTIMORE ASSOCIATION Or COMMERCE ON THic SUGAR
SITUATION

The Baltimore Association of Commerce, as the principal representative of
the general business of the city of Baltimore, desires to bring to the atten-
tion of the Committee on Agriculture the serious situation confronting the
sugar-refining industry of this city, and the disastrous potential effect of this
situation on Baltimore labor and commercial operations.

The present condition results from an improper and inequitable adjustment
of rates of tariff duty between raw sugar and refined sugar, as contained in
the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. This act Imposed a duty of $2 per 100 pounds
o10Cuban raw sugar and a duty of $2.12 per 100 pounds on Cuban refined sugar.
As 107 pounds of 960 raw sugar are required for the manufacture of 100 pounds
of refined sugar, American sugar refiners pay $2.14 in duty on the Cuban
raw sugar necessary to manufacture 100 pounds of refined sugar. The result-
Ing differential of 2 cents against the domestic industry, plus the ability of
Import refined sugar interests to undersell in the American market because of
low production and labor costs in Cuba and elsewhere, makes competition by
the domestic refining Industry virtually impossible, decreases the activities
of domestic refining plants, creates unemployment and threatens the very
existence of this basic American industry.

The effect of this situation is graphically shown by the Importations of raw
and refined sugar from Cuba at the port of Baltimore in 1938, when for the
first time imports of dutiable refined sugar exceeded Imports of dutiable raw
sugar. The figures in that year were 69,768,071 pounds of dutiable raw sugar
imported from Cuba, compared with 229,790,000 pounds imported in 1982, and
153,58,800 pounds of dutiable refined sugar imported from Cuba, compared
with 209,218,800 pounds imported in 1932. This was a decrease of 26.5 percent
in dutiable refined sugar as between the 2 years, and a decrease of 69.0 percent
In dutiable raw sugar. It may also be noted that free raw sugar from Puerto
Rico received at Baltimore in 1983 was 18,202,500 pounds, compared with 77,
970,500 pounds in 1932, a decrease of 77 percent, while free refined sugar from
this source totaled 23,800,000 pounds in 1983, compared with 24,005,600
pounds, a decrease of less than 1 percent.

Since 1922 one of the largest cane-sugar refineries in the world, and probably
the most modern plant of its kind in existence, has been located at Baltimore.
This refinery has paid in customs receipts to the Federal Government over
$60,000,000. Its past employment, before the situation created by large im.
ports of refined sugar, has been approximately 1,000 employees. It has borne
a large share of municipal and State taxes. Its purchases of supplies and ma-
terials have represented a substantial contribution to local commerce. Its ship.
ments by rail and water have added materially to the activity of the general
port and city. It has consumed over 1,000,000 tons of coal, which represented
benefits to mine and transportation workers of other States.
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This plant Is now operated as a decidedly reduced capacity. Its continued
operation is threatened, as is that of many other refineries in the United State%
which are employing a large volume of American labor and are basis assets of
the communities in which they are located. During the last 2 years the
Baltimore plant has been forced to shut down entirely for periods totaling I
months. We are now informed that complete and permanent closing of the
entire operation is In prospect If some solution to the domestic refiners' problem
is not found In the legislation now being formulated by Congress on this subject,

The present unfavorable position of American sugar refineries may be said to
be principally due to the Inward movement of sugar refined in Cuba and in our
own Insular possessions. It Is doubtful whether any nation other than the
United States permits sugar refined in the Tropics, whose natural sugar pro.
duction may be said to be raw sugar, to enter Into destructive competition
with its home refiners.

The Baltimore Association of Commerce reaffirms Its action taken In May
1938 to the effect that this situation should be corrected by such decrease in the
Import tariff duty on raw sugar as will meet the Inequality as described and
permit the domestic refining Industry to function on a competitive basis. The
association believes that it was the intent of Congress, at the time of the
passage of the Smoot-Hawley Act, to make this adjustment through the flexible
provision of the act, but such correction has not been made. The lowering of
duty on raw sugar, with the duty on refined remaining at the present level,
would satisfy the needs of the situation, would benefit both Cuba and the
United States, and would guarantee continuance of an industry which occupies
an Important place In the economic Ufe of the country.

This association believes that foreign trade Is a 2-way matter, and that this
situation could be worked out through- reciprocal lowering of Cuban and
American tariffs, to the best interest of the natural production and export
business of each country. However, If it is intended by the Government of
the United States to make sugar allotments to the various producing countries,
then we urge that definite percentages for refined sugar be specified for each
total sugar allotment, from each source of supply, and that these quotas be
limited to such degree as will permit continuance of the local domestic refining
Industry.

In connection with your committee's consideration of the pending legislation
and the proposal to place sugar under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, thts
association therefore urges that proper remedial action be taken through
adequate reduction in the Import tariff duty on raw sugar alone; and by such
definite limitttion on imports of refined sugar as will suffice to protect the
domestic refining industry.

STAMMIONT OF AMUWAN FARM BUREAU FEDAUTION BiY CHESVm H. GRA r
WASHINGTON RnPRESENTATVE

This measure, S.2782, is presented as an amendment to the Agricultural Ad-
justm'ent Act. That act has as its first and immediate purpose to bring parity
prices to the American farmers who grow farm crops, basic or otherwise.
Not one word, sentence, paragraph, or section of this law states, or even
indicates, that its benefits are to redound to any individual other than the
American farmer; much less does it state or indicate that its purpose is to
reach beyond our continental boundaries, and by the indirect method of settling
difficulties abroad or in our colonies, secure some hoped-for bej..,flts to our
farm producers at home.

Anyone who will read section 1 and 2 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
must conclude tfiat S. 2732, as well as its companion measure H.R. 7907, are
not proper amendments to an act, the design of which is to improve domestic
farm condition. The amendment as presented Is undoubtedly, if put into
operation, of roore benefit to importing industries, both producers and refiners,
than It( can possibly be to domestic interests, either producers or refiners.

This point of view offered in behalf of the American Farm Bureau Federa-
tion is not one newly developed. Since May and June' 1983, when the pro-
posed sugar marketing agreement was offered for consideration, the Federa-
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tlon has taken the position that in regard to any domestic farm crop, sugar
or otherwise, the adjustment act must not be amended, and no marketing
agreement under Its terms is to be promulgated, to promote any one of the
following characteristics:

(a) To become international rather than national in character.
(b) To fall to benefit the American farmer, who is the individual designed

to be benefited according to the declaration of policy in sections 1 and 2 of
the act. and to give benefits primarily to producers abroad or In our columns.

(o) To surrender the home market in regard to any domestic farm crop,
and in the degree to which that market is surrendered, to turn it over to
foreign Interests, agricultural or industrial, as the case may be.

(d) To require the domestic producers of cane and beets to decrease, or
limit, or put under quota, their present minority production, measured in terms
of domestic requirements, at the same time that importations of sugar, or any
other farm crop, are not only permitted but authorized.

(o) To allow by invitation, or otherwise, foreign and importing interests
participating in the formulation of legislation or marketing agreements amenda-
tory to, or under the operation of, the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

(f) To adopt marketing agreements, or amendments to the act, which are
designed primarily to protect American investments abroad, or in our colonies,
for the production of agricultural products.

The American Farm Bureau Federation appeared several times In public
hearings In opposition to the proposed marketing agreement on sugar of 1933.
Its representatives refused to accept a place on the so-called sugar policy com-
mittee of seven, the purpose of which was to write the sugar marketing agree-
ment, because that committee was dominated by representatives of importing
interests, which domination was then, and is now, directly In violation of the
statement of policy of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. No one could expect a
sgar marketing agreement to be so written as to benefit the American producer
of sugar, when the group writing such an agreement was composed too largely
of individuals who had not the interest of the American farmer at heart,,
but who represented, too directly, American capital In Cuba, Philippines, and
Puerto Rico.

With this review of position taken by the federation in 1933, it can be seen
that little support can be given by the federation to S. 27P2. This measure
is a repetition of the proposed marketing agreement on sugar of 1933, but
even goes farther in violating the intent and purpose of the adjustment act to
serve the American farmer than did that agreement of 1933. The pending
measure would reduce domestic quotas below those proposed in 1933. The
pending measure would grant more tonnages from Cuba, Puerto Rico, and
the Philippines than were contained in the proposed agreement of 1033, or
than was then asked by said representatives of the interests in those islands.
The pending measure, despite I fact that domestic sugar is produced only
one quarter, approximately, to t..v extent of our domestic requirements, would
still further reduce that small percentage and subsequently -surrender the
domestic market, more and more, to foreign and Importing interests.

The pending measure, without doing so In words, would classify domestic
production of sugar as being uneconomical, following the thoughts in this
regard of some who have participated in the drafting of the bill, and who
have recently testified In Its support both before the House and the Senate
Committees on Agriculture. The assertion that sugar is "uneconomical" i
means, according to the testimony of supporters of the measure, either that
sugar costs more to produce In the United States than it costs to produce it
elsewhere; or, since sugar is not now produced in quantity sufficient to supply
our needs, no effort should be made to expand Its domestic production.

If sugar Is uneconomical in the sense that it costs more to produce at home
than abroad, let us also similarly classify, and after classification, remove
them from the protective influence of our tariff rates, the following farm
products which cost more to produce in the United States than abroad:

Corn, dried beans, beef-cattle, butter, fresh lima beans, cream, onions, milk,
fresh tomatoes, cherries, lemons, canned tomatoes, maple sugar, almonds, flax-
seed, wool, peppers, fresh green peas.
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Is there anyone bold enough to say that this list of farm crops, whicl cost
more to raise domestically than abroad, should be treated in the way which
is now planned for sugar? If there is anyone so bold, let us consider the
other aspect of the "uneconomical" feature alleged against sugar; namely,
that it is not iiow being produced adequately to supply our home market, there.
fore, let us get our sugar from abroad and sacrifice our domestic producers
and refiners. If sugar is to be treated in this way because it is a deficiency
crop, so likewise must we treat many fresh winter vegetables such as toma.
toes, snap beans, green beans, and cucumbers; also buckwheat. In this classic.
fication would come flaxseed, canned tomatoes, peas, potatoes, soybeans, grape.
fruit, almonds, lemons, figs, olives, dates, English walnuts, limes, peanuts,
filberts, beef-cattle, wool, cream, butter, maple sugar, and maple sirup.

Many people misconstrue the intent of the Agricultural Adjustment Act in
regard to control of production. Basic crops--those so named as basic in the
law-all come under the provision relative to control of production; but many
ofher crops such as sugar, which is not produced at the present time adequate!
tO supply all our own requirements, need not necessarily be subjected to a
reduction in production. The entire intent of the Adjustment Act Is to "give
the American market to the American farmer" whether the crop is basic or
otherwise. To take a crop of minority production, that is, one which does not
supply our own requirements, such as sugar, and then compel the American
farmers of such a crop still further to limit their production, is not a pro.
cedure properly to be considered as an amendment to the Adjustment Act,
unless, indeed, the declaration of policy in sections 1 and 2 of the act should
be so drastically changed as to remove from such declaration of policy the
present stated intent of the law to benefit only one person, namely, the
American farmer by giving him parity pieces.

It is difficult to suggest to the Senate Committee on Finance a proper pro.
cedure In regard to S. 2782, as the entire measure is in violation of the policles
and the activities of the American Farm Bureau Federation. Any effort sug.
gested In this statement, offered in behalf of the American Farm *Bureau
Federation, to amend S. 2732 so that its provisions would be In accord with

,the policy of the Agriculture. Adjustment Act, would require a complete
rewriting of the proposed measure. That effort obviously cannot be under.
taken in a brief statement such as is now being offered by the Federation,
It may be said, however, in conclusion that if the Senate Finance Committee
desires to make sugar a basic commodity, then about all that is necessary is
to slightly amend section 11; In addition, add some necessary definitions which
are now included in section 2 of S. 2782; and finally, Introduce the words
"or regulation" after the word "reduction" in the first line, paragraph 1,
of section 8, so that any doubt would be removed relative to a basic crop
lige sugar being allowed to expand Its production.
. The sugar-producing farmers should be allowed to control their acreage
by enlarging it annually 10 to 15 percent until such enlargement gradually
reaches the surplus point of production; after which time the present "reduc.
tion" requirement relative to acreage, should properly be put Into effect.
But, to require reduction now when only 25 percent, approximately, of our
domestic requirements of sugar are produced domestically, Is to subject sugar
to a legal requirement, which Is not sought to ba made operative on any other
farm crop whatsoever. Should an amendment be adopted to the Adjustment
Act, allowing sugar to expand rather than requiring it to shrink in production,
automatically the importations from Cuba, Philippines, and Puerto Rico should
be gradually decreased, so that instead of making the American sugar-producing
farmers retire from the home market, there would be a gradual retirement
from that market of the foreign and Imported products.

This consummation cannot be secured by amending the proposed amend.
meant, S. 2782, to the Agricultural Adjustment Act. It is respectfully sub.
mitted to the Finance Committee that the proposed amendment be entirely
rewritten in line with the recommendations in the concluding paragraphs In
this statement which is offered on behalf of the American Farm Bureau Fed-
eration, the policy of which never forgets the American farmers who produce
any and all of our domestic farm crops.

(Whereupon, the committee adjourned at 11:45 a.m.)


